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ABSTRACT 

The book of Ezra contains seven documents which the author pre- 

sents as official Persian documents. These are not. a homogeneous col- 

lection of documents. There are different types of documents which make 

up this collection: proclamation, memorandum, letter, decree, and 

report. While modern scholarship has been divided over the question of 

the authenticity of the Ezra Documents (ED), it. has yet to produce a 

thorough and comprehensive study of all seven of these documents. With 

this in mind the present writer has set out to answer the questigin, 

Can the Ezra Documents be considered to be authentic official Persian 

documents? The questions concerning the authenticity of the ED are 

principally threefold: 1) linguistic is the language of the EL) that of 

contemporary official Persian documents? 2) stylistic, is the style cf 

the ED consistent with that of known official Persiain documents? and 

historical, are the ED historically compatible with the known history 

of Achaemenid Persian rule? 

Linguistically, the ED correspond w th the language situation 

characteristic of Achaemenid Persia. The Achaeinenids used native ian- 

giuages for official pu poses as attested by official documents in Greek, 

1L; cians E8anite, and Egyptian. Thus the Hebrew of t; zra l: 2--4, a procla- 

mation intended for the Jews, is consistent with Persian practice and. 

shows thai Hebrew was the language of the Jews at this time. A serc, -id, 

and alp-rently more common, means of communication among Persian off: i_- 

c,,. als was the use of Artmaie as an intermediary Ianguage. The Aramaic 
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of the rest of the ED is clearly homogeneous with Imperial Aramaic of 

the sixth to fourth centuries B. C. The vocabulary is the same for which 

the Persian loanwords of the ED are especially telling. Furthermore, 

Aramaic under the Achaemenids was considerably influenced by Persian, 

covering loan translations, syntax, phonology, and morphology. 

Stylistically, the ED are demonstrably Persian. The ten stylis- 

tic features of official Achaemenid correspondence are exemplified in 

the ED just as they are in the non-Biblical Persian documents, To answer 

the question of a possible Hellenistic origin of the ED, official Greek 

correspondence and the LXX renderings of the ED are discussed,. The 

style of official Greek correspondence is completely different from the 

style of official Persian correspondence so that the two styles can not 

possibly be confused. The LXX translators were unfamiliar with both the 

language and style of the ED. They even, attempted to change stylistic 

features that proved awkward for them, Furthermore, two Additions to 

the Greek Esther., B and E, are patently Hellenistic efforts to create 

Persian decrees which their Greek character and lack of Persi. an charac- 

teri stics amply attest . Their one attempt at copying Persian style is 

erroneous. Thus knowing the styles of official Persian and Greek docu- 

ments, the failure of the LXX translators in coping with the language 

-. n%', style of the ED, and the examples of Additions B and E to the Greek 

Esther is sufficient to demonstrate the Persian character of the style 

of the ED. 

Historically, the ED depict a common relation with non-Biblical. 

Persian doeý. men. týs and more broadly with;. the known history of. Achaemenid 

Persia. Two areas are added here that add substantially to the histori- 

cal con-text, of the ED: 1) administration of the empire, and 2) the 
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religious policies of the Persians. Adminstratively the ED are every- 

where consistent with known Persian practices, such as the combination 

of native and Persian officials, their appearance in groups, their 

titles. Archive administration, their locations and names as depicted 

in the ED are also consistent with known Persian practice. Tha religious 

policies of the Achaemenids are amply attested in contemporary documents 

and those pictured in the ED are fully consistent with non-Biblical 

sources. The main point in this connection is that the Persians involved 

themselves with the details of the cults of their subjects both great 

and small. 

So the answer to the question whether the Ezra Documents can be 

considered authentic Persian documents and are therefore valuable histo- 

rical sources for the period must be answered in the positive, 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Vie Ezra Documents in Recent Studies 

It is necessary at the outset of this introduction to point out 

that very few studies have been published which deal specifically with 

the Persian documents in the book of Ezra. ' Equally rare are larger 

studies in Ezra and the Persian period which discuss specifically and 

extensively these same documents. The larger studies tend either to 

refer the reader to the few specific studies that have been pubEi-n¬d 

or to treat particular words and features of the documents very superfi- 

ciallyo This admittedly generalized statement is not intended to mini- 

mite the value of these studies, but rather to point out. the exi-sting 

situation in Ezra studies. However, it does show .hc the Persian c ocu- 

rnents are usually not given a very prominent place iý the study of i-hc 

book of Ezra! Thus, commentaries and other reference books will p 
for 

the most part, not be included in this survey, although they will be 

referred to in the study itself . 

4W'hat was needed for an adequate study of the ED were authentic 

con empor <= ry Aramaic documents with which to make comparisons . These 

were provided by the documents discovered at Elephantine in Egypt, which 

I'i o be referred to as the Ezra Documents (ED), i. e., Ezra; 1.2-4, 
6: 2b-S, 5: 7-17,6: 2b-12,4: 11-16,4: 117-22, and 7: 12-26. 

1 
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began to be published in quantity in 1906.1 Because these discoveries 

provided scholars with documents that had not gone through the transmis- 

sion processes of editing and copying as have those in Ezra, they mark a 

distinct break in the study of the ED. Therefore, the studies of the ED 

can be divided into two groups: those published before 1906 and those 

published after 1906. 

Studies Consulted 

Meyer, E. Die Entstehung des Judentums . 
Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1896. (Reprinted: 
Hildesheirml: Georg Olms, 1965. ) 

The first chapter of this book is devoted specifically to the ED 

=- one-third of the book-even though they are not Meyer's major concern. 

He approaches the documents from the viewpoint of the historian to test 

their credibility against the known facts of Persian history, The 7 i. t- 

erary features of the documents receive little attention, primarily due 

to the lack of comparable material. 2 

Meyer considers Ezra 1.2-4 to have been forged by the Chronicler 

because it is composed in Hebrew instead of. Aramaic; the official lan- 

guage of all the western provinces (p, 9). Without any considerations 

of the contents, he writes it off thus: "Wie nach jildischen Begriffen 

der Erlass des Kyros aussehen musste, lehrt das Mfachiwerk, welches der 

Chronist Chron. II 36,23. Ezra 1,2-4 zu fabricieren nicht unterlassen 

hat, obwohl ihm, das authentische Dokument Ezra 6 zu Gebote stand: ,e . 11 

(p. 49). The documents in chapters 4-6 he considers to have been writ- 

1Sayce and Cowley, APDA, 1906, Followed by Sachau, APO, 1911, 
tingi;. ad, APE, 1911; Cowley, AP, 1923; Driver, AD, 1954 (Revised 19S-/); 
Kraeling, BM11P, 1953. 

-Mcyer did make use of CIS, II, 144 (=Cowley) AP 70) and the 
Gadates Inscription (B-"FH' 13: 529-42,1889). 
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ten originally in Persian. Meyer bases this conclusion primarily on his 

emended reading of Ezra 4: 7: "11''731K IIA"t311nn WIü7D ý11ý ý131Uý, 7 'lind die 

Depesche war persisch geschrieben und ins Aramäische übersetzt. � (p. 18). 

nt O- m in MT is %VWI R. In addition to this Meyer sees a number of Per- 

sianisms: vocabulary; the Achaemenid chancellery i: m; ark, "copy of the 

letter" (p. 28); and syntax and features characteristic of Persian 

inscriptions, especially the Greek translation of the Gadates Insci., ip- 

tion (pp. 19-21), e. g. , use of the pronoun "l`r, VT, 1; tß, "these, " to 

indicate a previously mentioned person or thing, and Inv following a 

personal name (p. 29). In particular, the name `tom ,O (Ashurbanipal) is 

taken as a sure trace of the Persian original (pp. 29-30). Ezra 7.12- 

26, on the other hand, is credited to Ezra himself iud his colleagues 

who had influence at court, They drei. up the documment- -. "-in Aramaic, thus 

its non-Persian character-and presented it to the king for his approval. 

Many of the problems in the documents are attributed to the 

Cnronicter9 and F's jnmtliche Urkunden sind also durch mehrere Hände 

gegangen, ehe sie auf uns gekommen sind. " (p. 8) . As a result of his 

study Meyer comes to the following ccnc. iusion 

Damit wäre, denke ich, nicht nur die Acchtheit der im Buche 
Ezra überlieferten aramäischen Dokumente gegen alle Einwände 
erwiesen, sondern mehrfach auch e1ri klarerer Einblick in die Bedeut- 
ung dieser fir die jüdische wie für die persische Geschichte 
unschätzbaren Urkunden gewonnen. (1). 70). 

Boyd, J. 0. "The Documents of the 
Book of Ezra, " PRP 11-A14-37.9 1900.1 

gis is a useful synthesis of the basic arguments for and. agiinst 

the authenticity of the ED being debated at the turn of the century. 

article is the second in 2J three-pari, -series on the book 
of Ezra. "rile Composition of the Book of Ezra, " PER 11: 261-97,1900; 
"` l,, e Historicity of Ezra, " PRR 11 : 568-6073 1900, 
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While Boyd does make significant contributions to the debate, the main 

portion of his article is given to presenting the arguments of the chief 

debaters themselves. Boyd°s method is twofold: first, he presents the 

arguments brought against the authenticity of the ED and then the counter 

arguments; secondly, he offers what he terms "positive considerations" 

which in his opinion confirm their genuineness. Boyd concludes that the 

Aramaic documents in Ezra are genuine Persian documents. 

Ezra 1: 2-4 is discussed by Boyd in his third article (see above 

p. 3, n. 1). He considers it to have been translated from Aramaic- 

itself a translation from the language of Cyrus--and to be incomplete. 

He first compares 1: 2-4 with 6: 3-3 (also considered to be incomplete) on 

the premise that if the former is consistent with the latter, then it 

can be considered genuine as well. Following this comparison, Boyd pro- 

vides a "running comment upon its phrases. " (p. 587). Boyd°s conclusion 

is °' ... that this professed edict of Cyrus is hi_st; ox ical in its con- 

tents, that it is authentic in its general form and substance, and that 

of the 'Jewish coloring' attributed to it, most, if not all, is due to 

translation into Hebrew, while the remainder, if such there be, is prob- 

ably due to Jewish influence in. its original composition. " (p. 587), 

Davis. J. D. "Persian Words and the Date 
of Old Testament Documents. " Harper, R. F., 
et 1 1, eds ,, 

Old Testament and Semitic 
Studies in Memory of William Rainey Harper. 
2 vols. Chicago: U. of C. Press, 1908. 
Vol, I, pp. 271-84. 

Though published in 1908, Davis' article was apparently ready 

_ýr publication before-1906.1 The scope of this article can best be 

111Since this article was finished for publication, a nunber of 
Persian words have come to light in Egyptian documents of the filth cen- 
tury before Christ. From them the foregoing exposition has already 
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seen by letting the author speak for himself. 

The Persian conquest under Cyrus the Great and his succes- 
sors exerted an immediate influence upon the languages of the west. 
Persian civilization and political domination were quickly reflected 
in tie speech of the peoples who were suddenly brought into close 
touch with the men from the eastern highlands. This fact is evident 
from contemporary literature, It is accordingly proposed in this 
paper to institute a comparison, and by citing the Persian words 
which up to the present time have been found in western documents 
dating from the end of the sixth century before Christ and from the 
fifth century, to determine, as far as possible, whether the Jetiyish 
narratives relating to this period stand on the same footing with 
the literature of other peoples of the time in respect to the use of 
Persian words, and thus to discover the date of composition. with 
which the Persian coloring in these Jewish records is compatible. 

For the purposes of this inquiry considerable material is 
available, There are the inscriptions in various languages prepared 
by command of the Persian monarchs to record the glories of their 
reigns, royal decrees proceeding from the same high source and the 
official correspondence of the provincial governors with the impe- 
rial court. From Babylonia come numerous business documents written 
in the Semitic dialect that was. current in the busy marts of trade 
at the head of the Persian Gulf. Greece offers noble literary works; 

.. ý 
(p. 273). 

The vocabulary Davis discusses has to do with terms ". . .. con- 

nected with a king in his more personal surroundings:. e. ." 
(p. 274), 

official titles, terms for public business, Persian measures and Persian 

dress, Davis concludes from his study that ", 
.. the diction of the 

books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther exhibits such traces of the Persian 

influence as properly belong to contemporary documents written within 

the bounds of the Persian empire and concerning imperial affairs. " 

(p. 280), Although this study is not limited to, or even primarily con- 

cerned with, the ED, they are thoroughly covered, and it is therefore an 

importzart contribution to the study of the ED. 

receive: i enrichment. " (p. 280, n. 3). However, specific reference to 3 
this jfi, _tterýý31 is not made. 
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Torrey, C. C. Ezra Studies. 
Chicago: U. of C. Press, 1910. 

Torrey's first major study of Ezra, The conzposi; tion and Histori- 

cal Value of Ezra-Nehemiah, l is here expanded, giving his views the full 

and detailed explanation called for by the general and brief nature of 

his first work. The views are essentially the same; thus only ES needs 

to be considered in summarizing Torrey's contributiot} to the study of 

Ezra. 

ES falls naturally into several distinct yet related sections of 

which only one concerns us here-his specific treatment of the ED, which 

is chapter 6. The earlier chapters deal with the two Greek recensions 

of the Chronicler's work-Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah-`-and in particular 

they provide a critical apparatus for the textual criticism of the 

Chronicler's work, the value of which is still appreciated: ''After the 

lapse of over half a century Torrey's study still holds its place as a 

most important contribution to the textual problems of the Chronicl_c' -¢s 

history» 2 In the later chapters Torrey evaluates the Chronicler as 

editor and narrator, judging him to be totally untrustworthy, and con- 

eludes with an analysis of the exile and restoration as portrayed by the 

Chronicler. ---almost solely from his imagination and devoid of any reality 

in history. 

Imbedded in the book of Ezra are what purport to be copies 
of a nu, lber of royal and other official communications relating to 
the Jews, dating from the Persian period. .. 

This is certainly a very remarkable collection of documents, 

espcci , illy remarkable when it is borne in mind that we are otherwise 
almost entirely destitute of Jewish historical traditions from the 
Persian period. Aside from the prophecies of Haggai and %. echariah, 

.. and the story of Nehemiah ..., we have scarcely even the 

1BZAW 2: 1-65.1 1896, 

'Jellicoe, The, Septuagint and Modern Studies, p. 292. 
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semblance of historical standing ground. (pp. 140-IL). 

In addition Torrey feels that we could expect a full list of the gover- 

no. cs stationed in Jerusalem, rather than just the mention of three gov- 

ernors; that the succession of high priests is only recorded by the 

Chronicler; and that the Jewish tradition completely muddles the order 

of the Persian kings. "It seems quite certain, in view of all this, 

that no extensive written traditions of the Persian period were pre- 

served in Jerusalem. " (p. 141). 

Torrey holds that the ED serve merely to enliven the, narrative, 

following the contemporary literary custom as exemplified by the writers 

of the books of Kings, Maccabees, the Greek Esther, and also Thucydides 

and Josephus. The specific purpose in this case was to aid in the re- 

establishment of the supremacy of Jerusalem as the only leg^l site for 

the Jewish cult, which according to. 'k'or rey was the primary purpose of 

the Chron. i cl er's history. 

As far as the Aramaic Section of Ezra is concerned, Torrey cred- 

its the Chronicler with the creation cf the following: 7: 12-26 and its 

context, 6.15-18 and 6: 9-10. Ezra 4,8-6: 14, also in Aramaic, he credits 

not to the Chronicler himself s but to orte of his school of thought who 

was probably a contemporary, and which the Chronicler borrowed and _n-- 

serte: d with only a few adjustments. 

On the Aramaic of Ezra, Torrey dates it to the second or third 

century B. C. and considers it to be Western Aramaic. The evidence for 

this dating is chiefly the following: 1) the replacement of certain 

sibilants by their coiýrespon ding dentals, particularly 7 by 1; 2) the 

change of preformative n to x in certain stems; 3) the change in the 

form of the infinitive; and 4) the occurrence of Greek words. 
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The many foreign names and words are further evidence to Torrey 

of the Chronicler's hand in the composition of Ezra. This foreign ele- 

ment lends "color" to the narrative and also offers subtle evidence 

against the purity of race (Jewish) claimed by the Samaritans by enumer- 

ating 11 ... as many different nationalities as possible" (p. l7) of 

the enemies of the Jews, the anti-Samaritan bias supporting the position 

of Jerusalem. 

In concluding this chapter, Torrey gives the Aramaic text with 

many valuable notes and his own translation, 

Nöldeke, 'T. "Zur Frage der 
Geschichtlichkeit der Urkunden 
im Esra. -Buch, " DLZ 26: 1849-56.9 1924. 

The title of this article is somewhat misleading since it is 

actually a review of Torrey's Ezra 'tud ess 1910. However, he does deal 

specifically with the ED in columns 1850-52, hence I. ts Inclusion in this 

review. Nöldeke begins by stating, 'Ferner habe ich schon vor längerer 

Zeit die Unechtheit der aramäischen Briefe in Esra 5.6.7 erk. annt. 11 

(col. 1850). This position is based entirely on the contents of the 

documents which to Nöldeke contain material 11 ,. die in einem echten 

Dekret undenkbar wären. ' (col. 1851). The material in question is the 

reference to the subdivisions of the Jewish clergy, tax exemptions for 

the same, cultic terms and expressions such as nThöh n (6: 10) and sakken 
"s 

Smeh tarnen h (6:. 12) . 

Noldeke next takes exception to Ezra 4: 11-16,4: 17-22 in ! 'dass 

die Ausführung eines regulär erlassenen Dekrets des Cyrus hätte ver- 

hindert werden können, ist höchst unwahrscheinlich. " (col. 1852). 

Nöldeke failed here, however, to note carefully the text since the docu- 

merits in Ezra 4 concern the city walls, not the temple, which was the 
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subject of Cyrus' edict. Nöldeke's final position concerning the ED is 

this. ''Nun macht mich aber der schon oben besprochene Schluss des Esra- 

b: riefes, der ganz die Tendenz des Chronisten und seine Ausdrucksweise 

hat, sehr geneigt, ihm auch die Verfasserschaft der anderen falschen 

Briefe zuzuschreiben, also das ganze Stück 4,8--6,18. " (col. 1852). 

It must be noted that Nöldeke, in this review, never once refers 

to any extra-Biblical evidence in discussing the question of the authen- 

ticity of the ED! His sole argument is that it is "unthinkable" or "im- 

probable" that authentic documents would contain what he objects to. 

Schaeder. , H. H. Iranische Beiträge I. 
Halle: Niemeyer Verlag, 1930, 

Schaeder's treatment, of the ED, as documents, is limited to 

those contained in Ezra 4-6 and forms but a small part of the whole 

work. Elsewhere he discusses U't. rin as a technical term of the Achaemerti. d 

administration, relating it to the later MP uzväri- n: 

Suchen wir von diesem wahren historischen Sachverhalt aus 
den technischen Begriff des uzvärtan bzw. uzvär>isn zu verstehen, so 
werden wir zu der Vermutung gedrängt, dass hier mit 'Erklärung' eben 
das gemeint ist, was wir als ursprüngliche Bedeutung von mpäralo 
festgestellt haben. Die 'Erklärung' oder 'Interpretation' bestand 

also darin, dass man aramäische Worte beim Lesen unmittelbar ins 
Persische umsetzte. Das mittelpersische uzvärtan kann dann nichts 
anderes sein als eine Lehnübersetzung eben desselben Verbalbegriffe s 
der in dem aramäischen mpära enthalten ist. (p. 10). 

Schaeder also discusses the linguistic and orthographic development of 

Imperial Aramaic and the Iranian element in Imperial Aramaic. From the 

former he concludes that ". .. 
insofern die Einheitlichkeit des Reichs- 

aramä -ý ýý1ýerc deutlicher geworden und die Behauptung, die Urkunden in Esra 

in�issten schon deswegen unecht sein, weil ihre Sprache jünger sei als- die 

der fest ins S. Jh. datierten EP, als unhaltbar erkannt ist. " (p. 55). 

while related aspects of the documents are treated throughout 
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these chapters, it is only in chapter 2, "Die Komposition von Esra 4--6" 

(pp. 14--27), that they are treated as documents. As the chapter title 

indicates, Schaeder. 's concern is the composition of Ezra 4-6, or more 

specifically the Aramaic section 4: (7)8-6: 18. Schaeder's thesis is that 

the entire section makes up a single published document---that of the 

Tabeel mentioned in 4: 7. "Die ganze Frage der Kornposition von Kapitel 4 

hängt an der Interpretation von v. 7.. ." (p. 1S) --and also Schaeder's 

thesis concerning this Aramaic section.. Schaeder holds that since in 

v. 7 Tabeel is mentioned, in connection with others, as author of a doc- 

urnent to Artaxerxes, and since a notice is given concerning the language 

and script of that document, and since a document does in fact follow, 

t'r, en the only logical conclusion is that the document which follows is 

that of Tabeel. Moreover, since what follows is not the expected intro- 

ductory matter of Tabeel's letter but the beginning of another document, 

that of the Samaritan officials to Artaxerxes, then this document must 

have been part of Tabeel ° s, 

The problem thus raised is how to comprehend a letter which con- 

tains a denunciation of the Jews by the Samaritan authorities to Arta- 

xerxes followed by the king's unfavourable decision against the Jews and 

in which, further on, there is reference to the time of Darius in which 

documents are cited to prove similar accusations against the Jews but 

which were overruled by Darius on the basis of a decree of Cyrus, the 

founder of the empire. 

Die Antwort kann nur dahin lauten, dass das Schreiben des Tab' el und 
seiner Kollegen eine Gegenaktion von jüdischer Seite gegen die De- 
nunziation der Beamten von Samaria bedeutet. Es stellt eine aus- 

Denkschrift an Artaxerxes dar, die zunächst den vorange- 
gangenen Schriftwechsel und die für die Juden. ungünstige Entscheid - 
ung wörtlich resumiert, um diese dann im Hinblick auf frühere posi- 
tive Entscheidungen des Kyros und Dareios als unbegründet zu er- 
weisen. (p. 17). 
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Thus understood the document provided the Chronicler with three 

pieces of evidence for his historical work: 1) the edict of Cyrus, 

2) the correspondence concerning the temple-building under Darius, and 

3) the correspondence concerning the wall-building under Artaxerxes. 

This source as used by the Chronicler has, for the most part, been reli- 

ably copied over, though not without some minor retouching by the Chron- 

icier. Tabeel's document necessarily drew a moral from the documents 

colýect. ed, but it did not suit the Chronicler's purpose, who simply set 

it aside where it ends in his historical work and took up his source for 

the activities of Ezra. 

deVaux, R. "Les Decrets de Cyrus 
et de Darius sur la Reconstruction 
du Temple, " RB 46: 29-57,1937.1 

deVaux takes up the criticisms raised against the decrees of 

Cyrus and Darius recorded in the Aramaic section of Ezra 5.1-6: 18, 

These criticisms are of two kinds:. 1) historical--"it is unbelievable 

that the Persian court should have taken such measures in favor of 3eru- 

Salem"; and 2) literary-"the style of these documents betrays the hand 

of a Jewish author. " (p. 64). 

Concerning the historical problem the basic issue is religious, 

riot the personal religion of the Persian kings but their religious pol- 

icy towards their subjects. On the basis of numerous contemporary in- 

scriptions such as the Cyrus. Cylinder, the Nabonidus Chronicle, inscribed 

bricks from Uruk and Ur, the inscription of Uzahor, Demotic and Aramaic 

-1 Reprinted in Bible et Orient. Paris: Les Editions du. Cer. f, 
i 967; and in English as "The Decrees of Cyrus and Darius on the Rebui. ld- 
ing of the Temple, " The Bibie and the Ancient Near Erst. Trans. by 
1). Mc. I-Eugh. London: Dar ton, Longman & Todd, 1972, pp. 63 -96 . 

The 
author has used the English version. 
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Papyri, etc. deVaux concludes that 

The religious policies of the first Persian kings are sýiffi- 
ciently illustrated by these documents, especially in view of their 
diverse origins. Everywhere, whether it be in Asia Minor, Egypt, or 
Babylonia, they respected and even encouraged local customs so long 
as they did not run contrary to public order. (po 77), 

Furthermore, the religious policy of Cyrus and Darius, as known, not 

only does not exclude the possibility of their granting such decrees as 

are recorded in Ezra 5: 1-6,18, but the contemporary evidence and Greek 

tradition ". .. are in perfect harmony with such measures. " (p. 79). 

Under literary problems deVaux first considers Schaeder's theory 

that the entire Aramaic section is taken from a letter of Tabeei.. While 

recognizing its possibility and noting that it does solve some of the 

problems of this section, he raises three questions, though not consid- 

ering there to be conclusive proof against the theory. Fixet of a11, the 

edicts of Cyrus and Darius concerned the temple while TaheelIs appeal 

concerned the city walls, the former being unlikely support for the 

building of the latter. Secondly, Nehemiah makes no _mention of this ap- 

peal and evidence when he seeks permission to rebuild the city walls 

(Neh. 2.1-8). Thirdly, the most serious objection is that the Chroni_- 

cler failed to provide ". .. the logical thread which linked the vari- 

ous elements together and made-the whole thing intelligible. " (p. 82). 

Linguistically some maintain that the Aramaic, of Ezra contains 

traits that mark it later than the Elephantine Papyri. However, refer- 

ring to the works of Schaeder (see above p. 9) and Messina (MB 2: 69-103, 

1934), deVaux states, "They have effectively proved that the alleged 

differences between biblical Aramaic and that of Elephantine amounts 

{$iý.; to nothing more than a modernization of the orthography and the 

introüuý=t i. on of some colloquial forms but that the La<njuage ýs fundamen- 
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tally the same as that of the papyri. " (p. 83). A similar example of 

such modernizing is the Gadates Inscription: When the people of Magne- 

sia on the Meander were recopying, under the Roman empire, 'the letter of 

, they adapted it to contemporary usage and left Only a Darius to Gadata 

few traces of the original Ionian dialect. " (p. 84). A final linguistic 

factor is that Aramaic was used as the official language of the Achaeme- 

nid Empire in its western provinces, though not exclusively. 

A third area of objections to the authenticity of the edicts is 

based on an internal examination of the texts in which it is maintained 

that "< <e the edicts are presented in a manner which renders then sus- 

pect and that their content and style belies [sic] their supposed ori- 

gin. '' (p. 88). deVaux then lists seven principal arguments which go 

back to the old objections of Wellh. ausen, Kosters and Graetz and are re. - 

newel by Torrey, Batten and Holscher (p. 88, n. 96). Drawing essentially 

from the same sources used to refute the historical objections (see 

above) d. eyaux concludes,, "The documents contained in Ezra 6., e are 

exactly in accordance with the religious policy of both Cyrus and Darius, 

and the form in which they have come down to us justifies the belief 

that we have them in almost the same condition as they were when they 

left the Achaemenid chancellery. " (p, 94). 

While maintaining the genuineness of the documents in Ezra 6, 

deVaux doubts that of the edict of Cyrus in Ezra 1. Noting the elements 

in favour of its genuineness and those against it, he passes it off as a 

matter "o little consequence" since it adds nothing to the edicts in 

Ezra 6. 
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Bickerman, E. J. "The Edict of Cyrus 
in Ezra 1 ," 

JBL 65: 249-7S3 1946. 

Bickerrnan sets forth the problem and his proposed solution in 

the following manner: 

There are in Ezra two ordinances of Cyrus concerning the Re- 
turn from the Captivity: one in Hebrew (Ezra 1: 2-4), the other in 
Aramaic (Ezra 6: 3-5). Some scholars regard both instruments as two 
versions of the same royal edict; but, since a comparison of the two 
texts discloses very great differences, they conclude that one at 
least of the two ordinances cannot be authentic. Critics who accept 
as genuine the Aramaic transcripts of the Persian records in Ezra, 
except the Hebrew Edict of Cyrus, which has few defenders; and, fol- 
lowing Torrey, some regard the Aramaic instrument as unreliable. As 
a matter of fact, this deductive reasoning is deceiving because it 
is based on a fallacy of presumption, An examination of the formu- 
lae of both documents show [sic] that they are not two variants of 
the same record but two independent records concerning the same case, 
(pp. 249-50). 

These "two independent records" are technically two different types of 

documents: the Aramaic edict (Ezra 6: 3-5) is a "memorandum. " and the fle- 

brew edict (Ezra 1: 2-4) is a "proclamation. " Of the former Bickerman 

states, 

This is an order in the form of an iiiipc rsona1. enactment, 
Such. a minute recorded a single decision, given or. ally at a cabinet 
meeting or pursuant to a report presented for-consideration. 
the Aramaic term for it was .. 

d2ýrörc& (ý`t ä1 ýýý, Ezra 6: 2), that 
is "Memorandum. " (p. 250) . 

Concerning Ezra 1: 2-4, a proclamation, he says, "Oral announcement of 

some matter which the authority desired to make known to the population 

was the usual. method of publication in the Ancient World. " (p. 252). 

The difference in the languages of the two documents is due to 

"this difforence between official correspondence and official verbal an- 

ncunceinent 

Thus, there were (at 

the Return frou) Captivity; a 
Jews and published by the he 

clod inP; Hebrew (Ezra 1) 
, and 

royal treasurer, in Aramaic, 
(p. 253) 

. 

least) two orders 
royal proclamation 

raids everywhere in 
on the other hand, 
which was not made 

of Cyrus relevant to 

addressed to the 

many languages, in- 

a 11a, o %' d cn to the 

public at this time. 
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Thus establishing the authenticity of Cyrus' edict, Bickerman. 

then takes up a number of criticisms raised against it. The title "king 

of Persia, " held to be anachronistic, is shown to be possible histori- 

cally; and the title given to the God of the Jews is necessarily that 

used by the Jews themselves, as illustrated by the same practice with 

other peoples such as the Babylonians. The problem of v. 4 as trans- 

later, ? land whoever is left ... let the men of his place help him, " is 

solved by referring all the pronominal suffixes to the subject of the 

first sentence, i. e,, the returning Jew, giving this translation: "Who 

is there among you of all His people? ,, ý Let him go up to Jerusalem 

and every one who remains, in any place where ho may sojourn, let 

them-the men of his place-assist hi mm -. . 'P (p. 260). Cyrus t designa- 

Lion of the Jews as W7a is considered to be very unlikely by some 

scholars,, but Bickerman notes that "among the ancients, a resident alien 

and his descendants preserved his original nationality indefinitely, un-- 

less he was admitted among the citizens, " (p. 261). 

These mistakes of critics Bickerman considers to b 11 ... sub- 

ordinated to their basic error. " (p. 262', which here is that they con- 

sider the edict of Cyrus to be a special favour granted only to the 

Jews, Rather, Bickerman shows that the edict of Cyrus is only one exam- 

ple of a general policy extending to all subject peoples, Furthermore, 

it was an act which legitimized Cyrus as the deputy of the God of Jeru- 

Salem. In this connection the criticism that Cyrus would not have ac 

know: iedged the God of the Jews and his oracles is negated by noting the 

numerous cases of this practice by Persian kings in Egypt and Greece 

cited by Ilerodor. us. 

Finally, Bickerman returns to the examination of the edict in 
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Ezra i from the diplomatic viewpoint, noting its bipartite struct-_ure. 

It beg ins With an introductory clause in the third person, just as the 

Behi_st. un_ inscription and other proclamations. Next is the communication 

proper, set in the first person of the present and in which the herald 

identifies himself with the giver of the message. Notice is also given 

that the message was given in writing, as in several other proclamations 

in the Old Testament. Bickerman finds no exact parallels to this edict 

in Mesopotamia, Egypt or Greece, but only in the Roman edictzjn. 

Grosheide, H. H. "Twee Edicten 
van Cyrus ten Gunste van de 
Jodern, " GTT 54.1-12,. 1954. 

Grosheide begins by briefly noting the then current debate con- 

cerning the authenticity of the two documents in question-Ezra 1: 2-4 

(A) and 6: 3-5 (B). He deals mostly with the historical aspects of the 

documents. and except for a few general remarks on pp. 10-1.1 he ignores 

the question of their epistolary style, Within this compass he notes 

numerous objections raised against the authenticity of the two edicts 

and marshals the evidence that supports their authenticity. He concen- 

traten particularly on Ezra 1: 2-4 because its authenticity is most cues-- 

tioned by scholars (pp. 1,6-7). Grosheide concludes with a discussion 

of the debate over the date of the return from exile, 537 or 520 B. C.. 

or f there even was a return from exile, He concludes that there was 

a return and dat es it in 537 B. C. Concerning the two edicts of Cyrus, 

Grosheide concludes: 

. Ezra 6: 3-5 is een edict van Cyrus, dat de eerder toegestane 

teirnj-)elbou'vti to Jertu-alem nader regelt. Ezra 1 : 2-4 is een edict -van 
Cyrus, dat aan de Joderi verl o geeft naar bun land terug to leeren en 
dFc t. ei, rpel to Jeruzalern to herbouwen. Wij zul le>> it edict dus hebben 

to datieren voor B... dat in de zoiner van 538 is get=even, Wij achten 
hot waarschijnlijk, dat A. uitgevaardi. gd is, toen Cyrus nog in Babel 

was , 
dus in hot voorjaar van 538. (p. 12). 
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Zerkavod, M "Dýe persischen Koenigserlasse 
zugunsten der Zio-nsrueckwanderer, 11 
EZ Ha`cjin 37.1-21,1962. 

This is a study of the legal and political implications of the 

documents dealt with: Ezra 1: 2-4,6: 3-5,6: 6-12, and 7: 12-26, Zerka- 

vod! s purpose is that uw, iir wollen hier den Inhalt dieser Urkunden genauer 

ueberppru. iefen nach ihrer rechtlichen und politischen Bedeutung. " (p. 1) 
. 

He places Ezra I: 2-4 in the context of Isaiah's prophecies of the rise 

and establishment of Cyrus, king of Persia (pp, 1-2), By noting the 

similar context and claims surrounding the Cyrus Cylinder he rightly ob- 

serves, "In Wirklichkeit, allen Indizien nach, die wir besitzen, blieb 

Cyrus sein Leben lang ein Heide, der zu seinen Untertanen in ihrer 

Sprache und nach ihrem Sinne sprach, wie es in der diplomatischen Sphaere 

ueblich war. " (p. 2). Concerning the edicts of Cyrus, Zerkavod notes 

that there are two themes: 'Die Erlaubnis zur Rueckkehr nach Jerusalem 

und die Erlaubnis zum Wiederaufbau des Tempels. " (p. 5). Politically 

Cyrus' edicts are seen as having limited signifi_caiicc in . intention.. 

Man kann zusammenfassend sagen, dass der Erlass des Cyrus 
keine Privilegien enthaelt, die aus dem Rahmen der Tempel. autono+nie 
fallen, Die Rueckkehr aus Babylon, die fuer unser Volk eine eminente 
politische Bedeutung hatte, wurde offiziell als nicht mehr als eine 
Begleiterscheinung zum Tempelbau betrachtet, 

Darius' edict, on the other hand, makes specific political con- 

cession,,, granting the Jewish elders full authority concerning local 

matters. 'Darum stellt dieses Dokument eine weitere wichtige Phase in 

der Entwicklung der Provinz Juda dar, die von nun an nicht nur eigne reli- 

gioesc Koerperschalt sondern auch eine politische Einheit bildet. " 

(F). 11). 

Art jxertes' edict is seen as going beyond those of Cyrus and 

Darius by gran-Ling extensive legal and political power to one man--Ezra. 
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... der Koenig den Esra unter anderem zum Tempelinspektor (Negid 
Bet Elohim) ernannte. Darueber hinaus gibt er als der koenigliche 
Gesandte mit dem Recht, seine Repraesentationsauslagen aus dem 
koeniglichen Schatz zu beziehen. Aber die eminente und besondere 
Stellung des Esra ... wurde Esra zum obersten Richter aller Juden, 
die in der Satrapie Abar Nahara wohnten, ernannt und gleichzeitig 
festgesetzt, dass das Gesetz der Tora fuer sie koenigliches Gesetz 
sei, ... (pp. 15-6) 

Zerkavod sees these grants of authority being extended beyond the bounds 

of Judah proper, both geographically and as regards future generations 

of Jews. 

Ben Zvi, I. "Cyrus King of Persia 
and His Edict to the Exiles, " 
EZ Ha`a in 39: 33-9,1964. 

The edict under consideration here is Ezra 1: 2-4. Ben ZO- is 

content just to set the edict in the general context of Cyrus' similar 

grants to other nations, He begins by referring to Isaiah's prophecies 

concerning Cyrus. Then he notes the close relationship of Israel and 

Iran from ancient to modern times. The significance of Cyrus' edict is 

that it granted Israel autonomy by which the nation was able to develop 

politically and spiritually. This general theme is all that Ben Zvi 

considers and only superficially, at that. 

Galling, K. "Die Proklamation des Kyros 
in Esra 1 s" 

Studien zur Geschichte 
Israels im persischen Zeitalter. Tubingen: 
J. C. B, Mohr, 1964. pp. 61-77, 

Ft. o schuf der Chronist gegen Ende des 4, Jh. s in den Chronik- 

büchern und in dem auf verschiedenen Unterlagen beruhenden Buche Esra 

eine EHeiiige Geschichte Jerusalems°, die mit den Tagen Davids begann 

und tai s zum ` Kirchentag' unter Esra reichte. ' (p, 61) 
. According to 

Galling the "Unt. erlagcn°" Ezra 1,2-4 was composed by the Chronicler in 

the creation of his "Heilige Geschichte Jerusalems. " 
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That this document is in Hebrew rather than the customary Ara- 

maic of official Persian documents has no bearing on the question of its 

authenticity. Rather, "die Frage der Echtheit der Proklamation kann nur 

an Form und Inhalt geklärt werden. " (p. 67). 

Concerning the form, Galling asserts that it is a '. 'Proklamation" 

but argues that the Chronicler in composing Ezra 1: 2-4 was only imitat- 

ing the style of a "Proklamation»" (pp. 71-3). However, evidence for 

this assertion is lacking, as is a discussion of the form of contemporary 

proclamations. Furthermore, he maintains that the phrase `iwK ta? ýýK x ), j 

býW11'. in v. 3 and the required subsidies for the Jews from the Baby)_ o- 

nians and free-will gift in v. 4 were modelled after Artaxerxes' rescript 

to Ezra (pp, 73,75, & '176), which is not a proclamation! 

For Galling, various phrases also reveal the hand of the Chroni- 

cl er, e g. , the name Yahweh in v. 2, so that the con teats also demon- 

strate the nor-authentic nature of this proclamation. The purpose of 

the Chronicler in composing this proclamation wa-. that 

.. verknüpft der Chronist-rund 200 Jahre nach der Exilswende-- 
Restitutionsedikt und Rückkehr der Aufgerufenen, die "rim ersten 
Jahre des Kyros", von Stiftungen der Babylonier getragen, den Weg in 
die Heimat antraten. Von solcher Sicht aus formulierte der Chronist 
die Proklamation des Kyros. (p. 77). 

Vj. ews field Concerning the Ezra Documents 

Essentially there are two views held concerning the ED: 1) that 

they are forgeries and therefore worthless for historical purposes, and 

2) that they are authentic and therefore valuable for historical pur- 

poses, Batten observes that "e . 
it does not seem possible to group 

the docu moats and formulate a single conclusion which will cover these 

all. They must be treated separately. " (ICC: EN, p. 19). This has not 

been fully appreciated by many scholars and consequently some have sim- 
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ply taken them all together and rendered an evaluation on all the docu- 

ments as if they were one. However., this has been a minor cause of the 

rejection or acceptance of the authenticity of the ED. Most scholars 

_ 
have recognized and accepted the principle voiced by Batten and many ac- 

cept some of the documents as being authentic while holding others to be 

forgeries. 1 

Forgeries 

Wellhausen, 2 Torrey, 3 and Pfeiffer`+ are representative of those 

who regard all of the ED to be forged and worthless. Torrey gives the 

most thorough and succinct criticism: 

Here are documents which from their wording cannot possibly be re- 
garded as true copies of genuine originals; written in a dialect 
which belongs to a time much later than the one which they profess 
to represent; containing no facts or materials not obtainable in the 
Greek period, and unsupported by any tradition from the Persian 
period; found in the most untrustworthy of all Hebrew histories; 
themselves written with a manifest tendency; and finding their only 
close parallels in numerous writings of about the same time which 
are acknowledged to be inventions 

.... The theory of their au- 
thenticity, in any sense whatever, has evidently not a leg to stand 
on. (ES, pp. 156-7). 

These are the arguments in general that are raised against the EJ, and 

they have been the bulwark of this viewpoint for over a century. 

On the other hand, there are some scholars who accept the authen- 

ticity of most of the ED but reject that of others o The ED most rejected 

by scholars is Ezra 1: 2-4. The position concerning Ezra 1- is. this 

-I For this reason the writer has not attempted to catalogue 
scholars under the views held of the ED. This may appear impressive but 
it hardly validates one position or the other. {ghat this writer has 
found instructive has been to note whether a scholar's opinion is based 
on the evidence of primary sources or secondary arguments. 

2Wellh usen, NGrWG, 1895. 

, y(-Ae Geschichte, 7th ed., p. 155 . 

See also his IsraeZitisehe und jüd- 

-Torrey, S. 4Pfeiffer, IOT. 
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There are in Ezra two ordinances of Cyrus concerning the 
Return from the Captivity; one in Hebrew (Ezra 1: 2-4), the other in 
Aramaic (Ezra 6: 3-5). Some scholars regard both instruments as two 
versions of the same royal edict; but, since a. comparison of the tw; ) 
texts discloses very great differences; they conclude that one at 
least of the two ordinances cannot be authentic. Critics who accept 
as genuine the Aramaic transcripts of the Persian records in Ezra, 
except the Hebrew Edict of Cyrus, which has few defenders; 

.l 

Meyer2 and deVa. ux3 are representative of this position, while Batten, 4 

holding the same view of the two documents, concludes that the Hebrew 

version (Ezra 1: 2-4) is the authentic and the Aramaic, version (Ezra 6: 3- 

5) the false, 

Authentic 

A problem immediately arises in attempting -! --o assess this view 

of the FD. By the term authentic, and its synonyms, scholars do not 

mean verbal authenticity but substantial authentici. ty. As will b Tc < ;. 

the term substantial varies in meaning from one scholar to the ne;; t, y oz 

it is the case that the ED have been incorporated into a history and 

have been transmitted with that history, and so we do not have the orig- 

inal autographs as we do of the non-Biblical documents. `' The question 

naturally arises as to whether the EI) have been accurately incorpo ated 

and t: " nsrnitted, or whether they have been edited or changed, and if so 

how much, This is the very point at which scholars disagree. The usual, 

approach to this problem is for a scholar to state his adherence to this 

viehv in a. general way and then separately take up any objections to spe- 

cific details which he night have. This being the case, and considering 

the vagueness of many scholars on this issue., the writer has. not at- 

1Bicke--iiiari, JBL 6S: 249-SOY 1946.2Meyer, EJ, p. 49. 

3deVaux, BANE, pp. 94-6.4Batten, ICC: EN, pp. 60-1. 

5See below pp. I8Iff. 
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tempted to sort out the various positions of those who hold to this view. 

It seems sufficient here simply to present the general position Laken 

and to defer the objections to specific details in the ED to the chapter 

dealing with criticisms of the documents (chapter 8), 

Eissfeldt gives a fairly representative statement: "Valuable 

historical sources are ... to be seen in the ... Aramaic documents 

in Ezra ... at least genuine so far as their basic material is con- 

cerned. "l Albright appears to take a clearer and stronger stand, but 

the reader is still left with uncertainty as to what he really means, 

since he does not discuss the matters "Thanks to the Elephantine ar- 

chives and to other new documents in Aramaic, combined with objective 

use of other ancient sources, virtually all. concrete objections to the 

substantial (I do not say 'verbal') authenticity of the Edict of Cyrus 

and the Aramaic edicts in Ezra have been disproved. "2 That such con- 

chiding statements can be misleading is illustrated by t . at of E. Meyer: 

11 e die Aechtheit der im. Buche Ezra überlieferten aý°amä_isehen Doku- 

mente gegen alle Einwände erwiesen, e, . 113 This statement is unquali- 

fled, but a careful reading of Meyer's book reveals that he has quail- 

tied his position by accepting the possibilities of additions and dele- 

-bons (whether perceptible or not). A case in point is part of Ezra. 6: 12 

which he considers to be a later addition (p. 51) , Therefore, it is im-- 

perative that the reader be aware of the qualifications held regarding 

the authenticity of the ED. 

lEissfcidt, 0-T!, p. 55S. Eissfeldt did not take a position re- 
garding the anthent. icity of Ezra 1: 2-4. 

2Albright, Marc, l). 64.3ýIeyer, EJ, p. 70 , 
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Current Consensus 

The prevailing view among scholars today is that the ED are sub- 

stantially authentic documents. This was the prevai Ling view when Tor- 

rey wrote his Ezra Studies in 1910, and his observation then is still 

valid today even though he believed that in time his own viewpoint would 

prevail (p. XXX) : 

The view prevailing among the most advanced scholars, then, 
for some time past, has been that these Aramaic documents are very 
valuable, though many have believed them to have been more or less 
altered from their original form by Jewish editors. Recently, how- 
ever, the view has gained wide acceptance ... that we have here 
true copies of the original records themselves, ... This increased confidence in the "genuineness" of the Ezra 
documents is due chiefly to E. Meyer's Entstehung des Judenthuns 
(1896) 

5... (pp. 143-4) -1 

Weaknesses of Previous Studies 

The one outstanding weakness of most discussions of the ED has 

been their reliance on secondary sources rather than on primary sources. 

This is particularly trae of commentaries, introc! uct ons, histories of 

Israel and general studies of the Persian period, but it is also common 

in specific studies of the ED. While this weakness is most evident in 

the discussions of the style of the documents, it is also very evident 

in the discussions of their contents. 

Discussion. - of Style 

This feature of the ED has received the least attention of any 

aspect of the documents from scholars and is easily the weakest point in 

the study of the documents e In spite of the increasing amount of con- 

! Meyer excepts Ezra 1: 2-4, attributing it to Lhe Chronicler. 
Eissfeldt, OTI, p. 556, and Grosheide, GTT 54: 1,1954, also credit Meyer 
for the increased confidence in the ED. Cf. Widengren, POTT, p. 323 and 
n. 34. 
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temporary Arai aic documents that have become available since 1906,1 

there has : set to appear, to the writer's knowledge, a study of the for=, 

or Style, of official Achaemenid correspondence. 2 Style has generally 

not been given P. separate and distinct place in the study of the ET. 

Rather, there has been a tendency to confuse form with content or at - he 

least a failure to maintain a clear distinction betu een the two. For 

example, Driver states, It [the Chroni cier ts Aramaic source l certainly 

appears to have been a thoroughly trustworthy document .. ' though 

the edicts contained in it, so far as their form is concermed, are op ;; 

to the susp_i. ̀_ioýn of having been coloured by their trag mission thr(lu4c ,h 

Jewish hands. » 3 But when discussing the Jewish colouring of the doc-: i- 

meats he treats their contents, not their style. 

A. second approach ß style that illustrates t 
,, 

is failure jo 

study o the Ei) is that made by Torrey. In a, section entitled ýýý it -s_ - 

ary Habit. of Ancient Narrators" Torrey discusses the literary devi e_ 

adding direct: citations of speeches, i. etterý,, and elocrees to Liar. _ýr 

in order to enliven i --nd make it ma <: efi=e-tive.. tae he aompa t 

ED with the documents In the Greek Additions to Esther which) unli ýe ý ý> 

MT, gives them °i. verbatim a. nd Jr, fulls with date, supers criptý_an, 

ai ii all, in the game way as in the bojýC of Ezra.. ''' Likewise the two 

II See above p. 2, n. 1. 

'H o, rever; Aramaic ep sto og aphy itself is being studied ad the 
SEL study group on ancient epistolography has compiles a. preliminary 
Tian: book of iiarty Aramaic. Letters. Whitehlead's unpublished thesis on 
A: is available on microfilm. See Fitzrnyer, J BI 5' 

. Miether the SBL project will, consider Persiani cor_ 202 p Tin. Z-3,197, f 
iE Sý? C. '±C i'T2. u separately from Aramaic epistolography, }Moog' 

} remains to 

ißt` seen . 

ýý49. 

4-porj, y; F, -,, , 51-bid., p. 146. 145 
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letters of Ptolemy Philopater in III Maccabees, "both of these are in 

the regular epistolary form, like the letters in Ezra. 111 Further, in 

discussing the tendency of the documents Torrey comes to the same con- 

olusion 

During the Greek period, ... The Dispersion, which had as- 
sumed great proportions even in the Persian period, now threatened 
to put a speedy end to the national existence. ... It is no wonder 
that the zealous Jews of Jerusalem did what they could to stem the 
tide, and to establish beyond all question the supremacy of the 
mother church. It was this impulse, primarily, which produced the 
whole "history" which the Chronicler wrote, and which gave the mo- 
tive for composing these Persian documents and many others of the 
same kind. They are an eminently characteristic product of the 
Greek period. 2 

Now, three times Torrey compares and equates the form of the ED with 

the form of the documents from the Greek period but never once compares 

the actual forms or styles of the two sets of documents !3 

A third failure in respect to the style of the ED has been in 

nts in Fora proc not distinguishing between the several types of docume- 

lamation, memorandums letter, decree, and report. This has had most un- 

fortunate results which is best illustrated by briefly rioting a common 

treatment of the two edicts of Cyrus in Ezra: "There is another version 

of this edict [Ezra 1: 2-4] in 6: 3-5, claiming to be a copy of an original 

found at Ecbatana. The two Vrss. differ materially. ... Both Vrss. 

profess to be original, but one or both must be wrong o »'4 As we have 

seen, Bickerman emphasized the distinction of these two (see above 

pp. 14-1-5). 

1Tbiä., p. 147. 

2 Zd., p. 153. See chapter 4 on Greek epistolary style. 

3See Galling, SGIPZ, pp. 61-77 for a similar treatment. 

`ýBattc, n, ICC: EIV, p. 60. 
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Discussion of Contents 

The emphasis of nearly all of the discussions of the ED has been 

placed on the contents of the documents with the question, are they his- 

torically- credible? Their weakness has been in the lack of attention to, 

or inadequate use of, the available facts of Achaemenid history. Even 

so eminent an historian as E. Meyer. failed occasionally in this respect 

as when he states, "Aber gänzlich unmöglich ist, dass Darius in einem 

officiellen Dokument die Fortdauer der persischen Herrschaft in Frage 

stellt und von Königen und Völkern redet, die in Zukunft seinen Befehl 

rückgängig machen könnten. '1 All scholars recognize that the, ED contain 

Jewish religious ideas, but some have cited these as evidence against 

their authenticity, or at the least these expressions are considered to 

be spurious. 
"But these objections have lost their force by reason of 

the recognition which was originally made by Eduard Meyer and further 

elaborated by Schaeder, that the Persian government clearly had Jews as 

advisers °a` 

Description of this Study 

Purpose. -The purpose of this study is to provide a thorough and 

comprehensive analysis of all seven ED with speciail emphasis on the 

style cf official Achaemenid documents which they purport to be, Fur- 

the-lie it is the purpose of this study to consider all arguments 

for and against the authenticity of the ED in order to test their valid- 

ity against the increasing knowledge of Achaemenid rule. By thus con- 

(Meyer, EST, 1). 51 . 
Darius, in his Behistu n Inscription expresses 

the same mat ter. Sae below p. 223. 

2E: issfeldt, 0_i I5 p, 556. For the parallel situation with the 
Babylonians see Fiarmatta, AA 19: 217-31,1971. 
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centrating on both the actual style of nfficiai Achaemeaid documents and 

the known policies and history of Achaemenid kings, it is intended to 

set the study of the ED upon a wider and more solid base than has previ- 

ously been done, upon which they can be tested objectively against estab- 

lished historical results. 

Limitations. -The primary concern of this study is the documents 

in the book of Ezra which emanate from the Persian chancellery. The 

documents in question are Ezra 1: 2-4,6: 2b-5,5: 7-17,6: 2b-12,4: 11-16, 

4: 17-22, and 7: 12-26.1 These documents have an obvious and distinct 

entity which pen its the investigator to lift them out of their context 

without danger of distorting them in any way. Their context gives us 

what is desired of all historical documents-a history which gives them, 

greater meaning and understanding. Because they are contextually com- 

plete the narrative in which they are found can and will be excluded 

generally, since it is the documents themselves as document: that. are 

being studied. 

Method of Approach. -This writer adopts the principle that a 

document should be accepted for what it claims to he until evidence to 

the contrary is brought forth. 2 Therefore, the ED have been placed on 

an equal basis alongside the non-Biblical Persian documents. In regard 

to style, the procedure has been to take each stylistic feature and to 

compare its use and form in the documents. A second approach to the 

style of the ED has been to compare it with the stylt of official- Greek 

1This is their chronological order. However, it is possible 
that 7: 12-26 precedes 4: 11-6 and 4: 17-22, depending on whether or not the 

group of returnees referred to in 4: 11--6 is that of Ezra and his party. 

2M. eyer, EJ, pp. 3-4. 
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documents since some scholars date the ED to the Greek period. It seems 

reasonable to assume that if the ED were written in -the Greek period 

they would reflect Greek usage. Of particular value in this respect are 

the Greek Additions to Esther which contain two documents apparently 

written in the Greek period but attributed to 'ApTaý pCrs (MT UnI n )--- 

3: 13a-g, 8: 12a-x. 

The historical context of the ED will be discussed specifically 

in chapter 7. The contents of the ED will be covered throughout the 

study as a whole and hence will not require specific treatment. However, 

the contents will be discussed most fully in chapter 8 on the criticisms 

raised against the ED. Chapters 5 and 6 on "The Question of Persian 

Influence on Aramaic" and "Archives and Archive Admini. strationY9 respec- 

tively will add materially to the matter of the style and contents of 

the ED. 

The Documents Used in. this Study 

This study is based on thirty-nine documents which are presented 

and briefly described here. For each is given the king in whose reign 

it was written, an identifying label, its date (when known) , its general 

contents, its language, and in the case of the non-Biblical texts the 

place of discovery. These are all official or semi-official documents 

em ana. ting from the chancellery, government officers or community leaders, 

It should be noted at the outset that there is one basic differ- 

once between the ED and the non-Bibli cal documents: those in Ezra are 

all either addressed to the king or from the king, while the non-Biblical 

documents are rarely correspondence to or from the king. 1 

'The-, -e are three. exceptions: the Gad. ates Inscription, Wt. S. 
24, and Thuc. i. 129.3. Fort. 6764 and AP 21 are orders given in the 
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From the Reign of Cyrus II, 559-530 E. C. 

Ezra 1: 2-4. -Written in the first year of Cyrus (as king of. Bab-- 

yl on; , S39/8 B. C., it authorizes the Jews to return to Jerusalem in 

order to rebuild the temple. It is written in Hebrew. 

Ezra 6: 2b-5. -Written in the first year of Cyrus (as king of 

Babylon) , 539/8 B<C., it orders the rebuilding of the Jerusalem temple, 

stipulating its specifications, and orders the return of the temple 

Utensils. It i- written in Aramaic. 

From the Reign of Darius I, 522-486 B. C. 

Ezra 5.: '-17. ---It is not dated but external evidence--Ezra 5: 1-5 

and Haggai 1--shows us that it was written in Darius ° second year, 

520 B. C. It is a report. from Tattenai, "ihD of West-Euphrates, and his 

companions to Darius of their investigation of the renewed building of 

the Jerusalem temple. Because the Jewish builders cite an edict of 

Cyrus for their authorization to build, Tattenai requests verification 

and a ruling from Darius, This document is in Aramaic. 

Ezra 6.2ä-12. --This was writ Herz presumably in S20 or 519 B. C. as 

it is Darius' reply to Tattenai and his colleagues. It upheld Cyrus' 

authorization and added the provision of royal funding for the project, 

specifically providing for the costs o the cultic sacrifices. It is in 

Aramaic. 

Fort. 6764.1 -It is dated in the sixteenth year of Darius, 

name of the king. 

1Cameron, JIVES 1: 214-8,1942. (For the change of tablet number 
from Fort.. 6754, cited by Cameron, to Fort. 6764 see Hallock, PFT, p. 3, 
Tl. 8. 
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506 B. C., by Cameron, but Hallock dates it tentatively in the nineteenth 

year, 503 B. C; .1 It is an order from Darius saying, 11100 sheep from my 

estate (are) to be issued to IrtaSduna the princess. " Irtasduna was 

Darius' daughter. It is an Elamite tablet from Persepolis. 

Pherendates A. 2-----It is dated to Darius' thirtieth year, 492 B. C. 

It is a papyrus from Pherendates, satrap of Egypt, to the Khnum-priests 

at Elephantine concerning the appointment of priests whose qualification 

for office was dependent on their meeting the requirements stipulated by 

an order of Darius himself. It is written in Demotic and was found at 

Elephantine in the t male archive. 

Pherendates B. ---This document is dated but the date is incom- 

plete. However, refereiice in the text to the fourth month (Pharmuthi) 

of the thirtieth year as having passed and the fact that this document 

is dated to the first month (Thoth) of the 3[ ] year make it certain. 

that it was written the following year, 491 B. C. lit is addressed to 

Pherendates from the Khnum-priests of Elephantine who are repOrtIng the 

changeover of "Lesonis-Priests, " from Pete-Khnum to his successor whom 

they have chosen . It _is in Demotic and was found at elephantine in the 

temple archive. 

Phei, endates C. -It is dated in the thirty-sixth year of Darius, 

486 B. C.., and contains the report from an Egyptian Khnum-em-akhet to 

1Ha]_lock, PPT, p. 52, n. 48. The resolution of this date in no 
v. ay affects this study. 

2The documents of Pherendates' correspondence, A, B, and C, were 
publ; s od by Spiegelberg in , PAW 39: 604-22,1928. (Pherendates C was 
first ,bi shed by Spiegelberg in Festschrift für J nes Loeb. Munich: 
BruckrTuan, 1930. pp. 95-102. This festschrift was scheduled to appear 
before; 1928. ) 
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Pherendates concerning a shipment of grain. It is in Demotic and was 

found in the Fayum, according to the dealer, However, it is unquestion- 

ably connected with Elephantine both in script and contents (see pp. 95- 

6 of original publication cited on p.. 30, n. 2) . 

PF 2071.1-It is not dated. The text seems to be a complaint 

arising from the disobedience of certain officials of the estate of 

UStana. It is not clear who the document is to or from. It is written 

in Elamite and comes from Persepolis. 

Gadates Inscriptiorco ---It is no, dated and i_ a document from 

Darius to a certain "Gadates`° praising his agricultural endeavours but 

rebuking his negligence in maintaining the religious, policy of the king 

as regards the sacred gardeners of Apollo. The document. js in Greek and 

was found near Magnesia on the Meander. It is a Roman copy. 

Herodotus 5.24, -This document is not dated, It is aI etto to 

Histiaeus from Darius who requests the presence of the former that he 

maybe duly rewarded for services rendered. 3 It is written in Greek. 

From the Reign of Xerxes, 486-465 B. C. 

Thucycc'ýdes 2.12°. 3.4_-Phis document is not dated. It is from 

Xerxes to Pausanius, commander of the allied forces of Greece., who hnd. 

1Hal lock, PFT, pp. 641-2. "PF 2071, the only letter with more 
than one addressee, is lengthy, obscure and ill-preserved. " (p. 53). 

2Cousin and Deschamps, BCN 13: 529-42,1889. 

3uerodotus, The Histories, 4 vols., trans. by A. D. Godley, 
Cambridge, Mass.. Harvard U. Press, 1931-1963. (Loeb Classical Library) 

4lhucyd ides , 
History of the Peloponnesian Wars 4 vols. , trans. 

by C. F. Smith. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard U. Press, 1935. (Loeb Clas- 

sical Library) For a discussion see Clmstead, AJSL 49: 154-61,1933. 
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secretly returned to the Persian king certain of his relatives whom he 

had captured when freeing Byzantium from Persian control, c. 479 B. C., 

and who also promised to make all the Greeks vassals of the Persian 

king. Xerxes thanks Pausanius for his favour and offers aid to him to 

carry out his promise. It is written in Greek. 

From the Reign of Artaxerxes I, 465-424 B. C. 

Ezra 4: 11-16. -This document is not dated, but if the recently 

returned Jews mentioned were Ezra and his group, then it will have been 

written some time after 458 B. C. It is an accusation made by Rehum and 

his colleagues against the Jews who had recently come from the king to 

Jerusalem and who were repairing the walls. They state that if the 

walls are finished the Jews will revolt, It is in Aramaic. 

Ezra 4: 17-22. -It is not dated but comes shortly after Ezra 4 

11-16. It is the reply of Artaxerxes I to the accusation made by Rehm 

and his colleagues. The king had investigated Jerusalem's past history, 

as suggested by Rehum, and finding that Jerusalem had been a power to 

reckon with in the past, ordered the work to be stopped until further 

notice. It is in Aramaic. 

Ezra 7: 12-26. --This document is not dated but it was given to 

Ezra by Artaxerxes when the former returned to Jerusalem in 458 B. C. It 

gave Ezra permission to lead a group of his countrymen back to Jerusalem. 

It further granted funds, private and public, to be ±, aken with them for 

the temp le service and exemption from taxation for those in the service 

of the te-mple. Finally Ezra was authorized to appoint judges for the 

administration of the law of his God and the law of the king. It is 

writ ! en in Aramaic. 
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AP 
. 
17. ----Tt. is dated it the thirty-seventh year, 428 B. C. "It is 

a letter addressed to a high official (no doubt Arsames) and perhaps re- 

sates to the accounts for the collection and distribution of corn (as 

rations) .. . ß'L It is in Aramaic and comes from Elephantine. 

From the Reign of Darius 11,423-404 B. C. 

There are twenty-one documents, all in Aramaic, from the reign 

of Darius II. Eight of these documents are to be found in Cowley, AP, 

and the rest are the thirteen documents published by Driver, AD. 

AP 21. -it is dated in the fifth year, 418 B. C. This is the so- 

called "Passover Papyrus. " It is addressed to Yedoniah and his col- 

leagues, the Jewish garrison, and is from one Hananiah from an unknovin 

Iocation . It contains instructions from Darius 11 to Arsham to keep the 

feast of Unleavened Bread (arid perhaps the Passover). 

AP 26. -It is dated in the twelfth year, 411 B. C, I. is an 

order from Arsham to Wahprimahi to have a boat repaired. 

AP 27e --It is not dated; however, the incident referred to in 

the document occurred in the fourteenth year, 409 B. C., the year Arsham 

left Egypt to see the king. It is a petition from the Jewish garrison 

at Elephantine to an unnamed official. They charge the priests of the 

god Khnub and Waldrang, the local 11n1, with wrecking the fortress of 

Yeb and request an investigation and compensation. 

AP 30. ---It is dated in the seventeenth year, 406 B. C. It is 

from Yedloniah and his colleagues, the priests in Yeb, to Bigvai, the iris 

1Cowley, AP, r. 53. 
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of Judah. They request Bigvai to influence Arsham and to send letters 

of recommendation so that Arsham will grant them permission to rebuild 

the temple which was destroyed by the priests of the god Khnub and Wai- 

drang, the local I-)rro, in the fourteenth year, 409 B. C. 1 AP 27S refer- 

rigg to the same trouble, may be the letter mentioned in line i8. 

AP 32. -This document is not dated. It is Bigvai's _ceply to the 

petition of Yedoniah and his colleagues (AP 30). They are to speak to 

Arsham about rebuilding their temples 

AP 33-. --It is not dated, and it is from Yedoniah and four other 

men from Yeb to an unnamed official relating to the rebuilding of the 

temple of YHW in Y. -b. 

AP 37. ---Ms document is not dated. It is addressed to `iRln 

x? hi by one whose name is missing but who refers to 

himself as [b]_')`i_2, v. °'A well-written piece, but the ends of all the 

lines are lost, and it is difficult to establish their connexion. ... 

The letter reports to the heads of the community some cause of complaint 

against the Egyptians, in which Arsares had given a decision. 
.., It 

was sent to Yeb from some other place, possible Thebes (Fee 1.6). r2 

I See Sprengung, ACTT 21: 436,1917. There is a duplicate of this 

. document, AP 31. , it has been torn lengthwise down the middle, so that 
the ends of all the lines are missing- The writing, though not good, is 
better than that of no. 30, and it has fewer mistakes. In some places 
it helps to elucidate tuo. 30.11 (Cowley, AP, p. 119) Considering the 
nature of this petition it seems plausible that the document was copied 
over several times until one was satisfactory to the senders for their 
purpose (So Cowle) , AP, p. 1111). On the question of whether a bribe is 
being offered or not in lines 28-9 (and in AP 33, line 13) see Vogel- 
stein, Jw' 33: 89-92,1942/3. 

2Cotz1ey, AP, pp. 132-3. 
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AP 38. -It is not dated and is "a letter from Ma'uziah at Abydos 

to the heads of the community at Yebs stating that he had been helped by 

Zeho and For who are now going to Yeb and deserve to be well treated. 111 

AD 1-13. --The Driver documents need to be discussed collectively 

before being discussed individually. First of all, none of these docu- 

ments are dated-this eliminates needless repetition. Secondly, their 

place of origin is uncertain and this matter is best handled collec- 

tively. Only four documents give any information concerning their place 

of origin. 1) AD 9 concerns a sculptor, a servant of Arsham, who has 

been brought to Susa and who will be sent to Egypt. His work, when fin- 

fished, is to be brought to Susa o 2) AD 10 gives ins tzructionss from 

Arshain, prompted by a complaint of Waröhl, to Hatu-bästi, Waröri is offi- 

cer, to collect the rent of Waröhi °s estate in Egypt and to bring it and 

the treasure ordered by Arsham to Babylon. 3) In AD 11 p'. Waröhl" 

whites direct to Nehtihür. p telling him that he has complained tlfl 'herel 

to 'Arsa. i jcfr AD 10] of his failure to dispatch his revenues to him and 

urging him to send them to him at Babylcn, adding also an order to one 

of his officers to bring them personally to him at Babylon. "2 4) AD 12 

from a Warfish to Nehtihür mentions a letter frone Arsham being delivered 

in Babylon to Psamshek. It is certain that Arsham was in Babylon when 

documents AD 10 and AD 11 were written. AD 9 indicates that Arsham is 

at Susa loth le AD 12 shows that he wasn't in Babylon-perhaps at Susa? 

From Elephantine two papyri, AP 27 and AP 30, state that Arsham had left 

Egypt to go to the king. From this information Driver concludes 

o,. 
' Ai dam may have spent part of the tr, ree years out of Egypt at 

Susa and must have been for part of them at Babylon; but from which 

11 b--, * d. 
,p. 13S S. 2Driver, AD2, p. 10. 
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place each individual letter may have been posted cannot be said un- 
less the letter itself provides the necessary evidence to settle the 
question. 

In default of evidence the rest of the letters may be pre- 
sumed to have been dispatched from one or other of these places, but 
there is always the chance of their having come from other centres 
of administration where the senders may have been staying or sta- 
tioried. 1 

Now the documents may be described individually. 

AD 1 is an instruction from Arsham to Artawont in Egypt for him 

to discharge certain personnel from Egypt to be sent to Arshamo 

AD 2 is an instruction from Arsham to Artawont in Egypt for him 

to transfer a grant to Ah-hapi, one of A, rshanY s officers, made by the 

king and Arsham, to his son Psamshek who had succeeded him. 

AD 3 is from Arsham to Artawont in Egypt giving Psamshek permis- 

sion to punish certain slaves, 

AD 4 is from Arsham to Armapiya in Egypt ordering him and his 

troops to obey Psamshek= 

AD S is from Arsham to Artahont in Egypt requesting his help in 

securing the release of certain of his slaves in Egypt. 2 

AD 6, from Arsham to several officers in Babylonia and Syria, 

instructs them to provide supplies and rations for his officer Nehtihür 

who is travelling to Egypt 

AD 7 is from Arsham to Nehtihiir in Egypt concerning the care of 

Arsham's estate in Egypt during the current unrest in Egypt. 

1lbid. 
, pp. 11-2. Driver disqualifies AD 1 for evidence in this 

matter because the reading of 5KiD in the summary of contents is too un- 
certain (p. 10, n. 3). Two other factors indicate the eastern prove- 
nience of their origin: 1) they are written on leather instead of papy- 
rus, and 2) they are distinctly representative of official Eastern Ara- 

maic (Kutscher, "Aramaic, d' CTL, Vol. VI, pp. 347-412, especially pp. 361-- 
72). 

21 býd., p. I5 suggests that Artawont and Artahont are the same 
person. 
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AD 8 is from Arsham to Nehtihür in Egypt ordering him to i. nves 

tigate the claim of Petosiri concerning his father's farm and to restore 

it to Potosiri if the claim is valid, 

AD 9, from Ar_Sham to Nehtihür in Egypt, orders him to provide 

for Hinzani, his sculptor being sent from, Susa, and to bring his fin- 

fished work to Ärsham. 

AD 10, from Arsham to Nehtihüi in Egypt, orders him to instruct 

Hatu-basti, Waröhi's officer, to collect the rent of Waröhi's estate 

and to bring it and the treasure ordered by Arsham to him at Babylon. 

AD 11 is from WWar5hi. in Babylon to Nehtihür in Egypt informing 

hin that he has complained to Arsham. concerning the negligence of HHatu--- 
u 

b ist! concerning the rent of his estate and orders him to "apply pres- 

sure" on Ha. tu-bästi to bring the rent to him at Babylon, 

AD 12 is from Warfish to Nehtihür in Egypt informing him that 

Diaspat, Waröhi's officer, has placed the following complaints against 

him: failure to deliver certain men to Diaspats theft of goods from the 

estate of Warfish, assault of his lady's staff, and theft of their prop- 

erty. He is to restore all stolen property or else a further complaint 

may bring punishments 

AD, 13 is a receipt for goods received by Artahay from Nehtihü . 

From the Reign of Artaxerxes II, 404-359 BoC. 

BMCP 13. ---I t is dated only to the day and month, fifth of Epiphi, 

of the year in which the event mentioned in the letter occurred, which 

is knmTn from other sources to be 399 B. C. 

The letter may have been written at Thebes, Abydos, or even 
at Memphis. Its writer, however, is an Elephantine resident, 
Showa b. Ze ari ah, who is reporting to "my lord li sl all" the sign. ifi-. 
care: political change that has taken place [the death (? ) of 
Ariyrtacus and the accession of Nepherites 1), while at the same time 
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referring also to business matters .1 

From the Reign of Artaxerxes III, 359-338 B. C. 

Xanthos T2-iZinguaZ. ---The decree was given in the first year of 

Artaxerxes III, 358 B. C. This inscription is inscribed in Lycian, Greek 

and Aramaic. The Lycian and Greek texts propose the institution of a 

cult for two deities. The Aramaic text is the authorization for the 

establishment of the cult by Pixodaros9 satrap of Xanthos. It further 

delineates the provisions for the maintenance of the cult. 2 

1 Kraeiing, BMA?, }). 283. 

2Dupont-Sommer, CRAB 74: 132-49,1974, discusses the Aramaic text. 

For the Lyci,,. tn and Creek texts see Metzger, pp. 82-93, and Laroche, 

pp. 1.15-25. See also Millard, BH 11: 84-91,1975. 



CHAPTER II 

TEXTUAL CRITICISM AND LEXICAL STUDY 

As stated in the introduction (see above p. 26) the emphasis of 

this thesis is on the style and historical context of the ED. Two im- 

portant areas that must be limited in scope to accommodate this emphasis 

are textual criticism and the lexical material, both areas being thesis 

topics in themselves. ) 

Textual Criticism 

The Hebrew text of Ezra on the whole has been preserved fairly 

well, 2 and this is particularly true of the texts of the ED judging from 

three printed Hebrew Bibles. 3 The majority of variant readings in the 

texts and those given in the critical apparatuses have to do with or- 

thography and vocalization or pronunciation. The orthography of some 

phonemes changed with the passage of time, and since we only have late 

MSS for Ezra they reflect a certain modernization in spe1iing. 4 However, 

already in the fifth and fourth centuries B. C. Aramaic was undergoing a 

10n the former see Bewer, TBE. 

"See Rudolph, KATEN, pp. xixff. , and Meyers, AB: EN, pp- I xi iif . 

3Flooght, BJ 2, Slotki, SBB: DEN, and Kittel, BFI3 . All variants 

noted arc: takers from these texts and their, critical apparatuses. 

). See Kitchen, NPDD, p. 50, for a con-. e- 4 cleVatax, BANE, p. ö, 

ni ent chart of the letters in question. 

39 
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change in the orthography of the phoneme d. l This change is attested 

both at Persepolis and Elephantine, c. g. , ARTP 44.3 has both and 

'YT; and AP 30.20, idyl, a marginal correction or notation that sug- 

Bests the assimilation of I to T. 2 

The printed Hebrew Bibles also vary in pronunciation, Examples 

in the ED are Ezra 4: 19 where BH2 has l and BH3 has i-i? ýs and Ezra 6: 

6 where B112 has and BB3 has 

All the Masoretes, from first to last, were essentially preservers 
and recorders of the pronunciation of Hebrew as they heard it. If 
the Ben Ashers vocalized inI 51 and the Ben Naphtalis in-105-1, then 
those were the pronunciations current in their circles. In all 
these instances, one pronunciation was employed in some circles, the 
other in other circles; and all these pronunciations are. equally 
traditional and correct and "masoretic, " and pro,. ride no authority to 

3 anyone to exclude the one in favor of the other. 

The variants in the consonantal texts are few and with one ex- 

ception are such that they do not significantly affect the meaning or 

understanding of the text. Here we shall treat separately the variants 

found in. the Hebrew MSS from those suggested by the LXX ', 3SS .4 

Hebrew MSS 

Ezra 4: 12 155DWh ýý1ý1e-ýQere ? ýý7ý K? 7tsý1. The Qere is to be 

preferred since the words are obviously divided wrongly, as can be seen 

by their proper division in 4: 13 and 16. 

10n the interchange of djz in Median and OP at this same period 

see Ge_rshevi tch , 
BSOAS 33 : 83f f.; 1970. 

2Bowman, AI? TP, pp. 63 and 115, and Cowley, Ate=', p. 117. 

30rlinsky, "Prolegomenon to Ginsburg, " pp. xxxii -xxxiii . 
The same situation exists in English and probably Tnoýt languages. 

See above p. 39, n. 3. For the Syriac version see Hawley, Fam. 
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Ezra 4: 13 mhox. --Baerl and Ginsburg2 read 0119N on the basis of a 

number of TASS and are followed by a number of scholars. 3 However, the 

majority of scholars and all modern printed Bibles read UnDN. The lat- 

ter, strangely, do not even mention the other reading! Since there are 

MSS that read bh-m and since the etymology and meaning of the word . 51 

favour O DN, 4 the writer is inclined to favour the reading himself 

though realizing that this position is far from proven. 

Ezra 5: 17 1`r . ---A multitude of MSS read >I, The far demonstr. a- 

tive pronoun occurs also at 5: 8 and at 4: 13,15,16; 6: 7,8, and 12, 

which supports its use here. It is to be noted that the problem here is 

geographical---where was Tattenai when he dictated tJý. cý lei ter. , 
in Jerusa- 

lem or back at his chancellery? The context of the document as well as 

I`T favour the latter (see under. LXX MSS. ) 
. 

Ezra 6: 3 05M't'll W75R-n7-ý. -A few 1SS have ý'%`r after. KttýK. phis 

phrase occurs elsewhere both with and without ' t, `' hence it is not nec- 

essary to change the text here (sec u nder_ LXX MSS) . 

Ezra 7: 22 , ixn flfl Vllýe---No NESS variants are given, There { }-e 

Four commodities listed here, and the order of the other three gives the 

commodity before the unit of measure, e. g., 7xn It is prob- 

l Baer, DEN, pp. 102 -3 . 

2Ginsburg, The Ge r-tings, p, 691 . Cf. Kc micott, VTH. 

'E. g., Niildeke, ZDZ�IG 40: 733,1886, and DLZ 26: 1852,1924; Tor- 

rey, ES, p. 175; and Bower, TEE, p. S3. 

4For which see below pp. 46-9. 

5With: 5: 16,6: 12,7: 16 & 17; without: 5: 17. On ti`i phrases 
sec bei m,: pp. 151-ü. 
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able then that the same order should be followed regarding the rntn, but 

since the meaning of the phrase is clear, and since there are no diver- 

gent MSS, it can be accepted as original even if technically incorrect. 

LXX MSS' 

Ezra 4: 13 & 16 -PII . --2 Esdras reads TE. Xf cvrrjs (: 41'' t1 J) at 

both verses. 1 Esdras 2: 14 has Ta TcIxn, and 1 Esdras 2: 18, TaüTns 

Term. Both readings are acceptable grammatically and contextually. 

That at Ezra 4: 13 some ? MSS have final tN rather than final fl favours the 

reading in the Aramaic. 

Ezra 4: 26 -I Esdras reflects jyD at the beginning of the 

verse, vüv oüv, 2: 18.2 Esdras fellows the Aramaic text. JyD is not re- 

quired here, and the MT does not need emending (see pp. 96-8 on the use 

of jy. D in letters and Table 8, p. 135) . 

Ezra 5: 10 btj, ---2 Esdras has a plural instead of a singular, 

övöjcaTa, which seems to fit the context better than the singular. Al - 

ternatively, the singular here may be considered distributive,? 

Ezra 5: 14 5-: i-n ''`r R5D'. ---This phrase occurs twice and both times 

2 Esdras reads vaöv/oü ioü ßaßuXF-ws. 1 Esdras 6: 1.7 has ev Tee EaTOÜ vaw 

for the first occurrence and vao'1 TOO cv BaßAUovL for the second occur- 

rence. These do not improve the text but rather show an interpretative 

aspect of the LXX. 

Ezra 5: 1? MM. ---Both 2 Esdras and 1 Esdras 6: 20 omit the equiv- 

1The LXX text used is Rahlfs, ed, , 
Septuaginta. 

? Rudolph, HAT: EN. 
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alent of ýtaýt. However, this use of ; 'nln belongs to the style of Achaeme- 

nid correspondence. 1 

Ezra 5: 17 `fi`t. -1 Esdras 6: 21 reflects 71, but 2 Esdras, 1- (see 

above under. Hebrew MSS) o 

Ezra 6: 3 05W117-'l Wt'SN ?ý. ý-J Esdras 6: 23 inserts the equivalent 

of `1`i after alit (see above under Hebrew MSS) . 

Ezra 6: 4 rfln. ---1. Esdras 6: 24 agrees with the Aramaic, but 2 Es- 

dras has e7 (=111), apparently in keeping with the specification of 

three courses of stone. Ginsburg2 considers the n to be a mistake for 

3 R. Architecturally, either Would be suitable. 

Ezra 6: 5 rir no -Both 2 Esdras and 1 Esdras 6: 25 change the second 

person active to the third person pas s. ive 
. However, this is a fla i: rT 

which calls for the reading in the Aramaic text (see pp. 86-8). 

Ezra 6: 7 nfl 'i1. -1 Esdras 6: 26 expands to Töv iai, 6a. TOtS Kupi, öu 

Zopo3aßeh . Since the nnD is not named in the letter, the trans1° for 

took it upon himself to name him e4 

Ezra 7: 12 Esdras 8: 9 has Xau'pe Lv (=t)5W), while ' Esdras 

translates literally by TETEXEQTC: I,. The meaning of i'w in this context 

is i t. se l uncertain. 5 

I See, b^ low p. 1.62.2Ginsburg, IAICEHB, pp. 293-4. 

3See reference on p. 133, n. a. 

4 On the basis of Ezra 5: 7-47 it is unlikely that Zerubbabel was 

governor at this time- See the commentaries, etc... on the roles of 
Zerubbabel and Sheshbazza. r. 

5See Rudolph, HAT: EN, and the discussion by Rinaldi, Bibbia et 
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Ezra 7: 19 05 JV`i? Esdras 8: 17 expands this to Too i, epoü 

trots QEooo aou TOO ev IepouaaAnp, which does occur frequently in the ED. 

Its occurrence elsewhere is probably the source or its addition here., 

but it does not fit here because the temple vessels are being presented 

before (13112) "the God of Jerusalem. " 

Ezra 7: 25 >rfl. -2 Esdras and 1 Esdras 8: 23 both have the singu- 

lar here, vöpov. This change to the singular may be due to the singular 

in v. 26, although ni occurs twice there. 

With the exceptions of the division of 155Dv t )I1v, Ezra 4: 12, 

and the. reading of briM/OnDK, Ezra 4: 13, the variant readings reflect 

either the tendency to hype r. correction, though inconsistently, or an in- 

sufficient knowledge of the context of the ED. To illustrate the former 

is the ('correction" from the construct state to the '1 phrase, and the 

latter, the epistolary character was not fully understood. It would 

appear from this that the LXX translators were unfamiliar with the ian-- 

guage and epistolary character of the ED. 1 

Lexical Study 

Any discussion of the lexical material in the ED must take into 

account the fact that they were all originally composed by different 

writc�rs2 from different Persian chancelleries over a period of eighty 

years. The lexical material will be discussed under three headings 

1) 3oanwords, 2) synony; ns, and 3) distribution. Some of the vocabulary 

Oriente- 3: 8S. 1961. 

1 See further chapter 4, pp. 126ff. , especially pp. 139-41 below. 

] 20ri scribal Practice in letter writing see under "Subscripts, " 

pp. ll5f e 
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is treated at length elsewhere and except where necessary, the reader is 

referred to those discussions rather than repeating them here. Also, 

for convenience, all of the lexical material is given in an appendix at 

the end of this thesis. 

Loanwords 

The foreign words in the ED come from one of three languages 

1) Persian, 2) Akkadian, or 3) Hebrew. The greatest number come from 

Akkadian, and the smallest number, from Hebrew. The origin of several.. 

of the foreign words is uncertain, e. g.. JIM may or may not be Persian, 

nn. may or may not be Akkadian, and 1ý may be Persian or Akkadian, 

The Persian loanwords will be treated as fully as possible because the 

sources and discussions are so scattered, Rosenthai IsA Grammar of Bib- 

iica! Aramaic (pp. 58-9) briefly discusses all of the Persian loanivords, 

but there is no documentation. As in chapter S on "The Question of Per- 

sinn Influence on Aramaic, '` the writer's aim here is to gather the 

sources and to provide a bibliography. The Akkadian loanwords will not 

need such extended treatment thanks to Kaufman's The Akkadian Influences 

on Aramaic which covers all of those in the ED' and to which the reader 

is referred. Likewise, the Hebrew loanvwords do not require special 

treatment because they appear consonantally the same in both Heb ew and 

Aramaic, and the standard lexicons will prove sufficient for them. 

Persian Loantirords 

Persien loanwords occur in all of the ED except those issued 

during the reign of Cyrus, Ezra 1: 2-4 and 6: 2b-5. The former is ex- 
ID, 

plained by the fact that it is in Hebrew, to be read to and by fiebrew- 

1Sce also Roscrithal, GBA, p. 57. 
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speaking people so that Persian words would not have been understood. 

The latter is brief and addressed directly to a non-Persian, Sheshbaz- 

zar. 1 It does, however, contain a few Persianisms (see below, 

pp. 167ff. ). The majority of Persian loanwords are from the sphere of 

political and legal administration. 

N-iT`I`1K2 diligently. -The etymology is uncertain, Rosenthal3 sug- 

gests OP *drazdcl. K°TT1`iN and 9ý7-90X are synonyms (see next entry and 

below p. 58) . 

K1'lJbR4 exactZv, con7pZeteZy o---xý`i bK is derived fron OP *asprnä5 

which also occurs as a loanword in Elamite, usparnasp eý6 xý'ýDbtý is a 

synonym of K', rTTh (see previous entry) . 

ýýD1o investigator, ---A title derived from OP *,; rasakaa 

tirt_ý3Ng treasury, revenue --Thu word is beset with problems. In 

the first place the word itself is unc«rtain. Many MISS have OP13X rather 

than OmN. 10 Secondly, the etymology of the word is uncertain., whether 

1Cf. Ezra 6: 5 with 5: 14-5.2Ezra 7: 23. 

3Rosenthal, GBA, p, 59. See Nober, BZ NF 1: 134-8,1957. 

4Ezra 5: 8,6: 8,12-3,7: 17,21 E 26. Also in AD 10.4, and 
KAI 263 (=KAC 20). 

5Rosenthal, GSA, p. 59. See Driver, AD, p. 76, and earlier 
Ellenbogen, FWOT, pp. 33-4. 

6Fiai lock, PET, p. 771. Cf > Cameron, JNES 17: 173--1,19S8. 

7Ezra 6: 6. Also at 5: 6, and compare similar titles at 4: 9. 

Sri le i-s, IBKU, pp.. 5 Ff 
., and Porten, AE, pp. S3-4.9 Ezra 4: 13". 

10See above p. 41. See also Rudolph, HAT: EN, p. 38; N kieke, 

ZD! ' G 40: 7. '13,1886; Schultze, ZDMG 39: 47-5115 1885; Meyer, EJ, p. 24; Tis - 
dall, JýWK N8 2: 369-70,1911/12, and Hawley, cEPE, p. 38. 
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tsr, -, I)m or bfnN is accepted as being correct. Thirdly, it is not certain 

whether the word should be taken as a. substantive or as an ad-verb. Fl - 

nally, the syntax of the phrase in which it occurs is somewhat ambiguous 

and it has not always been satisfactorily dealt with, The phrase is 

The verb is actives a ha+e7 impf. 3FS (or 

2MS? ) . Meyer (EJ, p. 24) points out that one expects a passive or third 

plural. 

Modern editors generally have accepted the reading Ohm. In 

fact, BH2 and BH3 do not even give a hint of a different spelling! It 

is only from the commentators that this is learned, and several do pre- 

for bfl! R over t7. *nDK (see above p. 46, n. 10) . The following suggest ions 

are made toward a solution o4. * the problems without claiming that they 

are the, only possible ones. The context of the phrase in question has 

largely been ignored, which is unfortunate, because it eliminates some 

of the ambiguity and provides a better basis for interpreting the word. 

In this document, Ezra 4: 11-16, there are two very imilar senteý-. yes 

which can be considered parallel statements, verses i3 and 16. Verse 13 

sets forth the initial charge of the writers, and ve? 'se 16 summarizes or 

concludes the charges, Juxtaposing these two verses and then noting 

verse 22 of Artaxerxes' answer will clarify the issue at hand. 

ý1 iýý3ýU? Ký"11YJ1 Kýý Iý '1i Ni 1p t y'T KD 37 K7 71 V) V jyD 4: 13 

'ýlý11 31tiy K''lýYý1 K. ß#1n IT K1,17`17 It's r`T N: )5 n5 11NI-M 1'v`TIfl) 4: 16 

:7 Tý. in Dý 77Jý hýlýK1 Z1 1)) KýJ `1 ); 1 1 15-n ii m 4.13 

"Wt ýýP5 4: 16 

17ý)53 fl T i5 K'-ýh xw) im n'`) 4: 22 

Now it seems clear that 01i (4: 13) is parallel with 7'rt (4: 16) and that 

OMM 
Is 

used in place of 15n1 On h`rno Thus the issue raised is that 

of tho loss of revenue and, consequently, control over the province (cf. 

tir 15 in this lett:. r and v. 20 in Artaxerxes' answer) . 
Artaxerxes, in 
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gis reply, sums up both points in the one word 5wh Iidamage" (v. 22) 

The etymology still remains uncertain although some suggestions can be 

eliminated. Schultze1 added a third possible 3pel ng, 7MK, for which 

he suggested an OP apadan. But this can be discarded because OP apadan 

occurs in BH (Dan, 11: 45) and IA in the form I-TDN (see DAS, )) 
. For bri 

Schultze suggested OP apataram "ferner" or aparam "nachher, " and for the 

reading OmK he suggested a mcdern Persian word ý, ý. 
i 

which does not 

have any bearing here. Scheftelowitz, 2 followed by tAbright, 3 took ti31i)x 

from Iranian pathma, "treasuries. " Meyer (EJ, p. 24) preferred the 

reading Ufgtý from. Iranian afsos, "revenue. " Ti. sda114 suggested OP *apa- 

tauma, "ancestor, " but it does not fit the context very well. Rudolphs 

feels trrn should be taken as an adverb rather than as a substantive and 

follows Schaeder6 in taking it from OP *apatan-am, in the end, finally 
." 

Driver? derived it from Akk, ' appitti ma, "suddenly. " However, the Akk. 

word itself is of uncertain meaning. Torrey8 saw in OmK a Greek word, 

proposing either Enu`ruýuS9 "taxation, " or FTýL, ýEcI 
, "impost" (on this 

proposal see below p. 133). Against Rudolph the writer believes that 

the context is better satisfied by a substantive than by an adverb ,9 As 

seen above, b3im/bti is used to refer to the revenue of the province 

ISchultze, ZDMG 39: 47--51,1885k Schultze did not commit himself 
to any one of his suggested etymologies. 

2Scheftelowitz, A_AT, pp. 79-80.3Albright, JBL 40: 114-5,1921. 

4Tisdal l, JQR NS 2: 369-70,1911/12, Rudolph, ? 1: FN, pp. 38-9. 

6Schaeder, IB, p. 74. Also accepted by Bowman, -B , Vol. III, 

Viz. 603, 

7Dri. ver, JTS 33: 364-5,1930/31.8Torrey, . 757S, p. 17/5. 

9T}his would eliminate the suggested A. U. etymologies and the 
Persian etymologies of adverbs, 
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due the Persian kings. The subject of the verb (171.31n) is either r7 i7 

or, more probably, the taxes (collectively sin: e the verb is singular) , 

the loss of which will not Only negatively affect the royal treasury but 

also Persian control over this part of the province (vs. 15-6) . Alter- 

natively the verb could be taken as a2 MS with the king as sub_ ect, not 

as an accusation but as the consequences of his failure to stop the work 

of the Jews. The context would be satisfied either way. 

1`ßt material, equipment, furnishings. ---The etymology of JIM 

now seems fairly well established. While Rosenthal2 hesitantly suggests 

OP *äcarna, Gershevitch3 has no question about this derivation end notes 

that it was also borrowed in Elamite, hazarina. The exact meaning of 

I`twn.; also remains uncertain, although the general meaning giver. above 

has been accepted genera lly'+ and seems certain in light of its occur- 

rences in Elamite. 

'11111WN-5 insurrection. -UUntil recently this word has been- i. a. nen 

as an infinitive of the Hithpa` `al of 1r/. 6 Rosenthai? suggest ;i pos, - 

sible OP derivation from *ä(x)sti-drauga, "breach of peace. " 

1Ezra 5: 9. Also (5: 3); AP 26.5,9,21; 27.18; 30,11 
BMAP 3.23. 

2Rosenthal, GBA, p, 59, 

3Gershevitch, TP5 (1969) 170-1. So ýýallock, PFT, p. 696. 

4See Tuland, JNES 17: 171-3,1958, and Mowinckel, ST 19: 130-5, 

1965. Mcwinckel stresses the point that the word refers mainly to mate- 

rial of wood, and rightly so. See be low p. 134. 

5E zra 4: 15,4: 19.6See BDB, ? CBs and Rad©l-A, HAT EN, 

'Rosenthal 
, 

GBA, p. 59, See p. 45 where he questions the older 

Vieh,. 
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I nn l treasurer. -This is from OP *ganzalba_ra2 which is also bor- 

rowed in Elamite, kanzabara. 3 The first occurrence (and only to date) 

of the spelling with n in Aramaic is in the ritual texts from Persepo- 

, is. 4 Elsewhere it is (see the lexicons) 
. 

TIA5 treasures, treasury, ---Tan, is derived from OP *ganza6 and 

also occurs in Elamite, kan a n, 7 The context determines the meaning. 8 

WT9 Za 
. --Tli is derived from OP dätala which also occurs in 

Elamite, dattamll; Aki:., dat12; and BH, n-1,13 13 

t )D7) i 14 king of kings. -Diis is a loan translation of OP 

xsZxyaýiya xsäya-5iy. 15 

13 ºi'6 report, order, document . --- JI fl is derived from OP *ni- 

'-Ezra 7: 12.1DT. in Dan. 3: 2f. Also in BH at Ezra 1: 8. 

2Rosenthal, GBA, p. 58. See Bowman, ARTP, p. 73 and pp. 28ff. 

3Hal lock, PFT, p. 708.4See Bowman, 4RTP, p. 73. 

5Ezra 5.17,7: 20, AP 26.4,13, AD 10.5. Also at Ezra 6. (see 

below p. 188, n. 3), in BH at Est. 3: 9,4: 7, and at AP 69B. 3. 

6Rosenthial, GBA, p. 58.7Hallock, PFT, p. 700. 

On its usage see below pp. 61-33. 

9 Ezra 7: 12,14,21,25,26,26, & Xanthos TriI ingual, 1.19. 

Also in Dan. and Est., see T3. 

1_-Tal lock, PET, p. 681. "Rosenthal 
.9 

GBA, p. 58. 

12-Olmstead, HPE, pp. 119-20.13Ezra 8: 36 arid frequently in Est. 

14Ezra 7: 12. 

15Rosentha 1, GBil, p. 5q. Cf. Wesendouk, Studies Pav2 , pp. 488- 

90. 

16Ezra 4: 18, AP 17.3. Also, Ezra 5: 5,4: 23, and in BH at E ra 

4: 7 & 7: 1.1. It later occurs in the Asoka Inscription from Taxila (3rd. 
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stä--van, 1 the root of which is std, to set, stand. "2 "Its causative 

steh' nish äya occurs in the Achaem. Inscriptions, meaning to cause to 

stand in, ' and then 'to enjoin, appoint, conunand. 0 Rosenthal °s (GBA) 

fuller definition "written order" is unnecessary in the light of AP 17. 

3, n? in Ki 1ilviä, and Ezra 4: 7. 

t)AnD4 message. --ba y is derived from OP *pati. -g5maS and also oc- 

curs in Elamite, pa ttika'nas >6 

I viVj7 corporal punishment. -1 uf'm comes from OP *sraunya. 8 

Akkadian Loanwords 

Akkadian loan. words occur in all of the ED except in Ezra. 1: 2-4 

and are mostly from the sphere of architecture and political-legal ad- 

ministration, See Kaufman's 

dºetai. ls. 

The Akkadian Influence on Aramai c9 for 

century B. C. ), llrty] l ft, the In being a prefix meaning "good, " see KAC 

#54 and KAI #273. 

1Rosenthal, GBA, p. 59.2Kent, 0P2, p. 210, 

3Tisdall, JQR NS 2: 366,1911/12 (also in JTVI 53: 226,1921). 

Cf. Kent, 0j'2 , p. 210. 

4Ezra 5: 11 . 
6: 11, AD 4. 3, & 7. 9. Also at Ezra. 5: 7,4: 17, Dan. 

3: 16,4: 14, and in BH in Eccl. 8: 11 and Est. 1: 20. 

5Rosenthal, GBA, p. 59. 

6Hal lock, PET, p. 743. Cf. Cameron, JIVES 17: 162,1958. 

7i zra 7: 26 E1 AD 3,6,7. 

8Rosenthal, GBA, p. 59, also pars. 19 and 57. Cf. Rundgren, VT 

7: 400-04,1957. 

9 Unlc_ s otherwise noted, all Akk. etymologies are from Kaufman, 

AL4, and can be found easily enough by checking his index of North-West 

Semitic words. Hence, only additional references will be cited. 
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vjxl foundation. -a-Derived from Akk. ussu. 2 

5: )? 1,3 terrrpZe, palace. ---Derived either from Akk, aiZu or Suine- 

rian hegaZ at an early date. 

15,14 tax, duty. -Derived from Akk, 2 Zku, it only occurs in the 

combination 7'71 i5 -i n`t n. 11Mn is also Akk ., and i, ;n either Akk. or 

Pers 
. 

(see below) 
, 

ºs 5 raise up. -A derived verb from Akk. zaq pu, "stake, " al- 

though Kaufman questions it in BA. 

üa(7ipu, I$stake4T---Syr. qýyp', "cross, 11 BT and Tar,. Hagiog. 
zgypt, zygp `, `'s Lake, '' "gallows, " Mand. zygp' , "pillory, " and de- 
rived verbs in the sense to "impale, " "hang, " or "crucify" in BA (? ) 

, 
CPA, Syr. 

, BT, and Targ. Hag_ýog. This particular usage of this 
otherwise cognate root almost certainly derives froh. the Assyrians 
and their notorious practice of impalement. (RIB?, p. I± 2) , 

Rosenthal6 does not include it under his discussion of Akkadia: n loan- 

words, nor is it so designated in DISO, 

v1h7 meaning uncertain (see below p. 69). -uih is possibly de- 

rived from Akk. hätu, "to search out. " "Possibly in the meaning 'to 

examine' in Ezra 4: 12 yhytzd; compare the use of the Akkadian with 

temennu, 'foundation' (CAD, Vol. H, pp. 160b, l63a) . "B 

'Ezra 4: 12,5: 16,4 6: 3. 

2See Smith, Essays Presented to Hertz, pp. 385ff. 

'Ezra 4: 14,5: 14,14,14,15,6: 5,5. See "Synonyms" under Iii-: 1. 

'Ezra 4: 13,4: 20,7: 24,4 AD 8. S. See DISO and V'attioni, Aug. 
10: 493-532,1970. 

5Ezra 6: 11.6R©senthal, GBA, pp. 57-8, but c-f. ? B. 

7Ezra 4: 12. 

8Kaufman, AA, p. 55. See Driver, JTS 35: 3643 1930/ 1, and 
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rnw 1 need. -Also 1fWt? (Ezra 7: 20) derived from the Akk. root 
v 

haGahu, "to need. " 

t vu2 order, command, edict. -O, u is cognate with Akk. temu, and 

it is only the meaning "order, decree" that is borrowed from Akk. 

ftlD3 colleague . ---Derived from Akk. kinattu. 

tt-rýn4 tribute. --Derived from Akk. madda_ttu. (Cf. Jý7 and 15n. ) 

'ýýiý course. -Derived from Akk. natbäku, nadabäku. 

OD16 property, zaeaZth. -Derived from Akk. nikassu. 

5307 carry. ---Apparently deri,, red from Akk. 2cbäZu. Roseiithal8 

notes that this may be a sa. pel form of 5'. 

mci governor. ----Derived from Akk. pThatu. 

Hebrew Loanwo. rds 

There are four Hebrew loanwords 
S all from the sphere of rel: - 

gion. They all occur in Aramaic in the same form as they occur in He-- 

brew. 10 All occur in reference to the Jewish cult at Jerusalem, 

Smith, Essays Presented to Hertz, pp. 393-S. Cf. KB and Rosenthal, GEA, 
par. 178. 

lEzra 6: 9. 2See KB. 3Ezra 4: 17 & 6: 6. 

4Ezra 4: 13, 4: 20, 6: 8 & 7: 24. 5Ezra 6: 4,4. 

6Ezra 6: 8 & 7: 26. See synonyms under T, p. 61. 

7Ezra 6: 3. 

8R. osenthal, GBA, p. 49, par. 130. On the sa_pe1 see Kaufman, 
ALA, pp. 123--4. 

6: ý&7. See below p. 199.10See BDB and : CB. 
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? 17 Levite (Ezra 7: 13 E 24) 

nn offering (Ezra 7: 17) 

n ifl' incense (Ezra 6: 10) 

l' -l TerrrpZe-servant (Ezra 7: 24) 

Loanwords of Uncertain Origin 

There are four words whose derivation is too uncertain to place 

in the categories above, 15 and Oyu 5yß may be AR-k. or Pers. , and 11 

and fl77] `tý) may or may not be Akk. 

*I 1 tax. -In the ED 15-n always occurs in the combination, º'`fn 

15ni ! 5ä. Since 157 and 7`= are well-known Akk. words (see above 15 

is usually considered to be derived from Akk. b2Ztuo2 

It should be noted, however, 
gether in Akkadian. Al thougl 
in N. A., the BA group seems to 
Persian taxes represented in 
andtu, the middle term being 
is thus conceivable that biw 

rather than Akk. bil tuo 

that the three terms never occur to- 
z biZtu and maddattu are common together 
be a reflex of the threefold list of 
LB by the forms ZZku, bäru, and rcadi/ 
a loanword from Old Persian *bhara. It 
is a corruption of she latter teri 

uyu 'Sy-: a chance 2%or, bureaucrat ---T gis title is attributed to 

both Old Persian and Akkadian. byte ?Y has also been considered to be a 

military term and thus has been equated with OP framatar. `} However, the 

activity of Rehum is not military in nature nor is that of Anani, the 

Oyu 5Y. 2 of AP 26.5 More recently the title has been connected with OP 

1Ezri. 4: 13,4: 20 E 7: 24. Possibly Padua 2.3, and Lidzharsk, 

Ephemeris II pp .2 38-9 . 

2Rosenthal, GBA, p. 58, and KB. 

'Kaufman, ATA, p. 44. See also Eilers, OLZ 57: 96,1934. 

4Schef re low Itz, AAT, Vol. I, p. 64; BDB, p. 1085. 

55ee Driver, AD`, p. 18, for the possible connection between 
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*frarr0na_kapa which Schioder has recognized from its use in AP 26 to be a 

bureaucratic title rather than a military title. 1 However, Porten shows 

that this connection is unlikely, also on the basis of AP 26, where the 

chancellor is writing to an Egyptian official concerning actions taken 

by the *frap, 1 nakara, a title rendered in Aramaic as R 1Din-ti (11.4 and 

8) .2 Alternatively, Akkadian bul temi is considered to be the source of 

Aramaic byu 5y_n. 3 This has been questioned by Kaufman who translates 

tjyu 5yß as "commander" and states, "The expression bpi fermi does occur 

in Akkadian ,, os 
but it refers to someone who delivers orders as an 

intermediary, not to someone who makes them. "4 However, "commander" is 

not a satisfactory interpretation of the Aramaic title, as seen above; a 

chancellor was in such a position that he was both an intermediary and 

one who made orders, depending on the ranks of those with whom he was 

dealing. In summary, Gyu 5ya is more likely to have been borrowed from 

this title and the phrase f xn. Vu y'P7. Cf. Segert, Ar. Orm 24: 396, 
1956 , and Porten, AE, pp. SS-6. The latter also points out that the 

offices of chancellor and scribe could be held by the same individual. 

1Schaeder, IB, p. 67. Bowman, IB, Vol. III, pp. 599-600, fol- 

lowing Herzfeld, ZW, Vol. I, p. 171, equates nvu `; )Yf with OP * farrtan-= 
kara, apparently an older, or different, vocalization of *framEonakara. 
See particularly the following note. 

2Porten, AE, p. 56, n. 108. See also Bowman, AJSL 58: 302-13, 

1941. The title occurs here at 302 A, 1. ". .. their function in the 

shipbuilding papyrus [AP 26] was that of ordnance officers who inspected 

equipmen and ordered repairs. " (p. 306). In Elamite *framarcakara ap- 

pears as pLrra7ianakurras and means "foreman" (Hal lock, PFT, p. 744. Cf. 

Cameron, PTT, p. 43 .). 

3Schaeder, IB, p. 67. Cf. Bowman, IB, Vol. III, pp. 599 -600 . 
Both scholars consider Akkadian to be its source and at the same time to 

be equivalent of OP *from' akara. 

4 au_fman , 
AIA, p. 119 ,n. 

390. He considers Eakin temi to be 

the Nero-Assyrian equivalent of BA Oyv »i. 
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Akkadian than from Old Persian. 1 Regardless of its origin, the title 

designates a high government official, a "bureaucrat" who was attached 

to the courts of satraps and governors 2 

151. )3 ruins, refuse-heap. ---15äi is of uncertain origin. Rosen- 

thaI1ý says that Akk. may be the source but does not offer an etymology. 

Rudolpli5 bases his translation, "Trümmerhaufen" Cheap of ruins) on Akk. 

na Zu, "zerstören, " but this word is not in the Akkadian dictionary 

(see CAD and AHw) . Alternatively he suggests that Aramaic 51L would 

give a similar meaning "MIisthaufen'P (manure-pile) 
. ; Caufman6 Jists nwZ 

in his index of North West Semitic words but does not include BA 1513 in 

his discussion of Aki:. n Zu, niälu. Torreys7 following the LXX. render- 

irlgs, 8 considered it to be "Syro-Pal estinian" 5 i. ) S corresponding to Ara- 

bic nwlyZ, to take, obtain. 11 In the same year Nöldeke9 compared the 

Syriac ncwvweZ with Arabic nwfyZ in discussing the Talmudic word KýRý , 

'However, on the analogy of OP xtacapavan which was rendered in 
Aramaic both by transliteration IDI TUrn , and a second term, ffD; the 
same could hold true for OP *fram, 5nakaru., See p. 199 below, 

2A parallel title is found at Mari, bjZ týrtim, ý'bureaucrat, A 
document quoted by Sasson reads in part: Ulf a bureaucrat does not give 
orders for a few days, would the position not be neglected? " (Iraq 34, 
62-3,1972). See ARM 1.61.29. 

3Ezra 6: 11. Also in Dan. 2: 5 4 3: 29. 

Rosenthal , GB. 4, p. 59. Cf . BDB and : 0, 

5Rudylph, HAT EN, p. 58.6Kauf Tian, AI4, p. 75, 

7Torrey, ES, p. 85, n. 25. Cf. ZA 26: 81,1912. 

81E 6: 31: T& )E PXOVTa a1TOO týZUvcG ßaQUaL, xä 2E 6: 1.1: ö OLNOg 
C UTo1 Tö xa' ' C1,1ý n0L, Tj "rijC-1aU Cf. the LXX at Dan. 2: 5 c 3: 29, 

9 Nöi deke 9 NBSS, p. 216. Torrey accepted this and went further 
to repeat his connection of BA i5 ij with "Syro-Palestinian" 51, E . See 
ZA 26: 81,1912. Cf. Kaufman, AIA, p. 75, n, 226. 
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This suggestion would give the meaning "confiscate. " While the LXX 

translator(s) undoubtedly interpreted 15i. D in this way, the Aramaic text 

as it stands does not lend itself to this interpretation, since a piece 

of wood was to be taken from the house, upon which the owner was tc be 

impaled. However, this is not an insurmountable objection and the in- 

terpretation "cornfiscation" is plausible, 

ý`ý7ý `ýýy West- Euphrates 
e---kosei thal1 takes this as a lc)an trans- 

lation from Akkadian eher nari. von Soden} however, has the opposite 

view, that it is 11 ..;. ein babylonisiertes reichsara. m. ` bar nah , 
r2 Kaufman3 appears to agree with von Soden since the term is not 

included in his study. 

Synonyms 

The primary concern here will be the use of synonyms in the ED 

themselves. Occurrences of these synonyms in the narrative contexts of 

the ED and in other Imperial Aramaic texts will be noted. It L lmpor- 

taut to keep in mind the diversity of the ED, both in authorship and. in. 

time of composition (see above p. 44). This in itse?. f accounts for most 

of the use of synonyms, as few of these synonyms were used by the same 

writers , 

I ý, ̀1R: "iy5, royD, n)D. ---All these synonyms are discussed else. - 

where`} and it will suffice here to note their synonymous usage. All 

these words are used as introductory terms in correspondence and to mark. 

changes of the subject. ''M is used similarly in non-Biblical texts 

'Rosenthal, GBA, p, 58,2von Soden, Or 35: 8, : 066. 

3Kau roan, -4-TA. 
t` 1>TK, p. 144; lY-: ), etc., pp. 96-8. 
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, see below pp. 144-5). 

N'T Tl rR: I obre. -This pair of synonyms are Persian loanwords 

(see above p. 46) and do not occur frequently in the published Aramaic 

texts . WTVIIN occurs only once, Ezra 7-23, occurs nine times s 

seven tines in the EDT and twice in non-Biblical texts. 2 K`rT7`rtý is used 

in the same context as 110bR in its five occurrences meaning "diligent- 

1yo"3 In three pasages it means "full, total, "` and in Ezra 7: 17 it 

means "exactly, " or "solely" (A1EB) 
. 

1170t1, an Aramaic synonym, occurs only in AD 4.3, and 7.2,4, 

6&9, and has the same kind of context as the OP synonyms. We obsei"ve 

that these synonyms occur very frequently with the verb in the Filth- 

pa'e 15 

5INö NnR, `f n, pbs ---All these synonyms are intransitive verbs 

of motion. 6 They all refer to the movement of people, in particular the 

Jews in groups? or individual officials. 8 5'm in Ezra. 5: 8 refers tu 

Tattenai Fs inspection trip to the province of Judah; in Ezra 5: 15 it re- 

fers to Cyrus' order to Sheshbazzar "to go" to Jerusalem in an official 

1Ezra 5: 8; 6: 8,12,13; 7: 17,21 4 26. 

2AD 10.4, KAI #263 (Abydos lion weight) . 

3Ezra 5: 8; 6: 12,13; 7: 12 & 26, 

4Ezra 6: 8, AD 10.4, and KAI #263. 

5The synonyms are connected with the Hithp. as follows: N'T V)I N 
Ezra 7: 23; Ezra 5: 8,6: 8,12, & 7: 21; 170h, Al) 4.3, & 7.9. 

5 Te. " 'tgo'i Ezra 5: 8 F 15 

'itm "Come" Ezra 4: 12 Ezra 5: 16 
i "go " Ezra 6: 5,7: 13 E 13 

15t, "g©/came up" Ezra 4: 12 

7Ezra 4: 12,12, & 7: 13,13.8Ezra 5: 8,15,16,6: 5. 
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capacity, as reported by the Jews. flfR in Ezra 4: 1.2 refers to a group 

of Jews who had come up from the king and 'Iliad come'to Jerusalem; in 

Ezra 5: 16 it refers to Sheshbazzar's arrival in Jerusalem. 151 is also 

used of both ar, individual and of a group of people: in Ezra 6: 5 Shesh- 

bazzar is ordered to "go" to Jerusalem, a direct order of Cyrus (see be- 

low pp. 86-8); in Ezra 7: 13 it is used twice by Artaxerxes in granting 

the Jews permission to "go" to Jerusalem with Ezra. 750 in Ezra 4: 12 

refers to a group of Jews who have "come up" from Artaxerxes. Each word 

occurs in a distinct. point of reference, 5YK and i51 mean "to go" away 

from. ---to, with 'T providing the perfect and imperative and 75i the im- 

perfect; IX means "to come" to-away from, 75b means "to ascend. " 

VlNä i. - -Both words mean "mars. °F VM is used of the men of 

West-Euphrates, Ezra 4: 11, and of men generally, Ezra 6: 11,1 1D. , on 

the other hand, refers -specifically and only to Jews `Ezra 4: 21,5: 10, 

6: 8). However, outside of the Jewish context of the ED, InA is used in 

Imperial Aramaic in the same general sense of V. K. For example, it oc- 

curs as a gloss on Elamite tablets for Kuraas, "workersi2- and for men 

generally at Elephantine as in AP 13.8S 11, etc. 

1I ox :7a? n, gay, these words refer to political 

sentences -meted out fo. r disobedience to the king. All but n5A occur 

only in Ezra 7: 26. -15A occurs in Ezra 5: 12 in reference to Nebuchadnez- 

zar having taken Judah into "exile" to Babylon. Since all of the other 

terms occur together, they Will be given in the order in which they oc- 

lv13 in Ezra 1: 4 (Hebrew) may thus he considered to include 

non-Jews as well as Jews. Just as vl-IN in 4: 11 4 6: 8 l-iiay include Jews as 

well as non-Jews. 

2}Iýi11ock, PET, 1). 717. 
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cur. The entire verse is quoted here in order to provide the context: 

j;, ; 13n 'TDVfn re)rr fY}-r RYIElO z R-! 5h ? -T Rn-11 is-ihx '7-T Nn-r 1D) x Hfl' 

: 11710951 J ODD W1-)y5- 11*1 'iv>1Wý 1 fl11,35. It would appear that the sen- 

tences are listed in a descending order of severity: n1n (death), 'wie' 

(corporal punishment-a Persian word, see p. 51), viy (fine), and 11 ON 

(imprisonment).. While death is the severest sentence, the severity of 

other sentences is subject to a considerable range and therefore may or 

may not reflect any particular order. 

1 111 1N: occurs first in the letter of Rehuni and 

his colleagues who report to Artaxerxes that in the past Jerusalem has 

been a powerful city and that she has been guilty of "rebellion" (Ezra 

4: 15) . Its second occurrence (Ezra 4: 19) is in Artaxerxes' reply in 

t; h. ich he repeats the information because it had been verified.. in the ar- 

chives. ' Artaxerxes' reply, however, adds a synonym to 11 i dux----lln . if 

Rosenthal is correct in suggesting that 1 it? R is an OP ioanword (see 

p. 49), then the addition of 11 may be a gloss. But this is unlikely 

since Pehum and his colleagues had used 1 PUN themselves. It probably 

reflects the exaggeration of Rehum's letter and was added to emphasize 

the charge in Artaxerxes' answer. 

t? -n : 
5-: )'7. ---These two words are used synonymously in two dif- 

ferent meanings: 1) "temple" and 2) °Vpalace. i2 In their meaning "tem- 

pie, " two temples are referred to in the ED-the Jerusalem temple and 

100 the practice of quoting or repeating information in Persian 

correspondence, see below pp. 101ff . 

2f): 1 also occurs with the rýieanings: "treasury, " 
Ezra S: 7E7: 20; and "private house, " Ezra 6: 11. 
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the temple of Babylon. El''-n always refers to the Jerusalem temple. ,I and 

>> to both .2, ý-I usually occurs in the construct with a qualifying 

noun, here 75K (God) , 
but where it stands alone the context makes its 

meaning clear, on the other hand, usually stands alone where it 

is qualified by a relative clause giving the geographical locality of 

the temp lo referred tom Twice it occurs in the genitive (Ezra 5: 14) re- 

ferring to the temple of Babylon---5. n 7`r Ký>> e 

In the meaning "palace", each word occurs once. In Ezra 6: 4 it? D 

Iý D5 n is a reference to Cyrus F palace, and in Ezra 4: 14 5. D7 , 'l refers to 

Artaxerxes B Palace. However, in neither instance is the palace to be 

understood literally. In Ezra 6: 4 it is the source of funds for the 

building of the temple--. Wnn tz_ýi513 n _n-1n KnpDn .. .3 In Ezra 4: 14 

Rehuri and his colleagues are pledging 0-heir loyalty to the king- 

N3 n 5n N17 D' 7 r) 5n -' -i p .. 

ä`tß: ýýý: ý --Thee two co-ordi. n: jting conjunctions meaning Abu; " 

,4 15 occur only once in the ED b7ý is rar. e, 5 while 'I, is fairly common i. 

Imperial Aramaic. jný is used frequently. to introduce a. new subject. 6 

"treasury, treasure»' is a Persian Ioanword 

lEzra 5: 8-9,11-7; 6: 3.5; 6: 7,8,12; 7: 16,17,19,20,23 & 24. 

2Jerusa. ]. ern: Ezra 5: 14,15; 6: 5. Babylon: Ezra 5: 14. 

3i-Iowever, -i t can not be ruled out that the palace housed the 
treasury. 

``ýýý, Ezra 5: 13; 1,0, Ezra 5: 12. 

Sit occurs four times in Danie) (see KB) and once elsewhere (see 
DIS O). 

6See DISC. 
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(see above p. 50) occurring twice in the ED. ' three times in BH, 2 and 

five times in other Imperial Aramaic texts. 3 AD 10.3 is the only oc-- 

curren cc of nA in the sense of "treasure" and the only case in which it 

overlap, with bß, 3 in meaning. I Chr. 28: 11 refers to the "storerooms" 

or "treasuries" of the Jerusalem temple. All of the other occurrences 

of 'caA refer to the royal or state "treasuries. t4 While TýA can stand 

alone to mean (royal) "treasury, " as in AP 26.4,13, it more frequently 

is in a genitive construction with 15t. ß: most fully xD5n -i`t N>T3A 5ýýý 

(Ez): a 5: 17, cf. 7: 20), and simply 15nn ýTn (Est. 3: 9,4: 7). 

on , , goods, possessions, wealth" is an. Akk. loanword (see above 

p, 53) occurring twice it the ED, Ezra 6,8 & 7: 26, five times in BH (see 

KB), and forty-four times in other Imperial Aramaic texts (see DISO) . 

The wide meaning of 0i is seen in Josh. 22: 8 where it includes 737n, 

qua )y wnt, Srnru1 5 T`ýý; fl1h5fit taken as spoils of war, In Ezra 7: 26 t Dý is 

in construct with vny, "fine, " one of the punishments listed there (see 

above pp. 59f .)o In Ezra 6-8 it oc°c. urs ii the phrase apt-)5n 'o-D. ] and may 

well mean "royal treasury" since it includes the W1il ý1 ýy rr . On the 

other hand, it may mean no more than "royal funds. " One occurrence of 

D outside the ED deserves special mention. There is an Aramaic frag- 

ment of DB I, 65, in which bD, is used to include t. h-iee different OP 

words. The Old Persian reads., abicaxi aai33ämcä maniyamca ,nf 

"the pastures and the herds, the household slaves .... 115 In the light 

of Josh. 22: 8 and the fact that the Aramaic version is throughout much 

1Ezra S: 17 & 7: 20.2Est. 3: 9$ 4: 7 
,1 

Chr. 28: 11 

3Ezra 6: 1, AP 26.4 E 13,69B, and AD 10. S. 

`'AF 69B is too fragmentary to determine its use of fl A. 

5Kent, OP2, pp. 118 and 120. 
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shorter than the Old Persian version, it seems more likely that b» in- 

cludes a! 1 three OP words rather than being an exact equivalent of one- 

mcrniyc, ---a. s suggested by Gray, 

Ezra 1: 2-4, a Hebrew proclamation, -uses v1-7; "possessions, 

goods, " where bD. could have been usedo2 

i'i: t)Dt). --Both verbs occur only in Ezra 7: 25 and as partici- 

pies meaning "judges. " Since the noun ý`ý, "judg', " also occurs in this 

verse it is best to consider the whole verse: °=1 -1115N flrý ttý ? 1TY netzt 

'n-l )yl' 5-, )5 7111 72yß 'n �my 5ý5 l p3N-r 17,15 ý-r 1'a, 7-ii >>vDvj '-In 1-T7.2 

: Iiv-rth31 rr' 0 '? i1 1, -15Ro Ä Esdras 8: 23 reads "judges" in both places, 

xpý TäS xaý b ýxýxcý räß, but 2 Esdras 7: 25 reads ypapi.; a. Tcz!, (scribes) xä. ß 

xp+.. -Ta, . Batten is certainly correct in saying, "I- is hard. to say 

whether ' is right or merely Lrying to avoid a tautology, since the two 

Aram. words both mean judges and cannot be distinguished. "3 It is note- 

worthy that both °ý 7`ý and pt u are included in "ý' . ý: in Ezra 7: 25. The 

situation at Elephantine is equally ambiguous. 

Uncertainty also remains regarding the difference, if any, 
between , judges, " "royal judges, " and "judges of the province. " The 
"judges" may simply have been the "royal ju. dges"' "appointed in the 

province of Tshetres" (cf. C 27: 9), for when reference was made to 
the head of a court, the person bore a Persian ý? ame-Damidata----indi- 
cating royal appointment. According to Herodotus, the "royal judges" 

wer; "picked men" who had life tenure, ... 
In practice, the king 

1Gray, 7140S 33: 282,1913. Gray sought to define maniya on the 
basis of taDi in the Aramaic version. Fortunately, the meaning of 
kurtas, "worker, " the El. translation of maniya here, is now known and 
bD)/maniya cannot now be equated. See Hallock, PFT, p. 717, and 
Gershevi tch, AM NS 2: 139-42,1951. 

2Ezra 1: 2-4 does not contain any loanwords. It served as a 

propaganda piece to gain the favour of the Jews, hence the "purity" of 

the l ainguage . 

iBatten, ICc : E'N. p. 316. Cf. Rudolph, HAT: EN, p. 75, and North, 

Voi, tef'2ýo Fe tsc7z ift, P. 385. 
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would delegate the power of appointment. Ezra, for example., was 
authorized by Artaxerxes to appoint judges for the Jews in Trans -- 
Euphrates, applying both Torah law and "the Jaw of the king" (Ez. 
7: 25f) 

I 11D1: lID`t, ýfD, I1l'in= 'IDO. --these sy onvns all refer to in- 

struments fo the recording of, or --4e sending of, written communica- 

Lions (and ` 1Y1 j means "memorandumýý n the ýD a -,! d in other affý - 

cial : imperial Aramaic texts a It occurs alone referring to a single 

'rie; emora,.:, dum'u as in AP 32.19 and it occurs with other terms referring to 

collections of "memoranda' as in Ezra 6; 2 where it heads a document 

found in a e5Ar and in Ezra 4.15 in the phrase, The col - 

lections of T'rmemoranda" constitute archives, for which see chapter 6, 

pp. 1 f0fä 
. Other meanings of i'ýýfi (ýýD1) will lie found in the lexicons 

but they do not apply here. -'Illn occurs only in Ezra 7: 22 of the ED In 

the sense of "prescriptien9" literately "writing, " E1se1.,: r; ere during this 

i13 period flhD means 
"document as at Esther 8: 8p 13, ini means "dc-,, u- 

rnent" (sce above P. 50) and a)ways occurs in the context of ffi ci ý, I 

. ý" writings .4 "i: nb in its one occurrence in she ED., Erz a5s any "boor 

Elsewhere in IA and in BH it means "letter, " r'document, ' or "deed tº5 

rf'nree other synonyms from the narrative context of the ED are 

relevant here since they are used to describe them, i`?. ýx, "letter y" is 

Cf. the appoi_ntmen u of priiests illustrated 1Porten, AE, p 49, 
by Pher. A and B (see p. 30 above) 

2See lbc low pp. 86-8. 

3See Lowy, IIUCA 25: 175, n. 24,1954. Cf . 
DI S '. 

4E zra 4: 18, Al) 17.3, and Ezr, 3.4: 7,23S 5: 5, :: i. _. Sce pp. ýý f. 

,"%. 5See IL and DISC) and Millard, Iraq 34: 137, h 
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the most common Aramaic word for "letter" in IA; 1 ýxý, "roll, " occurs 

in Ezra 6: 2 wherein was contained Ezra 6: 2b-S, al riYr; 1A viD , , copy, 's 

occurs frequently to distinguish between original documents and copies .Z 

literally "raise up, "3 occurs only in Ezra 6: 11. 

It is possibly an Akk. loanword bearing the meaning "impale. 'f`' NJ) , on 

the other hand, is the common Aramaic word for "lift up, raise . »'5 

p2: 1 h: din, "I )jn, l7n, `t7lb . --These words are not exact synonyms, 

but they all are verbs denoting "destruction, injury. ', 5-in, . )irr and `rlo 

occur in three different documents in reference to the destruction of 

Jerusalem. '-i occurs in Ezra 6: 12 in Darius' curse against anyone who 

would "destroy" the J rusalem temple. . 3i11 occurs in Ezra 4: 15 where 

Rehum and his colleagues give the reason for Jerusalem having "been laid 

waste" in. times past. irb occurs on the lips of the Jews who explain to 

Tattenai Why their temple had been "demolished" by Nebuchadnezzar, Ezra 

5: 12. 

The two remaining synonyms refer to the "injury" of people. 7Ar 

is used by Darius in his curse when he calls on the God of Jerusalem to 

"overthrow" any king or people who would alter his edict in order to de-- 

stzoy the Jerusalem temple, Ezra 6; 12. pf occurs in the exchange of 

letters between Rehum and his colleagues and Artaxerxes. Rehum asserts 

that Jerusalem had "damaged" kings and provinces in the past, and that 

if the city is rebuilt, kings will again "be injured, '' Ezra 4: 13 

'See below pp. 85-6.2See below pp. 131ff. 

alts literal meaning "raise up" is attested by its two occur- 
rences in : i3H: Ps e 145: 14,146: 8; see Rudolph, HATeEN, p. 58. It occurs 
in this sense also in Pahlavi, see DISO. 

4See above p. 52_ 51n the ED at Ezra 4: 19 Ü 5: 15. 
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and 15. Artaxerxes' reply instructs Rehum and his colleagues to take 

precautions that will prevent injury to kings Ezra 4-: 22. 

5Wi: 15n. -These synonyms are nominal counterparts to some of 

the above verbs denoting "destruction, injury.,, 5. ]h occurs in Ezra 4: 22 

referring to the possible a'damage" that might cause injury to kings 

(17ý5n) " 151 occurs in Darius' curse (Ezra 6: 11) against anyone who 

would attempt to destroy the Jerusalem temple. ft calls for that per- 

son's house to be made a "ruins" for such desecration, 1 

tYU: -MM., OMI . -These synonyms occur in the ED with the mean- 

ings F'rnessage, order, edict. " D) , "order, edict, " occurs most fre- 

quen tiy2 and usually occurs with Wv1 in the phrase, "issue an order. 0 

`Ire : 6, "order, " occurs only once, Ezra 6: 9, in reference to the needs 

expressed by the Jerusalem priests for. their cultic services. oxen, 

"message, report, i5 is also used in the sense of "order" in Ezra 4: 17 

and is parallel with ü, Vu in Ezra 6: 6-12 (see pp. 93fj.. 

ý. ý' : Im. --These synonyms for "give" are distinguished by their 

occurrences i separate corms 
" 1' supplies the perfect and imperative 

forms, and Im, supplies the imperfect and infinitive forms. 6 `t i ý_s 

always used in the sense of "to pay,? '/ while ýP is used in its literal 

-Cf. 2K 10: 27, and see above, pp. 56f. 

2Ezra 4: 19,21,5: 9,13,17,6-'), 6: 8,11,12,7: 12k 21,233; 

also at 5: 5 f 6: 1, See DISO for occurrences in other IA texts, 

3Sce below, pp. 88 ff. 4Cf. 'IMO in Est. 1: 1.5. 

5Ezra 4: 17,5: 11,6: ', 1; also 5: 7. 

6Rosc ntha1., GBA, pp. 118,129. Cf . KB. 

''E: ra 4: 13.9 7: 20,20. 
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sense, "to give, "1 and also in the sense of "to pay. "2 On the problem 

of the phrase, K>ux D P, in Ezra 5: 16 see pp. 153,70, and 218f. below. 

ßi1*7 ; 1-! )w. -These are common Semitic words with the meaning "to 

dwell 
mt : )1l'y developed this meaning from its literal meaning "to sit" 

(see KB) , Each word occurs only once in the ED, 1-ýW in Ezra 6: 12 refer- 

ring to God causing his name "to dwell" at Jerusalem (cf. BTLAP 12,2 and 

pp. 214 and 222 below). 
-107 occurs ii-k Ezra 4: 17 referring to local of- 

ficials "dti; eIling" in Samaria (cf. Ezra 4: 10). 

5fl : 11Y), ----Neither of these synonyms for "wall" are common 

words o In the ED 511! )3 occurs only at Ezra 5: 8, and `t 1v, t} only at Ezra 

4: 12,13 & 16. Against KB, Kaufman5 considers 5fD to be a native Ara- 

maic v,, ord. 5. nD also appears to be more a technical term than a general 

word for wall like i`tw. 

The kutlaiya, in which the pebbles and beams were placed, is gener- 
ally translated "wall; " but in Daniel v, 5, it is used of the core 
of the wall and apparently excludes the plaster. So in Ezra v, 8, 
also, it means a core of mud or mud br 

_ck; then the pebbles and 
beams are facing. The wording of the Aramaic text clearly indicates 
that the kutlaiya was distinct from, not made of, the wood and 
stones, 6 

135y : nwip. 'These two synonyms are used to denote distant past 

time, ti'? » occurs twice in the phrase 05Y nn1' In7 in reference to the 

military and political power of Jerusalem. in`týi occurs in the phrase 

'Ezra 5: 12, 14,6 : 9,7: 19. 2Ezra 4: 20,6.4: 6: 3. 

3Elsew}sere: Dan. 5: 5, Cant. : 2: 9, and once in Palmyrene, see DISO. 

4Elsew"here: AP 27.5,6, and four times in BIf, see KB. 

5Kaufran, A- A, 65,6Snii th, PEQ 65: 8,1941. 

7Ezrü 4: 15,4: 19. Its occurrence in Ezra 4: 19 is a repetition 
from E Zra 4: 15 . 
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IK'Av) 13ýP) 7; 7 j7ný7ta, Ezra 5: 11, in reference to the time when the Jeru-- 

salem temple was first built. 

q77n . 'these synonyms have the co ninon meaning, 'great, 

greatness. " ii occurs in reference to the. "great" God at Jerusalem, 

Ezra 5: 8, and of a "great" king (unnamed) of Jerusalem, Ezra 5: 11.1 

N, ý, v? refers to 'many� years in Ezra 5: 11. t*Ypfl refers to "mighty, pow- 

erfui" kings who have ruled over Jerusalem, Ezra 4: 20. 

' Dw: 05u. -These two synonyms mean to finish, complete. " In 

the ED both are used in reference to building activil.. tes in every case 

but one. -3 57Jv is used in reference to the city walls, Ezra 4: 12,13, 

16; in reference to bui Lding materials (11WK) 
, Ezra _ : 9; 4 and in refer- 

ence to the Jerusalem temple, --, zra. 5: 11.5 05W refers to the completion 

of the Jerusalem temple, Ezra 5: 16. Now Ezra 5: 11-6 is a reported 

statement of the Jews, and we find that they use both words in the same 

contexts, There is no apparent reason for the use of synonyms rather 

than the use of the same word. 6 

15n p 15f, 'i`ýýn . ̀ These three words for taxes are no tt syn- 

1The context clearly implies Solomon. 

2"The verb KAY! also occurs in the EL--Ezra 4: 22. 

3mh) in Ezra 7: 19 is used idiomatically in the phrase N)-ýKnl 

: b5V)1' -15N Opp t5wn .... 

'The phrase in which it occurs here is used almost verbatim by 

the editor of the book at 5: 3. Or. j1U? N see above p. 49. 

5Also at Ezra 6: 14. 

60n the form of 55-ýw1 and the question of its origin see Rosen- 

thal, CUBA., an Kaufman, AIA, pp. 104,123-4. 
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onymous, but they always occur together in the Ell} except at Ezra 6: 8 

where , 3n occurs alone, They are a_ll also foreign loanwords (see 

above) . The same three words occur in Late Babylonian in reference to 

the threefold list of Persian taxess2 and this may well be the case 

here. Meyer makes the following distinctions I"Da fl In sicher der 

Geldtribut ..,, 15fl uWegsteuer1° oder "Zoll" ist, kann 15-2 nur die 

Naturalabgabe sein. r3 

ýi' 9 
'ýýb 

o This final group of words is added here at 

the end because, while not strictly synonymous, they are usually trans- 

fated as if they were, and the situation of these words needs clarifica- 

ti. on. In the first place, the meaning of some of these words is Still 

uncertain, However, because they are related around the central idea of 

buLlding, they will be discussed here for the sake of completeness and 

to clarify some of the problems. 

fl , "to build, " is not a problem; its meaning and use are clear. 

It is the basic word around which the others are related nii is also a 

key word in the ED because one of the primary issues of the documents is 

the rebuilding of the temple and city walls of Jerusalem. 

tritt is of uncertain origin and meaning as evidenced by the re- 

fusal of KB to commit itself to any of the suggested etymologies and 

meanings . Meanings suggested include "join together" > "repair, " "lay, " 

}Ezra 4: 13,4: 20 7: 24.2Kaufman, AIA, p. 44. 

3 Meyer, EJ, p. 24. See Henning, Or. 4: 291-3,193S. 

'Ezra S: 7-17,6: 2b-S, E 6-6-12 deal with the building of the tem- 

p, le and Ezra 4: 12-6 & 4: 17-22 deal with the building of the city walls. 
Thus five of the. seven ED have to do primarily with building. 
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and "inspect. Ill Any one of these would suit the passage, Ezra 4: 12, but 

there is insufficient evidence to settle the matter. 

ý7ý, "to give" has created a problem at Ezra 5: 16 -were it has 

usually been translated "to lay a foundation. " This use of ; i> is not 

attested elsewheie, 2 and a more probable meaning is closer at hand. 

Elsewhere in the ED flfl' is used in the sense of "to pay, furnish, pro- 

vide" (see above, p. 66). nn in Ezra 5: 16 is used in this sense of 

"provide, authorize" in the same way that 'fin is used of Solomon "giv- 

ing" the temple, as recorded in 1K6: 6.3 

ýdýO, "to carry" occurs in Ezra 6: 3 in reference to the founda- 

tions of the temple, KB suggests "preserve" the foundations, while 

Rosenthal. (GBA) suggests "laid" the foundations. The etymology of the 

4 word and its meaning, though, still. remain uncertain. 

That the four words are related around the central idea of 

"building" is certain. Beyond that, however, uncertainty remains. 

Therefore, caution must be exercised in interpreting the latter three 

words until further evidence is brought forward. 

Distribution. 

Here the statistics from appendix 2 will be summarized- There 

the following items are given in clear graphic form: 1) the Aramaic and 

1See KB, p. 1074 for references, Note also Smith, 'Essays Pre- 
sented to tlertp, pp. 393-4; and Kaufman, AIA, p. 55, which in 1974 still 
expresses uncertainty in the matter. See above, p. 52. 

2Gelston, VT 16: 234,1966. 

3See Andersen, ABR 6: 12-3,1958. The inconsistent rendering of 
the two similar phrases occurs In the IVEB, JB, ZB, TVriSB and RSV, 

`BSo ? osenthal, GBA, par. 130, and Kaufman, A1'4ý, p. lll. See 
above, p. 53. 
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Hebrew words, 2) their English equivalents, 3) their distribution in the 

ED, 4) notation of foreign words, 5) areas from which some of the vocab- 

ulary conies, and 6) additional material in notes at the end of the ap- 

pendix. The distribution of the total vocabulary throughout the ED is 

most easily and clearly illustrated in table form. The length of tke 

documents, measured in lines, 1 is added here to make the statistics more 

complete; 

TABLE z 
LEXICAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE EZRA DOCUMENTS 

Document # of Lines # of Vocabulary a Approx. % of Total Vocabulary 

6.5 43 16 
6: 2b--5 7 44 16 
5.7-17 22 99 37.5 
6: 6-12 14 79 30 
4: 11-16 12 62 23.5 
4: 17-22 8 59 22.5 
7: 12-26 26.5 112 42.5 

a Repetition of words within each document. is not counted. 

Next to consider is the distribution of the vocabulary among the 

categories (n. a, above, will continue to apply) considered to be of 

significance. These will be discussed in the order in which they are 

noted in appendix 2. 

Loanwords . 
2--Altogether there are thirty--two loarnvords, or about 

12`0 of the total vocabulary. 3 The Persian loanwords occur in all of the 

1Based on BH3. 

2S e pp. 45 above. On Persi anisms see below pp. 167 ff . 

3I' LW 15 or ca. 5%, ALW 15 or ca. 5.5%, HLW-4 or ca. 1.5%. 
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ED except Ezra 1: 2-4 and 6: 2b-5 (see above pp. 4S-6); the Akkadian loan- 

words occur in all of the ED except in. Ezra 1: 2-4; and the Hebrew loan- 

words occur only in Ezra 6: 6-12 and 7: 12-26. The Persian loanwords are 

mainly from the political--legal realm and epistolary terms. Akkadian 

loanwords are mainly from the politica' -legal and architectural sp hheres 
. 

The Hebrew loanwords are all religious terns. 

Proper names. -There are twenty-one proper navies or about 8% of 

the total vocabulary. Of these, thirteen are personal names (about 5% 

of the total vocabulary) and eight are geographical names (about 3% of 

the total vocabulary). Six of the names are Persian, all personal names 

except one, b1b. The other fifteen names are Semitic, mostly Hebrew, 

with some being Akkadian. 

Epistolary ter=ms . There are fourteen epistolary terms or about 

5% of the total vocabulary. They are fairly evenly distributed through - 

out the ED except in Ezra 1: 2-4 (none) and Ezra 6: 2b- (one) 
. "hest are 

mainly terns that classify the documents or are part of the styl ist c 

features of Achaemenid correspondence. 1 

PoZit2caZ-legal termsr There are twenty-five political-legal 

terms y about 10 ö of the total vocabulary. They are fairly evenly dis- 

tributed throughout the ED. About one-third of these terms are official 

titles; the rest pertain to the administration of the provinces and of 

the royal law. 

ReliüLous tez, ýs. 2-There are twenty-seven religious terms, about 

1Sec chapter 3, pp. 74ff. 

2TIlis category includes not only religious technical terms, but 
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1O of the total vocabulary. Most of these terms are concentrated in 

Ezra 6: 6-12 and 7: 12-26, both of which deal extensively with the cultic 

service in Jerusalem. 

Architectural terms. -There are ten architectural terms or about 

3.5% of the total vocabulary. These terms are concentrated in Ezra 6: 2b- 

5 and 5: 7-17, which are concerned in detail with the rebuilding of the 

Jerusalem temple. About one-third of these terms are Akkadian loanwords. 

Economic tern-ts. There are six economic terms, about 2% of the 

total vocabulary. Half of these terms are words for "tax. " 

Weights and measures. -There are four terms denoting weights and 

measures or about 1.5% of the total vocabulary. Except fl in Ezra 6: 2b- 

5s these all occur only in Ezra 7: 12-26 and are measures of capacity. 

also general words used Zn a strictly religious sense in the ED, e. g., 

the coimi oJities used in the cultic service. 



CHAPTER III 

THE STYLE OF `l E DOCUMENTS 

In order to determine the style of these documents the writer 

has charted them according to the specific features they contain. Pre- 

vious studies of the ED have not dealt thoroughly with their style, es- 

pecially as they compare with contemporary non-Biblical documents .1 In 

fact, the only thorough treatment of the style of the ED has been that 

of B okerman, although it is limited to only two of them. 2 

It is the purpose of this chapter to present the results of a 

comparison of all relevan-c documents available with regard to their spe- 

cific stylistic features in order to establish the pattern(s) of their 

style. To the writer °s knowledge this is the first comprehensive: stur y 

of the style of the ED or even of official Achaemenid correspondence. 

Personal Address 

In discussing AP 21 Porten has succinctly summed up the matter 

of personal addresses in the Aramaic documents of the Persian chancel- 

lery th"us 

... "To my brothers ... your brother" is an address between com- 

panions or equals. Contrast the address of a subordinate to a supe- 

rior, "To Artaxerxes the king: your servants, the amen of the Trans- 

Euphrates-I' (Ez. 4: 11) "To our lord Bagohi, governor of Judah: your 

servants Jedaniah and his col ea; ues" (C 30: 1//31: 1) ; or of a stupe- 

rior to a subordinate, "From Arsames to Wahprimabi" (C 26: 1) .3 

a-See pp. '13-5.2Bickerman, JBL 65: 249-75,1946 (See pp. lo. 4-6). 

"Porten, A,, p. 311. 

74 
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4d le this is a very accurate description, it only applies in general, 

because as with other elements of style, there are several variations 

fron the usual forms, However, Portents description Will serve advanta- 

geously as a framework from w -hire which to present the personal ad- 

dresses of the documents in this study. 

Personal address between companions or equal-c. -The personal ad- 

dress in this case refers to both the addressor and the addressee as ntý, 

"brother, " and the only example among the documents in this study is 

AP 21 > Here H-lananiah is conveying a message of Darius II to Yedoniah 

and his colleagues at Elephantine. 1 

Personal address of a subordinate to a superior, The usual per- 

sonal address here is "to X (name and/or title) from Y (name) your ser- 

vant, "2 In this category of correspondents variations in the form of 

the personal address exist which show that this element of epistolary 

style was not standardized. Other forms are Wbra with no mention 

of the addressor (Ezra 5: 7--17); 1 -nv 
(followed by five names) with no 

mention of the addressee (AP 33) ; 11 ... the priests of the great K1-, )um 

... to Pherendates, to whom Egypt is entrusted. " (Pherendates B) ; 

"Khnum-em-Akhet .., to . 
(his lordship) Pherendates. " (Pherendates C) . 

Personal address of a superior to a subordinate. -The most fre- 

queret form of the personal address here is simply 'T!, om X to Y. " How-- 

ever, the documents in this category fß. 11 into two distinct groups-- 

lCf. Cowley, AP 40-42 for ýiý is form of address in private l et: - 

ters. E. g., Y iiht: X ? hit 5K, AP 40. 

2So Ezr, -' 4: 11-16, AP 30,37, '11. On AP 38 see below, p. 82. 

AP 17 is fragmentary, but Cowley has re-, toned the address thus: 5R] 

yýývn [tJ`1, N] [L 11 (the names of the "servants" follow) . 
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those from officials and those from kings-and their practice differs 

accordingly. The documents from officials do not include titles, either 

of the addressor or of the addressee, while the documents from kings do 

include the titles both of the addressor and of the addressee. Thus all 

of Arsham's correspondence (and of his associates) begins, Y 5v X 7n, - 

whereas Ezra 7: 12-26 begins, )-r NP 'T 1.0O tja Wi rO Ký ýýrý 15n xnownn x 

7iýcý I W )DU Ezra 4: 17-2 only mentions the addressee, w , ich is probably 

due to the editor of the book. The Elamite tablets from Persepolis usu- 

ally employ the opening formula ". .. ° (To) PN speak, PN2 spoke the 

saying, "3 This is the formula found in earlier Elamite documents as 

well, '1 This formula is either a parallel development to that found in 

Babylonia or a borrowing from it. "The earliest regular form of letter 

introduction in Babylonia. 'Thus says X, to Y speak", implies 
.a 

conveying of orders, which began with an oral message sent by a personal 

c 'rS messenger. 

In summary, it has been shown that while there is a definite 

form of personal address used by each category of correspondents, the 

only uniformity i--,, that found in the documents of a single official °s 

office--here Arsham, satrap of Egypt---whereas variations are found among 

different officials. Thus it can be concluded that this aspect of the 

-`. AP 26, AD 1-13. See Driver's comments, AD2, pp. 41-2. The 
Xanthos Trilingual lacks the Y »y X in, but it is not addressed to an 
individual. 

2Sirril'I. rly: Gadates I sr. -ßaauAc c ýacruX 'wv dap Lý. c, sý ö 
`YoTauice-w Fe)UTau 6oMuL,; Thucydides i, 129.3--JP ýS =cp r 
TIcwuav-, cx. Pherendates A (and B) reads "Pherendates, to whom Egypt has 
been entrusted, but this is not a title, thou oh perhaps a substi- 
tute. An exception is Hdt. S. 24, where Darius' title is given but not 
the title of Histiacus. 

1 Hal ioek, Pý' ', p. 5U . 
`'s'kid. 5Waterman, RCAF, Vol. 4, p. 4. 
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epistolary style, as others, did not become rigidly standardized. 

Salutation 

Two factors appear to determine the presence or absence of a 

salutation in the documents: 1) the relative official position of the 

correspondents and 2) the nature of the subject raised in the document. 

As regards the form taken by the salutations, the second consideration 

(2) appears to have more influence than the first (1) . These are the 

two most significant factors, although without the complete historical 

contexts of the documents the possibility of other factors cannot be 

rued out entirely. The documents are nearly evenly divided between 

those with salutations (1S) and those without (22). ) For convenience, 

the relevant inforrmation will be set forth in three tables. 

From Table 2 it can be seen that, with but two exceptions (Ezra 

4: 11-16 and AP 33), the documents without salutations are from superiors 

to subordinates F and materially they are nearly all commanc's. From this 

it can be concluded that officials when issuing orders to subordinates 

usually omit a salutation. However, there are several documents which 

are orders from superiors to subordinates which do include a salutation 

(see Table 3), and so it is to be noted that the correspondents of the 

documents without salutations are mostly from very big-. i offices the 

king or a satrap---4ahiie the recipients are comparatively minor offi- 

cials. 2 Thus there are two basic reasons for the absence of a salut-i- 

1AP 27 is missing lines at the beginning which may have had a 

salutation and so must be dismissed in this discussion Ezra 7: 12-26 is 

doubtful in this respect because of the uncertainty of the meaning of 
1'? 3)L (see above p. 43, n. 5). 

Though Ezra 4: 1.7-22 fit; this category it does include a salu- 

tation, but note its brevity: 05W. 
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TABLE 2 

DOCUMENTS WITHOUT A SALUTATION 

Document Addressor Addressee Nature of Document 

Ezra 1: 2-4 King Decree 

Ezra 6: 2b-5 King Decree 

Ezra 6: 6-12 King Decree 

Fort. 6764 Cattle Chief Order 

Pherendates A Satrap Priests Order 

PF 2071 ? ? Order 

Gadates Insc. King 6OUAW . Reprimand 

Herodotus S. 24 King Ruler of Miletus Summons 

Thuc. i, 129.3 King Spartan Commander 

AP 26 Satrap ? Order 

AP 32 IViD Community Leaders 

AD 4 Satrap Order 

AD 6 Satrap °T PD Order 

AD. 7 Satrap `t El Order 

AD 8 Satrap `I n Order 

AD 9 Satrap °7, ) IpD Order 

AD 10 Satrap `t7D Order 

AD 11 tri% ̀i ` 11pD Order 

AD 12 -7 Order ET Reprimand 

Ezra 4: 11-16 Oyu 5y-n King Report 

AP 33 Petition 

Xanthos Trilingual Satrap Citizens of Orna Decree 
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TABLE 3 

DOCUMENTS WITH A SALUTATION 

Document 

From Superior to Subordinate 

Ezra 4: 17-22 

AD 1 

AD 2 

AD 3 

AD S 

AD 13 

King LI. Yu Order. 

Satrap Orders 

Satrap ? Orders 

Satrap ? Orders 

Satrap Orders 

? -'>7D Coixrnendation 

From Subord ý. nate to Superior 

Ezra. 5: 7 -17 the King 

Pherendates B Priests Satrap 

Pherendates C? Satrap 

AP 17 IT-V Satrap? 

AP 30 Community Leaders flfl 

Relationship of Correspondents Uncertain 

AP 21 

AP 37 

AP 38 

BMAP 13 

Addressor I Addressee I Nature of Document 

rim 

Win 

,y in 

`y I Win 

Report 

Romport 

Report/Request 

Report 

Petition 

Order from the King 

Complaint 

Letter of 
Recommendation 

Report 
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TABLE 4 

SALUTATION FORMULAS 

Document 

From Superior to Subordinate 

Salutation 

Ezra 4: 17-22 

AD 1 [? ný7 7nýt b> [] ti5ti 
AD 2 

AD 3 a15 

AD 5 qN 05V) 'r31; f3r-n nYD) [1]5 n5v) 

777 n5ý -ý[}ýný nnn 
AD 13 K' AU h'1`1Y11 05U 

From Subordinate to Superior 

Ezra 5: 7-17 

Pherendates B "We bless Pherendates before Khnuan, the great god . 
May Khnum prolong his life. " 

Pherendates C May Phrb prolong his life. " 

AP 17 1 -r v .3 
[-: 1 II R ;1l h' IN"In Q5 VJ 

AP 30 rlp jm'; w, lnn751 1`ry ;. jn N7, u ýN; U7 rz'ni X15 1xin 05V 

% C19 c- Tnj: 9 Dý In `' i' xlr>I-n) ND 56 Ui ßl l'i `T 

I`Ly ? fl 7 hol rm 15 Ins %1 D'7N 

Relal-ionship of Correspondents Uncertain 

AP 2l [1 Xý"15R 'flu 
AA" 37 1-rv i5Kv, ) E} 
AP 38 N3r3 fl oý; a ; r3 Y1? {ý 7]rß ra 

BPIAP 13 I7y ' NNln tiýý 

aDriver suggests a Persian origin for this greetir±g formula, 
4 4r Sc- below p. 160 . AD2, 
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tion in these documents: the distance between the positions of the cor- 

respondents and the dictatorial nature of the docurnents. 1 

The documents with a salutation are evenly divided between those 

fromm superiors to subordinates and those from subordinates to superiors. 

The documents from subordinates need only to be considered to be follow- 

ing the universal practice of properly greeting one's superi. or. 2 On the 

other hand, the presence of a salutation in the documents from a superior 

seems to reflect a deference to an official who, though a subordinater 

has some influence or power that needs to be reckoned with, or simply 

politeness, This can be seen more clearly in the formulas of saluta - 

tions, and the whole matter of the presence of salutations can be n-)re 

fruitfully discussed in connection With the actual examples. 

As can be seen from Table 4, there is no uniform formula that 

can be considered to be standard, but rather there is a basic formula 

upon which others were built, suitable to a given situation. in the 

Aramaic documents n5v is the only element common to all of thc, sa luta- 

t oi. s, in one case being the entire salutation (Ezra 4: 17-22), and from 

it two general formulas developed o At Elephantine the general formula 

is I -Ty ýý-j Kz Av) -ft (title) ü5v (in the AP and 

1Regarding the two exceptions (Ezra 4: 11-16, AP 33) the writer 
has been unable to determine any specific reasons for the omission of 

salutations, although in the case of Ezra 4: 11-16 it may reflect the 

weakness of Artaxerxes I who was easily influenced and badgered by 

courtiers and officials, or more probibly, it may be due to the editor's 

treatment of this document. 

'Compare the Elamite tablets w, rritten, b) subordinates to superi- 

ors which use the greeting formula, "May god and kin- brecome your iri! " 

Sec 1- al lock, PFT, p. 757. Sires appears to carry the same connotations 

as the Semi tic tJLu ý sec- Gershevitch, TPS (196(-), 1). 133. See also Hinz, 

Or,, 39: 435) 19", '0, for a discussion of this greeting formula. 
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B\LLP documents) 
.1 In the AD documents (from Babylon and Susa? see 

above }gyp. 35-6) the formula varies in two ways: 1) the divine benevo- 

fence is not invoked and 2) the title of the addressee is not given, 

The formulas range from the simple tu5U of Ezra 4: 17-22 to the 

'eery lengthy one of AP 30 -see Table 4) with a wide -variety in bet itieen 

Four of the documents with salutations are simply reports from subordi- 

nates to superiors and use, more or less, just the general formula noted 

in the previous pa_ragr. aph . Ezra S. 7-17 from the tin of Judah to Darius 

simply uses the phrase x5-ý) N)35v). The other two documents from subordi- 

hates to superiors are not reports, but requests, and the formulas of 

their salutations are significantly more polite. AP 7,8 is "a letter 

from Ma`uziah at Abydos to the heads of the community at Yeb, stating 

that he had been helped by Zeho and Hor who are now going to Yeb and de. - 

serve to be well treated. sr2 The tone of the letter is such that the 

reader gets the impression that Ma`uzia. h is an equal of the addressees, 

even though he addresses them as 'ten and refers to himself as their 

`ý-, y . Indeed, in AP 37, Ma ̀ uziah is addressed, with these same men he 

addresses in AP 38, as ` ev by one who refers to himself as their `thy! 

This leads to the conclusion that the more-than--suff: cienL greeting in 

AP 38 is due not primarily to the positions of the correspondents, but 

more to the nature of the subject raised, namely, a. request for a favour. 

Even more illustrative o this point is the request in AP 30 fromm Yedo - 

niah, leader of the community at Elephan. tine, and his colleagues to 

1The salutations of Pncrextdates B and C express the same senti- 

nients See Table 4, p. 80. It is also to be noted tý at many of the 

salutations in the Aramaic documents are incomplete due, to their f_rag; - 
mentary condition , 

2CUwley, l! r, p. 135. 
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Bagoas, nnn-, t3 of Judah. "Bagoas, however, has apparently no official func- 

tion, as far as this case is concerned. He is one of several men in 

high position who are merely asked to use their influence in favor of 

the Jews; anyhow, it is neither in his power nor within his duties to 

decide the controversy. "1 Such a request naturally calls for the utmost 

courtesy and diplomacy, and it is not only the salutation that expresses 

this, but the whole letter which is obviously written with this in mind. 2 

It is particularly instructive to compare the two groups of doc- 

uments from Arsham. As seen (above) in his documents addressed to his 

officers (ý7pý) he does not show any deference to them and omits saluta- 

ti cans- (AD 4,6-10, and AP 26) a However., when he 

e. notifies 'Artawont of a concession or asks him to authorize it 
or else asks him to see that an order is carried out, - the tone 
is perhaps that rather of a request than of a command, courteous if 
peremptory. .ý. 

A similar style is adopted by 'Arsam in addressing 
`Artahont ; and the form of his request is softened by adding i 
1ltd n[ý o s' 

Fortunately much of the hi to ca ± sit Tation is known, Arsham had r_ r. ft. 

Egypt to go to the kinb, and us a °esuit certaº_ Egyptians had reh¬ . 
led 

(AP 27) . It is in this situation that Arshain corresponds wi iT his sub- 

ordinates in order to administer his estate and affai fps in -, gyps, In 

this correspondence he obviously considers some of his officials to be 

2Vogelstein, JQR 33: 90,1942/3. Note the precatory tone of his 

answer (AP 32) and that it is not an "order" as Cowley states (nor is 
Bagoas superior to Arsham as he also states) AP, p. 123. See also 
SprengUing, AJ? ' 21: 436,1917. 

2-Not as Kraeling suggests. BMI P, p. 287, "Polite phrases should 
be shorter here [BMAP ZS] tha; -i in AP 30, for Yislah is no Bagoas 4" If 
it were simply or primarily the rank of the addressee that brought forth 
lengthy salutations the satraps and kings should have received the 

greatest ones, but since they do not it is seen that this factor is sec- 
ondary. Cf. Porten, AE, p. 48. 

3Driver, AD2, p. 15. Documents AD 1-3, E S. 
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of no great import and so summarily issues them orders, while others ob- 

viously enjoy a greater position and consequently are addressed courte- 

ously. The deference shown to the latter, however, as noted earlier, 

cannot be attributed simply to their position, A fourth factor is intro- 

duced in connection with the correspondence of Arsham: the geograph cal 

distance between the correspondents-, ý' ... for it was one thing for 

the king to give such an order, but quite another matter to get the sa- 

trap of a distant province to carry it out. °Fl In our case it Is only 

the satrap issuing orders, and since some Egyptians were rebelling uur- 

Ing his absence, he necessarily needed to be careful in his correspor. - 

dence and give respect where due. 

In conclusion it can be said that the presence or absence of a 

salutation depends primarily on two factors: 1) the relative posit-ions 

of the correspondents and 2) the nature of the subject of the document, 

The formula used in a given document depends primarily on the same, two 

Factors but in reverse ordere Other factors also played a part, such as 

the personal character of the correspondents, the geographical distance 

between them, and the particuiai historical situation, 

Terms Used for the Classification 
of the Documents 

The classifications discussed in this section are the specific 

terms used in the documents themselves which speak of the type of docu- 

ment each is 
.7 

The do: üments differ in this feature in two ways-, 7} not 

all of them have a specifying term and 2) some of the documents have 

1Batten, ICC. EN, p. 146. 

2The writer of Ezra uses descriptive terms in reference to his 

. documents but these will be discussed separately. See below pp. 181 ff 
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more than one term. This second point occurs in two ways: 1) a docu- 

mn. t tisý; s two tells to designate itself, as in Ezra 6: 6-12; or 2) a doc- 

u rnen. t uses one term of itself, but another document referring to it uses 

another term, as Cyrus', Ezra 6: 2b-5, referred to by that of Tattenal, 

Ezra 5: 7-17. The terms used are fiAx, 11Y-T, OW, 11PwA, and bAno. l 

Each term will be discussed according to the following outline: A) Bib- 

lical. examples, B) Non-Biblical examples, C) Comments, and D) Summary. 

1. tt 

AJ Biblical examples. -----Noce. 

B) Non-BibZicaZ ex=pZes, ---BMAP 13 closes with the statement, 

[N] i . 7"rux ýý3ý. ý 7DK5 5-: 1. fl7ýK means 6Yietter, " and Shewa, the writer of 

this one, is sending it to Yislah to inform him of the recent accession 

of a new king and also to discuss some business matters. In the body of 

his letter Shewa used the term , nim in the phrase 

The restoration of is certain since the same phrase occurs in 

the only other text in which the author uses nAN to specify it: `ý Y: ý 

1? ̀ ? y btu [n j Ni xn', AN, "When this letter reaches you" (AP 42.7) E2 This 

letter, which is in very poor conditi. onn, appears to be a business letter. 

C) Comments. -That an -nm was an instrument for correspondence 

can be seen in the common phrase of the two letters in (B) above, using 

Nun, and in the fact that over half of the occurrences of the term ,n Ax 

in the Bible and in the Aramaic texts occur in connection with the verb 

IS- e chapter 2 for additional treatments of these terms. 

2-Cf. AP 38.10, "He said to : ale : Send a letter first(? ), " Pre- 

sumably AP 38 is the letter and the term is mm, 
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flu, 'Isand. "i The contents and subject matters of these letters vary 

considerably. 

D) &wvnary. There are only two documents which are designated 

by the term n-im; both are papyri from Elephantine. nix was an in stru- 

anent for correspondence. 

I'1 i/Y 

A) Biblical examples. --The document of Cyrus cited in Ezra 6: 2b- 

5 was in a -6)m found in nli: >m ý-mn 7, T xn i' Runt after an unsuccess- 

ful. search in the Nl; n *)I xn-Db fl at Babylon. 2 The document opens 

with the word fl 1 iJ'T, i. e. , ('memorandum. " 

This is an order in the fork of an impersonal enactment. 
Such a minute recorded a single decision, given orally at a cabinet 
meeting or pursuant to a report presented for consideration. Accord- 
ingly, the record was put down on a separate piece of writing mate- 
rial and being a separate piece in the file had its own heading. 3 

Technically, Ezra 6: 2b--5 is a formal document consisting of four dis- 

12 Chr. 30: 1,6; Ezra 4: 11; 5: 6; Neh. 6: 5,19; AP 30.7.18.19. 
24.29; 38.10; 40.3; AD 10.2. In the documents being studied, "let- 

ter" is the only meaning and use of the term wz. However, in other 
documents it has the meaning "deed, document, or cont ac: _t, 

" for which 

see Jean -Hof tij zer, 'WISO, p. 4. fl1 is found in Akkadian as egertu 

and is also used to denote both a "letter" and a "deed, documnent, or 
contract, " though the latter usage is rare. For discussions of Akkadian 

egertu see A. R. Millard, Iraq 34: 137,1972, and references cited there. 

2Ezra 6: 1-2. In the document prompting this search (Ezra 5: 7- 

17) request was made to search in the ND5n 7`r K'r\ at Babylon. 

Apparently Tattenai_ was not sure of the exact location of the document 

and so referred to it generally, while the author of Ezra. recorded the 

precise place that was searched. deVaux, BANE, p. 89, (See Junge, 
kept in the trea- Kýic . 3-'): 30 , 

1940, for a discussion of archives being 

sury. ) 

3üickerman, JFL ä5.25O, 1946. Perhaps it is possible that the 

original of this document being a -n AAn served as a duplicate for a clay 

table; . 
Viere is evidence for this practice at Persepolis though it is 

insufficient to more than suggest the possibility. See Cameron, PTT, 

pp. 26ff, and JNES 17: 163,1958. Also see Bickerman, Ae:. '. 13: 353,1953, 

and Meyer, EJ, pp. 47-8. 
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tinct parts: 1) heading--n. l 17D`r, 2) date--4--xý5n DI I. D5 n-rn ; j)Wn, 3) sum- 

mary--u5in'i-)n Nz, -i5x vn Oyu ®u KD5b u`t1 D, and 4) text. There are no 

other j'1D1 recorded in the Bible, but there are several references made 

concerning them. One is in the document of Rehum (Ezra 4: 11-16, v. . 
15) 

where he and his colleagues suggest tu Artaxerxes I that he make a 

search i; i,, uix ? ̀T 7s 1D1 1b concerning Jerusalem. In Esther 6: 1 we read 

1*)il*Y1 U)n, fl ý1 i1 h13 1z, )Ti1 "1Dt DN N-2jf15 `ý}ýKý °i5}ß; 1 p n) n-r-r 

; 15Y3 >n5 tt>x-l7n. In the b>n>ýt >'tý'ý t1ý`tý7ýt 'iso we are told (v. 2) 

what one of the entries was that Mordecai, upon hearing of a plot of 

two of the king's guards to assassinate him, revealed the plot to the 

king. ' Two other possible (or probable) references co "memoranda" are 

1) Exodus 17: 14 where ßt1 ri'' co mands Moses to wn inba j 11-ýT flut -arid 

: t1 nwn , "mu 75nv °).: )i riK niýrý Inn 7. D ylv, i ' )-i; and 2) Malachi 3: 16 

uses the phrase 1 91Dý I zI. Dr 'yob the subject being mw. But ll: )T 

here may be a more general use of the word signifying "memorial, reinem-, 

brance, " etc e, as the translations show. 

13) Non-Biblical ex npZes e 
The only compar Ab J Aramaic text f Lt -- 

Ling the description of a I°týT given by Bickerman is AP 32a its opening 

word is just as Ezra 6: 2b-5, and is the reply of Bagoas to the pe-- 

tition of Yedoniah and his colleagues who had requested his inflience in 

their gaining permission to rebuild the temple of in) at Elephantine 

CAP 30) . Four Elephantine papyri. recording lists or inventories use 

11 DT as a heading .2 
In one, AP 63.10-12, j1, D r is fotlowed by 5y plus a 

ý`ýýrý name. The same constiuction is found in an Aramaic journal page: 

1Cf. Esther 2: 22-3. For the Persian practice of recording bene- 

factors of the king see Hdt., vii. 100; viii. 8S. 90.91. 

2Codwrley, AP, Ncs. 61,62,63, & 68. 
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[h]5 mm no [-i/-l 1}ii 5y, 'for a memorandum concerning 

Bagaphernes son of .... He went into the boathouse to [inspect a 

boat? ] 
. "1 

C) Cvnmtents. in both Cyrus' document and Bagoas 3 the recipient 

received the order directly and personally, Cyrus' order ends by saying 

ý; ýýý xrniil xn5x, "and you shall deposit [them] in the house of God" (Ezra 

6: 5., italics mine). Bagoas' reply begins ý5 l lnX 11"111 ? ºti x "1 1'1-DT 

"Memorandum of Bageas and Delaiah. They said to me, Memorandun :" 

(AP 32.1-2) . The first J`i, Dt is the formal heading of the document, and 

the second 17 7 was used by Bagoas and Delaiah to begin their dictation 

-ýýýt %) I mR. 2 

D) Summary. in our texts means "memorandum, '' and from the 

examples we have it can be seen that there are two kinds or -uses of y1 : 

1) a heading for a list, inventory or record Of business conducted, and 

2) a heading for an order initiating or recording administrative a_ct_J onH 3 

Ul) 
ý) Biblical exainpi s. The term uvu in the t Texts urt&, r consider--. 

ation means "command, orders or decree, " Ezra 6: 2b-S, in addition to 

its designation 'a 17. ý)' , is called a byu three times. The first time is 

1 Bohnnan, AJSL 58: 302-13,1911 (p. 303, B. 4). Cowley considered 
this construction to be unusual (AP, p. 168), This More complete pas- 
sage not only gives another example of it, it also demons rates its use. 
It seems that the construction is used when re. Ferr_iT! to an action done 
by the person named when recording it_ 

-Cf. Driver, AD2, p. 92 and n. 1, (Against Cowleyts translation, 
Ap, pp) .222 -3 .) 

' It should be noted tha, f 1ßn; in AýTSL 58.302f. (p. 303, B. 4) 
does not "initiate" administrative action as stated by Bick, rma:. ý (JB I, 
65: 250-i. ) but rather records what has been done. 
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in the. document itself: : WVu bV) RD5? ßi71D (v. 3). The other two refer- 

ences to Ezra 6: 2b-5 as a b) 1 are in the document of Tattenai. nnD of 

West-Euphrates, to Darius which prompted the investigation resulting in 

the discovery of Cyrus' tjyu. Tattenai had requested from the Jewish 

leaders who were rebuilding the Jerusalem temple their authorization 

(beta) for the project. Their answer was 5ýý ý, l x-! )5ta v11Db , ̀-TIi nýw: l 

: Xý: J5 'in X; -*K il, )-, l ti-vu tis X-n5n v` ; Tattenai then requested of Darius 

an investigation of the archives to confirm whether or not Cyrus actu- 

ally did issue such a nyu. The content of Ezra 6: 2b-5 is a byu, while 

its form is a 7ý I ln-i (see above) . 

Darius issued a nvu to have the archives searched for a uyu of 

Cyrus (Ezra 6: 1-2) granting permission to the Jews to rebuild their tem- 

ple : The byu was found and Darius upheld it, is sixin a. oyu to ; at tenai 

and his colleagues to give of the taxes of their province toward the 

work (Ezra. 6: 6-12) .1 Also by oyu Darius states the punishment to be 

noted out upon anyone v7ho attempts to change his edict, (v. 11) . 

Artaxerxes I issued two "orders" in the document that he gave to 

Ezra Ezra 7: 12-26. The first is a tiyu giving the people of Israel in 

his kingdom who were willing permission, to return to Jerusalem with Ezra 

(v 
o 13). The second ti ou (v 

o 21) is to the treasurers of West-Euphrates 

ordering them to gives within specified limits, money and goods for the 

cult of the God of Ezra. These two "orders" constitute the major por- 

tion of this document, and the whole subject of the document is summed 

1 rv"hether Cyrus' byu (Ezra 6: 2b-$) was a part of Darius' tiyu is 
uncertain though the writer considers it probable. 19. ý at the beginning 
of v. 6 requires a narrative before it and if not Cyrus' byu the- some- 
thing to the same effect., because Darius ` first words (vs. 6- i) stem 
from It. Ho.,, ever, thc: juxtaposition may be the work of the writer of 
Ezra. (See pp. 104f. below. ) 
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up in Artaxerxes' words : tºiVt nin5 N"r77`iN jnyný K 1Y.; v1 F'15K tlýlu 'Irl >-1 5: ) 

P; -! )5n l; 7-ý5» ;y qY'R Nl: )5 ^M5 7'Z N')ter) (v. 23) 
. 

Three other edicts (nayu) are recorded in the Bible, all in Dan- 

iel: 1) 3: 4-6, a decree issued by Nebuchadnezzar, orders everyone to 

bow down to his golden idol at the propel signal. it is given in the 

form of a proclamationl but is called a bvu by certain (v. 10); 

2) 3: 29 is a uyu of Nebuchadnezzar forbidding any blasphemy against the 

God of Shadrack, Meshack, and Abed-nego; and 3) 6: 26-8 -is a vyu issued 

by Darius commanding all peoples to honour the God of Daniel . Other 

decrees (ii)) are referred to in the Bible but are not recorded, although 

the subs-Lance is gi very .2 

B) Non-Bz biicaZ exarnpics, ---AP 26 is an. order iron ; fir s yam, satrap 

of Egypt, to have a boat repaired.. This document iilustrate s the pzoee-- 

dare of administrative action and is worth noting. 

The procedure seems to be as follows: the men in charge of the boat 
reported to Mithradates ... through Psamsineith, one of their nui- 
ber, that the boat was in need of repair. MithradaLes reported to 
Arsames, who sent an order to Wahprimahi, an Egyptian apparently 
holding some local office. This is the purport of ]1.1-3. The or. - 
der (11,3-6) is that whereas a specification of the necessary re- 
pairs had been required ... and sent to they Treasury officials, 
these should now inspect the boat and do the repairs if necessary. 
L1 , 6-9 state that they did inspect it, found the specification cor"- 
rect_, and that the chief of the ship's carpenters co? isidered the re-- 
pairs necessary. The specification is then recited (11.10-22). 

... In IT. 422,23 Arsames orders W'ahpr_imahli to have the work car- 
ried out accordinglyo3 

tiyo is used. four tines in reference to this document Ali 
. 22,23 [twice], 

and 25: a 

IGn proclamations see below pp,. 185f, 

2I 2Jorah 3: 7, Daniel 4: 3, and Ezra 4: 19.9 

3Cowley, AP, p. 88. (The procedure can be seen in the come- 
-of Tattenai and Darius-see above under aj Biblical exaiiip l es .) 
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AD 4, and 6-10, orders from Arsham during his absence from Egypt, 

all close with the formula, R1-, )b Y nýT Kri)i yjy X, SºX is cognizant of 

this order; Y is the clerk »'1 While these are clear-cut "ordersF" from 

Arsha-m to various lesser officials, AD 1 and 3 are to Artawont, and AD 5 

is to Artahont, who are regarded more highly by Arsham. 

The high rank of 'Artawont is indicated by the courteous 
forme of address which 'Arsa. m adopts towards bim; furtIler, 'Arsam 
uses his own title of ? fl in in the address of his letters to 'Arta- 
wont, and he does not adopt such a tone nor use his title in writing 
to anyone else in this correspondence except 'Artahont. In these 
letters 'Arsam either notifies 'Artawont of a concession or asks him 
to authorize it or else asks him to see that an order is carried out; 
the tone is perhaps that rather of a request than of a command, 
courteous if peremptory. ... A similar style is adopted by 'Arsam 
in addressing 'Artahont; and the form of his request is softened by 
adding -it) I)n 173y ;n 'if it so please thee° . ... 

2 

The phrase used zn. AD 1 and 3 is bn tin nit, and in AD 5 3_t is 7 1Yý 

ýýý býÜ b2Jf7 ýý3 �it) flt: 3e 

C) Comment. The verb used with nvu to express the idea of "issu- 

ing, giving1° a "command, order" is always b'uj. In Daniel 3: )2 and 6: 14 

the phrase is used in the sense of "pay regards to, " literally "take 

note of the decree. " In both cases the negative is used., and the NEB 

transi. a-. c ss "have taken no notice of your command" (3: 12) and 

pored the ordinance issued" (6: 14). 

nyu is also part of a compound torrr vu 5y: 1----designating a 

"chief government officialrr3 of the Achaemenid court. 

1These are the only Aramaic documents to date. that use this for- 
mula. However, it is common in the Elamite tablets from Persepolis; see 
below pp. 115r-f. 

? Driver, Aß; 2, p. 15 (DrLver goes on to discuss the possible 

. 
dent ificat tors of Artawont and Artahont 

. 
The evidence, he states, is 

inco_ic]usive and so the question remains open. ). 

3KB5 p. 1097. Sec above pp. 54ff. 
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D) Summary. ---tutu designates a document as being a "command, or- 

der, or decree" and can come from a king, in the name of the king by a 

lesser official, or directly from a lesser official, u' is the verb 

used to "issue" an order. 

I Inn 

A) Biblical examples. --Artaxerxes I begins a document (Ezra 4: 

17-22) with the following statement: sta. '»y i'i in5p) -; i xnm t» 1 n5v 

Mlp ? ̀tp P)-on. The lip, referred to was from Rehuni (Oyu 5yn) and his 

colleagues (Ezra 4: 11-i6) making a. complaint against some Jews who had 

recently come to Jerusalem from the king and who had begun to rebuild 

the city walls. l1Xi is a term of Persian origin meaning "official 

document o" The docunent was sent (r), and at least in this case ýý}ýýý 

refers to an instrument of correspondence. However, the formalities of 

other documents are missing, which is particularly noticeable since it 

was sent to the king. There is no greeting, beginning with uax 17i-ay 

KD5n5 xi, -i5 r nyD`i wl, -o ny. The document is a factual report of the 

situation (though negative and exaggerated) stating that an investigation. 

in the archives would substantiate the charges, and here one misses the 

polite request of Tattenai to Darius in Ezra 5: 7-17, not to mention that 

of Arsham to Artawont and Artahont in AD 15 3 and S. This is the only 

Biblical docume-11. t officially designated by this term, 

B) Non-Biblical exampZase The only non-Biblical occurrence of 

this term to date is in AP 17.3, a; it refers to : i_ document given to 

the writer of AP 179 not to AP 17 itself, The condition of AP 17 is too 

11n the third century B. C. it occurs in ß. 3n inscription of Asoka 

as 111ju, 51 n; see above p. 50, n. 16. 
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damaged to determine with any certainty the reference and contents of 

this jn3, but there is enough remaining to suggest that it was perhaps 

a receipt for either the contributions made or the payment made for the 

contributions (i 
. 2) . 

C) Comments. It is best to postpone any comments on this term 

until the use of it by the writer of Ezra in introducing several of the 

documents in his narrative has been treated (see below pp. 187ff. ). 

D) Szinmaryw--1't, iwi is a Persian loanword meaning "official docu- 

ment, " and the only example officially so designated is a very curt re- 

port by the official Rehur (nyu 5yn) to Artaxerxes. 

ti r1 

A) BLbZicaZ examples. -The only dccument using this term is Ezra 

6: 6-12. In v. 8 Darius states, uyu b )ßn1, and referring to the Oyu 

in v. 11 he says, Nn xwýtD K3ww )'T W: IN 5D ýi Ovu 07V 1,; ý a uang means 

"word, message" and in this document takes on she sense of "decree" 

since it is parallel with tiyu. 1 

B; Non-Biblical examples. ---None. 

C; Comments. This is a Persian Ioanword, and the writer of Ezra 

also uses it in reference to some of the documents in his narrative which 

will be treated separately (see below pp. 187ff. ) 
. 

D) Sumnar . ---öan-1) means "words message, " and in the only example 

in which it refers to a document it is parallel with uyo and so means 

II Esther 1: 19-20 shows the same usage where n..,, ii-ci is used as a 
synenylc. For X71 ý5i 'i-n-T and n. See also Segert, Arg. 0r 

, 
24: 390,1056, and 

p. 66 above. 
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"decree. " 

Introductory Terms 

Following the personal address and salutation the writers of 

almost all of the documents being studied use one of three expressions 

to inform the addressee that the subject proper of the letter is to fol- 

low. In the Aramaic documents they are 1) i p, 2) N17ý/' it yli? 

1, or 3) lye ( nyýS yýje These phrases also serve to introduce 

subsequent changes in the subject or phases of the subject, and there- 

fore some documents use a phrase more than once or more than one phrase. 

1J p 

This phrase is always used in its literal sense, "thus says, " 

and introduces direct discourse. The documents frequently begin with 

direct discourse which may be one of two kinds: 1) the speech of the 

addressor or 2) the speech of a third party, There are only two exam- 

pies of the first kind: AP 33, yvm )-n 
-I 

ji-ny and Ezra 1: 2 (in He- 

brew) inx 7). These are also the only two examples in which InK I-D 

serves to introduce the beginning of the subject proper. The second 

kind of direct speech, that of a different party, is either a report or 

a complaint that has been made to the addressor of the document. The 

addressor simply incorporates it into his document, apparently to pro- 

vide the addressee with the basis of his decision, which is then fol- 

lowed by an order given in the form of direct discourse. 2 In Ezra 5: 9 

1The main discussion will concern the Aramaic documents; the 

non-Aramaic documents will be referred to where they are parallel to the 

Aramaic documents. 

2ÄP 26.2.3.9.22; AD 3.2.6; 4.1.2; 8.1.3; 10.1.4; 12. 

1.3. Similarly Pherendates C, where the subject of the letter is in 

the fors. of a direct conversation between the addressor and a third 
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and AP 30.4 & 22, Inx 1p simply introduces direct discourse of the ad- 

dressors, which makes up part of the subject of the document 
.3 Most of 

the non--Aramaic documents use the equivalent of "thus says" to introduce 

the main subject. 2 

'J td1n53/nn' y? ip 

This phrase is only used twice to introduce the beginning of the 

subject proper, and both documents are official reports, following an 

investigation, made to the king (Ezra 5: 7-17,4: 11-16). 4 The other oc 

currences of this phrase are in two of the documents of Arsham, satrap 

of Egypt, where he uses it to "inform" the addressees that their conduct 

has been reported to him, and that if they do not mend their ways, they 

will be called to account (AD 4.3,7.8). In AP 27.10 the writers 

suggest to the addressee, whose identity is unknown, "If inquiry by made 

i will be made known to .. ."(5 [y'T] eil9) . Hence it appears 

that this phrase may be a technical phrase used in corne-tion with in- 

vestigations and reports, although the examples are not numerous, artd 

thus this suggestion is tentative. In the documents under investigation 

party. The inclusion of such reports, etc., would also have served as a 
safeguard for the addressor if questioned later. 

1Note also the similar expression in Ezra 5: 11: 

0Hdt. S. 24, Thuc. i. 129.3, Gadates Insc., PF 2071, Fort. 6764, 
Pherenidates A. This is also the usual phrase of introduction in the OP 
inscriptions, and begins every paragraph of Darius, 3ehistun Inscription 
(Kent, CP2) There it precedes the name of the writer, cztly 
¢ýzx'auavcýýý. ý xsa a Yizja. 

30n this form see Rosenthal, GBA, p. 54, par, ]. -8 , 

4Rehum and his colleagues (4: 1.1.46) emphasize the point of in- 
forming the king by using the expression four times: vs. 12,13,14, 
16. i'l2 phrase a? so occurs frequently in the documents in Daniel, see 
above, 1), 90. 
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this is the only phrase used to express this idea. 1 

ývD CnýýD, 1yD) 

This is by far the most frequently used term (often preceded by 

the conjunction i) to introduce the body of the letter and subsequent 

changes in the subject, 3t») ". .. 
belongs to the epistolary style; in 

MT always c. i at the end of a sentence a, therefore formerly taken as 

"etc» , 
but just as 'ý))D to be connected. with what follows, introducing 

the real object of the letter. 
.. . u2 "In the Hermopolis letters the 

term occurs virtually as a punctuation mark, recurring several times in 

each of the letters. i3 PyD is the form most frequently used and roy. D 

the form least frequently used, although there is no difference either 

in the meaning or in the use of the three forms, different ones being 

found in the same documents. ` v: n is paralleled in Elamite letters, 

I This may reflect Old Persian usage, See Kent, 0p2' pp. 173-4, 

and discussion by Szemerenyi in Die Sprache 12: 202--5,1966. See also 
Bowman, is, Vol. III, pp. 601-2. See further p. 152 below. 

2KB3 p. 1086. See C. R. Browns Hebraica 1: 251, ]. 885; Torrey, 
JBL 16; 166-8,1897. 

3Porten, AE, p. 312. See Bresciani and Kamii, LAH. Letter 1S 
for example, has the term seven times in fourteen lines. Cf. Driver, 
AD2, p. 45. 

Ezra 1 AP I AD 

5: 17 6: 6 27.6 30.4.22 (32.21) 
4: 13,14 4: 21 37.7 38.5 
4: 17 1-7.2.3 21.3.4 26.1.22 

(31.3) 38.3 

iýýyý 7: 1.2 4: 10,11 37.2 

3.5 5.8 7.3.5 

3,6 4,1,2 5.1.2 7J 8.1.3 
9.1 10.1A 11.1.2 12.1.3 
12.1.3.6.9 13.1 

The LXX renders these terms most frequently by vüv, see below p. 135 

and Hdt. 5.24 uses this term too. On the limited use of I)-ih and -ihN 

for . his purpose see below pp. 144-5, 
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although it is not as prevalent there as in the Aramaic letters. The 

Elamite equivalent is ak (a-ak) wn and occurs in PF 
-1792. ) 

2071 (see 

below p. 105, n. 1) and Fort. 6764.1 This is most likely due to the 

similarity of content of this document to that of the Aramaic letters' 

The other Elamite letters differ substantially, being mostly straight- 

forward orders for the disbursement of commodities, 

Frequently `mx j-') and fyD/1yß are compounded to make the phrase 

InX y ryD j ýy. D. ` The use of the phrase is the same as when the two are 

used alone. Two characteristics of this compound are that the conjunc- 

tion i is never attached to it, and it only introduces subsequent 

changes in the subject of the document, never the beginning of the body 

of the wetter. 

There are only four documents that do not fo: '. Iow this practice: 

Ezra 6: 2b-5_, AP 32, Pherendates B. and the Xanthos Trilingual. The 

first two are ji--)Y (see above p. Stiff. ) 
. Pherendate. - B is from Egyptian 

priests who are not a part of the Persian bureaucracy, so perhaps this 

accounts for its absence. The Xanthos Trilingual do¬ s not contain any 

of the introductory terms common to the rest of the : 3cumeslts. This 

omission. is strange, but perhaps it reflects some local influence and 

its non-epistolary character, 

In conclusion, -^. t has been seen that official documents of the 

Persian chancellery generally (with only three exceptions) introduce the 

l"Tell Harrena the cattle chief, Parnaka spore ýs follows: 

Darius the king ordered me, saying: t i. 00 sheep fron, City estate (are) to 

be issued to Irtasduna the princess, ' And now Pal'na:,. a says: 'As Darius 

the king ordered me, so I am ordering) you: now you (_; re) -to issue 100 

sheep to Ir-ta dung the princess, as was ordered by t:. e king. ' 

F. t, jlloeh, PFT, p. 52. 

? Al' 26.22,30.4,22; AD 23). 6,4.2,8.3,10.4, E, 12.3. 

Similarly Fort. 6764-. 
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beginning of the subject matter with one of three phrases, and that sub- 

sequent changes in the subject are likewise introduced by the same 

phrases. 

Formulation of Requests 

The formulation of requests in the documents studied is one 

stylistic feature that became fairly fixed in form, although there are 

some minor departures from the pattern. The pattern is nu 5y 1 ,7 

with the verb usually in the hithpa " al or equivalent stem. The person 

to whom the request is being made is not named but is usually referred 

to by the honorific title win. Because the pattern is so consistent, 

all the occurrences are listed in Table S. including sinificant diver- 
C, 

Bence s. 

, Ezra 5: 7-17s Instead of the honorific title N-In, the actua? 

title of the addressee, Iýn, is used (cf. also Ezra 4: 11-16 below) . 

AP 27. -What is noteworthy here is not the form of the request 

but its frequent repetition. This has led Cowley to conclude 9Pe 

that the person addressed must have been of exalted rank , °' 
(AP, p, 102), 

But this is not necessarily so, since the title R1n not only refers to 

such officials as 4rsham, satrap of Egypt, and Bigva_i, , ltl of Judah, but 

also to the community heads of Elephantine (AP 3?, 3S). 1 Rather, the 

repetition should be regarded as an attempt on the part of the address- 

ors to flatter the addressee in order to enhance their chance of gaining 

a favourable decision s 

1In these documents, AP 37 4 38, these conuiºunity leaders address 

one another by the title Kin! See further Salutations, pp. 77ff. 
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TABLE 5 

FORINTULATION OF REQUESTS 

Document 

Lira 5.7-I7.17 

AP 27.19 

2'1 

22 

AP 30.23 

AP 33.7 

AD 3.5 

AD 10.2 

Formulation 

'l7-ý111-) -u w)5n »v 1"1 1v: l 
[ ýýý 77 71 by ?' Iren ')y I[ - roy Du) 

[rýý ava' it ZKý ra 5v 7n 

-n viv flR :Iu IN In 12y I -I 
lx'ln ri 

Tl 5 )' 3 t7 7 tdi 1ý 5y 1 °y y 

m5li r >R1? 3 In ln ix -10 rº)D b5 ýxýrý 5y yrr 

Ezra 4: 11-16.14-15 -Ipn rý,, v-7, ll tzn5vj 'n"S 5 

yýýl hý'ýlhn i 

AP 27.8-I. 0 IN, 10 [yti *, n o '1n týyxýs `ýrh in 
AD 8.2-3 

AP 33. --fiere the expression is completely different in wording, 

although the meaning remains the same. It is noteworthy that Yedariiah, 

one of the addressors, is also one of the addressors of AP 30 where the 

usual formula is used, and that both documents apparently refer to the 

same matter and possibly. are addressed to the same person,. Perhaps the 

difference is due to different scribes. 

AD 5. ---4lere the request is not to a superior but to a high sub- 

ordinate, or at the most an equal. At any rate, Artahont is addressed 

by 5)ý with a pronominal suffix (I-Y5y) and not the customary Kin! There 

is also the addition of the adverb non, but it does not alter the mean- 

irng 
_ The only other occurrence of la1D in this formula is in AD 10, 
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AD 10. ---As in AD S. the adverb nn-, )1 is added, and as Driver 

notes, it ". ý. is not essential to the sense .. ." (AD2, p. 75). An 

emphatic particle t)5s "indeed, " is also included. 2 

In these nine formulations there is only one real variant form 

of request as far as the wording is concerned, AP 33, although the mean- 

ing is the same. 3 Hence it can be concluded that this was the proper 

way to frame a request. However, in the light of the following it may 

be better to say that this was the proper way to frame a request when 

one wished to be polite or diplomatic, for whatever reason. There are 

now three "requests" to be discussed, which for some unknown reason are 

. 
framed not only in completely different terminology but also in a com- 

pletely different tone. 

Ezra 4: 11-16 is from Rehum, nyu 5ynf and his colleagues to Arta- 

xerxes the king. The obvious intention of the letter is to obtain a 

royal enactment against the building activity in Jerusalem, and at this 

point in the letter Reh-um presses the king for an investigation into the 

records to verify his accusations, Considering that the king is being 

addressed, the letter as a whole, at least superficially, appears rather 

rash if not downright impudent. However, even though the tone of the 

letter appears out of order, comparison with the other documents here 

perhaps shows that at this point the manner of expression is really not 

out of order. AP 27, though using different terminology, expresses the 

1Lin 
. 1ý) -reflecting 011 avaeä see below pp. 1531. 

21n AD 3 and 10 it should be noted the request is part of a 
quoted document sent to Arshwii and incorporated into his reply and not a 
request made by him to subordinates. 

3pherendates C expresses the same idea: "If it please your 
lordship, let it be. " (1.12). 
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same point in question in a similar manner. In AD 8 the polite or dip- 

lomatic sormuiaticn could be expected even more to n. found rather than 

the "forward'! tone of the expression that is used. 1 Considering the suc- 

cess of Ezra 4: 11-16 and AD 8, it seems that this mam'ier of expression 

was not out of place when used by a subordinate. ' 

One other formulation of a request needs mentioning: " Z; I ) -Ty 

is abrupt and strange, but can only mean 'it is time to A' No doubt a 

translation of the Egyptian idiom sp par, introducing a request &c, ºr3 In 

the documents being studied it occurs only at AP 26. 3 and 9. The only 

other occurrence of this phrase that this writer has found "-s at ýi P 28. 

13, a private document ass gning slaves to new owner. s. 

In conclusion, it can be said that there are two acceptable ways 

of phrasing a request: 1) a polite or diplomatic fo nit, t thrý effect, 

"If it please Your lordsh p, 1' and 2) a straightforward "If this natter 

be investigated/considered, then.. " The latter may simply he a sf. ý. cnger 

form of request due to the nature of the request or b, c<tu e it is i. e. 17ý 

asked a second timed 

Quo tc d ons 

Fourteen of the documents studied contain at Yeast ole quoi. a - 

tion, In almost every instance the quotation is used to state or sup- 

port the case o the addressor, whether he be a subordinate using this 

means as a basis for requesting a specific decision f rem hip superior, 

'Driver cemmerr is,, "The context requires something like ly: ) ... 
n1 % or }`ý 1 iy-: ) or perhaps rather (AL), 

p. 69) . 
2-Ile comment on p. 100, n. 2, ; iLbove, applies 2 Aso -co AD 8. 

( Cowley, AP, p. 92 
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or a senior officer employing the quotation as the grounds or authority 

for the decision. he has made or the order he has given. Where the quo- 

tation is used to state or support the case of the addressor, the quota- 

tion usually consists of two parts: 1) the report, complaint, or order 

that serves as the basis for the resulting decision and 2) the decision 

requested or ordered by the person being quoted, although this is fre- 

quently not stated since the implication is obvious. 1 Since the formu- 

lations are essentially the same in all the Aramaic documents, the occur- 

rences are listed in Table 6 and the significant points discussed below. 2 

Ezra 5 7-1 ? P--=I'attena and his colleagues are reporting to Da- 

rius their investigation of the activity of the Jews, and virtually the 

whole report is a quotation. The distinctive feature here is that it is 

given in the form of a conversation: "We asked them ý.. they answered 

us saying .. ." Then follows the statement of the purpose of the let- 

ter, introduced by the usual. transitional term A similar s of 

the conversational style is contained in Pherendates C: ' Oser-wer mad: - 

me stand before Pherendates 5 
by saying .., then I said to him .. " 

The purpose of the letter is then given. 

AP 30. --These two quotations make up a minute part of the case 

1Wffiere the words of the addressor to the addressee are given in 

the form of direct speech they are not included, quotations here being 
limited to those made by the addressor of himself or someon; else. This 

practice goes back at least to the llammurapi dynasty; see Oppenheim, AM, 

p. 277. 

2T-be non-Aramaic texts use essentially the same style and so 
iv-ill be brought in where appropriate. 

3The author of Ezra, in introducing this document, uses the same 

style and even the same questions (5: 3-4)! The elders as cquo ted, sui; m- 

mari ze the document Ezra 6: 2h-5 . It will be seen that paraphrasing and 

summar ; zing were also common practice, 
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TABLE 6 

FORMULATION OF QUOTATIONS 

Document 

From Subordinates to Superiors 

Formulation 

Ezra 5: 7--17.9 x>»5 xl5RW >>-Tx 
11 3? ý1 ý ̀ýýsn`.? xi7 -l7ll7 mann xw n 

AP 30.5-6 7hN n5 ; 17; 1 Y try to fl 31 X 
7-8 i1? x : °lnx5 Y »y n5v l-IAN x 

From Superiors to Subordinates 

Ezra 6: 2b-12.6 

AP 26.1-2 

2 -3 
6.9 

22 

32.1-2 

38.9-10 

AD 3.2.6 

4.1.2 

8.1.3 
10.1.4 

12.1.3 

5.6 

8.9 

: tit x iý» [r; ýuý 7 rD] 

{: X 'i1 ý3ýZ 7D] 1 ir1 YI ut '7y 

: 11nu )D X icym 

" 
ý/ 

1 l/l IF 
X 

Y a, yý : 1nK 1ý n, Yý X 

Y r1l; D : 'Inx p ý5y n"w X 

'Inx 73 Y nyý 

nrý yý y -n : inx ýý yn vý X 

y: ) 1? 5v n5) n5'. p qR 
3tyý hý) X C1K 

being presented by the addressors, which is unusual _tr these documents. 

However, this is not an official letter, though it is of an official 

character ,l and therefore it doesn't require exact official usage. A 

ISpicngiing, AJT 21: 434,1917. 
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verb is lacking in the first quote, but the context is clear neverthe- 

less. It is to be noted that the first quotation is from an oral source, 

the second from a written source, and that both are formulated in the 

same way. This is typical throughout the documents. 

Ezra 6: 2b-12. -The author of. Ezra has evidently omitted the be- 

ginning of Darius' edict since there is no introductory material. How- 

evers the introduction that he gives to it may well have been taken from 

the document itself. We are informed that Darius ; t? n i-ýp ui ®u 

N11 DO (6: 1). In the reply of Artaxerxes to Rehum. Ezra 4: 17-22, 

the same information and the same phrasing are used in the document it- 

self: ýh U71 ý`t7ý1 O "VO býpr 'ant (V. 19). Nevertheless, regarding quo- 

tations the document follows the regular pattern: the evidence, here 

quoted from a written source (vs. 2b-5), followed by the decision. ) 

AP 26. This document is an order to repair a boat, which is 

authorized by Arsham on tlx: basi3 of a number of reports--reveal eng the 

administrative bureaucracy of the satrapy---which he quotes or swnmarizes, 

Unfortunately the text is badly damaged, but Cowley's restoration at 

least provides the general sense. Various officials are involved, some 

designated only by name, but the sequence is not certain although the 

document as a whole follows the larger pattern of the evidence followed 

by the decision a2 The same state of affairs exists with PF 2071 it is 

a badly damaged text, yet it is clear that it records a number of quota- 

1It is possible that the author of Ezra, in omitting the begin- 

ning of Darius' edict, has juxtaposed these two documents hin self and 
that Darius may simply have stated that the claim of the Jews was found 
to be true and his decision was to renew aid to the Jews. This is the 
way Ar 

. axerxes handled a similar situation, Ezra 4: 17-22. 

2Sp engling, AJT 21: 429,1917. 
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tions involving several different parties, all of which are used as the 

basis for the decision of the addressor. 1 In contrast, Fort. 6764 is a 

well --preserved text, and its style also reveals similar bureaucratic 

practice, though in this case at Persepolis. The formulation, though 

different, is essentially the same as in the Aramaic documents: "Tell. 

Harrena the cattle chief, Parnaka spoke as follows: Darius the king 

ordered nie, saying :.,. And now Parnaka says: .,. 11 (see above p, 97, 

ii. 1) 

AP 32. ---Here the scribe has apparently written verbatum as the 

addressors have dictated orally to him, The usual bipartite pattern. is 

not used because of the nature of "memoranda" (see above pp. 86ff. ) 
. 

However, details are repeated from AP 30.2 

AP 38. ---Like AP 30, this is not an official letter, though offi- 

vial in character., and the writers give a brief quotation to explain why 

the letter has been sent. 

AD 3,4,8, and 1 fl. -The AD documents show most clearly all the 

features involved with quoted material. In AD 3 and . 10 oral communJ_ca-- 

1"Tell 
..... and his companion(s), .... na spoke as follows: 

Sumama, the ..... of the raus (people) who (are at) Attain, at the 
estate of Ustana, (and) at the 'palace(? )' of Miriya, seit inc a report, 
saying: 'The rati. (people) who (are) at the estate of Ustana the king 

entrusted (? ) to me. Now their(? ) officials(? ), when I tell them the 
haruyam(? ) of the king, do not heed(? ), (but) speak(? ), saying: "Miriya 

advised(? ) us, saying: 'Do not do what ýumama tells(? ) you! Now they 
[sic] are telling them the haz°uyam(? ) of the king, (but) they are not 
doing (? ) it. ' And now Miriya reports(? ) (lit. 'says a report[? ]' ) 
'The king did entrust the ratis' officials(? ) at the estate of Ustana to 
Sumzur, a. It was told me (that? ) they are not(? ) applying pressure. ' Now 
do you apply extreme pressure to the officials(? ) 

, whom Sumaina places 
upon(? ) the report ... ." 

(Hal lock, PFT, p. 642), 

2Cf. Pherer_dates A&B. the Xsnthos Trilingual, Ezra 4: 11-16, 

and 4: 17-22. 
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tion is reported, while in AD 4 and 8 written communication is, both 

formulated in the same way. The quoted material is always the source of 

the evidence and is immediately followed by the de'ision of the address- 

or, introduced by liyD (see above, pp, 96f. ) 
. The decision itself is 

also phrased as direct speech intror1uc,: ýd by the same formulation: I_! ) 

-mix. It is worth noting as well that the decision is usually a para- 

phrase of the evidence cited. I 

AD 22. The only difference here from the other AD documents is 

that three separate complaints are dealt with. Each could have been a 

separate letter, but it was apparently more practical to combine them 

since they were all against the same person. 

In sum, the regular formulation of quotations in the Aramaic 

documents is basically into p X, 2 with whatever additional information 

as may h needed to tell how the information came to the writer's atten- 

t: e. orn, followed by either a request for a decision when from a subordi- 

nate, or the decision made when from a superior. 

There are also several instances where quotations could have 

been used but were not_ The alternative to quoting was either to refer 

simply to a source, always written ones in our documents, or to par. a- 

phrase or summarize it. As an example of the former, in Pherendates A 

Pherendates only refers to an edict of Darius as his authority to regu- 

late a particular matter concerning the Khnum priesthood. This is most 

unusual in the documents studied since it is the only case where a supe- 

1deVaux, BANE, pp. 88-9. See Millard, BIR 11: 89,1975. 

2 This formulation also occurs in PF 1792: "Tell Harre-na, 
Parnaka spoke as follows: e. ." 

(Hallock, PET, p. 488. U. above 
F, - 105 for For- , %-. -. 6764 and n. 1 for PF 2071. ) 

. 
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rior, in answer to a subordinate, does not at least give a summary or 

paraphrase of the cited source. However, specific points from the edict 

are mentioned, though not in the usual formulation. Perhaps this is due 

to Egyptian influence or a further concession to soften the impact of 

Persian rule. 1 On the other hand, Pixoda. ros, satrap of Xarithf=sa seems 

to have authorized the establishment of a cult without first referring 

the matter to the king. At least his decree makes no mention of royal 

authoritya2 The second alternative to quoting is far more common than 

the first. AD 7 is a particularly good. example, since it comes from 

Arsham's office, which usually does use the quotation formula. 3 The 

formulation here is ... iY.: ) ') 5 vynu I-: ) na ii I}, -ý )(I. 
3) . The addressee; 

; veht. ihur, is first informed how his predecessor had behaved in a similar 

situation, and Motiv in contrast Arshair has heard that other officers are 

taking care of their lord's property but that he, Nehtihur, is nýt. 

This is a. second warning`s to Nehtihur and is concluded by a threat of 

punishment, and its introduction differs as well: oý ®`15 `: ) 

(1.8). 

These different ways of presenting evidence from sources further 

1Spiegelberg, SP4W 39: 604,1928. AP 17 also just refers to a 
document, but here the writers are simply acknowledging its receipt. On 

the other hand, cf. the same procedure attested in Elamite letters. 
PF 1795: "Tell Yamaksedda the 'wine carrier, ' Parnaka spoke as follows: 
200 rn rris (of) wine (is) to be issued to Irtasdunna the princess, It 

was ordered by the king ...... 
(Hallock, PFT, p. 490). See also 

PF 1827,1829 and 1856. Contrast the style of Fort. 6764, above F. 97, 

n, 1, which follows the full quotation pattern. 

2Dupont-Sonrimer, CRAI 74: 132-49,1974. 

3Fi. rther examples are AD '-9 2, & 11; Gadates Inscription; a ýd 
Ezra 4: 171-22. 

FEProha. bJy the reason for the change here, repetition of the re- 

ports bo ng unnecessary. 
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demonstrate the variety of the epistolary style of the Achaemenid admin- 

istration. As regards quotations, the AD letters again offer unrivalled 

information. AD 7,8, and 10, which were discussed in this section, all 

bear a subscript in which Rasht is the `»O. The `iDo in AD 7, however, 

is different from that in AD 8 and 10 which have the same IDO. But in 

the light of our discussion on subscripts (see below pp. ll5ff. jý showing 

the uncertainty concerning the production of documents, it seems best to 

the present writer to posit only the general principle that much freedom 

was practiced in the production of documents without delineating those 

named who were involved. 

One further matter presents itsell, in connection with quotations, 

and that is the suggestion that the Aramaic section of Ezra, 4. (7)8-6: 18, 

is a single document .1 The theory is that Tabeel and his col. '1- agues ar T. 

writing a counter argument against the Samaritan officials, and that 

their case is based on the documents which make up the major. J.; oJ_`t: ion of 

this section. First it is to be noted that 4: 7 only informs its rf the 

language and script of the document which is to follow, and :. leere is 

nothing in this verse itself to suggest that it is about to cite another 

document. However, it was seen that Cyrus' edict contained in 

also lacks the introductory formula. Furthermore, what actually follows 

is an introduction to the document of Rehum and his colleagues by the 

author of Ezra, vs. 8-i1a, and then the introductory formula of their 

document itself . 
That the former is not an intr"oclu: tion to Rehur s let- 

ter from the hand of Tabeel seems certain 'ih i it is compared to tae 

1Schaeder, 113, pp. 17 ff 

person to espouse this theory, 
tion it. Hence, the discussion 
of docu en s. A discussion of 

r in deVa, zx .1 
RAz*th , pp . 81 x- 

Schaeder appears to have been the last 
Myers, AB: E-N, 1965, doesn't ever men - 
here is limited to Taheel' s supposed use 

the theory on other grounds can be found. 
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int rod uc o and for. - ulation of quotations it our documents. Furthe "- 

iil0 Äý and most el lin 
9 Zä she fact that quotations in our documents 

never include. any o±± the introductory elements, nor. --Lily of the conclu l- 

ing elements! Rather, quotations simply include the heart of the i; at- 

ter, the barest essentials to state. -. he case being presented. F: i. jnall, z, 

the docu ents always give a reason for their quoting of sources, e; -_ ie:. i: 

as a part of the quotation, or sub equý: ntly by stating the tesul Lang, 

action desired or taken. This Aramaic section is totally lacking in 

this feature, 

a kn summ ry, it has be¬. n shown that quotations are usually intro-. 

the, formgut a, ý)at ýý X. and can be from ei t: her a writ 1. x11 or , ý_n 

or a? source, 'k-rotations usually ). a. k the }»ü jor part ox he doc ý:;,, w 

and provide the evidente for the matter being raised. Two a1 ter i tl. `vcs, 

to quo; n : ii ec ly are used: f_) si rýaý1: ty referring referring to a source a, -. cd 

2) pa 1)2? "_? S13 or summ r: zing the the 1attr' being the. more 

e g_r^znt of the two, Since quotations a:, e usually . EÄrni-e to 

the bare essentials of the case, it is possible that scarves far; n _ ?ti 

as +-ýuot: ii - cý LS may be no incre than par,:. j", rases or sw m2. r_ies. ýIUwc rý. R, 

Since we do not i ave Copies of the 3 o'i oes quoted, this C3. ' not be' 117'ovE`C, 

either way. This stylistic feaiuie haN gj. veni a1 addit±onaI eason ýo. -, 

conclucý _. ý that the Aramaic section oE ra, 4: (7) -; ý : 8, is very ur. 

1JI 
. 
ke1 to have formed a single complete document, containing verbatim 

a style ýý? 1i ý; LF s_ /a varicance with this f eatu , 'E: 

of Ach c;; ie. nic). cor'res ondence. 

Dates 

-. our :, t_ treated . i. r. .:? is study aT' of vari 

ii. t 
li: i i_::. J-'-t ; ý' tl atl Baby Io? Ce -iS ia; papyrus) pC1? '(ýjli'. l_l'fiy ý. ý it 
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a statement made by Driver concerning dates in the papyri has a gener- 

ally valid application to the documents being considered. 

None of the letters in the present collection bears a date. 
This omission is remarkable; for, whereas the ten letters here from 
'Arum share this peculiarity, the only other extant letter from him 
is dated. Further, it contradicts the practice of the authors or 
scribes of other contemporary documents from Egypt. Thus the papyri 
frequently bear dates, but an examination of them shows that the 
practice tends to vary with the nature of the contents, Thus purely 
legal texts commonly begin with the date in the opening line, and 
none apparently omits it. The date of official letters when given 
is appended at the end, but it may be omitted; one private letter is 
perhaps dated, but most of these are so badly damaged that the pres- 
ence or absence of a date cannot be proved. Persian thus follows 
Neo-Bablyonian [sic] practice, whereby legal tablets commonly and 
letters only very rarely are dated. 1 

Ten of the thirty-nine documents being studied contain dates 

expressed in one of the four ways shown in Table 7 bes_ow 

TABLE 7 

FORMULATION OF DATES 

Formula Document 

Day, Month, Year Pherendates A, B, C; AP 17,26,30 

Day, f'1on th BMAP 13 

Month, Year Fort. 6764, Xanthos Trilingual 

Year Ezra 6: 2b-5 

Day, Month, Year. ---The correspondence of Pherendates has in com- 

mon with each other, besides the use of this same formula, the absence 

of the name of the king in whose reign they were written. Pherendates A 

refers to "jenem Befehl des Königs Darius, 112 but that this was not the 

1Drivcr7, AD2, p. 8e 

2Siýý. ý ýý. bezg, SPATZ 39: 606,1928,11.5,7. 
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reason for omitting the king's name in the date formula can be concluded 

from the following facts: 1) Pherendates B and C do not mention the 

king's name anywhere else in their fett rs, Igor in their date formula; 

2) by contrast, AP 30 mentions the name of the king both in the main 

text of the letter and in the date formula. All the Elephantine con- 

tracts using this formula include the name of the king in their dates. 

Day, Month. ---Shewa br Zekariah, the writer of BMAP 13, makes 

reference to the recent accession of Nepherites in the month Epphi, and 

when he comes to date his letter he simply writes [N] i )nAK itiný q 5'1 

(1.8). The unofficial nature of this document may account for the ab- 

sence of the year in the date, or as frequently happened at the acces- 

si. on of a new king, there was. uncertainty as to who was the 3-eal succes- 

soy . In this case, the situation would have been complicated by the 

fact that Egypt was in the midst of throwing off the Persian yoke. 

Month, tear<---Nearly all of the Persepolis treasury, tablets con-- 

taro 'I, .. a notation of the month and year during which the service 

designated had been performed .ý. , s `2 and Fort. 6764 contains the 

usual formula. Further, none of the tablets published in PTT, or previ- 

ou. sly, contain the name of the king in whose reign they were written ex- 

cept Nos. 4 and 5 in PTT. However, these two tablets are not dated. 3 

The Aramaic decree of the Xanthos Trilingual is dated to the month of 

Siwdan in the first year of Artaxerxes. 

1Neuffer, "The Accession of Artaxerxes J, " AUSS 6: 74-5,84-7, 

1968. 

2CaMeron, PTT, p, 32. Cf. Ha11ock, PFT, pp. 74ff. T ý. d. 
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Year. 1-----Unlike the other dated docunments, Ezra 6: 2b-5 is da-ted 

at the beginning rather than at the cm: - The name of -one king iiio ;, 'ac? e 

the edict is given twice in the document, one being in thy- date formula, 

K)5n VII-D5 77tß r 'j. As noted earlier (see above, p. 87) 
., 

the date is 

preceded by a formal heading and followed by a summary bcf ore tic main 

text is given, hence the position of the date. This forr.; al outline 

would facilitate the use of the archives, this one being in the form of 

ar5w, just as many modern files are kept according to subject matter 

and date, 

The only conclusion that can be drawn conce iJ. ng the date formu- 

las used, based on the examples at hand, is that the full date formi_ul a 

(day, morn th, year) was the standard formula and that the other , 
three are 

deviations from it for the reasons given in each case o in ad t: ý+r it 

can be noted that all the documents using the full date formula, are from 

Egypt. BMAP 13 is also from Egypt, but as noted- it , as written daring 

particularly troubled times and was an unof icial let ter. Fort. : 764 

and Ezra 6: 2b-5, using different formulas, come from Persepolis and Ec- 

batana respectively, the locations of the central Persian government, 

while the Xanthos Trilingual comes from Asia Minor. No principle can be 

established to account for the presence or absence c. iý the reigning 

king's name in the formula. 

Now that the dated documents have been examir d individually 

some general observations can he made concerning the presence or absence 

of a daý: e, Four factors will be discussed that apps , z' to offer some 

explanation: 1) the form of the document, 2) the subject matter,, 3) the 

I The Ara, i? aic ritual. texts from Persepolis are dated only to the 
year. See Bowman, U?; TP. pp. 56-1: -f. 
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relationship between the addressor and the addressee, and 4) the differ- 

ence between originals and copies. 

The form of the document. -All of the documents included in this 

study are in the form of letters with the exception of Ezra 1: 2-4,6: 2b- 

C-' , AP 32 , and the Xanthos Trilingual, Since all of the documents (ex- 

cept four) are of the same form 
, this factor can only be used to compile 

the ratio of the distribution of dates, which is ten documents with 

dates and twenty-nine without dates. In addition, nothing can be based 

on the memoranda because one is dated and one is not. Therefore, this 

factor cannot be used in determining the reasons for the presence or. 

absence of dates. 

The subject matter, -There is nothing exceptional in the subject 

matter of the dated documents when compared with the undated ones, They 

all, dated and undated, have to do with either the administration of 

government affairs or the affairs of the estates of Persian officials 

granted to them by the king, some being orders, some reports, others 

complaints, requests, etc, Therefore. the -subject matter of the docuu- 

nments does not provide any reasons for the presence or absence of dates. 

The r eZaLionsh, -'p between the addressor and the addressee. Tire 

memoranda, Ezra 6: 2b-5 and AP 32, can be dispensed with at the outset 

because they are not instruments of correspondence. ' The letters are 

all correspondence between the king and his offik-ia1 ; or between differ- 

ent officials. None of the correspondence between the king and his 

officials is dated, thus all the dated letters are those between offi- 

I Se e above, pp. 86 ff . 
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cials. I Balancing this fact is the preponderance of undated letters 

between officials twenty of the twenty-nine undated letters. In addi- 

Lion, there are seven undated letters between the king and his officials, 

and as far as this writer is aware, there is no example of a single 

dated letter between a Persian king and his officials. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that official correspondence was only dated, and then 

only rarely, when it was just between officials. 2 

The difference between originals and copies. The dated docu-. 

menus are evenly divided in this respect, there being five originals and 

five copies, thus this factor is neutral as to the question of why some 

documents are dated and others are not. The statistics based on all the 

documents are 1) of the eight documents clearly originals only five are 

dated; and 2) of the twelve documents clearly copies only five are dated. 

The foregoing discussion brings the writer to the conclusion 

that the existence of an underlying principle or standard rule for the 

inclusion or exclusion of a date in official Persian documents cannot 

be established. The evidence, with the caution of note 2 below in mind, 

does however indicate that the Persian kings did not date their corre- 

spondence, whereas their officials when corresponding among themselves 

sometimes did. Thus we can go a step further than Driver (AD2, p. 52) 

I Fort . 6764 however., cites an. order cf the king as the irunedi - 
ate authority for the older being given (11.1-4, see p. 97, n. 1) 
AP 21 

, undated, can also be noted in this connection, 

2howeve_r, certain reservations must be held since the Gadates 
Inscription is incomplete and the document preserved in Thucydides is 

not the original copy. It must also be kept in mind that thirty-nine 
documents from about two centuries of rule is meager evidence by any 
standard. 

30n this problem see below, pp. 183ff. 
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and state that rro other reason accounts for the presence or absence- of a 

date in official Persian documents than the apparent preference of the 

official and/or scribe involved. 

Subscripts 

This feature of the epistolary style, is found in only about one- 

third (11) of the documents studied, and with just two exceptions they 

are from very high officials to subordinates containing straightforward 

orders. The subscript serves as a record of the person or persons 

responsible for the production of the document and does not refer to the 

addressor or addressee (except Pherendates C where the addressor and the 

writer are the same person). The documents without subscripts simply 

come to the end of the subject and stop r1 

It is both interesting and instructive to note that the formula. 

used "X wrote (the text), Y communicated its message"- i_s that found 

repeatedly in the economic tablets discovered at Persepolis' (see below), 

especially since it is found in two languages other than, the Elamite of 

the Persepolis tablets--Aramaic and Demotic. Hence, it appears that the 

formula and the use of the subscript in the Aramaic and Demotic, docu- 

merits stem from Persepolis, i. e., from Achaemenid administrative prac- 

tice. In this regard it is also worth noting that scribes throughout 

the empire were usually Persian, or there was at least a Persian scribe 

in the various chancelleries >2 

lEzra 1: 2-4,6: 2b-5,5: 7-17,6: 6-12, Hdt. 5.24, Thuc. 1.129.3, 

Era 7: 12-26,4: 11-16,4: 17-22, AP 21,27,30,32,33,37,38, AD 1-3,5, 

11-13, BMAP 13, and the Xanthos Trilingual. Three docw-nents are either 
fragmentary or broken at this point and so are excluded from collsldera- 
tion: Gadates Inscription, PF 2071, AP 17. 

2Hdt. 3.128. See below., pp. 202ff. 
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The interpretation of the formula has changed considerably over 

the years as can be seen in the translations of the subscript in Fort. 

6764. In its initial publication, Cameron tentatively translated it 

thus: "Napi (r) --sukka inscribed (the tablet), after it had been txans- 

lated(? ); Maraza executed it. "1 Hallock now translates it: "Ansukka 

wrote (the text). Marazza communicated its message. " (PZ7 ', p. 52) 

This change and the current understanding of the meaning of the subscript 

can best be explained by quoting from Flai lock's discussion O subscripts 

in PFT. 

The full form of the subscript appears .. in PF 1819: 14-19: 
m . Hin nukka tal is' to pat. tikarrias 

. m.. Kcme zza ii. to dwro emi ii tine lmar 
dusta, "Hintamukka wrote (the text). The message: Kamezza delivered. 
The dumme he received from Hitibel. " Frequently the second or third 
statement is omitted; both are omitted in two of the letters .,. The interpretation of the subscript formula hinges particu-- 
larly on the meaning of dumme. Analysis as du- "to receive, " plus 
"abstract" ending -me could reasonably yield the meaning "receipt. " 
But does the meaning "receipt" make sense in this context? If dw e 
meant "receipt, " the second and third. statements in the subscript of 
PF 1819 (see above) would naturally be understood to imply that 
Kamezza delivered the letter (to the addressee) and received a re- 
ceipt from Hitibel, representing the addressee. But Hitibel cannot 
represent the addressee; he occurs in the same role in twelve let- 
ters sent from Zissawis to various addressees, and he must, there- 
fore, like Hintamukka and Kamezza, be attached to the addressc-r. If 
Kammezza delivered the letter, it is hardly conceivable that he would 
receive a receipt from another person in his own agency. And that 
is not the end of our difficulties. We should have to explain why 
such statements (evidently to be translated in past tense, though 
they would imply future action) came to be attached to the document, 

It therefore seems necessary to discard the meaning 'Ireceipt" 
for dui, -, -Tie and to seek a different interpretation of the subscript. 
If the second and third statements do not concern the delivery of 
the letter, presumably they concern its production, In that case, 

1Cameron, JIVES l: 216; 19427. In PTT, pp. 96-? (1948) Cameron 
discussed the phrase but was unable to improve upon it. However, in 
1958 he corrected his translation: ". .. be-ti-ka-r aý , 

for which a 
leaning such as 'after. it had been translated' was sought, is to be read 

bat- ti-! <a-mat and identified with Old Persian patz ; Zn: -, Aramaic patax, -i, 
'message, report; the full phrase in which this word appears should 
obviously be translated, 'N wrote (the document), NN delivered the mes- 
sabe (aid) obtained a receipt from NNN. "' (Jý, 'ES 17: 162,19S8). 
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it should be the scribe to whom "Kamezza delivered (communicated) 
the message" (i 

.e. dictated the text? ). The duo, -me which Kamezza 
received from litibel could be, "instructions, " ". information, " or an 
"older. " If so, durrvne probably does not derive from du-, "to re- 
ceive. " It is perhaps to be analyzed as don ro-, duimna) plus -e, "its. " 

That two intermediaries stood between Zissawis and his 
scribe need occasion no surprise. Zissawis was a high official, and 
the personal dictation of routine letters may well have been beneath 
his dignity; he merely said to Hitibel: "Take rare of this! "; 
Hitibel then worked out the details, and Kamezza told the scribe how 
to word the letter. 1 

This seems to be the case in the Aramaic documents as well. It 

is significant that as in the Persepolis tablets, so in the Aramaic doc- 

um4n. ts, subscripts appear only in the documents of very high officials. 

All of the Aramaic, documents with subscripts are from Arshanm, satrap of 

Egypt. The formula in AD 4, and 6-10 is always K7oo f 7)r NnYO y`7 X, 

and Driver translates, ", .. is cognizant of this order, ... 
Is the 

clerk. " Driver explains the first statements that ". .. 
it probably 

means not merely that the person so described is aware of the order but 

that he attests it or is charged with issuing it and pexhaps also with 

seeing to the execution of it 
e" 

(AD2, p. 18), This person was the chan- 

cellor who ". ý, was attached to the entourage of the satrap or gover- 

nor and entrusted with the administration of much rv iti. ne businiess. He 

and the Scribe would handle most of the official correspondence and at 

the conclusion of letters to be dispatched he would either sign his name, 

indicating his title (C 26: 23), or note that he was `cognizant of this 

order' .. . "2 A variant formula appears in Arsham's order to Wahpri- 

mahl (AP 26,23) : . bý 7y 1 ºý b [, ýu] 5y-: l tiDb 3 ýy s ". vnani the scribe 

1 HHa1Iock , P T, pp. S1-2. (See also p. 116, n. 1 above. ) 

2Porten, AE, pp. 55-6. Cf. Meyer, SZ'AW 22: 1036,1911. 
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(and) Chancellor. Nabuaqab wrote (it). "' A previous satrap of Egypt, 

Pherendates, apparently uses the same subscript formula in Pherendates A, 

written in Demotic: "let it be known to you that Iebr ... who knows 

this .,. 
is he who has written this letter. Written by Apries ,. 

"2 

One other discussion of subscripts is worth noting, since it speaks spe- 

cifically of the Aramaic documents in question and adds a few points not 

yet mentioned: 

Letters [AD] 6,7,8,9, and 10 were written by R. aýt; o -r were they? 
All the signature says is that R1-oo rw inz wnyo y`! ), X, 'X attests 
this order (? ) ; Rast is the scribe. " This subscription is added 
only to the letters of Arsam to underlings in Egypt. It is not 
added to the letters of Aram to Artawant/Artahant, who is obviously 
a high official if not a prince; nor is it added to letters LAD] 11- 
13, which presumably are letters from subordinates of Arsam to 
Nehtih ir, an official in Egypt. ... 

Letters from Assam to subordi. - 
nates * in Egypt ... are give-. n an official air by adding the names 

of an attestant (? ) and a scribe to the subscription. Does this 

mean that Ars-am wrote his own letters to Artawan t and had a scribe 

write them to the subordinates? I suspect that neither Arscm not 
"the scribe" wrote the letters. "Rast is the scribe" of both let- 

ters six and seven but the handwriting is hardly the same. ,.. 
The 

io "scribe" was not just a 91writer" but was one who had mas- 

tered the art of translation and style as well. He was an offic-gal 

i: ý. the Achaernenian bureaucracy, in this case is, the chancery of 
Arýam. 3 

1 Tran siaticn by Porten- AE, P. S6. Cowley, AP, P. 91, trayls - 
fated, "'Anani, the secretary, drafted the order, ivabu`aý: ab wrote (it) ." 
Portents translation is to be preferred since byo 5Y-: a is an official 

title as clearly seen in the case of Rehum, Ezra 4: 8,9, & 17. On 'Y_: ) 

hyu as a title see pp. 74f . above. 

2Porten, AF, p. 56. The translation is credited to Professor 

G. Hughes, Oriental Institute, U. of Chicago. Concerning the subscript 

Porten comments that "the conclusion of the demotic letter is unique and 

although a word or two is obscure and not yet translatable, the impres- 

sion remains that the ending of this text p aral_lels in style the ending 

of the Aramaic document [AF 26] ." 
(p. 56) . This translation varies con- 

siderably from Spiegelberg who first published the text"Jebr ... 
ist 

Schreiber des Kdnigs. ---Geschreiben von 1 eh-eb-Re ." 
(SPAW [1928] p. 

606). The present writer is not qualified to judge the relative merits 

of these two translations, but both are consistent w *th contemporary 

examples. 

3 Frye, RJAS 18: L', '. 59,1955. Gf .S 
'' i. tehead, EAE, pp. 16-7,26-7, 
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The, only other documents studied with subscripts are Pherendates 

B and i, both from subordinates to superiors e In both cases only one 

person is mentioned, the one who wrote the document. In the case of 

Pherendates B the document is from a college of priests at Elephantine, 

Pherendates C, on the other hand, is from Khnum-em-akhet who is both the 

addressor and the writer of the letter. In both cases, then, the docu- 

nnents come from independent sources, that is,, not connected with any 

government chancellery. Perhaps, in these documents the statement, "X 

has written , 9' should be more properly considered a signature rather than 

as a subscript in the technical sense. At any rate its purpose is the 

same and. may simply have been copied from the official practice, since 

they were corresponding with government officials. 

To sulrmarize, subscripts are notices appended at the end of some 

of the documents of very high officials recording the name of the person 

or persons involved in the composition of the document, Occurrence only 

in documents of very high officials is due to the fact that they, as 

government officials, maintained an office or chancellery in which there 

were scribes to whom the drafting of documents was delegated. ft i. _ 

particularly to be noted that Persian scribes held a. -prominent position 

in the chancelleries. The full subscript formula is °'X wrote (the text), 

Y has communicated its message, Z has received the order"; and a at Pere 

sepolis, the apparent source of the practice and formula, there is no 

rigid practice either in the wording of the formula or in the use of a 

subscript at all. Two documents independent of government chanc. eller -- 

ies, written to high officials, are signed by the writers simply, "X has 

written, " The subscripts are used in documents of three unrelated lm- 

guages---Eia; tiite, Avamaic., and Demotic yet they show- great similarity 
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both in form and in meaning. 

Swnrnary of Contents 

This stylistic feature is found only in the documents from the 

chancellery of Arsharn, satrap of Egypt. Summaries are common to many 

types of literature. In legal deeds they are called endorsements, and 

the 'endorsements appearing on the outside of the roll is usually a 

memorandum enabling the owner of a number of sealed rolls to know what 

each is about. "I Likewise literary texts: 

Already among the tablets in pictorial writing found at Fara 
there was a sign List, on the reverse of which there was a large 
drawing bearing relation to the face of the tablet. It is supposed 
that the drawing was intended to indicate the contents of the tab- 
let, Evidently it is a precursor of the later colophon, On later 
tablets the text proper was followed in the case of the literary 
tablets-by a colophon, giving various informations the title of 
the tablet was indicated (i. e. its first line) ar_d, : _n cases of the 
tablet belonging to a series of several tablets, also the first line 
of. the following tablet, the catch-line. Where the tablets consti- 
tuted a series, the colophon of each tablet indicated the name of 
tie series (the first line of the first tablet) and the number of 
the tablet in the series .2 

Similarly, the Arsharrr documents---Gehich were still rolled up when 

found---contained summaries of their contents 3 but on the outside of the 

roil a In each case the summary was begun with 5y, ', 'concerning. " One 

of the betters-preserved sumiiaaries is that of AD 10, which will serve to 

illustrate the matter in these documents: 'flu) ) T) *)aionllf ? T1i n 2)? 

"Concerning my notification to Hatu-bästi that he come [to me] at 

i KraeIing, BA1AY, p. 150.21Vei temeyer, ribri 6: 226,1955/6. 

3AD 1--5,7,9,10 & 12. Its absence in AD 8,11 & 13 is due to 
damage s;. iffered by the texts (so Driver, AD2, pp. 66-7,78 and 84, re-- 
spectively) . 

AD 6 does not have one because as a passpozt, to be carried 
it did not nc-ed ic (Driver, Are, p. 56). AP 26 may have had a summary, 
but the document _is broken off- at this point, 
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Babylon. "I 

Pherendates B and C require mention here because each document 

states on the outside that it is a "Copy of a report, " and this notice, 

or perhaps summary, exactly duplicates the opening lines of the docu- 

ments : "Copy of a report of the Priests of the great Khnurn, who is Lord 

of Yeb, to Pherendates, to whom Egypt is entrusted. " (Pherendates B). 

Moreover, this notice is first made in the address, and so served either 

the dual purpose of summary and address, or simply the address. The 

latter is more likely for two reasons: )) the information is all given 

as a single item. and 2) the contents are not actually summarized,. 

In the light of the above one other document needs to be dis- 

cussed in this connection. Ezra 4: 11-16, which is introduced by the 

author of Ezra with a great deal of information not contained in the 

document itself. It seems likely that most of this information would 

have to have come from the outside of the document, 
ee.;, the addre:; s 

and a notice or summary of contentso2 

The difficulty of this introductory inateria: i i, seen in. 

Schaeder_'s treatment of it, where he rightly sets forth the problem but 

to this writer offers an erroneous solution, 

Die Sätze v. 8-11 bereiten Schwierigkeiten. Sie enthalten die Über- 

schrift des Briefes der beiden samaritanischen Beamten Rhüm und ýirn- 
sai an Artaxerxes, aber mit merkwürdigen Wiederholungen und Doublet- 
ten. V. S ist klar: "Rhüms der ' Be- ehlsertei. ler" 

, und ýimsai, der 
Sekretär.. haben einen Brief geschrieben wider Jerusalem an Artaxer- 
xes, den König. folgendermassen6' 

. 
Das ist in der Tat die Einführung 

des Schreibens, wie wir sie in der Denkschrift vo -auszusetzen haben, 
und auf die nun, wie in 5,6, die Formel. folgen müsste. "dies ist 
die Kopie des Briefes, den sie an ihn sandten", darauf dann die 
Uberschrift des Briefes (Adressat, Absender und C russformel) . 

Aber 

all dies finden wir erst in v. 11 und zwar die Ubersc rift in der 

auffällig stark gekürzten Form: "an Artaxerxes, den König. Deine 
iý:? 1E cht y 

die Leite von Syrien. Und nun`, Daraus f®? 
-g wi, ý; ý nd, 

! Driver., AD2, p. 33.2So Meyer, EJ, pp. 25 -6 . 
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dass v. 11 unmittelbar an v. 8 anschliesst. Damit ist aber auch die 
richtige Erklärung für die dazwischenstehenden vv. 9/10 an die Hand 
gegeben. ... Das ist nichts anderes als die ausführliche Aufzählung 
der Absender am Kopf des Briefes, die in v. 1_1 w ggekürzt ist. Mit 
anderen Worten: v. 9/10 ist ein Nachtrag zu v. 11, der aber offen- 
bar nicht an der richtigen Stelle eingefügt isl..! 

Schaeder's fundamental error is his assumption that this docu- 

ment was incorporated into another document, that of abeel, so that he 

has confused this particular section. 2 The present writer considers the 

difficulty of this passage to be due to the author of Ezra who included 

this information in his historical work. Relevant to this section of 

the study is the duplication of the introductory remark concerning the 

contents: vo8 05Y1 i `a) »y Win 11 1 -=D KI -n y vmw 1 11)20 »1 ti In I 

.00 Nr urimO, and v. 11 DomYni 
5y i n5w )'T xinm ! Aw n -i . That 

both statements are editorial is certain because the verbs are active 

and in the third person. In v. 8 the phrase oýv1`i , ipv fl ifl ti)R or 5y 

05u1'i? may have been taken verbatim from a summary o notice of contents 

and edited to fit into the author's introduction of the document. flow- 

ever, while these phrases have a certain affinity wit the summaries 

discussed above., it would be going beyond the evidence to assert more 

than just that, on the other hand, v, lla appears tu 'ýý clear Ly ecizto- 

rial throughout, although there are e:. amples of documents referring to 

themselves as copies (Ph. erendates B and C`) That thc- na,: ies were obtained 

from an address on the document is like] y because they do not occur in 

the document itself, and the outside of the document is the place where 

the author of Ezra can be assumed to have found them. While it is eoaa- 

r: on for the material in the address to he. repented in the body of the 

I Scha. eder IB, p. 22. 

2For a d. 
_scussion of Schaeder s -view see above, pp. 108-9. See 

also de Faux, BANE, pp " 81-2. 
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letter, there are examples where this is not the case. For instance, 

sometimes titles are not repeated in the document: Arsham's in AD 5 and 

Nehtihur's in AD 12 and 13. In AD 3 the address informs us that the 

addressee is in Egypt, but this is not repeated in the letter, even 

though this particular information often is, as in AD 5,7, and else- 

where ,r 

In conclusion, summaries are common to various types of litera- 

ture, e. g., legal documents and literary works, and their appearance on 

official administrative documents is not suirprisinz, especially since it 

is of such practical value. The only clear examples in the doci ents 

being studied are those from the chancellery of Arsham, and the formula 

is always the same-5, v plus the summary, Two documents, Pherendates B 

and. C. combine a notice of the contents, that it is a report, with the 

address. The introductory matter to Ezra 4: 11-i6 can plausibly be 

attributed to this source since it has close affinities with addresses 

and is not found in the document its'-, If, 

Address 

As in other st; l istic features, there is variation both in the 

occurrence and the form of the addresses, Since documents of papyrus or 

leather were rolled up and folded, the placement of the address on the 

outside was accomplished by either writing it at the bottom of the 

recto, with a gap between it and the end of the document, or by writing 

it on the verso. Just over half of the documents, twenty, have ad- 

dresses, While most of the documents that omit it are not meant to be 

correspondence' or are not the actual documents but copies edited fog- 

1 Fort . 6764 
.9 

PF 2071, ýNP 32 , AD 6, and Xanthos Trilingual, 
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historical works, l these two factors do not explain every omission of an 

address. It is not apparent why some documents omit the address. 2 

While the address formulas are all very sinip ie and brief, there 

are distinctive differences between them. All of the documents from 

Arsharn and his office use the same forrnula! 'From (j1) X, to (5p) Yi3--- 

except AP 26 which though broken away here begins its address with Ira 

[1 
.170 Wix. Equally simple though quite different is the formula 

used in the other Aramaic documents-"To X. Y"; 4 the order of addressor/ 

addressee is reversed, and the addressee is not introduced by »». Com-- 

pletely different are the formulas used in the Pherendates correspon-- 

dence, Pheren dates B and C, both reports to Pherendates, satrap of 

Egypt, use the same formula: `Copy of the report of X to Pherendates, 115 

Pherendates A, an order from Pherendates to the priests of IQ1ruw, at Ele- 

phanti. ne is addressed ". .. to X through/by means of Pherendates. T1 The 

implication seems to be that Pherendates is not acting on his own ini 

Native but is an i_nteimediary, and in light of the two references to an 

edict. of king Darius (11. S and 7) this is probably the case. 

To summarize, it is to be noted that since some of the documents 

are not intended to be correspondence, these quite naturally do not have 

addresses. Another reason for the omission of an add-Tess from the äocu-- 

rnents being studied is that some of them have been ;. opied into larger 

historical works. and therefore material not essential to the histori- 

1- Gadates inscription, Herodotus S. 24, all o- the ED; Said Thucy- 
ýicjes i. 129.3. 

2AP 1.7,27,30, and 33 e 
3AD 1-5 and 7-13. 

4Ap 2I, 38, BMAP 13, and probably AP 37 which is incomplete. 

5011 this phrase serving a dual purpose see above, p. 121. 
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an's purpose has been om=itted. These are the -, -w oo riajor reasons for the 

omission of an address; however, there may be other reasons which are 

not apparent. The formulas used vary in several ways and, as with other 

stylistic features, appear to be simply the preference of the individual 

or individuals involved. 

In conclusion, ten stylistic _Features which occur in Achaemenid 

correspondence have been isolated. Not all ten occur in every letters 

but these are the features one can look fore For the sake of clarity 

these have been listed in outline form with their most common forms 

given. below. 

I. Personal Address 
A, Between companions or equals: "To my brothers z.. your brother" 
B. Of subordinate to superior: P'To 'X (name and/or title) from Y 

(name) your servant" 
C. Of superior to subordinate: "From X to Y" 

II. Salutation 
05W A. Of superior to subordinate: 15 rtnw1; i ßt7 aW nn 

B. Of subordinate to superior: "We bless Pherendates before 1%hnum, 
the great god.. May Khnura prolong his life. " 

III, Terms Used for the Classification of Documents 
A. ýtatý 
B. 
C. t)u 
D. jiivý 
E. n A. "ID 
F. None 

IV. Introductory Terms 
A. -mt p] 
B. 
C. ly-n 

V. Formulation of Requests: -ýu . ýy In with fallowing verb usually 
in hithpa' ' a1- 

VI. QuotLcations: 1nR 1" Y 119D ö ̀Inx 'iD ' 5Y h5J X 

VII. Dates 
A. Day, Month, Year 
B. Day, Month 
C. Month, Year 
D. Year 

VIII. Subscripts: "X wrote the text; Y communicated its message" 
IBC. Summary of Contents. 5y 

X. Acld z-e ss 
A. "From >. to Y" 
B. `'! 'o X11 Y'' 
C. "Copy of the report of X to Y" 



CHAPTER IV 

THE STYLE OF OFFICIAL GREEK CORRESPONDENCE 

Since some schoiar. sl have placed the writing of the book of Ezra 

in the Greek period, it has been considered worthwhile to include a brief 

discussion of official Greek correspondence. If this position is valid, 

especially if the ED cai be shown to be forged documents from the Greek 

period as some have maintained, 2 then it can be deemed probable that 

these documents will contain Greek influences and characteristics. 3 

Also to be considered in this chapter are First and Second Esd. ras and 

two apparent Persian documents in the Greek Additions to Esther, the 

latter having no counterpart in the MT of Esther. 

The emphasis in this chapter will be on the epistolary style of 

official Greek correspondence. The purpose here will be to show, any 

contrasts in the styles of Achaemenid and Greek official correspondence. 

Std Ze of Q, f fic , al Greek Correspondence 

At first ... when the vast and unforeseen conquests of Alexander 
had placed under Macedonian control regions many times larger and 
more complex than the home-land, there was in existence no familiar 
bureaucratic organization which could be taken over to fit the new 
requirements. In Asia much was borrowed from the institutions of 
Achaemenian Persia, in Egypt the administration of the nomes contin- 
ued on the same general principles as for centuries be7o) e under 
native and foreign rule, but in both lands much had to be added that 

1 Bat ten, ICC: E'l'. 2Tor_ rey, ES. 

3FOr the sir? ilar question of Greek influence on the Aramaic of 
Daniel see Yalýiaucni , ATE'0 ', pp. i70-2(O, 170, and Coxon, Gý'DST 25: 7.4-40, 
1973/4. 
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was new. This slow process of organization is reflected in the 
gradual evolution of a technical terminology of court and adninis- 
tration. 1 

This historical situation also existed with th-, advent of the Persian 

Empire and for both empires accounts for some of the variances found in 

the style of their correspondence, Thus in Persia as in Greece -u. ch via. - 

borrowed and adapted from conquered peoples, and with what was new 

11. the technical developed only gradually out of the non--technioal, 

the official out of the private. ºº2 

Schallt has succinctly described the form of private Greek let- 

tees: 

I lie private letter, as is 1-sown, is constructed along these 
lines ý it begins with the name of the writer, fcl lowed by the name 
of the addressee in the dative, accompanied by a word of greeting; 
next comes a formula which usually consists of two elements; one a 
polite inquiry about the health and sometimes the genera? _ welfare of 
the recipient, and the other a statement about the write :$ :> own 
health. Then follows the main body of the letter, that is., a dis- 
cussion of its topic, The conclusion usually consists of wishes for 
good health. Generally, though not always, the -letter enOs . '";. 

'th the 
date. 

The of icial letter developed out of the private anus 
when addressed to an individual, did not essentially differ rxorr, ºt 
in form 3 

This is the basic structure of official Gr_eok correspor ctence. Stylistic 

devices, etc. , will Ie treated in t. h scýIýsion of specific doed. anaerts 

that follows. 

Persian Documents Preserved in non-Biblical Greek 

There are three documents that come under consideration here, 

Two of them have been preserved by Greek 'historians: Hei, odotvs S. 24 

1Welles, RCJIP, p. xxxvii. p. xlii. 

3 ýchalit, JQR S ;: 292---3,1950. For a fusle. detailed discus:, 9cý-1 of 
t: le fun al and stylistic elements of official Greek correspondence, see 
Iy'e11es, Clip. 
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and Thucydides i. 129.3. The third, the Gadates Inscription, has been 

preserved on stone from the Roman periodo1 

Herodotus 5.24. --- 

iYTL, aic, ýaGLAEb AaPECos Tä5E AEyci,. Eyw (ppov LL, 'Lwv eüptcrxw Ep0U' 
TE xat Toi0L cuoi; au i[prjyuaat, ELvau ouöeva acO avöpa EUVO£6TcpoV. 
TOOTO b oü aöyoLQL, ä), X' EpyoLGL. oU&a 1a-acv. V0%) wv, Cný, voEw yip 
-ffpT yucaTa UEyccaa xaTs pyý; oaoýcxý, a L`xeö ot, ýävTwc, LVc Toi, aOTN WEEp- 

Ewuau . 0 Histiaeus, king Darius says thus: "My thoughts can show me no man 
who is a truer friend to me and mine; not words but deeds have 
proved this to me. Now therefore let nothing hinder you from coming 
to me, that I may disclose to you great purposes which I have in 

R, mind .2 

It can. readily be seen that this document lacks the characteristics of 

official Greek correspondence quoted above. The writer is not named 

first, there is no greeting, no inquiry concerning the addressee's 

Beal th, or concluding wishes for good health. ýn con t rast, the document 

corresponds well with official Achaemenid correspond once. There is the 

characteristic "thus says" found in Old Persian inscriptions3 and in the 

Aramaic documents. The use of >vv as an introductory/transitional ex- 

pression is characteristic of Achaemenid correspondence but completely 

foreign to Greek letters (see above, pp. 94ff. ). Thus the style sug- 

gests that this document is an authentic specimen of official Achaemenid 

correspondence. It is to be noted that Herodotus apparently had access 

to official Persian documents: Hdt. 3.89-979 5.52-3.57.4 

1for bibliography of these documents see above, pp. ? 1-2. 

2J1erodoýus (Loeb Classical Library), 

3Kanr, OPA, 

"flow and Welles. Al Con 7lentary on Herodotus, Vol. 1, p. 27. (See 
below, p. 183. ) 
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Gadates Inscri. p tion. - 

B] acsuXE. bs [ß] cc uXE tov Aapeio, ö `YGTCCßncw Faää'rau Öoüý, WL T(26E AcYE [ L'] 
Tluv, Dävupc Qe TWV euwv er[CTcypcTwv oü xaTU näv Lc! nEL[']a. pXECV. "OTL 

pev ya[p T] 'V Euýty CxnoveC[s yý]v, Toffs nEpav El[cp]pdTou xapnoJs cn[t 
T] CY RaTW Tý; '. dotes ljc [pTi] xaTa(PuTEÜWV, 6naL [V]j (i1 ov 7Cp $¬ cn V xe(t 

S] Lek TaOTc aOL xELc6TaL 1EYc Afl XäpLS Ep ßaaL [A] Etas oixwu . 
'OTL ö 

TT1v l)T p -aec)v Jou äi, ä°E [a] Lv ä(PccvL %CLS , 6L OW OOL ph peTaßaAoPEVWU 
ieCpav T)6U): [rIPE'] you 3 [u j uoO ° (PuTOupyODS Yäp [ L] cPoDS 'Anc ARwvos yo- 
pov clipaoooc xat, XWPav [a] xanaveticLV SEßrnAov ý, r [ý"] Ta66es, ö. yvcwv. Ep V 
)cpovdvwv eis TOV 5E : ('UV [v] oov, Os IlCpo'cos Cane ... 
King of Kings Darius, son of Hystaspes, to his servant [. 

. .] 
Gadates thus says: I hear that you are not in all things obeying any 
orders; for in that you are cultivating my land, introducing food- 
crops from beyong Eyphrates [. 

. .] into lower Asia, I commend your 
policy, and for this great credit will be given to you in the house 
of the king. But in that you are causing my intentions on behalf_ of 
the gods to be forgotten, I shall give you, if you do not change 
your course, cause to know that I am angered; for you have levied 
tribute from the sacred gardeners of Apollo, and ordered them to dig 
unhallowed soil, not knowing my feelings towards the god, who spoke 
all truth to the Persians, and .. .1 

The address follows the Greek pattern- first the writer followed by the 

addressee in the dative but this is also a pattern found in Achaeme-riid 

correspondence (see pp. 74ff. ) 
. The rest cf the doc, rent, however, corn- 

pares favourably only with Achaemenid correspondence, 

Les caracteres sont du commencement de 1' epoque imp&ria 
. e; 

mais, malgre les cinq siecles qui separent la date de ]. 'envoi et 
celle de la copie que nous possedons, l'authenticite de cette lettre 

ne peut titre mise er doute. Ce n4est pas un resume, plus ou mo ns 
exact, comme le document de Tralles date par les noms du roi Arta. - 
xerx. es et du sat--rape Idrieus. Ici noes aeons la lettre meine de 
Darius, recopiee longtemps apres; l'authenticite ressort et de l em- 
pl. oi de 

_fü nules propres aux roil de Perse, et de constructions peu 
grecques, et du ton general du documental 

Thucydides i. "129.3. - 

TQý 11 auoava xa , -U@ V ävbpi v o. S Joy, EE pav 
ýc Xccüups ýh (3v ; aVT ov F-owoas XEGGE TaU aOL, EüepYE(JL a ev Ty r1 ezep. ) 

oi`x Y .'S aýEt äväypaicToc 
, xaý ToiS Aöyo L, S Tois dito (50a äpECýxo IaL . 

1Burn, PG, p. 114. ((Sreek text from Cousin and Deschamps, BCH 

13: 529-42,1839. ) 

2Cousin and Deschamps, BC! 1 13: 532,1889. See also Meyer, EJ, 

rý 

pp. 1.1-9-21. 
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SIIf! tS 

xaL QE: j1rITE vvý ý. r niic/pCt bTLGXEITW 
WGVTCa)\ELVCCL UCpccýýc Lv TL GN 

; jot 
ünLßxvsi, urlbý XpocToü xnt cpyvpou öarcc Q xexo kuoo WI 6TDaTLC, r. Xrj- 

Et. 1IoL 6CC- rýapayuy')Ea Icu, c L AA TACT' 'ApTc c ov 'vbpbs &y 
ov QOL ETEeu(Ja, np GGE -5apumv xat Tä eua xat c c? l o7: 1ý xcýaý, LýTa x ýL )f a ÖLpLQTa ýCL C1PnpOT£poLs. 

Thus saith King Xerxes to Pausanius: Because of the men whom you 
have saved for me across [the] sea, from Byzantium, there shall be 
Laid up for you favor in our house, forever recorded, and with your 
words 1 am well pleased. And let neither night n, jr day hinder you 
from taking -are to accomplish anything of what yo1i have promised 
me, neither for expense of gold and silver let then be h-;. nclered, nor. 
for. size of Army, wherever they should be at hands but with Artaba- 
zus, a good man, whom I have sent you, boldly execute my affairs and 
Yours, whatever is finest and best for both. 1 

Again, the fora of official Greek correspondence is lacking. The ad- 

dress is patterned after Achaemenid royal inscriptions rather than offi- 

cial Achaemenid correspondence. 

position of ýätiu (Gk. AEYeu). 

The difference between the two is the 

In the inscriptions ätiy precedes the 

name of the writer, , whereas in correspondence 'm (G: K<. °; ý c L) follows 

the names of the writer and addressee: y' 

The general contents of these three documents also exemplify 

Achaemenid practice and rule. The expression 81Io-t not hinder you" 

in Hdt. S. 24 and Thuc, i. 129. 3 has its counterpart in Ezra 6: 8 . The 

titles of Darius and Xerxes are consistent with those found in Achaeme- 

Did inscriptions and correspondence. The Persian king's concern for 

agriculture is amply attested by contemporary Greek historians, notably 

Xenophon, Economics 4.20-4. The practice of Persian kings writing down 

the meritorious deeds of their citizens and subjects is well known. 3 

Achaemenid concern for and support of their subject°s cults and cult 

1Olmsteadi, AJSL 49: 157,1933. 

2Cf. for example, XPa 3.11, XPb 3.21, etc., Kent, OP-2. For 
correspondence see above, pp. 74ff. 

3Hdt. 3.138-46, S. 11,8.85,9.107; Esther 2: l91H and 6. 
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personnel is well attestedl though not recognized in some modern cir- 

Iles .2 

Thus these examples of official Achaemenid correspondence have 

been preserved by Greeks in Greek, yet preserving official Achaemenid 

style. The style and elements characteristic of official Greek corre- 

spondence are completely lacking. The contents generally concern mat- 

ters of a sort familiar from the other Achaemenid correspondence. Hence 

these documents can be accepted as being genuine and valuable sources 

for Achaemenid rule. 3 

Persian Documents in the Greek Versions 
of the OZd Testament 

TI s discussion will be limited to the following two groups of 

documents: 1) those in First and Second Esd--fas, two different versions 

of Ezra} and 2) those in the Greek Additions to Esther» The primary 

concern here is the relationship of the form of the documents in Greek 

dress with that of the documents zn the MT. 

1&2 Esdras 

The forms taken by these two versions are completely different 

from each other. Second Esdras is a literal translation of Ezra while 

First Fsdras is generally paraphrastic or freely translated, omitting 

1 Cf . Cyrus Cylinder, see Berger, ZA 64: 199-201,1975; Pherer- 
dates A and B; the ED. See chapter 7 below. 

2E 
.g., 

Batten, ICC: EN, pp. 60-i; Pfeiffer, IOTS p. 824; Torrey, 
ES, pip. 154-5. 

3For a parallel example of a Greek translation of a foreign doc- 

ument see Bickerman, TAPS 75: 87-1OZ, 1944. 

"The S ? tuagint text used is E1 . 
Rahlfs' ed., Septuaginta, 2 

vols., Stuttgart, 1935 . 
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and adding materials, and only occasionally literal. Hence, in both 

versions the form the ED take in Greek is of little value for the pur- 

poses of this study 

Their main value, therefore, lies in their being translations of 

the Hellenistic period, for it is during this period that some scholars 

maintain that Ezra was written. 1 It has been shown elsewhere (chapter 

3) that the ED as preserved in the MTT conform perfectly to the style of 

official Achaemenid correspondence. In style they are completely free 

of Greek influences. This brings the j. ssue to a discussion of the vocab- 

Mary of the ED. The Aramaic (and Hebrew) of the ED has been treated 

elsewhere (see chapter 2). The point of interest here is the success or 

lack of success of the translators in turning the Aramaic, and Bebrew in 

the case of Ezra 1: 2-4,. of the ED into Greek. it will be <<uggested at 

this point that greater success can be expected the closer the Aramaic 

stands to the time of its translators and less success the greater the 

time span between the two. 2 

The Aramaic (and Hebrew) vocabulary selected for Table 8 is 

given in alphabetical order followed by their equivalents i, -. F _rst: and 

Second Esdras e An asterisk (*) next to the Greek equivalents indicates 

a mistranslation. It has not been deeme-I necessary to go into detail on 

the degree of mistranslation. It is sufficient to point out where the 

translator has not understood the vocabulary of his text. Because the 

translators of First and Second Esdras have translated so differently, 

the former freely, the latter literally, their results cannot properly 

1Notably Torrey, ES. 

2Cf. Albright, f, 'UCtA 23 Pt. 1: 1-4,19S0/1, for a discussion of 
the sim_11ar problem of dating the Psalms during the Hellenistic period. 
Also see above , p. 126, n. 3. 
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be compared. 

TABLE 8 

LXX RENDERINGS OF ED VOCABULARY 

MIT 1Es dras 2 Esdras 

5: 8 aýli)i 
1 6: 8 ý`ýýýt \> EUGTG3V *ALIDCL$ EXAEltTOCS 

t1OXUTEX v 

6: 24 *xuc LL vwv r; U(5Tl)V *AL$LVOL xpaTaL Ot 
7: 23 R-IT lR 

18: 
21 ýýLueaws *npoGý XET 

S: 8 bNý7ýbtý 
6: 9 GnoU6ýs *cwL, 6c' LOv 

6: 8 6: 28 LFL, P ?, cJs enL, j«xus 
6: 12 6: 33 e-tL"peXws nL1, EAws 
7: 17 8: 15 eTOC1aw s 
7: 21 8: 20 E1CupcX% ETOLpWS 

7: 26 8: 24 Cnu; j ehwS C- oi'uws 
6>6 cX)-b7DN 6: 26 ? änoTCTayu6V 0L, AyapcsuXaZou 

4: 13 dt 
nDN 2: 15 

4: 11 e? 
zmunnIR 2: 13 Ap . aEC'pýn F pýacSaoýa 

aOnly ý5, is mistranslated. Cf. Smith, PEQ 67: 5-17, : 1941; Thorn- 
son, PEQ 92: 57-63,1960; and Bowman, VHS, pp. 64-74,1965, 

bThe 
omission of a word cannot necessarily be attributed to a 

failure by the translator to recognize the word, expecially in I Esdras. 
Rl ObR also occurs in Ezra 6: 13.2 Esdras correctly renders it by 
cRLpc(Z and I Esdras 7: 1 omits it. See EiJenbogen, FWOT, p. 33. 

cEzra 5: 6: 2Esdras 5: 6 AcpapcaXaCou; 1 Esdras 6: 7 ýyep6ves. The 
exact meaning of the title itself is somewhat uncertain, See 
above p. 46. Cf. also Ezra 4: 9 Ný nnm: 2E 4: 9 Acpa poavcXai, o L, lE 2: 11 

K'> nn-OK: 2E Ac, apaaCoL, IE 2: I1 The meanings of the 
last two words are also uncertain. 

Torrey sees 
or r-zU-5EcsLs, ES, 

were composed during 
did the translator o 
and aboti e pp. 46-49. 

iii. this word, reacting up-m, either the Greek eT LL' Tc. - 
p. 175. If this is so and the original documents 
the Greek period as Torrey argues, then why or how 

f_ 2E fail to recognize it? Cf. Rudolph, EN, p. 39, 

e5o throughout the rest of Ezra; 2 Esdras transliterates and 
1 Esdras translates using the Greek spelling. 
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TABLE 8-Continued 

MT 1E 2E 

7: 12 KJlbwhý'ýK 8: 9 ApTaF; epsfS Ap acsacs"la 
7': 21 8: 19 ApraCcpýrfc Ap9aaaaba 
4: 12 f 

WAZ 2: 14 *vaov acpFý [, Os; 
5: 16 6: 19 OF-pF-X uoS ia F-j! F-X Uos 
6: 3 6: 23 *nup-Os eRap is 
5: 9 9-1 vie, 6: 10 * pYa xopnyCav 

(See n`r. i) 
4: 17 tlyu 5y-l 2: 19 Ypa*TovTL Ta Rpoa-- Baa. X2ap 

TcCnTOVTO' xal, 

7: 21 rx 8: 19 Yacocouxa ,L y äýa 

7: 12 'i 8: 9 ? xacpELv ? TcTeAcaTaL ö XOYUo ; 
5: 37 ß'3a 6: 20 ßacru ,o Ya cr 

ýL, tAL, oTu XaxJou 

7: 20 8: 18 ßaaGxG oü YotCr, s 

ya7ocýtýaaniou 

1: 4 1 2: 4 *6Lxoüowv napc, ýxe 
k 

6: 2 6: 22 ün6pvgpct-L caTro 
J u31öýk 1flpa 

fSee 
Smith, Essays Presented to Hertz, pp,. 393-4. On ERapua see 

Caird, JTS NS 19,473,1968. 

gEzra S-3 1-im: 2E 5: 3 Xopnyt'av, IF 6: 4 o[ Yiv TaüTrly at TäýAa 
r: cavTa ttvTElcC Tcý See further p. 49 above, 

hOyu 
5yi Ezra 4: 8: 2E BaaATap, ]. E 2: 12 *xat BceA r epos 

Ezra 4: 9: 2E BaaATap, IF 2: 13 ö Tä ApÖGRt'7tToVTa 
Twice I Esdras, 2: 12,19, took nyu 5yß to be a personal name. Its 
translations of the title, lE 2: 13,19, have to be considered reasonable 
correspondences, See above, pp. 54ff. . 

'The meaning of 't? ni is uncertain in this context. 

3Fzra 6: 1 ZIA: 2E 6: 1 yaCa, IF 6: 22 ßaauXuxoCs ßußAGoTu axýoL, s. 

kFor 
.; thorough study of the translation of ? ̀r in the Septuagint 

see Andrews, JBL 66: 15-51,1947. 
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MT 

TABLE 8---Continued 

JE 2E 

I-I Y1 
4: 15 ýt? 1D`t 1Db 

4: 15 Ký ý`t5`t 'ýýb 

7: 24 °ýnt 
4: 16 p5h 

ayu 

4: 13 

4: 14 7yz) 

4: 21 

5: 16 

5: 17 1y-ý 1 

6: 6 

typ tayn 
4: 11 byýý 

7: 12 
4: 17 ny n 

m 

4: 13 ys`ýtý1 >>ýýra 

2 16 ßL, ßX La 
2: 17 U'zropurluaTuaioCS 

(See ;r) 

8.22 Lcpockä)cTaus 

2 18 *xa', o 5os; 

(See Oyu ww) 

2: 15 *Eäv Jv 

2.16 *xe( ýrETý 

2: 23 vcYv aüv 

6: 19 vüv 

6: 20 vvv ovv 

6: 26 

2: 14 xaL, vijv 

8: 9 

2: 19 ß`Tä uRoy ypajtp va 

2: 17 ßacrLAE CS at itöA- 

FýL ßý LÜ) UTt. O1JVT))JUTLO)1O1ý, 

6OUOL. V 

*Et p1 vfl 

vvv 

*xaý 

*xc v 3') 

vc1v 

itc vüv 

V-OV 

ätöxpýG1 c Hut 
*7(OGl`. (p )EYLV 

ßaCr L, E: C: S xat Xdpa 

5: Kw, 7 -m -Ti n' O 

7: 16 5-n III7, Tn 

n 
iý`i. ] ý 

L, S 

6: 8 Xw'pav t? Ioväa-- 

aS 

8: 13 xw'pa Trig ßaßvAwv- 

Lccs 

Iouöa«av xcv 

xwpt; f3c L)Xwvos 

IEzra 4: 10 fl yýý: 2E 4: 10 , lE 2: 12 combines Ezra 4: 7-10 
in such a way that it is impossible to know if my: )1 is rendered or not. 

M Ezra 6: 2 litj*Y"tn '11 : 2E 6: 2 Mijbw' nöAEwgs lE 6,22 Mnb a xcilocc. 

nirnn was recognized and correctly translated but 15,1 and 15. n 
caused problems for the translators. 
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MT 

4: 13 ýý1 1'iß `r, n 7 

4: 20 

6: 8 sýýrn 

7: 24 

6: 10 

6: 8 

7: 26 

4: 18 

7: 24 

4: 17 

7: 11 

7: 21 

4: 11 

wbn 'Yon 

g13b 

rtl7iý 7Xy 

TABLE 8---Continued 

1E 

2: 15 cpo poAoyL1av 

2: 22 xaC gopoxoyo3v-- 

TE 

6: 28 yo poXoytas 

8: 22 *ýpopoýoyua ... 
ýLL, ßo), 71 

6: 30 *ts-izov äa. 

6: 27 

8: 24 apyupLxT ýnhI1 

2: 20 crýv nGOTOaT \) 

8: 22 C: poöoÜAou 

2: 19 ypauuaTEE 

8: 9 *ävayvw*a-(T) 

J8: 19 *ävayvcvQTfls 

2: 13 Ko*U'AT Eupia C( L, 

I)oGvL, xrI 

*cpcpoL bwaouaUv 

*(pöpoo r). rjpct., S Rat p pos 

t 

(0 pwV 

cpopo5 

cüw5, -aS 

vnapxov, Wv ßaGL)Ews 

CTJuL, aV TOO ßL`, 00 

ö cpo po?, öyo c 

va3:: vf`u 

ypa'. r(1 TE: a 

fpaupa Te 

Ypa1i CTEb 

1t \) TOO 1c O Taal O i5 

2E 

0See Torrey, ES, p. 78. 

P MT IE 

4: 7 1liv. 1; 1 2: 12 
4: 23 ýZf 13lW1ý 2: 25 ypa(pF-v-uwv 
S; 5 1 fL) 6: 6 *Rpoacpwvn-5rjvau 

7: 11. ý1nvji1 8: 8 ypacp-vTos 1tpooTäy-- 
uaTOs 

qE zra 4: 8,9 

T MT 

4: 10 

5.5 

2E 

* (po po Xöyo s 
*(po poxo yoc 
ý: cpopoXö'clw 

6 Tä'yua-0 S 

1? 2 Esdras ypappcTEisý. 

1E 2E 

2: 12 *ToCs äXXoL, 5 'rön- 

oLS 
6: 7 ývpýas xai 

xý1s 

irE: pav TOO 70TauoO 

TTEpav TOO; -KoTC(POO 
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MT 

4: 16 

4: 17 

4: 20 

6: 6 

TABLE 8---Continued 

2: 18 Kota-nv EupLav at 

2: 19 Eupýa xai (DoIvtx; ) 

2: 22 KoLAgv Zupiav xat 

(D 0LVLxnv 

6: 26 Eupi'as xc t, ouvi; - 

xfl S 

6: 6 

6: 8 

7: 21 

7: 25 

4: 14 1`IV 

5: 14 Seri 

6: 6 

6: 7 

7: 24 K"15K P' 7Oo 

7: 19 1"158 xt': 'hfl? ? 

6: 26 
-7vpýc xat ooLvL, yn 

6: 28 KoLans Evpuas üat 

(Douvuxrjs 

8: 19 Ei-)pia--: 7 xat (Douvt, - 
X TI J 

8: 23 0 YvpL: a xat 0o- 

ýu 
2: 16 *TOLotOTo 

6: 17 1täp)c 

6: 26 ego pXc 

6: 26 -jiapXov 

8: 22 ? npaYjiaTLxoCc Toti 

L6poO 

8: 17 *EýS T1v XpeL', av 

TOO LEpoO TOO 

1ýeoO Qou 

2E 

7L pav Troü loTalloi3 

Tfjc tcyncpac coo ; hoTauoO 

E pav TOO 1OTUPO 

rýepc: rof) itoTcq oü 

11Epc V TOD 1L0'rapoiD 

RE: pJ Toü ZCoTalloü 

7IEpC "COO 1ro-ca JOt) 

f 

caoxnpoccuvnv 

TW ýDTI6tXupotpdAcx 

F it(Y pxo1 
Iä4)Ttyo0ucvou 

AELT01JpyOLS otx()v eEoo 

eis XELToop)ytav of Hou 

ýa Eoü 

5: 6 6: 7 Evpta xaG (DouvuxT Jtepav TOO tOTapoü 
6: 13 7: 1 KäaqS ZupLac Xae. rtepciv TOO ROTa]Jota 

Hervey, Expositor 4th Series 8: 621,1893, was undoubtedly correct in con- 
sidering "Coele Syria 4 Phoenicia" a modernization on 7`ßf) -ity. See 
Shalit, S/i 1: 64-77,1954, and Rainey, L'. IBA 1: 51-78,1969. 

SEzvi 5: 6,6: 13 nnD: 1&2 Esdras E1apxoc. 2FÄ S: 14 seems to 

take ; 1ni' as part ei the title , nri , rendering the phrase; by Tw 0TlGaOpopü-- 

arxx 1, T) TIt zog -ý? noctupov . 
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MT 

ball 

5 : 11 ýtý 1 ý7 Eisaa ý 

6: 11 Kýýný 

TABLE 8---Continued 

6: 12 änexpLýrloav 
p16: 

31 ? Twv -jipocsYEYPapp- 
VWV 

7: 17 unit, 

4: 18 vK77 

5: 9 Wýti 

6: 7 

6: 8 

byu wo 
4: 19 Oyu ti? P) 

4: 21 tiyL) IWVJ 

4: 21 t VJ11 Nr. j yU 

5: 9 tlyu 0-ý)5 bvi In 

8: 14 *uuvaXl)ývaL, 

2: 20 äve1vwv 

6.10 1LpcaJ u-uE: puv 

! 6: 26 1tpcaßuTEpou; 

6 27 *at; XpaAwuu'ccS 

2: 21 CiE-raga 

2: 23 C'Ut F, a 
2: 23 

6: 10 -rCvos üiCv 

1EpoaTäcav-co$ 

5: 13 byu ow 

5: 17 vyu 

6: 5 byu 

6: 8 byte bow 

6: 11 13yu wyu 

6: 12 byD r' ? tit 

7 . 13 tlytn ti; W 

7: 21 tj yv tiVj 

6: 16 *Eypac1Ev 

6: 21 yvWPr) s 

6: 23 itpoa TaEcv 

6: 27 ¬T«Tara 

6: 31 n pocGP -roxCEv 
6: 33 6-E: 6oypc -rL; cry 

8: 10 7t poaT Ct c% 

8: 19 it poaCTcx r 

2E 

pu: ý a pý; snýcty 

Tb pij a 

ev T(A "ov 

*e KA ihn 

7tpcY UTýpovs 

7IPCc 1 TEpOL 

itpE. aßo -L Cpwv 

E: -LE 

Tf -iVW5-1ri S 

TL ,9 evrlpEv vjl 
,v yvwpflV 

3E TO °yvwurýv 
ETEvýj yv; 1ý1n 

ETýýýý YVWj-t T'1 

e rixa yvciunv 

tti. 
rt. o Ezra 4: 17: 2E , lE 2: 19 äVTEypcc , CV 

Ezra 5: 17: 2E prlcsLU lE 6: 7-8 

u2 Esdras mist 

CV Pýt, ý\Lw Todr(). 

VEzra 4: 23 K'ýp 
that t t: ' is Passive in 
1E 2: 23. 

ranslates the entire phrase heir: '13`I 5iß 5D 
M4al. tt(XV TCpOqZCO pCUO JCVOV , TOOTOV ETO L}JL CV Ta OV 

See Batten, ICC: EV, p. 315. 

2E 4: 23 v 'r w., 1E 2: 25 &vayvw6 NTwv. . Note 
Iooth texts but translated as a passive only at 

T 

"'Ezra 5: 5 v: 2E 5: 5 *czý. X as ýLav, lE 6: 5 npeaßiTEpoL . 
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TABLE 8--Continued 

MT I IE 

7: 23 75K byu $: 2I *, ýcoü vopov 
4: 12 2: 14 *ccyopxs 

4: 13 2: 15 TCLxn 

4: 17 t) 5V 2: 20 

S: 7 N5D RV .4 6: 8 *haUPCUV TtävTa 
7: 25 uDU 8: 23 xpLT 
7: 26 1WW 8: 24 *T1, uwpba 

2E 

Yvwn ýEoü 

t TýLXz1 

CLpnvrpv 

E Lprlvfl itäaa 

*YPaupaTEt 

*1taL, b6Gav 

In conclusion, the form the ED take in First and Second Esdras 

are of little value for the purposcs of this study, for the former com- 

pletely disregards the forms of the original while the latter f_oilows 

them slavishly. The value of First and Second Esdras Lies in their be- 

ing translations of the Hellenistic period. I-IF the translators had had 

no difficulty with their material then this would Tend weight to the 

argument that Ezra was a late composition of the Hellenistic period. 

However, it has been shown that this was not the case. The limited 

Vocabulary tabulated shows that First Esdras mistranslates 22% and Sec- 

and Esdras 20%. Furthermore., some stylistic features of Achaemenid 

epistolary were also not recognized by the translators who omitted or 

changed these features (see above, pp. 42-4) . This is sufficient to 

show that the translators were not very familiar with this material o1 

Therefore, the evidence gained from this source indicates that the ED 

l In the surrounding contexts of the ED the translators also had 
difficulty with the following: & p'iD. Cf. Tisc'a1Z, JTVI 
53: 243-45> 1921. 
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were more likely to have been composed in the Persian period, as their 

Persian style, numerous Persian loanwor. ds, and other Persian influences 

attest. I 

Greek Additions to Esther 

Two of the Greek Additions to Esther are relevant to this study. 

They are Additions B and E whose texts are 3: 13a-g and 8: 12a-. x respec- 

tively. They are generally accepted as being 11 ... too florid and rhe- 

torical in character to be anything but Greek in origin . u2 Gregg 

states that any retranslation of these rhetorical and florid pieces 

into Hebrew [or Aramaic] would be impossible. 
. 113 It as to be noted 

that these Additions have nr counterpart in the Ivf of Esther. These two 

Additions supply in full two documents merely referred to and given in 

summary; see Esther 3 I2ff . and 8: 8ff a 

The edicts in the Greek Esther (and in III Maccabees) intro- 
duce a new feature in Jewish historiography: the presentation of 
the views of both conflicting parties. There is nothing similar in 
the Ancient Near East. ,aý The Greek author always gave the other 
side. a hearing. 4 

Bickerman elaborates on this feature of the Greek Additions to Esther. 

Two edicts of Artaxerxes in the Greek Esther . are come-- 
posed symmetrically: a blast against the Jews is answered by a 
counter-blast against Haman. This correlation explains the diver- 

gence between the headings. The first document begins as follows: 
"The great king Artaxerxes ... says thus. " This is the tradit i ona_il 
form of a Persian edict which everybody knew from Herodotus and 
Thycydides [sic] . The second document is couched in the form of 
Hellenistic "letter's patent": "The great king Artaxerxes ... 
greetings. " The variation is intentional: writing against the Jews, 

I This conclusion -is supported by the results gained from the 
study of textual criticism (see above, pp. 42--4) . 

21-ioole, AB: Es then, pp. lxiii- lxiv . Cf. Moore, 92: 383-5,1973, 

and Crcgg, APOT, 1101.1, pp. 663 -84 . Martin supports this position on 
the basis of syntactical features, JBL 9x4: 65-72,1975. 

3Gregg, 4POT, Vol. 1, , ý. 666.4Bickerman, %'' 1 20: 121,1951 . 
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the king uses the style of the Persian despot. Intervening in be 
half of the Jews, he employs polite language of Hellenistic chancel- 
leries 

... .1 

Even a cursory comparison of Additions B and E With the ED sho. ý s 

the great contrast between them. The former are Greek in style while 

the latter are Persian in style. Not only are Adclitioi; s B and E Greek 

in style, their context reflects the influence of Greek historiography. 

This too is in contrast to the ED which are Free of this feat-Lire. These 

are influences that one would expect of documents composed in the Hel- 

lenistic period as Additions B and E apparently were, 2 That the ED are 

completely free of these features speaks for their pre-Hellenistic ori- 

gin. 

I. rbi ., p119. Bickerrnan correctly limits his remarks here to 
the headings of the documents. The heading of Addition B is the only 
part of the edict that reflects Persian style and even that is not true 
to form. The traditional f=orm is i 6c XEyct, (see above, 1). 130, n. 2), 
but here the for:, has been changed to Taöc ypö. peu (3: 13a). The reason. 
for the change is not apparent. 

2 See above, p. 140, n. 2, 



CHAPTER V 

THE QUESTION OF PERSIAN INFLUENCE ON ARAMAIC 

The purpose of this chapter is to gather together into one place 

all of the features in Imperial Aramaic of the sixth to fourth centuries 

B. C. that are attributed to Persian influence. Excepted are words of 

Persian origin taken into Aramaic, A. further limitation must be placed 

on the influence of Persian after the Achaemenid periods as Bowman has 

done, 1 because it is not directly relevant to the documents being con- 

sidered. This subject has not been dealt with by anyone either exhaus- 

Lively or extensively. This is not surprising since expertise in two 

diverse languages, Old Persian (car Old. Iranian generally) and Aramaic, 

is required for such an undertaking. The writer's contribution to this 

subject is therefore limited to the gathering and synthesizing of what 

has already been done,. 

There is another complication which has not been adequately 

treated by scholars discussing this subject. That is the fact that the 

Persians took over administrations using different languaes which con- C> 

tinued to be used by them, notably Elamite, Median and Neo--Babylonian, 

as well as Aramaic. 2 Old Persian, as attested, was used only in offi- 

1Bowmar., ARTP, pp. 41,66. Likewise Benveniste, 242: 305, 

n. I, 1954: "Ceci est implique par la note de Driver, ad Zoc.. 
, mais la 

reference ä phl. ... cree inn anachronisme. " On the other hand, MP 

usage may reflect an earlier develop:.; ent not otherwise attested. 

2Kent, O. P' , p. 8, notes Median influence on OP. Cf. Frye, 

pp. 77-8,94ff. 

142 
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cial inscriptions and on seals. For the daily administration of the 

empire these other languages were used, Aramaic being the principle one. 

There was also a "hierarchy" of scribes, from °t o., one who had mas. - 

tered the art of translation and style ,s . 111 to the one who could only 

write his native language.. It is to be noted that to the chancellery of 

each satrap and each provincial governor a royal (Persian) scribe was 

attached. 2 Hallock has shown that two intermediaries could stand be- 

tween the "translator1T and the writer. 3 Thus as many as five persons 

could be involved in the production of a letter from the addressor to a 

translator/stylist and eventually to the one who actually did the writ- 

ing. The languages involved could also be multiple. While all letters 

would not have passed through such complications, there are various 

stages and difficulties possible in communicating in a multilingual 

empire. 

Finally, Whitehead has made a. significant, though often unheeded, 

word of caution 

... because we have such a limited corpus of texts in Ancient Ara- 

maic and Old Persian, it is often difficult to determine if a par- 
ticular meaning of a given Aramaic word is, in fact, not idiomatic 
Aramaic. Even if "un-Aramaic, " it is difficult in many cases to 
determine the source of influence. Thus, while a number of possible 
calques have been suggested, few can be unquestionably substanti- 
ated. -5 

1 Frye , HJILS 18: 459,19K. See also J. Lowy, HUCA 25 : 188ff ., 
19S4, and Nober, BZ NF 1: 134-5.1 1957. 

2}1dt 
. 3.128. Cf. Porten, AE, pp, 51-2. 

3Hallock, PET, pp. 51-2. See above, pp. 115ff . 

On this problem see pp. 202ff.. 5Wt itehead, EAE, pp. 248--Y. 
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Supposed Examples of Persian Influence 

1.1, )-r x. 1-Boyd has conveniently summarized the use of this word; 

a temporal adverb .-. strictly "at then" or "at 
that time., " is used interchangeably, in Ezra and Daniel with the sim- 
ple 1, )ix as a connective particle expressing sequence of time. In 
every case except one [Dan. 7.11] it is placed first in the clause, 
and everywhere except in that one case it seems to refer to the time 
of the action described in the verse immediately preceding. .. 
p TR_i may be fairly regarded as a somewhat loose connective, expres- 
sive of temporal sequence, combined perhaps in this case with a no- 
tion of inferential resumption, such as the English "then" or "so 
then" conveys--a usage to which in [Ezra] vi. 6 may be regarded 
as analogous, "now" or "now therefore" .2 

The compound Jp`rx-n is not attested in Imperial Aramaic outside 

of Biblical Aramaic (see DISC) . It is noteworthy that the only occur- 

rence of ý7`ttý in the ED, 5: 16, is not compounded with -a, although 

does occur in the Aramaic narrative sections. It would appear that p>`u 

was used sparingly in place of 'iri and 1, V-! ) in official Achaemcnid corre-- 

spondence though more frequently in popular and legal documents e3 

2. `shx. This adverb does nit occur frequently in Ararnaic. 4 It 

is used to begin a new sentence, "afterwards in the future'; to continue 

a sentence, "then"; and to introduce the apodosis, ' then o 
"5 In the 

Behistun Inscription it corresponds to arki of the Akr adim, and pasava 

of the Old Persian version. Hence, "it is probably Niue to the influence 

of the 0, -Pers. pasava which is frequently used to cor tinue the naxra- 

tion in the inscription at Bisitün; .<< f's 

1Ezra 5.16, AD 5133.6,7. I. 2Boyd, PRR 11: 272--3,1900. 

3See Driver, AD', p. 100 and DIS O. Also see under ifx for Per- 

Sjäil influence. 

'Kutscher, JAGS 74: 241,1954. See DISO and B. 

5K_raeiing, Bt AP, pp. 262-3. 

6Driver, AD', p. 50, where he also notes its continued use in 
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The similar use of V' IN is to be noted (see above). ;'i does 

not differ essentially in meaning from iris. Illustrative of this is 

Cowley's restoration at Ahikar 53 where his note reads "[1n] x probably., 

ox (AP, P. 232). Another comparison can be made with typ (3tyD. 

jj, yý, } , ti-In ' sp . ter, alsdann' ... 'nun' (cf. eng. 'after all') ge- 

braucht als eine Verstärkungs- oder Übergangsformel, wie aram. pjy, 3i und 

BH hr1y1. Oft fängt ein neuer Satz mit diesem Wort an. "1 Of the three, 

JyD is the most frequent and appears to be the only one that became a 

stylistic feature of Achaemenid correspondence (see above, pp. 96ff) . 

3. "Clearly ON in Arara, texts is not a Hebraisra, since 

it is found in the earliest inscriptions ,,.; 
its wide diffusion in. 

the Pers e period ... $ especially In an indefinite sense, is probably 

further attested by its use as an ideogram for the M. -Pers. kas `anyone' 

. s'3 Old Persian martLZya, "man, ', occurs frequently in an indefinite 

sense4 and may have aided the "wide diffusion" of W'K in an indefinite 

sense. 

Pahlavi, pas the offspring of OP pasa. So Kutscher, JAGS 74: 241,19S4. 

See Nyberg, Jii i fsbuch des PehZevi, Vol. II, pp . 171-2. Donner and Rol -- 
lig, KAI, Vol. II, p. 307, seem not to be aware of these discussions: 

"Dian wird mit der M©g1ichkeit rechnen müssen, dass dieser im Aram. unge- 

wöhnliche Gebrauch auf den Einfluss lyd. Sprachdenkens zurückgeht. Eine 

entfernte Parallele ist die lJbersetzung von altpers. pasäva durch akkad. 

arki 'hinterher' (im Nachsatz) in der Behistün. -Inschrift pers. I, 33= 

akkad. 14 u. 6. " 

1 Kooprnan, AC, Teil I, p. 165. See also Whitehead, EAE, p. 2-49- 

2See DISO. 

3Driver, AD2, p. 55. See Fitzmyer, AIS, IC 21, II B 16. Cf. 

Kaufman. AI11, p. 78, r3.243, 

4Kenit, OP'' . 
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4. tin`ix. 1This word, meaning "there is, " often seems to occur 

unnecessarily as at AP 27.4, where Cowley remarks (p. 101) 

- iw)x seems to cause an unnecessary asyTndeton s 
'there is a part 

they destroyed (it)'. The construction is probably borrowed from 
Persian, cf. the Behistun inst. i. 13 end, did& ,. Visa: a no rya ... 
avada, Iim avai'ma m, '(there is) a province N. by name ... there I 
killed him'. and very frequently. 

But an OP equivalent of "there is" is Tacking in this passage and else- 

where, and Cowley has had to supply -Jt in the translation, hence the 

parenthesis. 2 Possibly the Aramaic scribes supplied verbally what the 

OP implied syntactically. 3 There is one OP inscription that does seen 

to parallel ? ii'ýt in AP 27.4: In XPIL 30 asti' 'there is' seems to have 

been used illogically for äha 'there was f . "4 The Tatter reads astig 

atar : aitä (31) : dahy5va : tja-, y : uparYry . nipibtti :a (32) yauda; 

11, ,ý there is among these countries which are inscribed above (o ie 

which) was in cornmotiona'r5 

PvMuraoka6 considers this use of *)P; tx to b2 a means of expressing 

emphasis, as exemplified in Ezra 5: 17 tlYu o7vw N. D513 W`1lD In >-T `; l-)N In, 

1Ezra 4: 16,5: 1`; , 
AP 27.4, AD S. 2,8.1, Xanthos Trilingual , 

1.10. Also see DISO and KB for -ýti in other usages. 

2Kent, OP2, p. 120, renders it "a district by name Nisay , 
in 

Media--there I slew him.?? 

3This seems to be a real possibility in light of the situation 
where Persian scribes were involved as the highest officers in the sec- 
retariat and who dictated letters to their subordinates who were gener- 
ally bilingual natives. See above, pp. 115f_f. , and below, pp, 202ff . 

'Kent, OF2, p. 00. 

'ibid. ,p. 
153. DB 4.46f. ". .. and of me much else was done 

[czs LLy kartani] ;.. ." and 51f. ". .. 
by them was not done [ : stiff} kar- 

tam .. ." 
Both have astiy "there is", with a past passive participle 

but the construction is not parallel to that in XPh 30 or the Aramaic 

passages. 

x 

6Muraoka, E73H, pp. 60-1. See also Coxon, VT 26: 400-9,1976. 
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"whether a decree really was issued by Cyrus the king 
. "1 This emphatic 

use of ý, 't'K Muraoka attributes to Akkadian influence based on the use of 

ibassi, "it is certain., certainly, t. '2 I. t seems clear that in some cases 

, inyK does express emphasis, as in Ezra 5: 17 and possibly AP 27.4, and 

Akkadian ibasg-i may well be its source. On the other hand, 7 is in some 

cases does appear to be unnecessary and is not easily explained as a 

particle of emphasis. For example, in the Xanthos Trilingual, 1,10, 

1z; ß? I71 [K] ? 5yß )T (11) >. ý "and there is property which the cit- 

izens of Orna will give. °' When 'n N is used to express emphasis; the 

object being emphasized has usually been mentioned prior to its occur- 

rence (likewise wilt-. h Akkadian ibass'i) 
. This is not the case in the Xan- 

thos Trilingual a 

Thus it seems more likely that the emphatic use of 'y ißt reflects 

Akkadian influence (hass-fl than it does Old Persian influence (astig) 

(but see above, p. 146, n. 3). Furthermore, 7tß> K al- this time . was in a 

period of transition, developing into a simple copulaa3 Hence _s use 

may have occasioned some confusion for the scribes. 

5° K'n5N. 4---Ei. iers has suggested that '2n5R (= OP bag, "go. -I, " p1a 

bagan, "gods") is used in the sense of "royal majesty. ßa5 Driver adopted 

this suggestion at AD 13.2 ý "The probability, however, must be borne 

in mind that tOflzR may here mean 'his majesty, ' when nnOl K7, i R5 will 

'This is not a question as stated by Muraoka, p. 61. Cf. Dan. 

2: 26 which is clearly a question. 

2For exal? mple : "my brother should indeed send orders that they 

should release them"; "certainly they have already left from here (en 

route) to Elam. " Cited in CAD, Vol. B, p. 155. 

3Muraok a, EBH, p. 61. BAI? 13 .2.5,5. 

5Eilers, APO 17: 335,1954-6. 
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correspond to 1ýn1 Ký)5f 'i [b] (DL 2 1); ý. . 111 However, baga in the 

sense suggested is not attested in Old Persian. Furthermore, the pro- 

noun. "his" is lacking here. It is also to be noted that the king is not 

involved in the matter of AD 
. 
13 as he is in AD 2. Whitehead seems to be 

correct, therefore, in asserting that 11 ... there is no reason to doubt 

that ' Zhy' refers to the heavenly gads. °'2 

6. V1N. 3------Schef telowitz saw in this word Old Persian ar-ýyaka, 

"eines Ariers würdig, ehrenwert, würdigef'lý However, ar-ya with the suf- 

fix -ka, is not attested in Old Persian. Ani older view held that -ju, 

the root of ' 7` , weakened from ' 'iy. 5 seems to mean "fittings 

proper, " or the like. 

F. 1 irn T1üs spelling of Assyria with n instead of w occurs 

only in Ahigar. 

The name of Assyria is written `'ii3lR (as 'Later in the Targums), not 
I as in the Sinjirli inscriptions. This is not because the papy- 
rus is 300 years later than the Sinjirli texts bot because it fol- 
lows the Persian form Athura e'°6 

Alternatively, it could be an occurrence of the shift w-n; as in »7n 

from 2-pt?. 

8. p . 
7ihis preposition usually means 'between" in Aramaic as 

l Driver., AD2, p. 85. (See Driver also at p. 101. ) 

2W hitehead, EILE, pp r 249-5ße 3Ezra 4: 14 0 

4Scheftelowltz, T. Vol. 1: p. 79. But cf. #36 below. 

5BDB, p. 1082. DDB rejects this older view in favour of 
Scheftelowitz's. 

6Cowley, 
, AP, p, 205 

7AD Io2,2.2, S. S. Also Ah 40, BMiAP 3.20, and 11 . 7. 
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in Daniel 7: 5,8, its only occurrences in Biblical Aramaic. However, 

there are a few examples where it means "in" or "among" (see n. 7, 

p. 148 above). Driver considers this to be a Persian calque on the basis 

of the use of p'. n as an ideogram in Pahlavi for andar, "in, within, 

among, between. i1 However, Old Persian sitar (i 
.e., 

d "tar) does not have 

the meaning "between" but only "within, among. "2 Furthermore, Kutscher 

has shown that the idiom exists in Demotic and Akkadian. 3 On the other 

hand, it is noteworthy that this use of J'ýi in Aramaic is attested only 

during the Achaemenid period, `ý 

9s t1 . 
-This is an Akkadian loanword (birtu) describing a 

fortified city. It does not occur in Aramaic prior to the Achaemenid 

period, and afterwards only in the meaning "temple" in Nabataean. 6 n1' _a 

occurs in the Behistun. Inscription to translate Old Persian did a, 

"stronghold. "7 

1Driver, AD?, p. 39. But see strictures in introduction con- 
cerning Pahlavi (Middle Persian) above, p. 142, 

2Kenty OF21% 

_p. 
166 

3Kutscher, 
-, TAOO 74: 241-2,1 54. Also Mi lard, Iraq 34: 133,1972. 

4`T`he inscription of Carpentraý- also seems to have this usage of 
KAC 49.4 and KAI 269.4. On the use of 1'ßn with the meaning 

"whether" see KAI 30.4 and Lev. 27: 12. 

5AP 27.5,30.8, AD 5.7, and Xanthos Trilingual, 1.3. Also 
In the introduction to Ezr 6: 2b-12: 0ä2a. 

Z)[SO. Further see Bowman, ARTP. It also occurs in the Sardis 

bilingual inscription, see KAC 46 and KAI 260. It occurs once in BA, 

Ezra 6: 2, and several times in BH of the Persian period. See Kaufman, 

AlA, p. 44, 

7AP, Bch. 1.2, DB 2.39. See Levine, JAOS 92: 72,1972. 
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10. eyo 5yß. 1 Schefteiowitz has suggested that this title 

". .. die wörtliche Übersetzung vom ap: framätar 'Befehlshaber' ist, 

framana 'der Befehl' und das Suff 
. tar hat die Bedeutung von by-2 

'Herr', ... "2 However, this etymology for frco, 7dtcr-n is not supported 

by Kent, and fr, =atar always refers to the Persian king in the Old Per- 

sian inscriptions. 3 Schaeder suggests ". .. dass frarn7ýrcäkara die pers. 

Wiedergabe von reichsgram. b`el teem bzw. von dessen Vorbild, akk. bel 

temi, darstellt. -t, 4 

ZZ. tý ýý `1: 3.5---Literally "Fson of the house, " this expression has 

been attributed to Persian influence by Driver: 

a literal translation of a Pers. expression designating a mem- 
ber of the royal family ... The underlying Iran. word is the 0. - 
Iran. *visö pu-era, which is preserved in the Av. vzsö pu ra the son 
of the house, prince' ... 

The Aram. Nfý: 3 i continued in use as an 
ideogram in Pahl, and Parth. texts meaning 'prince of the royal 
house' .. .6 

Kaufman', on the basis of Eilers' stud)78 attributes N ti-ý ID and its 

Akkadian equivalent to Persian influence. However, K1ý'j `1-: 2 and its par-- 

allels are attested throughout the languages of the ancient Near East. 9 

For example,, 15? 3 ja occurs in the Old Testament and in Hebrew seals; 

1Ezra 4: 17 and AP 26.33. Also Ezra 4: 8,9. 

2Scheftelowitz, AAT, Vol. I, pe 64.3Kent, OP2, p. 198. 

4Schaeder, IB, p. 67. This title is discussed more fully on 
pp. 54ff. above. 

5AD 2.1,3.1,5 m 1,10.1, AP 30.3 (Nni n y)-n) s 

°Driver, AD2, pp. 40-1. Further, Benveniste, TNPIA, pp. 22-6, 

ý. n . ß'2L, Vol. VI, p. 24; and Gershevitch, SCO 2: 208,1969, and BSOAS 33: 
88,1970. 

7Kau. fznan, AIA, p. 70.8Eilers, A Locust's Legs pp. 55-63. 

9See Brj_s:, AION 1.9: 433-65,1969, and Heltzer, AION 21: 183-98, 
1971. 
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"son of the king" is a title found in Egyptian texts; marYi, narrim occurs 

at Mari; mär sari occurs in Akkadian texts found at Ugari t and El- 

Armarna; and mär azýr u mär ekai Zi occurs in a Hi tt i -ce con tract .1 

12. Du " 
»y 1fl 2_3nIf 2t seem good is a characteristic def- 

erential statement used in correspondence of the Persian period when 

subordinates ventured to make suggestions or petitions to their superi- 

ors . "3 Benveniste suggests an underlying Old Persian *yadiy euväffn ana, ýä 

käma, P"s'il to plait ainsi, si t-al eat ton bore piaisir. "4 But this 

phrase is unattested in Old Persians and the phrase may be originally 

Aramal. c. 5 

13. -, T ('i) Phrases. ° The first occurrences of the genitive use 

of 'j`r are in Mesopotamian Aramaic, where they are direct. translations of 

Akkadian 6a, 7 and possible Akkadian influence is suggested by Kaddari. 8 

However, 

The intimate. relationship between relative and genitive con- 
structions in all of the Semitic languages suggests that both of 
these uses of the so-called determinative pronoun du//ü were known 
in Proto-Semitic; accordingly, the absence of th(_ genitive expansion 
in Old Aramaic must be taken to indicate only its comparative rarity 
in that dialect. 9 

"Against Akkadian origin arid arguing for inner Aramaic development are 

1These titles are all listed and discussed in Brin, AION 39: 433- 
65,1969. 

2See pp . 98', f. above for references and further discussion. 

{Bowman, 
_TB, 

Vol. 3, p. 613. 

Z+Benveniste, JA 242: 305,1954. Followed by Driver, AD2, p. 55. 

5 hitehead, Eta. ', p. 250. °See Lexicons for references t 

7Kaufman, AIA, p. 130. 8Kaddari, PICSS (1969), p. 104. 

9Ka? ifmail, AlA, P. ). 30- 
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the following: 1) the presence of a genitive particle in 
... Ugaritic; 

2) the possibility, at least, of Aramaic influence on Ak radian. "1 Yet 

the widespread use of genitive ?I in M%M,: sopotami. an texts and in the Ara- 

inas. c version. of the Benistun Inscripti n speaks for Ak adman influence 

on at least the rapid development of this feature in Ar. aamaic. Y 

:, Simi l a-r constructions existed., however, in Old Persian, so that 

Persian influence may have supported the development of these construe-- 

ions whether their origin Lay in an inner Aramaic development or rý. - 

suIfied from Akkadian nfluence. u3 In support of this is the evidence 

which Kaddari is study shows m 

There are two factors which determine t1i : variations of pro 
portion between const. st.. aznd j. (Ji) --phrases ... Chronolcsgi- 
`ally, the later the document, the greater the number of Ü2- (cr i 
phrases in it; and stylistically, the closer th¬ language to the 

2( o. ýfi cia" on , the more )- erase it corýta. in .. 
'+ 

14. it known to z` .ek; rc is apU ro - 

priate for the report of -royal . 
th orrr: ai, ts arid may have been a sfi. a_ ýaa. ý 

fo Lmu: J a for introducing such reports , 's6 Benver, i ste t5 suggestion ý- at_ i_ c 

is a caic; ue from Persi. ara" is accepted by Dr_. viei . 1; >_ý ; sches , can .ý 

other hand, suggests a: einvestiga -iE-ja 
here in the I ; 'it of the ql1- 

1vYhiteheac?, EkE', p. 265, ii. 2. Against Ar_aw, ic influeaoe nn 
Akkadian is the extreme rarity of this feature in Old Aramaic; see Kauf- 
man, AlA, p. 131. 

K. au. fzmaTi 
, AI4. pp. 130-1. `ýFiThý_ýn eac., 17.41Y, p. 265, 

4Kaddar"J P_Ia$S (1969) 
, p. 10: 3. I1.11. ustrativ3 of this is r": s 7tn 

:n Ezra 6,5 unde Cy r us) whi. cb hý', )nies 5 31' ýZý in Ezra 

5: 14 Inder Darius). But also vv r tý., , _ý in Ezra 5: 12 and 
1. ý respective. 

ee above p. 95 for -references arm further scussion. 

D 
6 Eý tier any -T- 

R, Vol. . 
III! P. 601 7Benver, iste, ýlr 242: 305,4. 

. 1I1`, r 
66. 
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syntagm. 

15. Ezra S: 16 the expression ? PlX. -ý7) 
is usually ren- 

dered, "laid she foundation. " ". .. while .. s -n. i7 can mean 'set, put, 

lay', no other examples are adduced of its use in the particular sense of 

laying foundations, ...? 13 Persian influence has been suggested here on 

the basis of Old Persian dä'ß which has the meaning "give" and "make. " 

However, " words er; in Old Persian da- "diveu 

and. 
2äa- "make" 

are separate 

from two different roots: pIE *do "give" and pIE *Ste "put" > "make, 

create n "5 These two roots are distinct in Old Persian, having different 

fors in their conjugations, and would not have been confused (see below, 

under #28), nor would there be confusion in translating the two words. 

Furthermore, note the same use of m in I Kings 6: 6 (see above, p. 70). 

16. . 
6-In AD 5 and 10 the adverb n "so, thus" is added to 

the phrase -au .ý. 
5y in 'which, as Driver remarks, ". ., is not essen- 

tial to the sense.. . <'` (AD2, p. 55). This may reg l ect the same an 

necessary use of Old Persian avaaä, e .g., DSf, --4uramazdýn : avaaa : 

kälna : aha, "Unto Ahuramazda thus was the desire"; DSj . -A AN e kcma 

äha . avaýä, "(but) as was Ahu. ramazda's desi. re. "7 It ä_s to be noted 

I Kutscher, PICSS (1969), P. 142, and below, pp. -165f. 

2Ezra 5: 16. Also AP 81.111, and Ah 170. 

3Gelston, VT 16: 234,1966. 

4Guthie, and 
nian nadänu has the 
points are accepted 

.2 
OP Kent 

pp. 271--ö0. 

Batten, SBOT: EW, p. 63, who also state that Babylo- 

same sense in the trilingual inscriptions. Both 

by Bowman, 1"B, Vol. III, p. 613. 

p. 188. *do can also mean 
"take, " Benveniste, PGL, 

6AD S. 8, and 10.2.7Kent_, ßP'. 
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that AD 5 and 10 were composed not in Egypt but in Babylon or Susa. 1 

12', t15, ). 2-- ]bile jjý is an Akkadian 1 oanword, kinizt2, kinattu, 

it owes its use in Aramaic to Persian influence. It first occurs in 

Imperial Aramaic and is equivalent to Elamite akkayas', a loanword from 

Old Persian *haxaj, meaning "colleagues, companions, T 3 The terms refer 

to °t. . the associates of a definite person who belong to the same 

occupational group or professional, to pp . 'p This reflects Persian admin- 

istrative practice whereby officials always appear in grouFs. 5 

18. afl 5.6---Bowrian considers this to be a hybrid combination of 

the Aramaic preposition 5 and the Old Persian preposition patzyo 7 That 

this suggestion is 

uncertain Bowman readily admits. In the first place, 

its meaning is uncertain and itself is actually unknown. Secondly, 

Old Persian pati2j in the sense required by Bowman---`'for, equi ,! alencel'--- 

is not attested. 8 However, if Degen Fs interpretatj-m-19 is accepted, that 

1Drivel, AP2, pp. 10-2. 

2Ezra 4: 17 and 6: 6. See DISO. Also 4: 7,9, x. 7,23, S. 3,6, and 
6: 13. 

3Hal lock, PFT, p. 665. On the Elam.. and OP terms see Hfarmatta, 
Actor 5: 195-203,19550 

4Harmatta, ActOr 5: 203; 1955, 

Sporten, AL7, pp. 46-7. mD is almost always followed by the 

name of the class of officials being referred to: N)I' r, "judges"; 
"'heralds"; 3`iß , "scribes, accountants"; "foremen"; 

iZý1s`lý, "priest"; "accountants"; 0. b1m, meaning uncertain. 

See Myers, AB: EN, p, 42. Twice n refers to slaves, AD 3 and 5, and 
two times to soldiers, Ah 50,67. 

6 AR 1'P 43.4 and 114.3.7Bowman, AR[P, p. 41, n. 36 and p. 113. 

8Kent, Opt, pp. 87,194. Avestan paiti, which Bowman alludes to, 
is too late for consideration. 

9Degcn, BO 31: 126,1974. 
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'ii is simply "width, breadth" and IY-uK should be read "finger, " 

thus being a measurement (cf. AP 26.18-20), then the question of Per- 

sian influence here can be discarded. 

19. In-fp In. 1- Benveniste notes that Ib1 Ins used adverbially 

in the sense of "from of old., long ago" (i 
.e., "forrmerly"), corresponds 

to Old Persian hacä paruviyata (DB I. 7.8.45) .2 But that this expres- 

sion is a Persian calque in Aramaic is not likely, since it occurs in 

this usage already in the eighth century B. C. in the Aramaic inscription 

of Pariammuwa 1I. 3 

2O nYý . --Benvenlste has suggested that hrn may be a loan trans- 

labor from Old Persian 'yam-tax, §, "work with, effect. "5 Driver6 and 

Whitehead both reject the suggestions the latter noting that han-taxs is, 

not used as a relative verb as is nyj .7 

8----. 2L and n weakened to N, or zero. 

As is well known, /'/ and /h/ weakened in ATB [Aramaic of the Talmud 

of Babli] and in M [Mandaic] and apparently were reduced to /' 
, h/ 

(or zero). The same can be observed in the A [Aramaic] logograms of 
Pehievi. The reason obviously is the Ak [Akkadian] and P [Persian: 1 

substrata, respectively, to which these phonemes were ai. ä. en. This 

1Ezra 5: 11, AP 32. S. Cf. AD S. 9,7. I. 5,8.6, and 9.2. 

2Benveniste, JA 242: 305,1954. 

3KAI 215.9 and KAC äl. 9. It also occurs frequently in BH, see 
KB. 

'SAD 7.4.5, H. 3,13.1. Also Beh. 60 and Dan. 6: 4. 

5Benveniste, JA 242: 505,1954. For the OP see Kent, 0P2, 

pp. 185-6. 

6.4D2, p. 65.7i hitehead, EAE, p. 25L 

y>i : Ezr : 5: 8.6: 4,11 , BI-I yy > BA VK; 4: 14 see 

above. n>n: A. [T 1ýi/nr' R, see index p. 193 and discussion pp. 96-7. 
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process is bound to happen wherever Semites and r ion-Semitic peoples 
establish contact) 

This process can be pushed back even further to the Achaemenid period as 

evidenced by the Bahadirli Inscription from Asia Minor2 and the Aramaic 

ritual texts from Persepolis. 3 

22. wn3, `I_ny. -This phrase is used in the sense of to make 

one's own, " and Benveniste states that 11 ... est un calque de v. p. 

(h) uv ipcasiyam akunczus ' id E, e5 which occurs in. DB 1.47. This has been 

accepted by Driver, 6 Rundgren7 and Kutscher. 8 Yaron points out the pos- 

sibility that this Persian calque also passed into Demotic. 9 

23. 'y "rty. I In the expression > 5)j x. >: i 59 i -2y 
Driver compares 

5y `thy, "made over to, attached to, '° with the analogous u n5 `viy and has 

suggested the former also may be due to Iranian influence. 11 

24. t, iy + erbst: act noun. 12-There are two expressions in which 

1Kutsther, CIL, Vol. VI, p. 373. 

2KAI 278, dated by Donner and Rollgig in the fifth to the fourth 

centuries B. C., while Kutscher (see n. 1 above) dates it in the fourth 

to the third centuries B. C. Naveh supports Kutscher's date, DAS, 

pp. 57f. (also pp. ix--x) . 

3See above, p. 155, n. 8. On this topic see Greenfield, HUC4 
29: 214,19S8, -3nd JAGS 82: 290-2,1962. 

4AP 30.12-3, and AD 12,6. Also AP 7.6, and Dupont--Sommer, 

CRAI (1966), pp. 44--58 

Sßenveniste 
f JA 242: 305,1954.6AD2, p. 83.7VT 7: 400,1957. 

8C. T. I , Vol . VI, pp. 363 and 38.7. 

9Yaron, JR'ES 20: 128,1961. Also Kutscher, C1L, Vol. VI, p. 387. 

I DAD 7.3.11 Driver, AD1) , p, 64. See Whitehead, EAE, pp. 251-2. 

12Ezr1 4: 15,19; &: 26; AD 3,6.7-8; 4.3-4; and 7.9-14. Also 

AP 14.3. 
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the abstract nouns are Persian loanwords. They are 15 -T-nyn-) oAnD roAj. ) 

"and you will be reprimanded, " AD 4.3-4, and 7.9-10; and Kn'vnnib 

d7ý ýýyiý7 "punishment shall be done to them, " AD 3.6.7-8. 

Rundgren, in discussing the meaning of 1wIv in the expression . 'u rA 

... I V`tv5 1'1 ... "in -'. ýiynh xln5 (Ezra 7: 26), connects the use of icy 

here with vu-i5 -T -, iv (see above) and sees in it a Persian calque. 1 His 

conclusion states that 

In Ezra vii 26 wird zwar nur die Phrase dnä `abad gebraucht, aber 
in dem oben zitierten Briefe aus Ägypten [AD 3. -5--7] begegnet die 
Wendung ser7,5s7 tä `abad. Es dürfte sich auch hier um eine Lehnüber- 
setzung handeln, denn eben das avestische srao. eyji verbindet sich mit 
kar- "machen" --e= ° abad 

., -2 

Whitehead grants this possibility 11 ... at least when used with 

srwsyt' . °'3 However, °r plus abstract nouns also occurs in the Sefire 

inscriptions, 4 which suggests a possible Aramaic origin of the construe- 

tion. 5A more certain Persian calque is r. iy plus -n-p going back to Old 

Persian hamaranam kar. 6 

250 5y for 5Ný=The preposition 5K "to" is common in Hebrew but 

rare in Aramaic. On the other hand, ýy is common in both languages and 

comes. to take the place of 5x in Aramaic, retaining its original mean-- 

1 Rundgren, TAT. 7: 400,1957. 

27-bid., p. 404, But the Avestan evidence is late. 
-L L, 

3Whitehead, EAE, p. 252. 

41 C 4-5, II B 2,3.22. See }7itzmyer, AIS, pp. 73-4. 

5Non-Persian nouns also appear in this usage. ºýý? ̀t, Ezra 7: 26, 

AP 14.3; ` inm, Izra 4: 15,19.1 Ti-twx may be Persian, see p. 49 above. 

6Naveh and Shaked, Or 42: 452,1973. Found only in the Bob. 
Insc. and Dan. 7: 21. Cf. von Soden, Or 37: 264,1968. Naveh and Shaked 

also suggest here that 'ß_3y + may be analogous. On see Kauf- 

m_an, 4-TAP pp- 59,161. 
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ings while adding the sense of "toe"" Driver states, in regards to the 

Arsham correspondence, "The substitution of »y for 5; x, which is the norm 

in Eg. letters, is here due to Iran. influence, since 5y is still used 

as an ideogram for ö `to' in Pahl. texts ., . "2 But Whitehead is cer- 

tain? y correct in rejecting Driver's suggestion and attributing the 

change to an inner Aramaic development, especially since »y in the sense 

of "to" is already attested in Old Arajnaic Sefire III. 14ff. 3 

26.1s_V. 4 Driver notes the semantic development of i from 

"wish" 'to "affair" and the parallel developments in Akkadian (si. bütu) 

and Syriac sbwt' .' He further notes she similar development in Biblical 

Hebrew '' n, and that lo is used as an ideogram in Pahlavi for U r. 6 

Eilers points out the similar development of Middle Persian xVästcr1e 7 

However., the Iranian parallels suggested here are all later develop- 

menus, and the Old Persian equivalent, of 1-2Y, vasna does not show a sim- 

liar development's 

27. trip. 9---Driver notes the parallel. use of LT in the sense of 

aped in the Arsham letters with the later Pahlavi and Parthian systems 

of writing . 
1- 0 However, t`rj in the sense of aped occurs already in Old 

1See DLSO and KB. 

2Driver, AD2, p. 42. Again, Pahlavi evidence is late. 

3D1S0 and Fitzmyer, AlS. In the latter, reference is made to 
the parallel Hebrew phrase with 5y in Is. 45: 17 and Jer. 3: 16. 

4AD 4.2. Also Dan. 6: 18.5Driver, AD2, p. 49. 

; 
-Tb 

d. 7Eilers, AFO 17: 335, '954-6. 

8Kent, OP2 `)E zr. a 4: 18,7: 14,19; AD 1.1; ARTP, passim. 

I0 Dri ve r, ^ U2 p. 38. 
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Aramaic, ) and Iranian influence need not be considered its source. 

28. D yU. 2-The basic meaning of pj is "place, lay" but it is 

used with the following meanings: "to make, produce, and give. 11 

Scheftelowitz has suggested Persian influence for this development. 

im alteran: dä sind zwei ursprünglich ganz verschiedene Verba zu- 
sammengefallen, nämlich ai : dhä "setzen, schaffen, erzeugen" und dä 
"geben", so dass ap, abktr: "setzen, schaffen, erzeugen, geben", 
heisst. Alle diese Bedeutungen nahm in der Perserzeit auch das 
hebr. ararn.: biv das ursprünglich "setzen" heisst, an. wie byu tim 
"einen Befehl geben" .. .3 

The homonymic dä, however, is not homonymous in the forms attested in 

the inscriptions, and the two roots remained separate rather than con- 

verging as stated by Sehefteiowitz. 4 Furtherm: ore, these mear; ings of ?v 

are attested in Aramaic prior to the Persian period--)-Týl Lin, "conclude, 

make a treaty, " Sefire IB6.5 

29. w1 Persian case ending. -Old Persian noun stems ending in -i 

or . -u take s in the nominative singulars An exemple of this case ending 

in Aramaic occurs in the name 1h ý'iýt which is spelled with and without 

final v. 6 

30.5R i. 7---Benveniste suggests that in the Arshahi letters the 

IIn the Sefire Inscription, see Fitzmyer, AI8. 

2Passim, see KB and DISC. 

3Scheftelowitz, AAT, Vol. I, pp. 64-5. 

''See Kent, OP2, p. 188. On the problem of homonyms see Barr, 

Ccrrrp. FniZ., pp. 125ff. 

SSee i itzlnyer, AIS. 

6Bowman, AI? TP, pp. 81,96-7,112. On its entry into Elamite see 
Cameron, JIVES 32: 48,1973, and Hallock, PFT; pp. 9-10. 

7AD 4.3,7.9, and 12,8. 
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Aramaic is a calque from Old Persian fras, meaning not only "question, 

interroate"' but also "g punish. "1 Driver notes the possibility of Ben- 

veniste's suggestion, but observes that in the case of AD 4.3 and 7.9 

11 punishment is unlikely to precede reprimand .., whatever the 

case may be elsewhere (cp. DL 12 8). r2 

31.15 P. -min Klau n`hlvýl b5vje3--Dr ver4 suggests that this greet- 

ing formula is of Persian origin, referring to Rosenthal, who, however, 

refers to a later development: 

die mitteliran. Formel LM wdrwstjh wr'msr, wKL' j)rliwjh "Wohlergehen 
und Gesundheit und Frohsinn und alles Glücks" die in dieser und ähn- 
licher Gestalt mehrfach in den aus Ägypten stanºmenden Papyri des an-- 
fangenden 7 Jahr's. n, Chr. erscheint ..., ist gewiss als genuin 
iranisch anzusprechen und ein direkter Nachfahr der über 1000 Jahre 
vorher in aram. Sprache auftretenden Formel. 5 

Kutscher notes that this formula is paralleled exactly in the letters of 

the Neo-Babylonia: and the Late Babylonian periods. 6 Whitehead also 

questions its Iranian origin but on the basis of its alliteration, since 

"if the formula were originally Old Persian and trwi,, lated into Aramaic:, 

such extended alliteration would be striking indeed. `T7 

32e imu} naming phrase. 8-°-"It is a feature of OOP style, that at 

the first mention of a person (other than of the ruling king) or of a 

1Senveniste, JA 242: 304-5 s X954. Cf. Kent, OpZ Sp 
198 (fr( b) . 

2Jriver, AD2, p. 50. See Rundgren, ZAW 70: 214-5, 1958. 

3See pp. 77ff. above for references. '4/D' pp. 44-5. 

5Rosenthal, AF, p. 27, n. 3. 

6Kutseher, vý, Vol. VI, p. 364. So Rosenthal, see n. 5 above. 

7Whitehead, EAE, p. 254. 

8Ezra 5: 14. See D_ISO, and Bowmian, APTP, index. 
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place (other than of a governmental pro\'ince) the name of that person or 

place should be followed by ncrrna or n n7 ["name! ] This feature 

is attested only in the Aramaic of the Achaemenid peziodl. 2 But_ it is 

also known in Akkadian and Egyptian which leaves its origin uncertain. 3 

A more complex phrase is found in the Aramaic -ritual. texts from 

Persepolis. 

At times the name of the celebrant is followed by the Ara- 
maic 8mh, his name" which reproduces the Old P-rsi 2. n ncma, "by 
name. " This, like the unit stroke S is used only with the celebrant 
and never with the officials. When both the smh and the unit stroke 
are found with the name of the celebrant, the usage is a calque for 
the Old Persian expression I martiya näma, "I ma1i, by 
name. '°ý 

33, Casus Penden. o 
5----Kent considers this construction to be an. a- 

coluthic in Old Persian. 6 Hahn, however, has attempted to show that it 

is native to Old Peisiap and is parallel to the Indo-European and Inddo-- 

Hittite relative clause.? As Whitehead says, if Hahn is correct then 

1Kent, 0P2, p. 97. Cf. Hahn, JAOS 85: 48,3.965. 

2Kutscher, JAOS 74; 241,1954v Cf. Kutscher, (, TL, Vol. VZ, 
p. 392. 

3WWhitehead, EAE, pp. 254-5. Cf, . Kutscher, 1), 2 above, and PTCSS 
(1969), p. 133. Also Kent, OP2, p. 98, and Driver, AD2, p. 99. 

4Bo%mian, ATP, p. 34 . ; tnw, however, should be rendered "by 

name"r in keeping with O?, as indeed Bowman does in ARTP, 

; Ezra 5: 17, AD 3.7-8,8.4,9.1-2,10.1-2,13.3, AP 26.10- 
13. "Time grammatical form of substantive and modifiers placed in front 

of the main clause has been variously termed front-extraposition, nomi- 
native (or sonne other case) absolute, Casus pen. dens, anacoluthic nomina- 
tive phrase or appositive. " (Whitehead, EAE, p. 268) . 

6Ken. t, oP2, p. 99. According to Whitehead, E, 4E, pp. 268, Ben- 

veniste attributes its o: currence in OP to Aramaic influence: '"C ̀ est 

sur des phrases araineennes clue le redacteur perse a pris modele. " 
(Gr mire du vieu: r-perse, P. 180). 

7Hahn, tT, 40S 85: 48-58,1965. Cf. MAtehead, EilE, pp. 268-9. 
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the construction may well be due to Persian influence 
.1 

On the other 

hand, there are two clear examples of cc us p,, -3p, ;i be of .e 

scription, although they lack the demonstrative pronoun of the hiperial 

Aramaic and Old Persian. 2 "When naming expressicris of _Lecaiit_L- arg 

placed in front, an adverb of place is used in the min in c <ýlýse , "' Erhai 

ever its origin, ". .. at issue is the striking 're: =un: gti. ve' u of the 

demonstrative pronoun ,o "4 

34. Definite article, omission of. --There are several ex; ýRrples 

of an omission of the definite article where one is expected in the Ara- 

maic ritual texts from Persepolis, which Bowman attr. ". )gute to Persian 

influence since Old Persian does not have a definite article., 5 

35. Demonstratives repetition of. 6 -In. Old ý` . rs_ian the r ýýý, ., 1ý_ 

stratives are E', ae either a pronoun referring to a previously t. enrioned 

substantive, or an adjective immediately followed by its subs ta- ive, 

.< <`j7 Whitehead remarks that gyp. .. the use of the demons Lrati. -e 

pronoun zk(y) after personal names and ... that ai icanslat on such as 

'that PN I is not idiomatic English. The same reget _- 
i ve : -iso of the 

1See p. 161,31.0, above. 

23.7-9 and 19-21. See Fitzrnyer, AIS. The appears to be 
the case in BH, see Kautzsch. Grc 'rzair, par. 143. 

3Whitch ead, SAS, p. 268. Cf. Segert, ArOrý 24.397 , 1956. 

41-bid. Cf. Kutscher, C2'L, Vol, VI, pp. 391--2 ;. and Muraoka, JSS 
11: 166-7,1966. 

5Bowlnan, A. r 21P, pp. 67.69. For OP see Kent, 0P2, p. 815, §262. 

6Ezra 4: 13 i16; 4: 19.21; 3° 8,9,16,17; 6: 7,8,12; AD 3- 
6-7; S. 7.9; 6.6; 8. AP 30.6.9.1). 12-4. j6. _ 

7,2-2.213.27; and 
Xanthos Trilingual, 1.19. 

''Kent, 
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demonstrative is found in the Old Persian inscriptions. i1 This was 

noted long ago regarding Biblical Aramaic, e' 
... 

der ständige Gebrauch 

des pronomens jr f. 11 p1.15m 'jener', um auf eine vorhergenannte Per- 

son oder Sache hinzuweisen, dein Sprachgebrauch der persischen Inschriften 

entspri. cht. '"2 It is to be noted, though, that in Old Persian the demon- 

strative precedes the substantive but in Aramaic it follows the substan- 

tive. Against the Persian origin of this use of the demonstrative is 

its occurrence in Biblical Hebrew, though it is relatively rare: e. g., 

, iv jn ir, Exodus 32: 1,23; '3'b flt, Judges 5: 5, Psalms 68: 9; 7x jß, 15, 

Psalms 104: 26.3 But the marked increase in its use in Imperial Aramaic 

may well be due to Persian influence, 

36. -ka, Persicm suffix. 4--"Noun and adjective stems with suffix 

-ka- are adjectives which may assume substantival meanings . 9'5 With but 

one possible exception (see n. 4 below) all of the Aramaic examples are 

place mini es . 

3?. -na, Persian suf fix. 6 This suffix is used to indicate 

place, among other uses, in Old Persian' 7 and Bowman suggests a possible 

occurrence of it in Aramaic. 

1W11hitehead, EAE, p. 269 V2 vieyer EJ, p. 29 

3See BDB, pp. 260-1, and Kautzsch, Grammar, pars > 136,138g. 

LýAD 5,3, AP 26.9.22,33.6. Also Ezra 41: 9, AP 24.33, and 
67.3.1. Ezra 4: 14? (see I? its above). 

5Kent, 0P2, p. Si. Cf. Meyers, EJ, pp. 35-6, and Eilers, I-RKU, 

p. 40. Others give the form as -akan or . -kn: Whitehead, EAE, p. 261-2; 
Cowley, AP, p. 82, following Sachau; Naveh, WO 6: 45, n. 21,1971. But 
this writer hac not been able to find the latter forms in OP. The n 
undoubtedly is an Aramaic addition. Cf. Benveniste, TNPIA, pp. 13ff. 

ý'ARTP 77.2.7Kent, 0P2, p. 5i . 
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Instead of the expected b.; rt `, the spelling is c? rtn. The 
final letter is not the expected 'aZeph of the determinate state but 
clearly and definitely the letter -rnn. It right be a simple error, 
but it could possibly be an attempt to form a Pelsianized hybrid. by 
affixing the Persian element -na which indicates place, as in such 
words as aydna: äyadana, "sanctuaxies, " and varcan 1:, uci_tadel, "l 

38. Passivuni , ales tabs. 2-- 

As is well known; the early Semitic languages are generally 
disinclined to use the passive construction whenever the agens is 
known. ... 

it is, therefore, very remarkable that, in Biblical Aramaic, 
as well as in the Aramaic documents found in Egypt, the passive is 
used even when the agens is known, the agens being introduced by the 
preposition In, ... 

This construction, while very widespread, is, at the same 
times restricted to a particular context. It is found only in di- 
rect speech where the agens is a king or a very high-ranking person, 
or in a narrative when speaking either about a deity or about the 
king or about a high-ranking person. 3 

Kutscher points out that this construction does not occur in other Ara- 

maic dialects and that its use in Old Persian and Aramaic increases in 

the course of time. 1+ 

39. PZene spelling with iz in medial position. --J. Fri_ e dri chh has 

attributed this feature in Aramaic dialects to Persian influence. `' How- 

ever, according to Kutscher, Friedrich's arguments would only carry 

weight if it could be shown "I) that this development could not have 

occurred independently in A; and 2) tFiat it does not occur prior to the 

Bowman, ARS, p. 141; cf. p. 66, n. 33. 

2Ezra 4: 19,21; 5: 17; 6: 8,11,12; 7: 13,14,21; AD 5. 
8; 8. S; 10.1.2.5; AP 21.3; 26.6; 27.8.9; 30.24. 

0Kutscher, PICSS (1969), pp. 148-9V 

41-bid. 
, pp. 149,151. Cf. Kaufman, AIA, p. 133, n. 98. 

5p riQdrich, Or 26: 37-42,1957. 
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P domination. "I Both of these premises have been proved wrong by M. 

Tsevat who establishes that "(1) the aZeph as a vowel letter has been in 

use since the fourteenth century. (2) It occurs in medium as well as in 

final position. "2 Kutscher notes the possibility that Persian may have 

accelerated a process already begun in Aramaic (see n. 1 below) 

40. QTYL L- Syntagm. 3-This construction has an exact parallel 

in Old Persian: 

ima tya manä kartcan--this is what was done 
dative of adc .I, and equals the Aramaic 
participle (nominative masculine singular) 
build, and equals `abed--done, in Aramaic; 
manä kartam corresponds precisely to abid 
syntagm is employed as a present perfect 

by me; manä is genitive! 
1zp karten is a passive 
of the verb kar--do, make, 
therefore; the phrase 
Z2. In Old Persian, this 

4 

Kutscher states that this construction is not attested before the Per- 

sian conquest, 5 and that 

From the fragmentary Aramaic version of the Behistun Inscrip- 
tion, we learn that the construction was non-existentt in Aramaic at 
the beginning of the Persian presence, The translation of manFz Kar-, 
tom survives in three places, and in each is represented by the Se- 
mitic perfect gatal (bd-) 

q Had the construction `byd Z- existed in 
Aramaic at that time, it is hardly conceivable that it would not 
have been used by the Aramaic translator of the inscription as the 
counterpart of nan°a, ka2? barm 6 

This construction was long considered to be a passive, but Benveniste 

has shown that this interpretation is erroneous. 

I<o the Indo-European languages for a long time had only the ex- 
pression est mihi al-,, quid to express the possessive relationship, 

1 Kutscher, CT[,, Vol. VI, p. 373, 

2M. Tsevat, JBMV, p. 88. Tsevat does not mention Friedrich's 
article., rather he argues with Cross and Freedman, EHO, 1952. 

3AD 7.3. Also Pad. 1.6 recto (1.4 verso? ), see Fitzrnyer, JNES 
21: 15-24,1962; Esther 5: 12 and Neh. 6: 1. 

"Kutscher, PICSS (1969), p. 135. 

'Ibis., p. 136.617id., p. 137. 
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and that the verb "to have" is a recent acquisition in all of them . 

The explanation of the perfect arises frone this observation. 
We have two exactly superimposable expressions, one possessive, 
*manr 5, pu sa astig, and the other in the perfect, manä krtarn astiy. 
This complete parallelism reveals the meaning of the Persian per- 
fect, which is possessive. For just as manzz pus, a astig 'n: ihi 
filius est' is equivalent to 'habeo filium, ' so manä krtam astig 
is to be understood as 'mihi factum est, ' equivalent to 'haheo 
factum. ' The similarity of the expressions appears as soon as one 
superimposes them: 

*manä pu sa astig 'mihi filius est' 'habeo filium'; 
manä krtcon astiy 'mihi factum est' = 'habeo factum, ' 

The interpretation of the Persian perfect has been transformed. It 
i1 s an active perfect of possessive expression, . 

Likewise the Aramaic construction is an active perfect of possessive 

expression, 2 

41. Word ordere In normal Semitic word order, the verb usually 

precedes the subject. In Imperial Aramaic, howe, rer, the subject before 

the verb is the dominant order<3 This change has usually been a_ttr. ib- 

uteri to Akkadian influence o4 Bowman questions this, pointing out that 

", e. 
the order in Old Aramaic, which might be expected to show such 

influence, places the verb first. "5 Also, since Old Persian syntax usu- 

ally places the subject before the verb, Bowman suggests Persian influ- 

ence for the change. 6 Finally, 

Kaufman has noted that the free word order of Mesopotamian Aramaic 

was no doubt the result of Akkadian influence which was at this time 

1 Benveniste, PGL, pp. 155-6. 

2Kutscher, CIL, Vol, VI, p. 377. Cf. Kaufman, 11111, p. 133, n. 98. 

3Baumgartner, ZAW 45 : 128ff o, 1927, gives the following picture 
for BA: Daniel 120 : 80; Ezra 30 : 15e 

LfE. g., Bauer and Leander, GBA, p. 332; Kutscher, IOS 1: 109, 

1971; and Kitchen, I+IPBD, p. 76. 

"'Bowman, AR_TP, p. 69, n. 47. 

6Ibi l., p. 33, n. 3. For OP see Kent, 0P2, p. 96. 
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characterized not by classical Akkadian order but by a free word 
order. This then would be step one in the change from one dominant 
order (verb initial) to another (verb final). Persian word order, 
unlike contemporary Akkadian word order was not free; the dominant 
order was SOV. Under Persian influence, step two, the dominant 
order of Aramaic became SOV. 1 

Con ;, Zusions 

An analysis of the occurrences of these Persianisms in the ED 

shows that Ezra 5: 7-17 and 6: 6--12, letters to and from Darius, contain 

by far the greatest number. This is especially true if the totals are 

limited to those of certain probability. The following table will dem- 

onstrate the distribution. 2 Only the Persiarrisms that are attested, or 

allegedly so, in the ED are included here. Column A gives the total 

number of Persianisms, certain and questionable ones, that occur in each 

of the ED, and column B gives the total number of only the certain Per- 

siwiisms that occur in each of the documents . The questionable Persian- 

isms are marked by a question mark (? ). Now, the most important fact 

to notice here is that Ezra 5: 7-17 contains more than twice as many cer-- 

taro Persianisms, and Ezra 6: 6-12 contains nearly twice as many certain 

Persianisms, as the three documents written some sixty years later under 

Artaxerxes I, Ezra 4: 11-16,4: 17-22, and 7: 12-26. It is also noteworthy 

that Ezra S-7-17, written to Darius, contains almost twice as many cer- 

taro P ersianisms as Ezra 6: 6--12, written from Darius. The v riter sug-- 

ges is than this was due to the newness of the use of Aramaic by Persian 

scribes under Darius. 3 This can be seen already under Cyrus in Ezra 6: 

1 Whitehead, EAE, p. 266. CL. Kaufman, AIA, pp. 132-3. 

2Naturally, some Persianisms are widespread such as 913 )T 

phrases and #41 Word order. Others would require a specific context ire. 

order to be used, e. g., #32 , nnv, naming phrase. 

3Dar-i us reorgar i zed the administration and Persian scribes were 
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TABLE 9 

DISTRIBUTION OF PERSIANISMS 
IN THE EZRA DOCUMENTS 

From the Reign of 
Persianisms : Cyrus Darius Artaxerxes 
identified by 
par. Nos. 

1: 2-4 6: 2-5 5: 7-17 6: 6-12 4: 11-6 7: 12-26 

1 x 
4 (? ) X 
6 (? ) X 
10 ( :d) X 
12 X 
13 X X X X 
14 (? ) X X 
15 (? ) X 
17 X 
19 (? ) X 
21 X X X 
24 (? ) X X X 
25 (? ) 5 X X X X 
27 (? ) X X 
28 X X X X X 
32 X 
33 (? ) X 
35 (? ) E X x x X 
38 X X X X 
41 X X X X X X 

Totals A 0 4 15 6 78 7 

Totals B 0 3 7 4 2 2 3 

2-5 which has a relatively large number of Persianisnls considering its 

brevity. These Persianisms, arid Persian loanwords, were used purpose- 

fully as reading aids for the bilingual scribes unaccustoiaed to the use 

of Aramaic. But by the time of Artaxerxes the scribes would have been 

accustomed to using Aramaic, and the artificial use of Persianisms i,, ould 

p. throughout the empire, see below, . 205. 
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no longer be necessary. Nevertheless, as with certain loanwords, some 

Persianisms would have been accepted into the language at least for the 

duration of Persian rule. The same situation has been illustrated in 

the use of Old Persian by Elamite scribes at the beginning of Darius I 

reign. I 

In conclusion, in addition to Persian loanwords, Imperial Ara- 

maic can be seen to have been greatly influenced by the Persian language. 

The ED themselves contain nearly one half of the Persianisms that have 

been suggested by various scholars. These Persianisms, of which at 

least seve; i2 do not occur later than Imperial Aramaic: added to the 

occurrences of Persian loanwords should dispel any lingering doubts con- 

ceasing the authenticity of the Aramaic documents of the period gener- 

ally and the ED in particular, covering as they do loan trans º, a_tionss 

syntax, phonology and morphology. 

1Cameron, JNES 32: 51-3,1973, and Gershevitch, ed.. EPT, editor's 
preface. See below, pp. 207ff. Where this is discussed more fully. 

2Nos. ]_, 2,8,9,17,32, and 38. It would not be feasible to 
attempt to find all of these Persianisins in later documents, especially 
Persian suffixes wýlere all of the literature would have to be read. 
Thus, at this stage, it is sufficient to point out that a number of 
these features did not last beyond Persian rule at least not in the 
literature that. has been recovered. Hence, while future discoveries may 
require adjustments in conclusions drawn, the evidence is sufficient at 
this poiuut to support the position that the Aramaic Documents of the 
period are to be considered authentic. 



CHAPTER VI 

ARCHIVES AND ARCHIVE ADMINISTRATION 

The appearance of official documents in the book of Ezra calls 

for an investigation into the author's source for his materials, With 

but one exception, 6: 2b-5, the author of Ezra does not disclose this 

source. Suggestions only may be made therefore from what information 

the author does give, from the documents themselves, and from the known 

practices of Persian administration. This takes us directly into the 

consideration of archives and archive-keeping. First we have considered 

modern archive administration in order to understand archives as an in- 

stitution. This has been necessitated by our incomplete knowledge of 

archival administration in the Ancient Near East. Then modern archival. 

practices and principles have been projected back to the Persians and 

their predecessors to determine from archaeological and inscriptional 

evidence their counterparts in the Ancient Near East. Because of the 

paucity of evidence fror. Achaemenid remains the major evidence for ar- 

chive ad-R nistration has had to be taken from their predecessors. 

The bearing of archive administration on the ED centers on three 

issues: 1) the rues-: ion t, f_ where and how the author of E: ra had access 

to official Achacii, en d docaments; 2) the author's introductions of his 

documents, especially the terms used to designate the types of documents; 

and 3) the reliability of the archival practices attested in the ED and 

by the author of Ezra when compared with known contemporary sources. 

170 
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MMocdern Archive Ackninis tration 

In 1955 Weitemeyer took up the debate of ". .. whether a dis- 

tinction was made between libraries and archives .. , "I in the Ancient 

Near East. His conclusion was an affirmative and he made the following 

distinction : 

.. a distinction between library (bibliotheque) and archive must 
be considered practical, seeing that they differ essentially in 
their functions. An archive consists of a collection of documents 
drawn up and used in some administrative, legal or economic process 
and forming part of the same; a collection of letters may also come 
under this heading. An archive may belong to an i_nsti_tut. ion (temple 
or palace) as well as to private individuals. While the archive 
contains documents recording phenomena of material life, the library 
holds products of the mental activity of man: a library is a col- 
lection of works (religious, literary, mathematical, legal, philo- 
logical, etc. ) gathered with a view to immediate or later use by the 
group of persons served by the library 

This is an important distinction, and while Weitemeyer's definition of 

archives is correct, it lacks an es senil al point. Hence a. more techni- 

cal definition of archives must be used: 

a document which may be said to belong to the class of Archives is 

one which was drawn up or used in the course of an ac ninistrative or 
executive transaction (whether public or private) of which itself 
formed a part; and subsequently preserved in their own. custodzy for 
their own information by the person or persons responsible for that 

3 transaction and their legitimate successors. 

The essential point added here is that archival materials are preserved 

for the use of those responsible for the transactions recorded therein 

and are not open to the general public as are library collections. 

With this definition of archives in mind, attention can now turn 

1Weitemeyer, Libri 6 217-38,1956, p. 219.2Ibi d., p. 218. 

3Jenkinson, A1AA2, p. 11. Compare the definition of Muller, et 

al: "An archival collection is the whole of the written documents, 

drawings and printed matter, officially received or produced by an 

administrative body or one of its officials, in so far as these doch-- 

ments were intended to remain in the custody of that body or of that 

official", (ýR: 'Y4Dý? 2, p. i3) . 
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to the types of documents which make up an archive. The administrator 

starts a collection of archives .., by preserving the origi- 
naZs of written instructions or information he has re-eived, 
of similar documents which he has issued; and memoranda (a diary as 
it were) os his own proceedings. All Archives must necessarily fall 
into these three groups--documents which come into an office., (cop- 
ies of) documents which go out; and, documents that do neither, which 
circulate within it. ' 

Some basic principles that govern the organization of archival 

material can be considered briefly. 

Speaking ..., of the generality of Archives we may say that from 
an original collection not arranged upon any particular principle 
there will very soon be separated off such classes as by reason of 
their numbers or the fact that they are frequently required for ref- 
erence are judged worthy of the dignity of a separate file. 2 

Other principles for separation are subject matter and form, the latter 

r'. ae being understood in the sense both of physical shape and of dip- 

somatic conception. 0 'E ..,. The physical nature oil" the writing medium 

is the fundamental element that determines the genesis, the organiza- 

tion, and the preservation of archival material. "" 

One final aspect of archive-keeping is the natter of the custody 

of aichival um. aterials. 

We need do no more here than to draw the obvious inference that once 
Archives are in his keeping the Archivist must allow no access, or 
possibility of access, to them in any circumstances, except under 
the personal supervision of himself or his deputy; supervision 
including his or his deputy's personal presence , iithout intermis- 

sion. It is equally clear that in no circumstances may any marking 
or alteration of a document (alteration including any change what- 
ever, in its relation to other documents) be made by any one save an 
Archive official. -5 

Accordingly the matters to look for when our attention turns to 

archives in the Ancient Near East and their bearing on the ED arc 

firstly, archives are distinct from libraries, maintained for the use of 

I ýbzd. , 3. 23. Cf. Wesendonk, LO 49: 6, 1932.21 Z d. 
,p. 25 . 

3Ib2d. 
, p. 26. Posner, AAW, p. 18, 5Jenkinson, P-! A. 42 9 p. 83. 
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those who are responsible for their contents; secondly, three types of 

documents make up archives, those that come into it, copies of those 

that go out from it, and those that circulate within it; thirdly, the 

basic principles that govern the organization of archival materials- 

their number, frequency of use, subject matter and form; and finally, 

archive administration requires strict custody of the documents. 

Archives in the Ancient Near East 

The distinction between archives and libraries in the Ancient 

Near East has long been debated, l and a brief summary of the current 

consensus is in order here 
o Once archives and libraries became fully 

developed institutions2 there were at least two areas in which. they were 

distinct.. 

Content. ---Archive documents are primarily the records of the 

administration of an organization, be it an individual estate or a world 

empire. Library documents, on the other hand, are pi imarily literary 

products of the mental activity of man (see above, p. 171). This is not 

to deny a certain overlapping in the two types. 3 

Arrangement. ---A certain similarity of arrangement existed because 

of the Similarity of storage methods and of the common nature of the 

writing medium. Nevertheless, 

There was indeed a particular library technique, manifesting itself 
in the gathering into series of tablets dealing with the same sub- 
ject, in colophon inscriptions serving library purposes, and in the 

I For the literature see Posner, AAW, pp. 12ff. 

20n the stages of the development of these two institutions see 
especially W'eitemeyer, Lib i 6: 217-38,1956. 

3Posne-., A/1! V, pp. 26ff . 
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different catalogues. ... 
As archive tablets were arranged accord- 

ing to their nature and date, a distinction between the two kinds of 
techniques must be said to have been made in practice at ý: nyr rate. 1 

Further attesting this difference in arrangement are the labels of the 

collections, ". .. the archive labels indicate the nature and the 

period of origin of the documents; the library labels give the naive of 

the series. "2 

In spite of these areas of distinction between archives and 1_i-- 

b-raries, confusion does exist since archives often contain iitorary 

texts that one would expect to be in a library rather than in an archive. 

The southwest archives at Ugarit, for example, contained a n.: 'mber of 

religious texts. ' Apparently this was the only archive room to have an 

oven. for firing tablets, and perhaps these had been brought for this 

purpose. On the other hand, religious texts very often had IA itical. 

significance, and kings especially resorted to omens etc. before making 

important decisions;. Ashurbanipal wrote a_ letter to one of h'. s off - 

ciai. s ordering him to cc' 1lect such tablets for the palace o4 pecif 3 c- 

ally mentioned are all of the series relating to war, series o entering 

the palace spells, and various other 3ýnep texts etc. So of the lä_t- 

erary texts found in the southwest. archives at Ugarit are also of this 

nature. -9 Thus there are logical explanations for the presence of liter- 

lWei temeyer, Libre 6: 233,1956. Libraries very early began to 
inventory their collections in catalogues. For the earliest known such 

catalogue see Kramer, HBS, pp. 217ff. , and on catalogues generally see 
Thompson, AL, pp. 4-8. Archives apparently did not make such inventor- 
le s. 

2T ; d. 
, p. 234 D3 Ugari ti co IV, p. 91 . 

4W er3c a, RCAF, Ft . 
TV, Fp. 213-E . Also in Thonmp son, LBL, 

pp. 

SI'1zU, t r. Cf. Gordon, UT, p. 279. 
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ary texts in archives, but until a thorough study of archives is made 

these must remain tentative and the whole matter left open. 

A problem immediately arises in regard to archives from the 

Ancient Near East. First, many of the archives were plundered and de- 

stroyed in wars in antiquity, some intentionally and some accidentally. 

Second, early excavators failed to appreciate archives as an institu- 

tion, thus they were plundered again. 1 As a result few arch i ve -; have 

been recovered in the state in which they were first organized, thus 

disrupting the context of innumerable documents. The importance of this 

point for the modern scholar is aptly stated by Jenkins©n-. 

... no archivist a.. could possibly allow full Archive value to 
documents which have been violently torn from the connexion in which 
they were originally preserved, a connexion which in. nine cases out 
of ten is important, if not vitals for the full understanding of 
their significance. 2 

Weitemeyer demonstrates three stages in the development of ar- 

chives in the Ancient Near East. It will be sufficient here just to 

note the stages. The first stage is the use of already existing store- 

rooms for storage of archive documents. The second stage is the separa- 

Lion of archival materials from store-rooms, i. e., archives become an 

independent institution. The third stage is the Separation of current 

accounts from old accounts. 3 This third stage is true of historical 

documents as well as economic documents as illustrated by the archives 

at Mari , 

In the large archive three basket labels were found which had been 

dated in Hmmmurabi fs 33rd year (the year after HammuÄabi's capture 

of the town). The labels stated the contents of the tablet baskets 

to be letters from the servants of Shmnshi-Adad and Zimrilim respec- 

'Posner, A W, p. 6, who also notes that this is changing, pp. 6- 

. 7 an especially pp. 11ff. 

2Jenkinsen, zij1 i2 , p. 42.3Wei temeyer, Libri 6: 220-23,1956. 
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tively. As neither of the kings was in power any more at the time 
when the labels were written, this is in fact an example of filing 
of historical documents. l 

The archival organization of Ugarit has been preserved in its 

or! girial state and offers an excellent example of archive administration 

in the Ancient Near East. 2 Posner has conveniently summarized the ar 

chaeoi. ogical evidence which need only be given here in outline form. 

The following administrative and record-keeping installations have 
been, identified so far: 

1. The Archives West. The office of receipt of the treasurer in charge of the provinces exclusive of the cap-ital was located 
... to the left of the main entrance of the palace so that taxpayers 

could make their payments without entering the building. 
.. 2. The Archives East was housed at the very opposite end of 

the palace. ... Its premises were easily accessible for persons 
coming from the interior of the city and understandably so because 
here, it appears, were centralized records pertaining to matte : Ts financial and legal of the capital and the countryside immcd4 atexy 
surrounding it. 

... 3. The Central Archivess, P' .., in which there were pre. served 
the property records of an entire kingdom and, in which were recorded 
... the changes resulting from purchases, exchanges, wills, and 
gifts that occurred in the real and movable property holdings 
of the entirety of the citizens of Ugarit. "' ... 4. The Archives South, ... had records in Akkadian cunei- 
form script that had to do with relations with the Hittite lands to 
the north. ', .. S. In the Archives Southwest3 .. records in the ra lphabet-- 
ical script of Ugarit prevailed .., the Archives Southwest seems 
to have had a special task that distinguished it from the other ar-, 
chival offices in the palace and gave it some of the functions of a 
central expediting unit. ... it appears to have been charged with 
operating the oven for firing tablets. ., only the Archives 
Southwest had an oven of this kind. 

... since there we-re found 
copies or translations into Ugaritic alphabetical, cuneiform of docu- 
ments the originals of which must have been in Babylonian, the 
clerks of Archives Southwest may have been assigned the duty of 

'Ibid., p. 223. Ci. Oppenhein, AM, p. 278, and Schmidt, Persep- 
oZi , I, p. 174. 

Schaeffer, PRRU III, p. Xi. 

3Schaeffe-i notes that this archive also contained a "private 
library, " '°Ains semble se confirmer J' hypothese precedemment formule° 
clue des Ugarit. iens devots avaient conserve dans leurs maisons ou offices 
des texts religieux eis cuneiformes, comme nous detenons aujord'hui une 
Bible, un livr. "e de prieres ou un missel .. ." 

(Uaar-i ica TV, p. 75), 
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translating messages from abroad that the royal government wanted to 
have available in the native language. 

6. The Archives of the L2 c=r Ze aiace. .. the tablets in 
Babylonian cuneifor. -Ii appear to stc. m from an administration that had 
to do with the import and export of goods in bulk, activities based 
on the ports to the south of Ugarit. .. .1 

To illustrate the continuity of archives i. andcr successive empires atten- 

tion is drawn to the Eanna temple in tiruk where 'It-he archives building, 

erected in the Neo-Babylonian era and rebuilt under the Achaemenids, 

yielded economic records of the period from Saigon II of Assyria to 

Darius II of Persia. "2 Mention can also be made of the situation of 

Mari when it was captured by Babylon, whereby the latter attempted to 

preserve the archives of the fo-nnez under a semblance of orders 3 Fur- 

Cher at Mari, Jennings4 has been able to demonstrate the principal loca- 

tions of the various archives, e, g,, the diplomatic archive, the ' cu- 

nomic archive judicial archive, etc. This despite the disarray of many 

of the tablets due to the conquest of Mari by Babylonia and thei. r fur-- 

then di srupti. on by the excavators and translators and publishers . The 

re-establishment of the archives is based on. the texts themselves, ar- 

chaeoiogical evidence, and the main distribution of the tablets� 11nfor- 

tunately ja central archives of the Achaemeriids hay : ýu yet been unco -- 

Bred. However, records of Persian officials have been di. scovere-1 

1Posner, ý 1/4W, pp. 32-5. 

21bid. 
, p. 54. Cf. Ezra 4: 11-6 and 4: 17-22. 

3Sasson, Iraq 34: 55,1972. See pp. 175--6 above, and Posner, 

AAST, p. 270. 

i'"Administrative Organization in the Marl Palace" (unpublished 

paper, 1974j, p. 4 and appendix IT. 
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throughout the Ancient Near East. From ýusal and Persepolis come sev- 

era]. thousand Elamite tablets pertaining to the administration of the 

emp re . Most are economic records but correspondence and decrees are 

also known. From Egypt3 come Aramaic records cn papyrus and leather 

from the Persian military post at Elephantine and from the admini: -, tra- 

Lion of the estate of the Persian satrap Arsham. 

final aspect of archive administration to be considered is 

the matter of custody. Fortunately there is ample written evidence 

detailing the matter of custody of archives in the Ancient Near East. 

First. it should be noted that the very nature of clay tablets secured 

the inviolability of their contents, although the same cannot be said of 

other writing materials, e. g., parchment and papyrus (unless sealed with 

a clay bull-a) 
.4 But our primary concern here is the custody of archives 

as an institution. Sasson has conveniently collected three documents 

illustrating archive-keeping in general and their custody in particular. 5 

It will be sufficient here to quote these-documents verbatim with a few 

additional comments. 

AMX: 12a -- 
V 

Tell my lord thus (speaks) Sib/. ptu, your handmaid.. The pala: °e is 
fine. My lord had written as follows: "I have lust now sent to you 
Yassur-Addu; send along with him ebbü-officials, and from where he 
will show them the tablets' locations have them take (them) for me 
and have these tablets placed before you until my arrival. to you. " 

i Olmstead, RPE, pp. 69f 

2Schmidt, Persepolis, I& II. See also Cameron, PTT, and Hal- 
lock, PET. 

3Cowley, AP, and Driver, AD2. 

4C: hiera, TWC, pp- 71-2. C -LE. Dougherty, LAOS 48: 109-33,1G28. 

SSasson, Iraq 34: 55-67,1972. 
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Now, in accordance to what my lord wrote, with this man I sent 
MukannIýum Subnalü and UD-hi-ri-is--Hi 

. BAD. Yassur-Addu showed the 
ebbii-officials, whom I have sent along with hing, one (store)-house 
in the workshop that was under Ete1-pi-garrimis supervision. They 
opened the door of the (store)-house to which he pointed, (a door) 
which was sealed by Igmilum of the "secretariat, " (and) took out two 
baskets, together with their sealings; these baskets having been 
sealed by Etel-pi-ýarrim. These 

. 
baskets are placed before me until 

the arrival of my lord, and the door which they opened, I sealed 
with my (own) seal. 1 

The process of custody can be clarified by considering the steps in 

reverse order. First the tablets in question were paced in a basket 

and sealed by Ete1-p: i-- ýarr: i_m. Then in the presence of Yassur-Addu the 

baskets were placed in a storehouse in a workshop under the former's 

supervision. Finally a third official was sent to seal the door to this 

room. Now the tablets are being called for. The Ring sends Yassur-Addu 

who has knowledge of their location and orders the assistance of some 

ebb Ti. -off c aIs. The queen assigns three such persons. The storeroom is 

located, the seal. broken, the baskets removed and put into the care of 

the queen, and the door resealed with the queen's own seal .2 

From the time the tablet was inscribed until the moment the king 
reread it, at least eight officials were involved, from all levels 
of the administration. This is so, it is here suggested, as much to 
insure proper_ security as to compensate for the illiteracy of offi- 
cials and the almost haphazard storage of inscribed tablets. 3 

Sasson rakes an important observation when he notes that ýubnalüs one of 

the ebbt -offi_ciais named here, was one of a gxoup of officials who 

served at Mari under Assyrian rule and under the Lin-dynasty restora- 

tion. This, II ... 
demonstrating a continuity of administration despite 

the most vicious hos ti i ties . 't'+ 

I. bLd. , p. 58. 2lbid,, p. 63. 

31bid. On the literacy of officials see p. 204 below. 

`! -bid. , p. 60. Cf . Olmstead, HPE, p. 87. 
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ARM X: 82--- 

Tel! my Star thus (speaks) Inib-"sina, In accordance to the letter 
which you sent, I opened the archive room which had been sealed by 
you (while) Mukannisum and 'rabat-sarrussu were standing by. Igmilum 
pointed out the baskets to those who were acquainted with them. 
They took out, with their own hands, the baskets (concerned) with 
the totality of the census. I have sent to you the seals cf.. .1 

in these first two documents Mukannisuni was an active official in the 

administration of the archives at Mari. In the final document, however, 

he is its author, thus an archive official himself speaks of the activi- 

ties of his profession. 

ARM XIII 14. -- 

Tell my lord: thus (speaks) Mukannisum, your servant. My lord had 
written concerning the tablets, sealed by Sammetar, dealing with the 
(field) --soldiers who belonged to the wedü and the body-guards 

.. of the district. In accordance with my lord's message, Ivib--sunuz 
opened the storeroom ..., and the tablets concerned with the cen. - 
sus. ... When ... lgmilum. ... showed to us the baskets (con- 
taining) the tablets which were concerned with the district(s) which 
had been sealed by Sammetar, Tabat-ýarrussu and myself took them out 
with our own hands, According to what my lord wrote (to me), I did 
riot unseal any basket. I have (only) taken out two baskets and sent 
them to my lord. .2 

In summary, it has not seemed necessary tc attempt a point by 

point comparison between modern and ancient archives, it is sufficient 

to present archives as an institution and -then to demonstrate that the 

basic features of modern archives were operative in their ancient 

couriterparts, a point appreciated by at least one modern archivist. 3 

1fbid., p. 63-4. 

21-bid. 
, p. 65. A late Babylonian letter from the time between 

Nabonidus and Darius, though not as clearly, also illustrates archival 
custody and its problems. "The tablets were put away in the house (or 
in a box), and the door was sealed thereon, but he did not report that 
the door was opened. The people were saying that it was open .., let- 
ters. .. . 11 (Thompson. LBL, No. 87). 

3Jenkin., on, AVA2, pp. 23ff. , especially p. 30. 
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While the organization of archives in the Ancient Near East may not be 

considered efficient or adequate by modern standards, it has been shown 

that the ancient arch vists developed an adequate system for their ccvm 

purposes. Well before the Achaemenid period archives had become a 

highly specialized institution. Already in the period of the Third dy- 

nasty of Ur archive technique had reached its culmination. 1 They enjoyed 

an independent status, developed an adequate filing system and an adrnin- 

istrative bureaucracy. Custody of Lrchives was enhanced by the continu- 

ity of administration even under succe-., iý, re empi res , 

Archives and tkie üýýc T)c; -ruments 

It i5 certain that the originals of the ED w(ý-re preserved in 

archives, However, they, are now known, to us as historical documents and 

not ar_ hzwal documents 
., 

as ire Herod pus S 24 and ýý. ucydides i. 129, to 

be discussed here, and as such present a special situation. 

The historian, coming afterwards, may examine, interpret, analyse, 
and arrange them for the purpose of his treatise: they themselves 
state no opinion, voice no conjecture; they are simply written memo- 
rials, authenticated by the fact of their official pr-- se ilia tioj. -i, of 
events which actually occurred and of which they themselves formed 
part. 2 

Hence historical documents lack the strict authentication of 

archival documents, But this is no warrant to rejeci them out of hard. 

For ex,. _ ple, Torrey virtually denies the possibility of the incorpo., aa- 

Lion of official documents in the works of ancient historians To the 

wr terts rind Torrey has overstated the case, and his resort to the well- 

i Wei tenteyer, Lib_r2 6: 223,1956. Cf, . Schneider, O 9.1-165,1940. 

2Jenkinnson, A1 2, pp. 3-4. The question of the historian's re-- 
liability in the use of his documents will be deduced from this study as 
a whole and will aot receive special attention here. 

3Torrey, ;, p. 148. 
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known statement of Thucydides hardly supports his previous suppositions: 

As to the speeches that were made by different lien ... it has been 
difficult to recall with strict accuracy the words actually spoken. 

Therefore the speeches are given in the language in which, as 
it seemed to me, the several speakers would express, on the subjects 
under consideration, the sentiments most befitting the occasion, 
though at the same time I have adhered as closely as possible to the 
general sense of what was actually said. 1 

While this statement only mentions speeches, Torrey would extend it to 

written documents as well. "As for drawving a line of distinction, as 

regards this free use, between the spoken oration, which presumably was 

not preserved in writing, and the official document, which presumably 

was preserved somewhere, we may be sure that no one ff these ancient 

writers did anything of the kind. "' This may or may not be the case, 

but in regard to written documents each ought to be judged on its own 

merits, for it has been shown that written documents were preserved for 

long periods of time (see above, p. 177) . 

In light of this issue and what has been said of archives and 

archive-keeping above, the question naturally arises of how these hhisto- 

rians would have had access to official documents, p-. esurnably kept. in 

archives., access to which required authorization. Th-, ==- hi' torian Ctess. as 

claims to have had access to the ýaQC, Xixai, S avaypuc a,,; s, "royal archives, " 

and to the ßaouALr, wv öLcp- Epiov, "royal parchments. 113 since he was a phy-- 

sician ac the court of Artaxerxes II and there enjoyed considerable in- 

Lluence, these claims need not be rejected. On the other hand, Herodo- 

tus and Thucydi_d: 's were not in such suitable circumstances. Yet, besides 

1Thucydides i. 212. 

2Torrey, ES, p. 149. (See his discussion of this issue, 

pp. 145-30. ) 

3Gilmore, FPK, p. 72, par. 23, and p. 98, par. 30. (Diodorus II. 
22.32. ) 
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the letter of Darius in S. 24, Herodotus gives other information which 

4 indicates that he had access to official archives. 1 But it should be 

noted that the royal archives were not the only source for official doc- 

uments, Archives ranged from those of the king down through lesser 

officials to the private individual. Herodotus and Thucydides may well 

have resorted to one of these lesser archives, even possibly to those of 

the men who were recipients of the documents they quote. But this is 

the most that can be said of these two Greek historians regarding this 

matter since -neither of then offer any direct information on this issue. 

When- we turn to the historian who wrote the book of Ezra, we are 

at first confronted with his anonymity. If the author is Ezra as main- 

tamed by Albright2 and Ezra was a Persian official as argued by 

Schaeder. 3 -then there is no problem concerning his access to official 

documents, But neither of these claims are certain and both have been 

contested; 4 indeed there is no consensus of opinion on either point. 

Nonetheless, the author of Ezra does show considerable knowledge of 

archival administration, as will be seen. The archive that the author 

of Ezra used, assuming that he did use one, was possibly that of the 

province of West-Euphrates (at the highest level) but more likely that 

of Jerusalem itself. This is indicated by the historian's careful, and 

accurate, distinction between originals and copies of official documents: 

he had copies (j xnD) of all official documents sent from the province 

1See p 128 above. Cf. Olmstead, HPE, pp. 237 & 299. 

A lbright_, JBL 40: 104-2 4,1921. 

3Schaeder, ES. See also p. 223 below. 

"On the authorship of Ezra see the Commentaries and Introduc- 
tions to the C. T. and for Ezra"s position see North, voZrr+a Fes t- 

schrift, Vol. VI, pp. 377-404. See also below, p. 225. 
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of West-Euphrates and originals of all official documents sent to offi- 

cials In that province. Ezra 4: 17-22 is introduced as an original docu- 

ment, but at v, 23 it is stated that a copy of this letter was read to 

Rehum and his colleagues to whom it was sent. It is noteworthy that the 

document quoted is not actually called a copy (jAno). It would appear 

that the letter was sent first directly to the provincial satrap who 

then issued a copy to Rehum and his colleagues. 1 Similar circumstances 

surround Ezra 7: 12-26. This is called a copy yet it was a letter given 

directly to Ezra and the original would be expected. The solution to 

this situation is found at Ezra 8: 36: i5in )D77unO 15n, 'ß )., Il Pk tin 1 

`Inn `ýýy m1hol. The original. was delivered to the satraps and 

governors who would then issue copies to their subordinates, From this 

it can be concluded with certainty that the author of Ezra was in the 

province of West-Euphrates when he obtained his documents. 2 

Through the introductions to their documents these historians 

provide additional information regarding archival admbiistr_ation, The 

principal gain is the terms used to classify the documents. Xerxes' 

letter to Pausa: nius (Thuc. i. 129) was in answer to a missive from the 

latter. It was sent by Artabazus who %,. as on his way to begin his new 

appointment as satrap of Dascylium. Thucydides introduces the letter 

thus: xat, Tý \) E: 7ILaToX \) öL CRF-P Ev . 
LVTCvE ; C"ypaTT0 6 Täb`- ', "ý 

.. and 

transmitted the letter. And this reply of the King l'an as follows: . 113 

'This is further attested by the context in v. 23: ýI-jn 171K 
"Now, after a copy of the letter. was read, " see p. 187 below. 

21n addition to gene °al probability, a Jerusalem archive is fur- 
ther suggested by the many lists in Ezra and Neher. zal-. concerning matters 
of local import. 

3Thucydi es i. 129. 
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Following the letter Thucydides refers to it as T. ypäýquaTa, "letter, 

document" (1.130) .2 HHerodotus simply notes that a courier was sent and 

adds nothing relevant to the subject at hand. 

The author of Ezra introduces his documents in greater detail 

than either Thucydides or Herodotus o His careful distinction between 

copies and originals noted above is noteworthy and demonstrates the care 

of this historian. in the compilation of his narrative. 2 The terms used 

by the, author to classify his documents are handled best by taking each 

document separarely. 3 

Ezra 1: 2-4. --This is an oral proclamation (sip) that was also 

issued in ý ýYý, "writing" (Ezra 1: 1) . Being a public announcement It is 

in the language of the people who were to receive it, in this case for 

oý d. i rlanc es the Jews-Hebrew a'4 "The Persian law acknowledged validity of 

brought into force by oral promulgation.. 1" For example, Pseudo-Smerdis 

sent. heralds throughout the empire to proclaim to the troops that they 

were no longer to take orders from Cambyses but from Smerdis. Cambyses 

upon hearing of the proclamation made in his camp die not question its 

validity but only whether the herald had received it personally from 

Smerdis or from one of his officials (Hdt. 3.62) . Parallel to Juda- 

1 Thucydides refers to Pausanius 4 letter by both - tUO-ioarj and 
ypapr (1.128). 

2It should be noted that the documents themselves do not contain 
the notation that they arc copies, a practice attested by Pherendates B 

and C. 

Fox- a discussion of classifying terms in the documents them- 

selves see pp. 84fß. above. 

4Cf.. --sther 3: 12 and 8: 9. 

5Bickerrnari, JBL 65: 252,1946. On the nnm see pp. 273-4 and 
I i: hr. 30.1-6. 
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ism's restoration by royal proclamation was Zoroastria_nism's intruduc- 

tion by a government act---". .. the 'f_rasastis [proclamation] through 

dätä [iawi 
e 

II; 1 

Ezra 6: 2b-5. -This document is said to have been found in a 

'i5m, "roll" (Ezra 6: 2, see pp. 86-7 above) . This is additional evi- 

deice attesting the use of parchment and/or papyrus by the Persians, 2 a. 

writing medium well attested from Assyrian and Babylonian times. 3 

Ezra 5.7-17. -----This document is termed a xn1aR pw1 (Ezra 5: 6) . 

javno is a Persian loanword : Weaning 'fcopy. "4 This is the copy kept by 

Tattenai for his records, the original having been sent to Darius. 

"letter, " describes the type of document Tattenai sent (on W)AN 

see pp. 85-6 above). 

Ezra 6: G-. 22. ------This document is rot separately introduced and may 

well include 6: 2b-5, making P whole of 6: 2b--12 (see p. 104 above) . If 

this is the case, it will be obvious that the introduction to 6: 2b-5 

does not include 6: 6-12. If this is not the case, then the author has 

simply juxtaposed these two documents omitting an introduction for the 

latter (see p. 104 above) . 

Ezra 4: Z1-16. In Ezra 4 the author makes reference to three 

1HHerzfe id, 7W, Vol. I, p. 174. See also Xerxes' Daiva Inscrip- 
tion, Kent, 0P2, pp, 15Off. 

2Ca: neron, pp. 25ff, and JIVES 17,163,1958, and Hal lock, 
ý'? 'T, p. 4. Cf, Ctesias (above, 

, p. 182). 

3Dougherty, JAOS 48: 109-35,1928. 

4In Hebrew it appears as , awno, Est. 3: 14,4: 8, and 8: 13; . see :E 
and Rosenthal, ÜBA, p. 59. In some MSS the Aramaic `1p PJ7D is writ ten as 
Hebrew pun-to, , see Kený13_cott, VTH. 
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documents that were sent to the royal court, although he does not record 

the first two. That referred to in 4: 6 was a nýuti, "taccusation, " 

against the inhabitants of Judah and Jerusalem tc Xerxes. That in 4-7 

was a }i u) , "official document, " sent to Artaxerxes. Ezra 4: 8 follows 

this style of reference to a letter sent to the royal court. Here it is 

stated that Rehu and his colleagues had written n`rn nam, "a letter, " 

against Jerusalem to Artaxerxes. After naming the supporters of the 

letter the author of Ezra then actually introduces the letter itself, 

Kn`+ NI, u' D -11, v. 11 (on the terms see p. 186 above) . 

Ezra 4.17-22. --This document is introduced as ,,. n5pi oalin 

5tß , v. 17. u. zPn, "message, report, " here can mean "order, " as shown 

on p. 93 above. Following the letter qe are informed that a janD 

xi1. i n (v. 23) of (not. froml) Artaxerxes was read before Rehum and his 

colleagues (on jinn see p. 92). 

Ezra 7: 12-26. -----Thhis document is introduced as ali nn; l jAvrio, 

v. 31, and was given to Ezra himself. 2 (On jAwiD see above, and for 

irw see p. 92 above). 

A final contribution of the ED to archival administration is the 

terms for archives and their locations. This information comes as a 

result of the requests of two officials in Nest-Euphrates. In Ezra 5: 7- 

17 Tattenai requests that a search be made in x-n5n '`r w'n ti) ... 

e.. (v. 17) for a decree of Cyrus that was made some sixteen years 

previously. In Ezra 4: 11-16 Rehum requests that a searrh be made in 

1m0 4.. 
(v. 15) for an account of the eaýclier history of 

Jerusalem. The thoroughness with which these investiations were ca-r- 0 

1 gilwUn; I-IK >-t R lnu) . See also p. 184 above. 2See p. 184 above. 
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ried out is seen in the fact that the information was sought, in spite 

of the fact that considerable time had passed since the events' occur- 

rences and that in the case of Cyrus' edict two separate archives had to 

be searched, one at Babylon and one at Ecbjtana (Ezra 6: 1.2) ý it is to 

be noted that the king-) involved, Darius and Artaxerxes, both initiated 

the searches by a royal edict, fyv, l and this undoubtedly accounts for 

the thoroughness and success of the investigations. This also further 

attests the efficiency and continuity of archival administration in the 

Ancient Near East. 

While the archive became an independent institution, it appar- 

ently did not receive a separate title. Official state archives appear 

to have been almost always connected with state storerooms or treasuries 

'so the and consequently were referred to by the same titl es n2 This is a, 

situation reflected in the ED. Tattenai refers to the "royal treasury" 

The author of Ezra, in reporting the search for 

Cyrus' edict, speaks of looking "in th archives (lit. "house of book. s") 

where the treasuries were kept" (1>nnfl wnX 7`T x, ý, ioo w'n-)), Ezra 6: 1.3 

Rehum F on the other hand, refers not to the building containing chives 

but rather to the documents in the archives, "in the book of memoranda" 

1Ezra 6: 1 and 4: 19 respectively. Cf. above pp. 178--80, and 
Porter. AF,, p. 55. See Schaeder, VF'WU (1940/1), p. 28, and Cameron, 
PTT, pp. 105-6. 

2See the documents quoted above, pp. 178-80, and Sassors, Iraq 
34: 66,1972. Cf. Junge, KZio 33(NF 15) : 30,1940 

ZIA and goo do not need to be transposed to make sense as 

stated by Torrey, ES, p. 192. It only needs to be understood that the 

author is hereby specifying that the archive searched was that connected 

with the treasury. It is suggested here that WTmA may be an abbrevia- 
tion for the full c ', n ? ̀ t w' tL \ which occurs in Ezra 5: 17. For the 

analogous situation in the EP and in the texts from Persepolis see Por- 

ten, AE, p. 60 and n. 120. See also Rudolph, HAT: EN, Batten, ICC: EN, 

and Myers, fiB: L'N. 
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(R'r 

Regarding archives and archival administration as reflected in 

the ED and by the author of Ezra, there 
is 

every indication that h''re is 

a reliable source of information on the subject. 2 Here an accurate dis- 

tinction between originals and copies of documents is made, atld the use 

of terms for documents is . onsistent with contemporary usage. While the 

means of the author of Ezra in obtaining his official documents is not 

given by him, sufficient clues have been found to propose the suggestion 

that local archives' were his scarce, The continuity of archives amply 

attested from contemporary sources is also reflected in the ED. The 

various terms/titles for archives and their association with treasuries 

is also consistent with contemporary sources, 

1C2 
. Esther 6: J. 

2See We:, endonk, L) 49: 6-7,1932; Posner, AAW, pp. 29, ", 25-6- 

3Zerkabod suggests the Temple archives El Ha4ayin 37: 8,19622. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE HISTORICAL SETTING OF THE EZRA DOCUMENTS 

This chapter will centre on three areas that will provide the 

historical background and context of the ED. This is necessary because 

the ED have been preserved in an historical narrativel which is both 

brief and incomplete and as a consequence have often been brought into 

question hi_storically- 
ý2 The areas to be covered aý e t) Achaemenid admin- 

istration, which was the source of the ED; 2) Achaemenid religious pol- 

ivies, the main. subject of the ED; and 3) the language problem of the 

Achaemenid Empire. Since the ED all come wider the time period from 

Cyrus II, the Great, to Artaxerxes 1,3 these reigns will provide the 

maim time framework for discussion. 

Achaemenid Administration 

The Persian Empire began when Cyrus overthrew his Median over- 

lord Astyages in 550 B. C 

Media ceased to be an independent nation and became the 
first satrapy, Mada. Nevertheless, the close relationship between 
Persians and Medes was never forgotten. Plundered Ecbatana remained 
a favorite royal residence. Medes were honored equally with Per- 

sians; they were employed in high office and were chosen to lead 
Persian armies. Foreigners spoke regularly of the Medes and Per- 

1See chapter 6, p.. 181.2See chapter IL. 

3For the JJ ssu s in the deb ate over the date of Ezra see Rowley, 

S rývan 2S pp. 137-68. For the placing of Ezra in the reign of Artaxer- 

xes I see Sco, El' 58: 263-7,1946/7, and recently Tuland, 12: 17- 

62,1974, and Cress, 73T 94: 4--18,1975. 
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sians; when they used a single term, it was "the Mede. i1 

His nex t major campaign was agairst Croesus of Lydia, an ally of Media, 

whom he defeated in 547 B. C. After securing his eastern horde: Cyrus 

turned towards Babylonia which he conquered in 539 B. C. It is with the 

conquest of Babylonia that we gain a broad. picture of Persian attitudes 

and policies towards their subjects, and that Israel became a part of 

the Persian Empire. "Cyrus .. adopted in pri_ncip? e the organization 

first devised by the Assyrians, who replaced the states they had con- 

quered by formal provinces, '2 Cyrus probably took it over from the Bab- 

ylonians and he also borrowed practices from Media, and while borrowing 

from both of these states he also introduced new features into his em- 

Fire,. 3 

Cyrus has been remembered for his clemency toward those he con- 

quered. Astyages, Croesus, and Nabonidus were honoured by Cyrus and 

maintained at royal expense.. 4 Greek tradition relates that Cyrus used 

conquered rulers as advisors in the administration of their former king- 

doors. 5 'The stories of the invariably merciful treatme-lit of conquered 

kings by Cyrus are propaganda material in the legends, and also testi-- 

mony to a new conscience in international affairs, for no conqueror 

IOlmstead, HPE, p. 37. Cf. Ghirshnan, Iran, p. 129, and Persia: 

. Immortal ? kingdom, p. 29. 

`Thad", p, 59. 

3Frye, HP, pp. 85,94. It is probable that the Assyrian provin- 
cial system became known to Cyrus through his conquest of Media, which 
had previously conquered Assyria. 

4M 11. owan, Iran 10: 12-3,1971. While some believe that Naboni- 
dus was spared, e. g., Smith, Isaiah, pp. 48f, 157, n. 151, and Ghirsh- 

man, Iran., pp. 131-2, Mallowan accepts the record of Xenophon, cylropaedia 

vii. 5.29.30, that Cyrus put Nabonidus to death, Iran 10: 12-3,1971. 

5? "b7, dl., p. 12. Cf. iidt. 3.15. 
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would. previously have desired such a reputation. r1 Cambyscs and Darius 

both followed this policy; the former while in Babylon retained the ad- 

ministrators from the time of Nabonidus and also his predecessor's pai- 

ace dignitaries. 2 After conquering Egypt, Cambyes treated Psammenitus 

well and subsequently executed him only because he plotted revolt. 3 

Darius executed those who rebelled against him at his accession, but 

when conquering new territories he followed his predecessors' policy of 

clemency; thus many Greek rulers were given high offices in his empire, 4 

Darius g policy in this regard is given in his own words: "The man who 

cooperated with my house, him I rewarded well; who so ; did injury, him I 

punished welle115 

Another aspect of Persian foreign policy that is worth noting is 

that they attempted to temper their conquest by arms by speaking in 

terms of uo, the principle of inheritance, as aga: -rist the principle 

of force, as the basis of royal power, i'6 This is evidenced in the titu- 

Lary adopted by Cyrus and his successors in connection with their van-t- 

ous subjects. 

The simple style of Cyrus was undoubtedly a reflEction of Elamite 
royal cust0Ti and recalls the curt inscription at hoga Zanbil, 13th 
century B. %., which simply names the founder as "1 Uatash-Gal". 
None of the inscriptions at Pasargadae describe the monarch as "King 
of Kings''. Nor do they refer to his paternity, only to the name of 

7 the clan, Achaemenian, ... 

In contrast with this is the titulary of the Cyrus Cylinder: 

1 S2ii t h, Isaiah. ; p. 36,1944, according to Maf r owan, Iran 10: 13, 
1971 

? Olmstead, HPE, pp. 86-7. 3Hdt. 3.15. 

l5lff, '`O1rnstead, HPýý', pp. 5DB 63. See Kent, C»2, p. 132. 

6Atkinion, JAOS 76: 117,1956. Cf, . Ghirshman, pp. ' 42-4 . 

7MalIowan, 1-r(, -;, l 10: 2,1971. Cf. Diako, loff, 1r': ` V, p. 100. 
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Ich, Kyros, der König des (Welt-)Alls, der grosse König, der mächtige 
König, dex König von Babel, der König des Landes Sumer und Akkad, 
der König der vier (Welt-)Ufer, der Sohn des Kambyses, des grossen 
Königs, des Königs von Ansan, der Enkel des Kyros, des grossen 
Königs, des Königs von Ans-an, der Urenkel des Teispes., : ies grossen 
Königs, des Königs von Ansan, ewiger Same des Königs-ups, dessen 
Regierung Bel (Marduk) und Nabü liebten, zur Erfreuung ihres Herzens 
seine Königsherrschaft wünschten, 

"In this way Cyrus characteristically and with diplomatic astuteness 

assimilated the acceptable style of titulary to which Babylonia, heir of 

Sumerian kingship, had by long tradition been accustomed. i2 Cambyses' 

claim to legitimacy as king of Egypt is evidenced on a sarcophagus dedi- 

sated by him. 

Horus, Sam-Towi; King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Meswet-re'; Son of 
Fe', Cambyses, may he live forever! He dedicated his monument to 
his father, Apis-Osiris :a great coffin of granite which the King 

of Upper and Lower Egypt Meswet-riý@, Son of Re`, Cambyses, made, who 
is given all life, all continuance and dominion (? ), _1l health, all 
gladness, glorious as King of Upper and Lower Egypt, for ever. 3 

Darius, on the other hand, reversed this policy. Afver his 

defeat of Gaumata, Darius asserts his kingship of the whole empire in 

these terms: 'g. .. I slew him. I took she kingdom from him. 14'4 A 

stele from Egypt records, °1Saith Darius the King: I am a Persian; from 

Persia I seized Egypt; ,. 115 This in Egyptian hieroglyphics too! 

1Berger, ZA 64: 197,199,1975. See also Pritchard; ANE12, 

p. 316. For the Babylonian literary pattern of the Cyrus Cylinder and 
that being the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal rather than Neo-Babylonian 
inscriptions, see Harmatta, AA 19: 217-31,1971. 

2Mallowan, Iran 10: 10,1971. Cf. Nylander, OS 16; 165, n. 50, 

1967: ". .. 
In Babylonia Cyrus wisely adapted himself to the tradi- 

tions and the protocol, -. -r' use of the Babylonian kingdom, thereby stress- 
ing his legitir cy as 'King of lands' and Marduk's own choice. ... 
See also Widengren, POTT. p. 319, and Lewy, HULA 19: 480,1946, 

3Gunn:, ASAE 26: 8S-b., 1926. Cf. Atkinson, JAGS 76: 167-77,1956, 

who shows that Cambyses also adopted the Egyptian dating system and con- 

cluded a Persian-Egyptian marriage-alii. 'c which claimed Egypt for Per- 

sia by dowry. 

'DDB 131 Kent, 0p2, p. 120.5DZc, ibid., p. 147. 
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Thus Darius made no real attempt, if any, to conceal his taking of the 

empire by force of arms. Furthermore, Darius' father and grandfather 

were both living when he "took the kingdom, " and while he lists them in 

his lineage, he could not claim kingship through them because they had 

not been kings before him. 1 His wide publication of this information 

further attests his lack of concern for hereditary claims, except for 

his ties with the Achaeinenian house. 2 "The royal titulary of Darius in 

Egypt, which seems to confoi-n to earlier Egyptian usage, must therefore 

be regarded as purely formal, inherited from Cambyses and earlier Phar- 

aohs, without bearing upon his claims to lcgitimacy. i3 

Xerxes made a similar change in Babylon apparently as a result 

of a revolt or revolts 1_n his fourth and fifth years. 

In all the documents from the accession year through the first three 
months of the first year Xerxes' ? itle is "King of Babylot,, King of 
the Lands, " ... In the. fifth month of the first yc: air cane word 

... that the title was to be changed. ... Thereafter, through 
the fourth month of the fourth year, the title is always "King of 
Persia, Media, King of Babylon and the Lands" .. With Lite fifth 
year ... "King of Babylon" is dropped from the royal titulary and 
is never again used throughout the balance of Xerxes' reign or in 
any of his successors'. The chief Persian title, "K ng of the 
Lands, " though used earlier in Babylonia, now became standard. 

The province of West--Euphrates was separated from Babylonia aid made an 

independent satrapy, while Babylonia lost its identity through, incorpo- 

ration with Assyria-, 9 

The known organization and administration of the Persian Empire 

is that of D rius and his successors. 6 Darius appears to have greatly 

1 DIB 2), Kent, 0p2' p. 1.19. Cf . the Cyrus Cylinde is passe e cited 
on p. 193 above. 

20B 70, Ibid.., p. 132. 3Atkinson, JOAS 76: 177,1956. 

4Cameron 
. A. TSL 58: 323-4,1941. 5Olmstead, HPE, p. 237. 

6Frye, HP, p. 99. Cf. Ghirshuan, Iran, pp. 140ff. 
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reorganized the empire following the suppression of the revolts of the 

provinces at his accession. 1 In principle Darius set three independent 

officials, responsible directly to the king, over each province or sa- 

trapy. This provided checks ". .. upon the absolute exercise of 

authority by any single individual and also guarded against unlawful 

usurpation. i2 "An outstanding characteristic of Persian officialdom was 

that the presiding individual in every department of government had a 

group of 'colleagues 9 who shared in the responsibility of decisions and 

act ions e "3 The king also had other means of controlling officials 

throughout the empire. Olmstead quotes a Babylonian document that 

refers to the monthly visit of the "king's messenger. " These were 

"inspectors" sent by the king to investigate the affairs and activities 

of the states' administrators. They were independent and when necessary 

had their own armed force. It is also clear that from very early times ' 

kings developed a "secret service" by which they were kept informed of 

activities and persons throughout t leir empires. in the Persian period 

such persons were known as "eyes" and "cars" of the king. 5 To aid these 

inspectors and the movement of the king 's army a network of roads was 

1The satrapal lists will need to be re-examined in light of 
Cameron's recent study showing that the lists of "satrapies" of the Per- 

sian, kings are in reality lists of peoples incorporated into the empire 
(JNES 32: 47-56,1973). However, this does not appear to affect the 

administration of the satrapies as currently understood. Cf. Widengren, 
PUTT, p. 336. 

2Porten, AE, p. 47. 

3Kraeling, BMAP, p. 33. Cf. Porten, AE, pp. 46-7. 

401rnstead, HPE, p. 71. Cf. Ghirshman, Iran, p. 144; Waterman, 

RCAýi', Vol. IV, pp. 22-3; and Crown, JESHO 17.254ff ., 
1974, 

5See Oppenheim, JAGS 88: 173-80,1968. Cf. Schaeder, AWG 10: 3- 

24,1934; and Frye, HP, p. 102. 
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established and an efficient postal service was maintained, following in 

the Assyrian tradition. 1 The king was also 11 ... the supreme. judge, a 

last court of appeal. "2 While non-Persians appear -frequently in high 

offices, it is clear that from the time of Darius oZ, the highest 

offices, became increasingly the possession of Persians. 3 "Small Persian 

colonies were to be found everywhere in the empire for Persian officers, 

troops, judges and other officials -weie sent to the farthest reaches of 

the state to serve the ruler. °'4 

Darius made significant legal and economic changes that affected 

the whole empire. 

One of the texts on the reverse side of the "demotic chronicle" 
tells us that in 519 Darius sent a message to the satrap of Egypt 
ordering "that the wise men be assembled ... from among the war- 
riors, the priests and the scribes of Egypt so that they may set 
down in writing the ancient laws of Egypt. " And there is specific 
mention of "the law of the Pharaoh, of the ter-pies and of the peo- 
ple. "5 

Darius also proclaimed at this time, ". .. by the fa-vor of Ahuramazda 

these countries showed respect toward ray law; as was said to them by me, 

thus was it done. "6 "Early in 519, s-1-ill in this same official secend 

year, we find the lawbook already in use among the Babylonians: 'Accord- 

ing to the king's law they shall make good' is substituted for the usual 

IFrye, HP, pp. 102-3.2Thid., p. 107. 

3Ghirshrian, Iran, pp. 142,195. Cf. Olmstead, HPc, pp. 291,298. 

4 Frye, Hp, pp. 107-8. 

5deVaux, BANE, p. 74. Cf. Diod, i. 95.4-5. See also Reich, 

, ý1'i, ravii 1 178--55,1933. 

6D8 8, Kent, OP2, p. 119; also DNa 23 and DNb 58 in same. Cf. 
PF 1980.31, "Then ... were brought in, in (accordance with) the for- 

me i- law. " in Hal J ock , PFT. 
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guaranty by the seller in a document recording a slave sale. "I 

Bemerkenswert ist in diesem Zusammenhang noch etwas anderes: Es hat 
niemals ein allgemeines Reichsgesetzbuch unter den Achämeniden ge- 
geben, aber es gab offizielle Gesetzbücher der verschiedenen staat- 
lich anerkannten Religion , gemeinschaften. 2 

Economic changes included the standardization of weights and measures 

and coinage. 3 On the basis of these measures Darius instituted a new 

tax system, 11 .. each satrapy paying a fixed yearly amount in unminted 

gold or silver, and each vassal state paying a fixed tribute, usually in 

kind rather than precious metals. "" 

Sa. trapa]. organization was a model of the central government. 

Fach satrapy was 

... under a satrap .... This high official had with him a sec- 
retary or chancellor, whose duty was to watch the acts of the satrap 
and to report to the court .... The command of the troops was in 
the hands of a general .... The citadels of the towns had a spe- 
cial governor (. .. fort commandant) .5 

Satraps were like minor kings with their own courts. As long as they 

remained loyal to the king they enjoyed almost un iinited. power. 'The 

satrap had to supervise the collection of taxes and administer the gen- 

eral ecoIio ici legal and political affairs of his satrapy. "6 

While the chancellor was a check on the satrap, he also per- 

1®lmstead, HPE, p. 119. Cf. Olmstead, AJSL 51: 247-9,1935. 
Noteworthy is the emergence of a new word for law---OP data borrowed in 
Akkadian and Aramaic, see above, p. 50. 

2Mayer, BZ NF 12: 7,1968. See the next section of this chapter 
and Frye, HP, pp. 104f. 

. 
30lrlstead, SPE, pp. 185-91. Cif, Porten, AE, pp. 62ff. 

ý` Frye, HP, p. 106. 

SHuart., AP. TC, p. 74. Cf. Olmstead, HPE, p. 59, and Ghirshman, 

Ivan p, 144. 

61-rye, Tip, p. 107. Cf. Huart, APC, p. 76. 
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formed an administrative function in the satrapal bureaucracy. "This 

Chancellor was attached to the entourage of the satrap or governor and 

entrusted with the administration of much routine business. He and the 

Scribe would handle most of the official correspondence .. . 111 The 

Aramaic title of the chancellor is byu 5y-n, "master or holder of a (roy- 

al) decree. "2 Some have equated the uyu 5 with the annual investiga- 

tors mentioned above. 3 but Rehum, Oyu 5yß in Samaria, was residing 

there, as were his colleagues, not sent there on this occasion. ` 

"The satrapy was divided into smaller provinces and such prov- 

inces into districts. The loose terminology used, however, makes it 

difficult to survey in detail the administrative division of the em- 

pire. "5 The difficulty is increased by the ambiguity that exists with 

many titles. What Waterman has said of the Assyrian Empire ins this con- 

nection is equally true of the Persian Empire. 

There is no clear evidence ... to show that a given title 
either limited the range of servi c; s that an official might legiti- 
mately pcrforn or prevented another from fulfilling the functions 

ordinarily associated with this title, so far as administrative 
activities were concerned. The offices of state are thus neither 
sharply defined nor rigidly interpreted, but on the contrary show 
great flexibility both of definition and of jur-i sdJiction. The rea- 
sons are not far to seek. First, there were no hereditary posi- 
tions, although there were tendencies in that direction .... 
Second, all official positions were in the gift of the ruling mon- 

'Porten, AE, p. 55. 

'Bowman, Im Vol. III, p. 599'; following He a ýfel. d, Z /, Vol . I, 

p. 171. On the origin of this title see above, pp. 54-6. 

3_Tbid. 
, pp . 51--; 9-600. ThE- rendering of this title by "reporter" 

in 1E 2: 13,19 i; offset by the transliteration of it in v. 12 and even 

in v. 19! See p. 134 above. Ge en_ius, UWB32, also rendered it Berich- 

ters tatter, p. 816-1. 

"Ezra 4: 10,1?. Cf, Torrey, ES, p. 171. 

SWidengren, QOTT, p. 336. Cf. Kraeling, 23 L4 , pp. 33-4, and 
Porten, AT,, pp -. 

2 8f f. 
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arch and likewise continuance in office as well as promotion was a 
matter of royal favor. Third, the ... Empiie itself was in a 
somewhat fluid state, expanding in certain directions and contract- 
ing in others, with war as ai alydlcst constant factor, and with 
revolts of conquered peoples and foreign inroads requiring constant 
attention and emergency action. Any administrative officer might be 
called upon to organize and lead troops, to defend his district or 
conduct punitive expeditions, to collect taxes and tribute, to 
repair temples, canals, and bridges, and at any time might be 
expected to carry out a special behest of the king. 1 

Furthermore, persons of considerably different rank could hear the same 

title. Thus "ho can designate both a "governor" and a "satrap. "2 The 

same ambiguity exists with the title pn, "rofficer, " found most fre- 

quently in the correspondence of Arshara 
. -ý 

Achaemenid Re Zigious Policies 

That Cyrus set the precedent in this area and was followed pur- 

posefully by his successors is attested by Dariis' recognition of his 

policy as stated in the Gadates Inscription where he refers to Rr. 

the intention of my ancestors towards the god who told the Persians 

114 The rest of the inscription is lost, but since Cambyses never 

entered Asia Minor, Darius can only be referring to Cyrus. 5 One of the 

first acts of Cyrus after capturing Babylon was to restore all the gods 

IWaterman., RC AE, Vol. IV, p. 22. 

2Kraeling, BM_AP, p. 35. Cf. mailers, IBKU, p. 36; and Ackroyd, 
ER, p. 144, n. 27. Bowman makes the observation that titles 
sometimes deteriorated and became ambiguous with overuse, as the titles 
pa7jaty and satrap show. Even while the title segan could still refer to 
an important official, it too was sometimes degraded to signify simply 
'foreman. "' (ARTP, p. 26) . Cf. Hallock, EPT, p. 24. On the title . aknu 
see Hen>haw, JAGS 87: 517-25,1967, and 88: 461-83,1968. 

3. rbid. , pp. 33-4. Cf. Driver, AD2 . On the terminology used by 
Greek writers in reference to Achaemenid administrators see Bivar, NC 
(1963), p. 122f. 

4Smi th , Isaiah, j p. 41,1944. 

SMeyer, L'J, p. 21. Cf. Ezra 6: 1-12. 
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to their own cities, which Nabonidus had brought to Babylon. 

Von [. 
.-. ].., Assur und Susa, Akkad, Esnunrialand, Zanban, 

Meturnu, Der bis zum Gebiet des Guti'unilandes, die Kultstätten jen-. 
se] its des Tigris, deren Wohnstatt seit früherer Zeit) aufgegeben 
war, (deren) Götter, die in ihnen gewohnt hatten, brachte ich an 
ihren Ort zurück und liess sie eine ewige Wohnstatt aufschlagen. 
Alle ihre Menschen holte ich zusammen und brachte sie zurück zu 
ihren Wohnorten, und die Götter des Landes Sumer und Ak_kad, die 
Nabonid zum Zorn des Herrn der Götter (sc. Marduk) nach Babylon 
hineingebracht hatte, liess ich auf Geheiss Marduks, des grossen 
Herrn, in Wohlergehen in ihren Gemächern eine Wohnstätte der Herz- 
ensfreude bewohnen. 1 

In this same proclamation Cyrus states that Marduk had given him the 

victory over his enemies. In another inscription Cyrus gives this 

credit to the god Sin: "Sin [the moon-god], the illuminator of heaven 

and earth, with his favourable sign delivered into my hands the four 

quarters of the world, and I returned the gods to their shrines . i2 In 

yet another inscription it is, "The great gods have delivered all the 

lands into my hand. , "' Frye notes that "al-though his inscriptions 

are in Akkadian for local consumption, one misses any mention of his own 

gods in them, so characteristic of older conquerors 1zi the Near East' 

At Pasargadae ". .. at [the) east and west gates, he chose Assyrian or 

U "artiarn fo: ns of protz: otive deities, In this ways it may he that ', ýe 

see here in pic w-ia1 form 
... traces of the religious tolerance which 

we know as characteristic of Cyrus the Great, .. . 4`S 

ICyrus Cylijn. der, Berger, ZA 64: 199,201,1975. f--f. Olmstead, 
HDE, pp. 5 1ff, 

2Gadd and Legrain, OT: I, RI, No. 307.31bid. , No. 194. 

''Faye, HP, p. 82. Cf . Kenyon, BA, p. 341: "Evidently Cyrus's 

can :c ss iOn. to the Jews was not an isolated act. It was part of a policy 
of conciliation of his new subjects by showing favour to their religions. 
An act which, isolated, might seem strange, and the historical truth of 
which has been questioned, is now shown to fall into its natural place 
as part of a rational policy. " See also Slotli, SBB: DEN, p. 112. 

5Barnett, M[SJ 45: 422,1969. 
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Camhyses I behaviour ins Egypt is much maligned in Greek sources, 1 

but archaeological evidence presents a much more favourable and objec- 

Live picture. 

He consulted the oracles and visited the sanctuaries. An inscrip- 
tion of a priest of Sais named Uzahor contains precious details. 

... We are told in the inscription that , Uzahor was able to 
ingratiate himself into favor, so that Cambyses entrusted to him the 
composition of his royal name and under his guidance visited the 
sanctuaries of Neith, Osiris, Ra and Ammon. In the temple of Neith; 
he prostrated himself before the goddess, offered a sacrifice, and 
established a foundation in perpetuity. Some people who had no 
right to be there had settled down within the sacred enclosure of 
the temple; he made them leave, conducted a. ceremony of purification 
for the holy place, and restored it to its former glory. The revs- 
nues assigned to the cult were maintained and the ceremonies were 
thereafter to be celebrated in the traditional way .2 

The reputed slaying of an Apis -but l by Cambyses is refuted by the dis- 

covery of the sarcophagus for it bearing the dedicatory inscription of 

Ca, mbyses himself. 3 

Darius' policy towards the religions of the empire is set down 

in the Behistu. n. Inscription in his own words: 

The kingdom which had been taken away from our family, that I put in 
its place; I reestablished it on is foundati on. As befo re, so I 

made the sanctuaries which Gauunata the Magian destroyed. I restored 
to the people the pastures and the herds, the household slaves and 
the }souses which Gaumata the Magian took away from them. i reestab-- 
lished the people on its foundation, both Persia and Media. and the 

4 other provinces. 

Tn Egypt Darius repaired the sanctuary of Ptah at Memphis and ordered d 

temple at the oasis of ei-Khargah to be restored. For an example of 

this i-ri Asia Minor one needs only to refer to the Gadates Inscription 

1F. g., iidt. 3.27-9. 

ZdeVaux, BANE, p. 71. On the Uzahor Insc. see Posene-r., PDPE; 

Olmstead, ZPE, pp. 89ff.; and Atkinson, JAOS 76: I70-1,1956. 

3Gunn, AS'AP' 26: U: 3-5,1926. Cf. Atkinson, JAUS 76: 170-1,1056, 

DB I4, Kent, OF2 , p. 120. On the personal religion of the 

Achaemen i_;: ts see Gershev7_tch, JIVES 23: 11.2-38,1964. 
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included in this study e1 The gods of the foreign workmen at Persepolis 

received commodities from the Persepolis treasury equally with the Per- 

sian Ahurainazda. 2 Darius' legal reforms included the realm o_',: ' religion. 

; his is attested by Pherendates A and B which refer to an edict of 

Darius regulating requirements for leadership of the Khnum priesthood. 4 

In sum, "Persia was tolerant of the various ethnic religions but 

insisted that their cults should be well organized under responsible 

leadership and that religion should never mask plans for rebellion. o'4 

That this religious policy was continued by later. Achaemenid kings is 

attested by AP 21 wherein Darius II writes to the Jews at Elephantine 

concerning the keeping of the feast of Unleavened Bread. 

The Achaeineni ds aid the Ionguage Problem 

Stretching from India in the east across Anatolia to Greece and 

south to Egypt, the administration of the empire was faced with the 

problem of a multitude of languages. } or_tunately for Persia some of the 

empires that she had conquered had already faced thiEE problem, though 

not on such a scale- The Assyrians and Babylonians provided the Per- 

suns with a ready--made system for dealing with a multitude of languages. 

What was required was the skill of bilingualism. This could be accom- 

pushed i-ii one of two ways. 

One way was to make use of the native tongues of the various 

ideVa-ux, BANE, pp. 75-7. 

2Hallcck, EFT, }gyp. 5,18-9, and passim. 

30n the Pherendates documents see p. 30 above, and on Darius 
legal reforms see pp. 194ff. above. 

''O1mstcad, !! PE, p. 304. Cf. deVaux, BANE, p. 77; and G. coshe i dz, 
GTT 54: 4,1954. 
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language groups. Either aofficial of the ruling nation could earn 

one or more languages of the subject peoples, or the subjects would 

learn the language of the ruling people, or both. This method can be 

illustrated from the military affairs of eighth and seventh century 

As syri a. 

There are indications that difference of language presented 
some difficulty when prisoners and deserters were to be questioned. 

But Assyria had men for the job. Thus Sargon is told: "The 
king my lord knows that Ishtar-Babilia is a m«ster of language (bei 
lishani) 

.I have sent him from the city of Tikrish 
.; he 

formed this opinion and reported it to us. " And King Esarhaddon, in 
a letter to his men on the borders of Mannai, directs that when a fugitive from the Mannai has a tale to tell, a scribe of the Mannai 
shall stand by "to write it down from his lip-" 

.3 

A second way was to make use of an interrneJiary language' That 

Aramaic played. such a role already under the Assyrians and Babylonians 

has long been known 
.2 Probably the best known reference to this is that 

recorded in 2 Kings 18-17-37. 

Undoubtedly, both methods go back to early trade contacts. Peo- 

ple have always faced and been mile to overcome language barriers, and 

given enough contact, a "tradeP9 language or lingua franca will he c, (--- 

aced, this whether only two languages are involved or whether. a thi- J, 

intermediary language is used. The characteristics of such languages 

are succinctly stated by Weinreich: 

In the highly hybridized makeshift trade languages, most ob- 
ligatory categories expressed by bound morphemos are well known to 
be abandoned. These tongues have by and large been formed from 
structurally very different languages; the failure to perceive non- 
explicit grammatical categories has therefore been widespread on 
both sides. Also considering that trade tongues begin with a very 
sketchy learning of both second languages, and that only the bare 
essentials of existence are given expression in the hybrid form, the 

1Fish, /JJ L 2ý,: 295-5,1942. Waterman, RcAE, Vol. 1, No. 342; 
cf . No . 434 . 

2DOugherty, 
JAGS 48: 109-35,1928. 
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necessity for observing grammatical distinctions is so reduced that 
free and non-obligatory forms suffice as means of expressing them. 1 

While owing a debt to those commercial agents who developed bilingual 

skills sufficient for their needs, the demands on the bilingual to meet 

the needs of an empire Is administration certainly became greater. It is 

also certain that there were then, as there are today, various skills 

and degrees of competency required and attained in the scribal profes- 

SiGn .. 

An important circumstance of the Achaemenid administration is 

the apparent illiteracy of most officials including the kings. A number 

of text, state that its contents were read to or before the king or 

other official. Darius says this of himself: 

Saith Darius the King: By the favor of Ahu. ramazda this is the 
inscription which I made. Besides, it was in Aryan, and. on clay 
tablets and on parchment it was composed. .., 

And it was inscribed 

and was read off before me. Afterwards this inscription I sent off 
everywhere among the provinces. 2 

However, that such statements need not necessarily imply illit- 

Bracy on the part of these officials is seen by the same statement being 

used in reference to a chancellor and a scribe. Rehm, a chancelloz, 

and Shimshai, as scribe, had a letter from Artaxerxes read before they ---. 

Ezra 4: 43. This seems to be a case where two officials capable of read- 

ing preferred to have a letter read to them rather than to read it them- 

selves, perhaps partly as a matter of etiquette since as high officials 

they employed secretaries. More probably it was simply a practical way 

of expediting the message to all concerned and also making it a matter 

llow, elnYeich, L, p. 43. For an example of this in Aramaic see 
Naveh, WO 6: 45,1971. 

-'DB 70 , 
Kent , 

OF2, p. 132. Cf. Esther 6: 1 concerning Xerxes and 
Ezra 4.13 concerning Artaxerxes _ 

See Schaeder, IB, pp. 5,13 ; and Lewy, 

RUGi. 25: 1.70,1954. ":: ' also below, p. 209. 
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of public knowledge. 6`. 1hile Hezodotus States that royal scribes attended 

all governors (3.128), Landsberger has shown that in the Ancient Near 

East scribes rarely moved up the administrative 1ai1. der. 1 Hence it is 

unl. -kely that effici. d s ever attained the level of literacy attained by 

scribes. Another f- der that should be kept in mind regarding the Per- 

Sian period is that officials were largely corresponding in i language 

not their own (see below) 
o I't should also be mentioned here that a dis- 

tinction must be made between speaking., and reading- and writing. It is 

possible for a perso,, i to be bilingual in speech while at the same time 

to be unable to read and write his second language, or even his native 

language. The opposite is also true in that a person can ire able to 

read and write in a second language but not be ab1. e to speak or under-- 

staid the other language when it is spoken. With these preliminaries 

and background, attention can now be turned to the handling of the ian- 

guage problem by the Achaemenid allmini t: ration. 

Firsts there is wimple evidence to show that the Achaemenid ad- 

ministration was able to communicate in a large number of different 1 an- 

guages and that throughout the empire, not just at a highly centrali; i%ed 

capital. 

Found among the Persepolis Fortification documents there was one 
brief communication written in Greek, there was "one piece in 
the Phrygian letters and language" . In all probability nei- 
ther of the two latter texts was written at Persepolis-----hut surely 
someone had to read them; the Greek document is dated in the month 
of lebet, and so may come from some area where the common Semitic 
calendar was in use, but the Phrygian inscription was written where 
the OP calendar at least was in force, since (a fact seemingly hith- 

erto unrecognized) it is dated in the OP month WNAMAW2 

From Xalnthos comes a trilingual inscription in Greek, Lycian and Ara- 

1La ndsberger, CI, p. 9-9. Cf . Sas son , Iraq 34: 56,1972. 

2C2. meron, JAI ES' 32: 511--3,1973. 
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maic, obviously all three languages being recognized as legitimate for 

official cormnunications. » Herodotus mentions interpreters (oý epunv=-'es) 

in connection with a Greek brought before Darius at Susa, who claimed to 

be a benefactor of the king (3.140). 2 Demotic was used officially in 

Egypt as attested by the Pherendates correspondence (see pp. )O-1 

above). 3 Now in light of the Persepolis Fortification tablets, Old Per- 

sian takes its place alongside of the other languages used in the admin- 

istration of the empire. 4 Hitherto, only a few seals bearing monolin- 

gu-tl Old Persian inscriptions were known, but 

there are now, from the Persepolis Fortifications, a substan- 
tial number of seal legends with an inscription in OP exclusively, 
and the specific need to obtain ... [the owners'] identification 
is brilliantly illustrated by at least two documents originating 
with Pharnaces in which appears this comment regarding his own seal 
inscribed with a monolingual Aramaic legend: "The seal that for- 
merly was mine has been replaced (? ) ; this seal is now mine that has 
been applied to this tablet. " In the latter case, someone surely 
had to be able to read and write Aramaic, and the same must have 
been true also for those sealings bearing an OP inscription only. 5 

Gershevitch observes that many of the Persepolis tablets were Inscribed 

elsewhere than at Persepolis, and this allows U< e. the inference that 

scribes writing in Elamite or Aramaic were available wherever in Persia 

1Metzger, Laroche, Dupont-Sommer, CJRAI 74: 82-93,115-25,132-49, 
1974. See A. R. Millard, BE 11: 84-91,1975, for a popular account. 

2See the remarks of Meyer, EJ, p, 20, and deVaux, p, 84, 

concerning the Gadates Inscription. 

3Darius' codification of the laws of Egypt was written in Aramaic 

and Demotic. Spiegelbergs SDC, p. 31; and Reich, Mizraim 1: 180,1933. 

'Previously OP has been considered limited to only royal inscrip- 

tions, particularly monuments, and hence not requiring any great number 
of scribes abb1_t, to read and write it. E. g., Gershevitch, EP, pp. 2-4; 

and Widengren, POTT, p. 339. 

5Camero n, J[J'S 12: 54,1973. Cf. Hallock, PFT. Identical seal 
imprrssions have been found in Asia Minor; see Balkan, Anatolia 4: 123-8, 

1959. 
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there happened to be a government office or a supply station. "1 It also 

seems clear from the above that Old Persian-writing scribes may also 

have been available throughout the empire. Two Fortification tablets 

mention Persians serving as scribes or training to become scribes. 2 

Babylonian scribes are frequently mentioned in the Fortification tablets, 

often with the specification "on parchment, !" that is to say, writing 

Aramaic. 3 There also had to be many scribes bilingual in Elamite and 

Old Persian, since most of the Persepolis officials were Persian anJ the 

majority of the economic tablets are in Elamite. Cameron concurs with 

Gershevitch °t. .. that many of the Elamite scribes could read back to 

Persian officials the orders they received in the OP language and wrote 

down in Elamite, in part because those documents hart been written with a 

copious number of OP Ioanwords. 114 The book of Est6 er relates three oc- 

casions on which an official edict was sent thioughr t the empire '° . 

to each province according to its script [inýj and ! every people ac- 

cording to their language [p1u`7] 
e" (1m22,3: 12,8: 9) .5 This writer sug- 

Bests the probability that the references to script and language in 

these passages refer to the practice of oral and written promulgation of 

11Gershevitch, EP, p. 4. 

2PF 871 and 1137. See Hallock, PFT, p. 30. Whether these Per- 
sian. scribes were learning to read and write OP is unknown and the num- 
ber of OP-writing scribes must remain problematic until further evidence 
is forthcoming, 

3Hallocn, PFT= LFCameron, JTES 32; 51,1973. 

5That this discussion is not superfluous car,, be seen from the 
evaluations of these passages in Esther by some modern scholars. Dom- 
mershausen writes concerning 3: 12, "Es ist nicht an, -,, nehmen dass Xerxes 
in sUmti ichcn Schriften und Sprachen seines Reiches die Briefe ausfert- 
igen liess, das ist Hyperbel perbel das Erzhiers. " He aor. is in n. 70, "Im 
übrigen wissen war, dass das sogenannte Reichsaramdisch als Diplomaten-- 
sprache im AcJi menidenrei ch sehr verbreitet war. " Eie EstherrolZe, p. 
35 .L 

ikew ýse Iýci<'_ýrso 1, TE, Vol . III, concerning 1: 22. See p. 185 above . 
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officiall edicts (see p. 185 above), the former to provide the widest 

distribution and the latter to provide a permanent account of the edict. 

Further, we may be reasonably assured that someone had to interpret 
for the Indians travelling home from Susa who stopped off at Persep- 
olis, and for the Ionians who are known to have been in residence 
there, just as, at Susa, someone had to be able to give orders to- 
and perhaps to read and write for the Carians and Ionians who 
brought cedar timbers from Babylon to that capital, the Egyptians 
who , along with the Medes, worked there as goldsmiths, the Sardi axis 
who worked there as woodworkers, and the Babylonians who worked 
there as brickmakers. 1 

It is also to be noted that Darius' codification of Egyptian laws was 

recorded in both Demotic and Aramaic, 2 and his Behistun Inscription in 

Elamite, Akkadian and Old Persian circulated in at least an Akkadian and 

an Aramaic version. 3 

This brings Lis to a consideration of the second approach to the 

larigu. age p-ýýoblem., tue use of a third, intermediary language which in 

this case is ArCsnaic. The advantages of a single common second language 

among scribes rather than a multitude of second languages are obivious. 

Ii. was under the Persians that Aramaic reached its zenith. as 
a world language. Its extended employment .., was based on the 
broad foundation of usage already established in the Assyro- 
Babylonian age. As a means of writing, Aramaic was carried wherever 
the influence of Persia went. From Abydos on the Hellespont to the 
most remote frontier of Egypt, Aramaic has been found. There is 

witness of it from the Caucasus Mountains in the north to the midst 
of the Syrian desert and eastward through Kurdistan and the Zagros 
district to Afghanistan and India. » 

The advantages of Aramaic are easily illustrated by its use in pass- 

ports. There are over 300 travel texts from Persepolis which record the 

:1 Cameron, JIVES 32: 52,1973. On the workmen at Susa see DSf. , 
Kent, OP2, pp. ? 42-4. On interpreters see p. 203 above. 

-Reichs Tl-Lzrair, i 1: 180,1933; and Spiegelberg, SDC, p. 31. 

3Cowley, AP, pp, 248ff. 

"Bowman, ARTP, p, 16, Cf. Bowman, JNES 7: 65-90,1948; and 
Wesendonk, LO 49: 1-10,1932. 
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disbursement of rations to travellers. The origins and destinations of 

these travellers are to and from the farthest reaches of the empi re .z 
The travel-ration texts report the daily operations of a 

? -highly developed system of travel, transport, and communication, 

The travel-ration texts also, by their very existence, imply 
an elaborate system for the transfer of credits. The texts wvere 
inscribed at the supply station and sent to Pei ; epolis. There, evi- 
dently, the commodities dispensed were credited to the account of 
the supplier and debited to the account of the official who had pro- 
vided the travelers with a "sealed? document" (haZmi) or "authors. za- 
tion" (. miuatukkcc) ...; Although the authorizing documents are 
mentioned again and again, our texts include no actual document of 
this nature. 2 

However., such a "passport" or "authorization" has been preserved among 

the Arsham documents as AD 6, used in this study (see above, p. 36) Jt 

is for an, officer of Arsham who is returning to Egypt from either Susa 

or Babylon. Being in Aramaic and addressed to various officials of di f-- 

ferent nationalities, i is obvious that scribes capable of reading Ara- 

maic were expected to be present at the various supply stations. Since, 

as rioted above on pages 204-5, most officials appear to have been il lit- 

eratc, the following procedure can be pictured when Ai_ainai. c was used: 

Macht man sich diesen einfachen Sachverhalt klar, so wird 
man zu dem Schluss geführt, dass der achämenidiý. che Kanz ieiverlk. ehr 
einerseits auf Einsprachigkeit des Schriftwesens, anh. ierseits auf 
Mehrsprachigkeit der Schreiber gestellt war. Sie mussten imstande 
sein, aus Angaben oder Diktaten, die ihnen auf Persisch oder in 
irgendeiner Provinzialsprache gegeben wurden, unmittelbar ein aramä- 
isches Schriftstück zu konzipieren und umgekehrt ein solches Schrift- 
stück unmittelbar, 'vom Blatt weg', in die Sprache des Adressaten zu 
übersetzen. 3 

By this procedure Persians could communicate officially and privately 

with each other and with foreigners without themselves having to learn 

1 Hallock, E'S'T, pp.. 40ff. 2lb id. 
, p. 6. 

3Scc. haeder, IB, pp. 5-6. Accepted by Kutscher, CTL, Vol. VI, 

pp. 398 9, who notes a modern example of this procedure. See also 
tiL'. i dengren, POTT, pp. 340-1; and Porten, AF, p. S7. See pp, 167ff. above. 
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to read or Write e1 The extent of the use of Aramaic in Egypt, outside 

the Aramaic speaking communities, is seen in the fact that Persian names 

were taken into Egyptian through their Aramaic forms. 2 Aramaic was also 

used extensively at Persepolis. Besides the Aramaic glosses on the 

Treasury and Fortification tablets, 3 there are over 150 utensils with 

Aramaic inscriptions only, apparently used for religious purposes, ' and 

also over 300 clay tablets 11 ... incised or written in ink oj- both 

. . 115 in Aramaic exclusively. 

1Gershevitch, ED, p. 3. For examples see AP 26, and Papyrus 
Berol. 23000, as edited by Naveh and Shaked, JAOS 91: 379-82,1971. 

2BUrchardt, ß'1S 49: 78-S0,1911. 

Ca, ie =rin, PTT, and Hallock, PFT. 

Bocrai , ARTP. Cf. Levine, JAOS 92: 70-9,1972, and Naveh and 
Staked, Or ß32: 445-57,1973. 

SIcid., p. 19. Cf . Cameron, JNES 32: 52, n. 31,1973; and 
Ualiock., Or 42: 320-3,1973. For a clay tablet inscribed completely in 

Aramaic already during Assyrian times see Millard, Iraq 34: 131,1972, 

and rcfercnces. 



CHAPTER VIII 

INTERNAL EXAMINATION OF THE EZRA DOCUMENTS 

Thu: far the ED nave been examined. primarily from the perspec- 

Live of external evidence. The lexical stock, epistolary style, and 

historical context have all. been evaluated. The purpose of this chapter 

is to evaluate the contents of the ED on the basis of known : historical 

evidence by presenting specific issues concerning the ED that have been 

debated in scholarly circles. It seems superfluous to discuss matters 

generally known and accepted. For ease of referenca the issues will be 

taken in the order in which they occur in the texts. 

Ezra 1; 2, There is no address This document is a proclamation 

and not a letter. Darius' Behi stud. Inscription, a proclamation, also 

lacks an address .1 On the other hand, v03 makes it clear that the 

proclamation is addressed to those whose God is Yap weh, the God of 

Israel, i. e., the Jews. 2 

, 
The title "King of Persia. `` This title occurs in the Ezra 1: 2 

ED on? ly in 1.2-4. Its frequent occurrence3 in the surrounding narra- 

Lives has raised a separate question, that of the date of the narrative 

as distinct from the documents themselves. Recent commentators have 

IKent 
, 01)2, pp. 116ff. 2Bickerman, JBL 65: 253 and n. 26,1946. 

ýýa1: 1,8; 3: 7; 4: 3,5,7,24; 6: 14; 7: I; (9: 9) 

4 Drive , LO, p. 545. Cf. Gray, ET 25: 245-51k 1914. 

211- 
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accepted the validity of the title being used in the Persian period, not 

just a later title of the Greek period, primarily on the bas s of its 

occurrence in the Nabonidus Chronicle. 1 However, this is not the only 

occurrence of the title in the Persian period. It occurs in o . 
her Baby- 

Ionian documents and in the writings of Greek his orians of the Persian 

period. 2 For example, "Xerxes, king of. Persia" occurs in a tablet pub- 

lished by Oppert; 3 "Cambyses, king of Persia" occurs in Herodotus 3.21; 

and the title "king of the Persians" occurs in Xenophon vii. 1.33. 

Ezra 1, -2, Cyrus ' claim that Yahweh had gi , en him universal 

,1 rrinion. 

The belief in the universal dominion of the supreme god .,. changed the formula of homage, but left intact its content. A new 
ruler received the investiture of a world empire from each omi ; ersal 
god simultaneously, and established his relations to ca-_-h god sepa- 
rately as before. Having entered Babylon, Cyrus announced that the 
Babylonian god Marduk had "appointed him to lordship over the whole 
world. " But at Ui, the Persian king proclaimed that "the great gods" 
of this city "had delivered all the lands into my hand, " while in 
the temple of Sin it was this moon-god who had estabiishs. d "vrus" 
dominion over "the four quarters" of the earth, Later, in a hiero- 
glyphic text, Darius I acknowledged that "the double Nile" ad given 
him "all the countries, " the list of which inr. 

-Luded 
Persia herself. 

On the other hands in Persia, the Achaemenidians naturally gave 
credit to Ahura-Mazda for their success., But ir:: each case there is 
always the correlation between the appointment of the ruler. by a god 
as his vicar and the latter's care for the worship of his god. 4 

Ftirther, more5 Cyrus went against the practice of other Ancient Near vast- 

ern rulers by not mentioning his own god in inscriptions in 1ocL. 1 lan- 

I So Batten, IC, C: EN; Rudolph, HAT: EN3 and Myers, AB: EN. For the 
Nabonidus Chronicle see Grayson, ABC; and Pritchard, ANET2; pp. '05-7. 

2A list of the titles of Persian kings was compiled by R. D. Wi1- 
sop, "Titles of the Pepsi an Kings, " G. WV--i1, ed., Festschrift Eduard 
Sachau, pp. 179-207.1915, ;::. nd revised with a discussion added in PTR 
15: 90-1.45,1917. 

30pp; rt, M, Zczn, es de'crch. egypt at ass. I: 2_ß_ 
18`73. 

4Bickerman, JBL 6S: 264-5,1946. 
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guages meant for local consumption. 1 Tt is to be noted that the Jews at 

Elephantine used the name r, ý a, "Yaho, u, N in their correspondence with 

officials as well as with friends and relatives, e. g., AP 30. 

Ezra 1: 2,3, The expression, "Jerusalem, which is_ in Judah. "- 

This appears to be a mark of bureaucratic style since it occurs fre- 

quently in official documents. In the Fortification Tablets from Per- 

sepolls, for example, PF 1790 ends, "The sealed d"cunent was delii; ered 

(at) Tamukkan (in the district) of Ranmesa. "2 Darius' Behistun Inscrip- 

tion repeatedly uses this style of reference: ''A fortress by name 

Sikayauvati, a district by name Nisaya, in Media . ," (DB 1.58-9) 

"When he arrived in Media, a town by name Miaru, in Media ... ý' (DB 2. 

22-3) .3 The formula is even used of people and objects, such ss temples 

I'X the treasurer who is in Arachosia°f (ARTP 9.4) ;4 "the priests who are 

in Yeb the fortress" (AP 30.1) ; and The temple of Ya'u the God, which 

is in the fortress of Yeb" (AP 30.6) .5 Herodotus mentions an '"E bacanaa 

in Syria" as well as an I'Ecbatana in Media, " both in reference to an 

oracle concerning the death of. Cambyses who had confused the two places 

(3.62.64) , The -formula also occurs in Ezra 6: 2., "Lcbatana which is in 

the province of Media-" 

Die genaue Bestimmung Jerusalems: "welches in Jehuda ist", - ein 
fuer die Juden selbstverstaendlicher und ueberfluessiger Anhang, 
doch wichtig fuer die persischen Staatsbeamten, die vielleicht nie 

etwas von der Existenz Jerusalems gehoert hatten, als sie das Fdikt 

1 Frye., lip, p. 82, and see above pp. 199ff. 

2See also PF 1857 and 2070. 

3Kent, opt, p. 118,120. See also DB 2. Q. 27--8,3. S1-2, etc. 

See Bowria-1i, ART?, p. 8.2, n. 74. 

5Sce aisc AP 6.4, B MAP 2.2,12.2, and Xanthos Trilingual. 5-5. 
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formulierten - weist auf das Bestehen formeller Exaktheit auf. 1 

Ezra 1: 3!, The expression, "May his God he with hint. "-The ex- 

Pression of good wishes is a standard part of correspondence and occurs 

in many forms throughout the correspondence and messages of the ancient 

Near East .2 

Ezra 2: 3, The expression, "The God of IsraeZ.. "3 The author (or 

authors) of Ezra uses the expression himself so that its use by Cyrus 

(and Artaxerxes, Ezra 7: 15) should not be considered out of place. 

". ., The Persian adrniristratien necessarily styled the deities of the 

subjpct peoples in agreement with the phraseology 9 used by the latter. ' ý 

This is attested in. the Pherendates corresporýdence. 5 The title "God of 

Heaven" also occurs in the ED and in the Elephantine papyri <5 

Ezra 1: 3, The expression `The God who is in Jerusa Zem. "---A1 si m- 

i. l ar expression is "the house of the God which is in Jerusalem, " which 

occurs in the next verse.? Both fo ' ui=itions are common in the rlephan- 

tine papyri. 8 While for the former the statement, "It is not a geograph- 

i Zerkavod, EZ H_. a` a. iin 37: 2,1962. 

2Qn salutations see above, pp. 77ff. Also Thompson, LBL, p. xvi. 
For Assyrian and Babylonian greetings see Salonen, Die Gruss- und Hbf-- 
Zichkeitsforreln in babylonisch- assyrischen Briefen, 1967. 

3Also at Ezra 5: 1,6: 14, and 7: 15. 

4BIckerrnar, JBL 65: 256,1946.5See above, p. 30, n. 3. 

6Ezra 5: 11,12; 6: 9,10; 7: 12,21,23. For the papyri see DISO. 

7Also in Ezra 5: 14; 6: 12; 7: 15,17. 

B!? he God who is in IT. AP 6.4, BMAP 1.2,9.2,12.2, etc. 
"I be house of the God which is in ": AP 30.6, also LAH. 2.1,3.1, 

etc. See Fitzinyer, JNES 21: 17,1962. 
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ical indication but a theological conviction, and expresses the close 

relationship between the God and the city which is the center of His 

cult, "1 perhaps overstates the case, nevertheless it gives the theolog- 

ical context of the expression for the native. However, for a foreign 

Icing or official it may have been no more than a geographical. reference. 2 

Ezra 1: 4, The returning Jews were to be subsidized by the Baby- 

Ionians. ---Firsts it must be stated that the text does not mention the 

Babylonians, and the interpretation that they are implied is not at all 

:)1 certain. The text reads, ? Y3]h ; +1Ku] ow pia K1; i lUx tjfi]7n7 1xvj]; ý 5- 

In n. Grosheide is certainly correct when be observes 1'Voorts bedende 

men., dat de Joden in Babel veelal in kolonies bij elkaar woonden, 2: 59 

(plaatsen met Flebr eeuwse en Ararnese nomen f) , Ezech, 3: 15, verg. Ezra 

8- 17. ''3 Thus the supporting neighbours would be Jews who were not re-- 

turning. Similarly, Bickerman notes that a Carian settlement in Nippur 

established in the sixth century B . C. still existed in the fourth cen- 

tury B. C., showing that such communities continued. 

Ezra 1.: 4, The use of the term IA, "Alien. "------t`Among thf.: ancients, 

a resident alien and his descendants preserved his original nationality 

indefinitely, unless he was admitted among the citizens. "5 The colonies 

established in Palestine by Ashurbanipal retained their original nation- 

1Japhet, V1718: 368,1968° 

2-The Xanthos Trilingual refers to the addiessee as th - satrap 
who is in Karka and Termila, 11.3-5 

3Grosheide, G°L 54010,1951. 

`}Bickei-mm, ELM, p. 5 (see further pp. 4-") . Cf. Meissner., 'PAW 

49; 6-26,1938. 

5BickcrJni. n, JBL 65: 261,1946. 
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alities, Ezra 4°9-10. Likewise the Jewish colonists at Elephantine, who 

were there at least as early as Cambyses (AP 30.13), were still known 

as Jews in the time of Darius II Fa century later. 1 

Ezra 1: 4, The use of ºi. n'ii, "free-will offering, "a technical 

cultic term. ----See at Ezra 6.9-10, The cultic references. 

Ezra 1: 2-4, The document is in Hebrew rather than Aramaic, the 

diplomatic Zang tage. -- It has been shown elsewhere that communication in 

the Persian empire was made in many languages--Elamite, Phrygian, Demotic 

ai. d Akkadian-not only in Aramaic, see above, pp. 202ff. 

Ezra 1.2-4., Its comparison with Ezra 6: 2b-5. --- 

Now the common opinion that we have two versions of the same edict 
in chap. 1 and chap. 6 does not represent the facts correctly, 
because chap. I gives a formal public edict which was proclaimed all 
through the kingdom; while chap. 6 gives a memorandum of an official 
action which was to serve as direction for the royal officials, 2 

The proclam. ati. ong 1. -2-4, grants the Jews certain privileges in conne--- 

tion with their return to Judah, while the memorandum, 6: 2b--5, is ". Fa 

a specification of the limits of the expenditure to be permitted from 

the royal purse > P'3 It is this distil c tion of purpose that exp3 ais the 

different matters emphasized in each---the permission to return to Judah 

in 1: 2-4 and the details concerning the temple in 6: 2b-S. 

Ezra 4: 15, The expression, `ýnr 'i w)n- 1 7ý . The issue at 

stake here is the implication that the affairs of Judah and Babylon a 

I For additional examples see previous note. On the term )A see 
Kellerman, TWI1, Vol 11, pp. 439ff. 

2 Beaver, AJT 19.113P 1915. Cf, . Bi ckerman, JBL 65 : 249ff ., 
19 45 . 

, j.,, 
3 Fresented to Hertz, p. 392. 3Smith, I, - 
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century and a half earlier were preserved in Persian records. However, 

it has been shown above that archival materials were preserved by con- 

quering s tates, 1 therefore that the Persians would have preserved such 

records is not at all unlikely. In fact, Berossus in the third century 

B. C. made use of the Babylonian Chronicle which covered the Assyrian, 

Neo-Babylonian, Persian and Greek periods. 2 

Ezra 4: 11-16, The local officials turned to the king rather than 

to the satrap. The administrative system established by Darius con- 

tamed a means of checks and balances on officials, While the satrap 

enjoyed almost unlimited power: there were officials at bi_. court who 

were responsible directly to the king. Such was the office held by 

Rehuni, Oyu 5y-n (see above, pp. 4-ff. ) . 

Ezra 4: 20, The description of Jerusalem in its j armer paver. ---No 

king of Israel is named here or in RehumIs letter (4: 1.1-16) .. It is use. - 

less to speculate on who was meant but, as is well k loi, wn, several kings 

of Israel and Judah are mentioned in Assyrian and Babylonian inscrip- 

tions , That this exchange of correspondence between Rehum and Artaxer- 

xes exaggerates the situation seems certain and is not without parallels 

in the letters of the period. 3 

E, ra 4: 21, The statement, bons tznyi) )n i)). -This statement 

merely marks the order as being provisional. 

I See chapter 6 above, pp. 170ff. 

? See Drew, Iraq 37: 39-55,1975. 

It should go without say- 

30ppenheim, LM, pp, 132-4, #76; Hdt. S. 23; Waterman, RC. 4E, 
Pt. 2, pp. 364-5, #1241. 
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ing that such provisions are part and parcel of any administration. ' 

E'ZYa 5: 8, The expression, "the great God. "-This appellation 

also occurs in the E1abmite tablets.. e. g. , PF 353 and 354. 

Ezra 5: 12-14, The speZZing of the name Nebuchadnezzar, `1Y. ß`r: 'iii. 

There are two spellings of the name Nebuchadnezzar that have created a 

problem: The latter spelling; with -i in is 

the Akkadian spelling, while the former spelling, with ý in Is3-, is 

apparently a late spelling of the Hellenistic period. However, both 

spellings occur in Jeremiah, even both spellings in the same chapter- 

29. The spelling also occurs in 2 Kings 24,25.2 In modern circles 

it seems to have been overlooked that dil Daniel where the . spelling 

occurs there are MSS that have the 1 spellingm3 On the other hand, 

Berger has shown that there is an inner Hebrew transitLon of 1>3 and 

that there are other Akkadian names in the Old Testament that also have 

passed through this t. ransition. ! 

Ezra 5: 15., The expression, "the terrrpZe which is in JerusaZem< <' 

See under same at 1: 2,3, and 1: 3. 

Ezra 5.16_, The statement that Sheshbazzar laid the foundation of 

the temple. --Elsewhere it is said that Zerubbabel laid the foundation of 

llllustra. tive examples of fluctuation in administration and pre- 
cautions taken to handle changes are AP 26, AD 1,8, PF 1858. 

21 he spelling of the name in BA is always with 3 (in Ezra at 
6: 5) . See BDB for lists of occurrences of the two spellings. 

3Kenniicotts KITH; Ginsburg, 1The Writings. 

t+Berger, ZA 64: 219-34,1975, especially pp. 227ff. 
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the temple. 1 The issue revolves around the interpre i ation of the verbs 

translated "laid the foundation. a' In Ezra 5: 16 it 
is 

(R )ý ; ý, and in 

Zechariah 4: 9 -TO), It is sufficient to point out here that . 3n? is bet- 

ter understood in the sense of "administer. '2 Thus Sheshbaz2. ar is 

involved in the work as the official representative of the kings while 

Zerubbabel is the local authority in charge of the actual work. 3 

Ezra 5: 17 , 
The occurrence of 7r3ni in the pnra$e 

This has been shown to be a mark of bureaucratic style, see above, 

pp. 42-3 and 162-3. 

Ezra 6: 3, Cyrus refers to 538 Bo Co as his first yearn The actual 

writing of a document and the form it took was the work of the secretar- 

iat not of the king himself. Even high officials in the secretariat 

delegated such work to lesser officials (see pp. 1I5ff. above). There- 

fore, it is not Cyrus who calls 538 B. C. his first year. Since 538 B. C. 

was Cyrus' first year as 1: irg of Babylon, the date formula would ind3. - 

cate that the secretariat handling this Matter was made up of Babylonian 

scribes . That native personnel entered the service of the Persian: kings 

is well known (see chapter 7 above), and the Persepolis Fortification 

tablets specifically mention Babylonian scribes, 

Ezra 6: 3. The measurements of the ternpZe. --S nce such edifices 

served a. dual purpose, its primary purpose and as part of the city's 

defences , and since the expenses were to come out of the royal treasury, 

'Zech. 4: 9, cf. Ezra 3: 8,10.2See above, pp. 70 and 153, 

31,,, ýo like officials were needed for an Assyrian building project 

also,, see haterimn , RG;. 4r , 
#471. 

ur:. g., FF 1.947 . 
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it is only natural that Cyrus should stipulate certain specifications 

(see p. 216, n. 3, above). An Assyrian king was equally involved in a 

building project) Darius also recorded certain measurements of a pal- 

ace that he had built in Susao2 

Ezra 6: 4. The method of building l-nin K 112n 5 l-nx '1 >>>ý ý 

rrin y, t 't . `this type of construction has now been found to be a very 

common one used in the Ancient Near East. 3 It was also the method of 

construction used for Solomon's temple (1 Kings 6: 36,7: 12). Excava- 

tions have uncovered its use in Syria, the Aegean, Anatolia, and Baby- 

lonia. In Palestine itself it was used at Megiddo and Jericho. Time- 

wise it was used from Neolithic times down to the Iron . age. 5 

Ezra 6: 4, The building funds to come out of the roya Z treasu. y. 6 

----Contemporary records are replete with examples of s cate funding and 

support of various local cults (see above, pp. 201-2). 

Ezra 6: 5, The preservation of the temple vessels captured bg 

Nebuchadnezzar.? The Cyrus Cylinder records the same situation regard- 

ing numerous temples from which Nabonidus removed idols and to which 

1Waterman, 
. 
RAE, #4710 

2DSf, Kent, OP2, pp. 142-4. See Waterman, ROAR, Vol. I, #457, 
for another text containing building measurements. Cf. Cook, AJT 19: 
363,1915. 

3Smitlh, PEQ 67: 5-17,1941; and Thomson, FEQ 9?: 57-63,1960. 

4Thamson, FEQ 092-60,1960.5Ih'd. 

6Cf 
. Ezra. 6: 6-12,7: 12--26. Th sc two edicts further specify 

that royal funds were to cone out of the taxes of the local province, 

7T'hese vessels are also mentioned in Daniel S. 
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Cyrus returned them. 1 

Ezra 6: 5, Nebuchadnczza,,. See at Ezra 5: 12-14. 

Ezra 6: 2b--5, Was the edict of £jrus carried out? --This issue 

stems fron an apparent contradiction in the accounts between k zri and 

Haggai. and Zechariah, Haggai and Zechariah are silent regarding any 

earlier edict concerning a return or building activity, It is assumed 

that they would have mentioned it if such an edict existed, but since 

they do not, their silence is regarded as tacit proof that no such edict 

was. ssued. 2 However, arguments from silence are hardy convin. _i_ýýg, and 

the Ezra narrative explicitly states that the edict and the proclamation 

(1: 2-4) were carried out (Ezra 1: 5-3: 13). Ezra 2 contains a 1-ist of 

those who returned under Cyrus (repeated in Nehemiah 7) . Furthermore, 

the edict of Cyrus recorded in Ezra 6.2b-5 was brought to light at the 

time when Haggai mid Zechariah were stirring -up the people to renew the 

wor_Iý 1 Finally, Batten is surely correct when he says that the Tatter 

has no bearing on the authenticity of the edict ". ý 
for it was one 

thing for the king to give such an order, but quite another rya tter to 

get the satrap of a distant province to carry it outýr"4 

ä 15 --- Ezra 6,, 2b-5, Its conrpamson with Ezra 5: 

The resemblances are: S: ßß' and 6: 4a; S: 13-15a and 0: 3a, S; 

5: 1511 and. 6: 7D. They will. cause no surprise to anyone who is f mil - 
ia. r with the epistolary style of the ancient Fast. ... All the 

1}3ergerq. ZA 64: 1L92--234,1975; axed Pritchard, ANL? 2, pp. ? 15ff. 

Cf. DSe, Kent, 0P2, pp. 141-2. 

1 Pfeiffer, IGl', p. 841. Cf. Curtis, Essays to Briggs, pp. 33-40. 

3Ezra 
. 5: 1-6: 2a. 

ý'Bat. tefl, ICC: E'W', p. ? 46. Cf . Grosheide, GTT E4: 5,1954. 
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elements of Bagoas' reply are borrowed from the pAition of the Jews 
of Elephantine. 1 

Ezra 6: 9-10, ne cultic references. ---Several documents in this 

study contain similar cultic references, 2 and Persian interest in the 

religious affairs of their subjects is well. -attested. *` Ezra 1: 4 and 

7: l2ff . also contain terms and details of the Jewish cult, 

Ezra 6: 10, Prayers for, the king and his sons. -Cyrus requests 

prayers for himself in the Cyrus Cylinder. 4 Herodotus says that among 

the Persians, worshipers must also pray for the king when they pray for 

themselves (1.132). A'bridge inscription from the fifth century B. C. 

requests blessings from travellers for the Persian official responsible 

for its erection, and for his sonso5 

Ezra 6: 22, The expression, nib lrx J-ýV) 'i stn . ý. A similar ex- 

Fression occurs at Ezra 7: 15 and Nehemiah 1: 9. The reader is -referred 

to the discussion of the phrase "the God who is in Jerusalem, " Ezra 1: 3. 

That this idea of a god's or person's lame dwelling -! t a place is not 

peculiar to the Jews or strictly Deuteronomistic as attested by its 

occurrence in the E1--Amarna tablets: a-mum surri sa-ka-w süm-su i-na 

mat ü--ra--sa-ZZm? <i a--na dar -i y 'Siehe, der König hat gene i z-t. seinem 

Namen i. º Lande von Urusalimº auf ewig. "6 

Z deVaux, ? SANE, pp. 88-9. Cf. Bowman, IS Vol- III, p. 614. On 

quotations in letters see above, pp. I01ff.. 

2See above, pp. 28ff . 
3See above, pp . I99ff . 

}Pritchard, E: I4'c12, p. 316.5Hen. ning, AM NS 4: 101,1954. 

6Knudtzon, ý 4T, Vol. 1. #287.60-1. Cf. #288. S, for a similar 

expression . See dvjenham, 27B 22 :l l2ff ., 1971, for other ANE parallel; . 
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Ezra 6: 12, Darius refers to the possibility of opposition to his 

edicý, --Darius' own inscriptions consider the possi; _-, i_i. 1ty of opposition 

to his rule. In DPd he says, "Upon this country may there not come an 

army, nor famine, nor the Lie; .. . 111 in Dina he says, "Me may Ahura- 

mazda protect from harm, and my royal house, and this land: ... 0 man, 

that which is the command of Ahuramazda, let this not seem repugnant to 

thee; do not leave the right path; do not rise in rebellion! "2 

Ezra 7: 12,, Ezra is caZZed a scribe. --The issue seems to have 

been caused by the confusion between "scribe" understood as a secretary, 

clerk, o tc. , and "Scribe" understood in the later J. wish sense : if a mem- 

ber of the institution of the Soferim. While the Tatter is f ast men- 

tioned in Ecclesiasticus (38: 24-39: 1I), ". ,. a history must b assumed 

to bring it to the stage on which we find it there. "`") Moore pl,:., es the 

beginning of later Judaism in the Persian period, and since ". .. Ezra 

appears in the name and character of a Scribe, . . 'ý' he n any w Al have 

been a precursor of the Soferim as Jewish tradition holds. On the other 

hand, Crowns has shown that the title IDO can refer to a '°messeger" as 

as to a scribe e if this is the case with Ezra, hen his ref l 

in relationship to the Persian government and to Judah can be s: en in 

another light. See above, p. 183. 

Ezra %: 15, The expression, "the God of Israe , whose the" Zing is 

1Kent, 0p23 P. 136.2Ibiä., p. 738. 

3Moore, Judaism, Vol. 1, p. 41. 

Ibid. , and see his discussion pp. 37ff. 

5Crowri, TIT 24: 366-70,1974. See also Crown, J 'SHO 17: 21-+J -711 
1974. 
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in Je usaZem. Soe on the same at Ezra 1: 3 and 6.12. 

Ezra 7: 21-4, This section is addressed to the treasurers of 

Euphrates There are a number of examples of Ancient Near Eastern let- 

ters in which a single letter had messages or instructions for someone 

other than the addressee. LBL '9 instructs the addressee to forward a 

message to a third party; the message is quoted. LBL 139 informs the 

addressee that the addressor has sent a separate letter to a third party, 

and the content of that letter is quoted. The Asshur Ostracon ends with 

a message to a third party. 1 Oppenbeim cites a number of Arnarna let 
. ers 

addressed to the king that cor. tain a separate message to the royal 

scribe-2 AD 6 is a passport that is addressed to seven officers in 

seven cities between Babylon or Susa and Egypt. 

Ezra 70 24, The tax-exemption granted to the ciergym---We need 

look no farther than the Gadates Inscription in which Gadates is repri- 

nianded for collecting taxes from the sacred gardeners of Apollo (see 

above, p. 3-11-). 

Ezra 7: 25, The acknowledgment of the divine w'"-dom of Ezra. ---The 

expression, I T"n ? ̀F T'15N ýº1ýýfD, ". ý. 
does not mean, according to the 

priests' inspired discretion, as Esd. implies, but according to the writ- 

ten law-book which he carries and to which he must conform, .. -"3 

This is expressly stated in v. 14, Ji'ýt 9`1 `n5x w n. 

1 Donner and Rol lig, KAI, #233, = Koopmans, KAC, #14. 

2üppenhein, StudLes to Landsberger, pp. 2S3ff 

3 Batter_ , 1CC: "ýtNi, p. 313. Cf. Rudolph, HAT : Eid , p. 74, Wisdom is 

often parall. -l to law in late Jewish l7_terature, especially with the law 

of Muses as in Eccliasticus 24: 1-23. 
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Ezra 7: 12-26, The enumeration of the Jewish cZerg' and other 

cui tie references. -See at Ezra 6: 9-10, the cultic references. 

Ezra I: 12-26) The extent of Ezra's authors: ty . ---Whatever Ezra. s 

position in relation to the Persian government., 1 the powers granted him 

are not without paxallel. For examples Asokals Rock Edict V grants 

basically the same authority to officials throughout his kingdom, also 

to regulate religious affairs. 2 

In conclusion, this chapter has applied the information and evi- 

dence gained from the previous chapters to the criticisms that have been 

raised against the authenticity of the ED. These criticisms are based 

on the historical, linguistic, administrative and religious practices of 

the Achacmenids. The results of this chapter show that the criticisms 

reflect an inadequate knowledge of Persian practices. By applying the 

evidence concerning Persian bureaucratic and epistolary style, Persian 

religious and adimmnistrati ve practices and the contemporary linguistic 

situation that is now available,, all of these criticisms against the 

authenticity of the ED lose their force. 

ZSee above, p. 183, and Myers, AB: EN, pp. 60-1. 

2Nikam and McKeon, EA, pp. 58-9. Cf. Kosamte-i, JE5HO 2.204-6, 

1959. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The Ezra Documents have been examined as documents within the 

general framework of three areas: 1) lexical., 2) epistolary style, and 

3) historical context. There is considerable overlapping in these areas, 

but They are distinctive nonetheless. The major emphasis of this thesis 

is on the epistolary style of the ED and their historical context. The 

principal question regarding the ED concerns their historical credi bi l- 

ity, i. e., are the ED authentic Achaemenid documents as they purport to 

be? This question has been debated for nearly a century but has received 

little serious attention as witnessed by a mere dozen studies devoted 

strictly to the ED as documents (see chapter 1). This also reflects the 

general lack of interest in this period of Israel's history. 

Lexical 

The vocabulary of the ED is the standard vocabulary of Imperial 

Aramaic of the sixth to fifth centuries B .C., as asi p1 e comparison of 

B DB or KB with DISO will show.. This is clearly evident regarding the 

Persian loanwords in the ED. Of the eleven Persian loanwords in. the `D 

eight are attested in contemporary Aramaic documents. The same situa- 

tion exists regarding the Akkadian, loanwords in the ED where seven of 

the twelve occur in contemporary Aramaic documents. Thus the conclusion 

reached by Davis in 1908 (see above, p. 5) remains valid; ". .. the 

diction of the Books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther exhibits such traces 

of tyre Persian influence as properly ! belong to contemporary documents 

within the bounds of the Persian empire and concerning imperial affairs ." 
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The occurrences of synonyms illustrate the range of the lexical stock. 

No conclusions can be based on them because the ED wnnre written by dif- 

ferent scribes from different places over a period of about eighty years. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that as far as the lexical material is 

concerned the ED can be considered authentic Persian documents. 

Epistolary Style 

The ED have been examined in connection with Persian and Greek 

epistolary style; with the former because they purport to be Persian 

documents, and with the latter because some scholars have claimed a 

Hellenistic origin for them. Unlike the style of official Greek ccrre- 

spondence the style of official Persian corresponden_ý: has yet to receive 

a separate and thorough study. Consequently the style of official Per- 

sian correspondence had to be established. The wrii ,ýc did this by 

charting all the stylistic features of Achaemenid correspondence dis- 

cernible from the thirty-nine documents used in thi -: citudy. There ace 

ten epistolary features found in official. Persian correspondence though 

not in every individual document. The bulk of these documents are 

decrees, reports and memoianda. In each of these throe classes of typcs 

of letters the ED reflect the style of their conternp°: 'rary counterparts. 

Thus all ten features of Achaemenid epistolary style are present, or 

absent, just as in the non-Biblical ch currents . Especially noteworthy in 

this respect is the direct address to ecipieni s of memoranda. In Ezra 

6: 2h-5 scholars have been troubled 'ai.; h the closing tatement, nnn 

"and you shall deposit (then; in the house o God. " That the 

second person active is correct, and is not to be changed to the third 

person passive as both I and ) Esdras do, is shown by a similar meroran- 

du m, PP 32, which begins '15 i, MN, "they said to me. " Thus memoranda 
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were sometimes direct and personal communications to their recipients . 

While most stylistic features attained a certain set formulas 

none became rigidly stereotyped. Thus within general patterns a great 

variety exists in the epistolary style of Achaemenid correspondence. 

This is true not only of the formulas of the stylistic features but 

also of their presence or absence in individual letters. For example, 

tIfe dates of the documents occur in four different formulas, but less 

than a third of the documents contain a date (see above, p. 110) d For 

easy reference the ten. stylistic features of Achaemenid correspondence 

are given in outline form on p. 125 above. 

The style of official Greek correspondence is completely differ- 

ent from the style of official Achaemenid correspondence. ý That there 

can be no confusion between the two styles can be "vlerr. iy seen by com- 

paring the outlines of the two styles given on pp. ? 25 and 127 above. 

There are three Persian documents preserved only in Greek that have been 

included in this s Ludy (Hd t. 5.2.1, Thuc. 1.. 129, And the Gadates Irisc. ) . 

Each has been preserved in its Persian style as evidenced by their strict 

adherence to Persian epistolary style and their complete lack of Greek 

stylistic features. The Gadates Inscription is particularly exemplary 

of this since it was copied down to Roman times without losing its dis- 

tincti. vely Persian character. 

In addition to the style of official Greek correspondence itself 

the LXX offers further information. she LXX evidence is twofold: 

firstly, there are the LXX renderings of the ED, found in two separate 

versions, I&2 Esdras; secondly, there -are two Greek Additions to the 

Book of Esther, B&E, which do not have a counterpart in the Hebrew 

Esther. The LXX renderings of the ED are of no value as far as episto- 
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lary style is concerned because both 1&2 Esdras copy the MT of Ezra. 

`T'heir v.. xiue lies in their being translations from the Hellenistic period 

of purportedly Persian documents. In this regard it is demonstrably 

clear that the translators were unfamiliar with the language and style 

of the ED. Both 142 Esdras mistranslate twenty percent (20%) of the 

vocabulary listed in Table 8 (pp. 133ff. ) 
. Furthermore, specific fea- 

tures of Achaemenid epistolary and bureaucratic style were also unrecog-- 

nixed by the translators who omitted or changed them as they saw fit 

(see above, pp. 42ff o) . Additions B and E, however, offer a completely 

different picture, They are not translations from a Semitic original. 

They were apparently produced during the Hellenistic period to fill the 

void in the Masoretic Esthei which referred to such edicts but did not 

write them out. But other than one erroneous attempt to reflect Persian 

style (see above, p. 141, n. 1 Additions B and E are totally Greek in 

style. Consequently, they are examples of what the ED should look like 

if they were products of a late Hellenistic Greek author, or authors. 

Thus the epistolary style of the ED is demonstrably Persian, 

being thoroughly compatible with that of Achaemenid correspondence of the 

sixth to fourth centuries B. C. The inability of the LXX txanFlatozs to 

recognize the language and style of the ED and the r: atently Greek compo- 

sition of the Greek Additions B and E to Esther amply demonstrate that 

the ED can hardly be considered forgeries of the Hellcnistä. c period. 

Historical Context 

It is in this area that most of the scholarly debates over the 

ED have t: then pJ. ace . eher fore, as wide a field as possible has been 

iriýe: ztigaated in response to the obvious general lack of information con- 

cerning Persian rule. Three area3 have been approached. Firstly, the 
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study of the influence of Persian on Aramaic has demonstrated the lin- 

guistic aspect of the cultural influence of Persians on their subjects. 

Secondly, the discussion of the institution and administration of ar- 

chives has demonstrated a vital but serf ouasly neglected aspect of the 

administrative machinery of the Achaernenids. Thirdly, a broader histor- 

ical context surveyed illustrates Lhe administrative practices, the reli- 

gious policies and the handling of the language problems facing the 

Achaemenids. 

The use of Aramaic as a Zingua franca was mad? by the Persians 

following the practice of their predecessors, the Babylon ans and before 

them, the Assyrians. Because of the great reliance on Aramaic for com- 

munications by the Persians the language was iiatural3y affected by the 

language of its users. Forty-one supposed examples of such Persian in- 

fluence on Aramaic have been brought together. These Persianisins cover 

loan translations, syntax, phonology, and morphology. Twenty of these 

Per-sianisms occur in the ED, which is sufficient to demonstrate the 

homogeneity of Biblical Aramaic with Imperial Aramaic of the Achaemenid 

period. This conclusion is not materially affected by the fact that 

only eight of these twenty Persianisms are certain (with our present 

knowledge) since four of them do not occur later than the. Achaemenid 

period. Thus, combining the evidence of the lexical material with the 

evidence of Persian influence on Aramaic, the ED are demonstrably con- 

the Achaemenid period, as regards temporary with the Aramaic documents of 

their ý_; ýZ>uisiic character. 

Modern archives can trace their origins and development back to 

their counterparts in the Ancient Near East. It has beer shown from 

written sources that archive administration in the Ancient Near East 
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became weil-developed and observed the strictness of rule governing mod- 

ern archives. The relevance of archive administration revolves around 

two issues: 1) the acquisition of official documents by the author of 

Ezra, and 2) the author's portrayal of archival practices. Other au . 
hors 

of antiquity give evidence of having had access to official documents, 

so it is not surprising that the author of Ezra apparently had such 

access. The author of Ezra does not explain where he obtained his doc- 

umentss out his careful distinction between copies and originals assures 

us that they were obtained from an archive in the province of West- 

Euphrates ,xo it is the nature of axchi yes that they contain copies of 

documents issued from and original documents received into it. This is 

the classification the author of Ezra makes of the J -. D. those sent from 

the province of West-Euphrates are classified as copies and those 

received in the province of West-Eup . rates are classified as originals. 

Two possible archive locations are the capital of Iles t -Euphrates (proba- 

bly Damascus) or Jerusalem, capital of the province of Judah. Thc: por- 

tray al of archival practices ini the Ezia narrative revolves around the 

terms used for archives and their general locations o Official archives 

were almost always connected with state storerooms or treasuries and wer-ý-, 

referred to by the same names, Consistent with this term nology and 

associE. tion are both the ED and their narrative context. Thus Ezra S. 7- 

17 refers to the ND5Yi 71 h')T'I s. >>, "royal treasury. " and Ezra. 6: 2 men- 

tions 'ýýa ), I K>-], oo ri'. ºý, "in she archives (lit. 'house of books') of 

the treasury; treasures, 11 

Cyrus set a general policy of rule at once contrastive from that 

of his predecessors and which was to hocome ch iractcristic of the Aclhae-- 

menid Empireo He treated his subjects, even conquered rulers, with 
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leniý nc}', restoring exiled people to their homelands, rebuilding ruined 

tciaples and re-establishing cults throughout his empire. It is within 

thLs general policy that the permission for the Jews to return to Judah 

and to rebuild their temple must be viewed. The provincial administrý; - 
tion depicted in the ED is in keeping with that pictured in non-Biblical 

sources like the combination of native and Persian officials, ana that 

they always appear in groups, as for examples Ta. ttenai, Shethar-Eezenai 

and their colleagues in Ezra 5: 7-17e Also the titles of officials found 

in the ED are those found in Achaemenid sources, e. g., Oyu Fyn, ntlE3 and 

ýýW-10N N. 

The religious policies of the Achaemenids is well. -attested 

throughout their empire, In Babylonia Cyrus credits his success to the 

chief god of various cities, e. g., Marduk and Sin. In Egypt Carabyses 

and Darius paid homage to several Egyptian gods. The Pherendates corre- 

spondence further illustrates Darius° involvement in the religious 

affairs of his subjects (see above, p. 30) . In Asia Minor the 3, adate5 

Inscription and the Xanthos Trilingual amply attest the relig i_ous pol i- 

ties of the Persians. in Persia itself the gods of the foreign workmen 

received commodities from the Persepolis treasury equally with the Per- 

Sian Ahurarnazda. Therefore, the religious concessions granted the Jews 

by the ED are to be understood as a part of a general religious policy 

of the ruling Persians. 

The Persians used two methods In dealing with the lanuage prob- 0 

lern facing them, because of the multi-lingual nature of their empire. 

One method was to make use of the individual native languages. This is 

exemplified by the numerous documents in the language-, of riatior13 frog. 

Egypt to Asia Minor, e, g", Egyptian, Lycian, Greek, and Elamite. The 
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second method of communication was by the use of Aramaic as a third 

intermediary language that could be uý. ed throughout the empire. Aramaic 

texts of the Persian period have been found in Egypt, Asia Minor, Persia, 

and India. Thus Ezra 1.2-4, written in Hebrew, fits in with Persian 

practice as well as the rest of the ED which are in Aramaic. 

The results of this study are twofold, in keeping with the pur- 

pose set forth in the introduction (see above, pp. 26-7). The analysis 

of the epistolary style and character of official Achaemenid cor. cespon- 

dence has demonstrated that the ED can be considered authentic Persian 

documents, as far as style goes. Since specific matters in the ED have 

been questioned as well as their genera). character the v-riter has com-- 

piled all the specific questions raised concerning the authenticity of 

the ED. These questions have been dealt with together by referring to 

the evidence assembled J --n the study and to additional evidence where 

necessary. The result has been that all of the questions raised con- 

cerning the authenticity of the ED are 2riswered in Laie positive _ ii the 

light of our present state of knowledge of A, chaemeini i-t Persia, The study 

of the historical context of the ED in matters both general and specific 

has demonstrated that the ED can be considered authentic Persian docu- 

rnen S, as far as history is concerned, 

The final coneluý=ion drawn by the writer ie. that linguistically, 

stylistically, and historically the ED correspond perfectly to the non - 

Biblical documents of the Achaemenid period. Hence the, ED can be con- 

sidored part and parcel. of the Achaemenid period as they purport to be 

and can be used as valuable historical sources for that period. 



APPENDIX I 

THE WRITER'S TRANSLATION OF THE EZRA DOCUMENTS 

Ezra 1: 2-4 

Thus says Cyrus king of Persia: All the kingdoms of the earth 

has Yahweh, the God of heaven., given to me and he has appointed me to 

build hin a temple in Jerusalem, which is in Judah. Whoever among you 

from all his people his God be with him and go up to Jerusalem which is 

in Judah and build. the temple of Yahweh, the God of Israel; he is t; ie 

God who _s in Jerusalem. Now whoever remains from al: the places wh re 

he is sojourning' let the men of his place assist the returnee with sil- 

ver, gold, goods and cattle and with the free-will offering for the tien- 

pie of God which is in Jerasalem e 

Ezra 4: 11-J61 

To Artaxerxes the king, your servants the men of West--Euphrý. tes . 

Now let it be known to the king that the Jews who have come p 

from your presence to us have arrived in Jerusalem and they are rebuild- 

ing the rebellious and evil city even finishing the walls and repairing/ 

inspecting (? ) the lower foundations. Now let it be known to the king 

that if that city is rebuilt and its walls completed, tribute, tax and 

duty will not be paid and it will hurt the royal revenue. Now because 

we are In your service and this outrage against the king it is not fit- 

lThe ED are here given in the order in which they occur, rather 
than IT IL their chronological order. 
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Ling for us to see, because of this we have sent and disclosed the mat- 

ter to the king that search might be made in the record books of your 

fathers. There you will discover in the record books and you will learn 

that that city is a rebellious city and damaging to kings and provinces 

and revolt has occurred within it from times past, therefore that city 

was laid waste, We inform the king that if that city is rebuilt and its 

walls completed then this district in West-Euphrates will no longer be 

Yours. 

Ezra. 4: 17-22 

To Rehure the chancellor and Shimshai the scribe and the rest of 

their colleagues living n. Eainari& and elsewhere in Niest-EupLrates: 

Peace, Now the letter that you sent to us has been clearly read before 

me and i gave orders and search was made arid it was found that that city 

from times past has raised itself up against kings and rebellion and 

revolt have occurred within it. Powerful kings have been over Jerusalem 

and governed. all West-Euphrates and tribute, tax and duty have been paid. 

to them. Therefore, order those men to stop and that city is not to be 

rebuilt until an order from me is given. Be careful. of negligence in 

acting concerning this matter lest damage increase to the royal detri-- 

merit. 

Ezra 5:? -17 

To Darius the king, greetings. 

Let it be known to the king that we went to the province of 

Judah, to the temple of the great God. It is being built with stones 

and timber is being set in the walls, and that work is being done di ii. - 

gently and progressing in their hands e Now we asked those elders and we 
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said to them, "Who gave you a permit to build this temple and to supply 

this building material? " We also asked them their names in order to 

inform you and that the names of their leaders might be recorded. And 

thus they answered us saying, "We are the servants of the God of heaven 

and earth and we are building the t(ýmpic which was built and finished 

many years ago by a great king of Israel. But because our fathers pro- 

yoked the God of heaven to anger he gave them into the hand of Nebuchad- 

nezzar, king of Babylon, the Chaldean, and this temple was demolished 

and the people deported to Babylon. Then in the first year of Cyrus, 

the king of Babylon, Cyrus the king gave an order to rebuild this house 

of God. Also the silver and gold articles of the house of God which 

Nebuchadnezzar had Laken out of the temple which is in Jerusalem and 

brought. to the temp1ý- of Babylon, Cyrus the king took them out of the 

temple of Babylon and gave them to one named Sheshbazzar whom he had 

made governor. And he said to him, 'Take these articles, go, deposit 

them in the temple that is in Jerusalem and let the house of God be 

rebuilt upon its place. I Then that Sheshbazzar came and made provi lions 

for the lower foundations of the house of God which is in Jerusalem: and 

from then until now it has been under construction but it is not. yet 

finished. " So nor, if it pleases the king let search be made in the 

royal archives there in Babylon to see if there is a permit from Cyrus 

the king to build that house of God in Jerusalem. Let the decision of 

the king concerning this be sent to us, 

Ezra 5: 2b-5 

Memorandum: In the first year of Cyrus the king, Cyrus the king 

issued an order. The house of God in Jerusalem: I et the t cmple be 

rebuilt as a place where sacrifices may be offered and its lower fouZda- 
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tions may be carried. Its height may be sixty cubits and its breadth 

sixty cubits with three courses of stone and a new course of tither; 

and. the expense is to be paid out of the royal treasury. Also let the 

silver and gold articles of the house of God which Nebuchadnezzair removed 

from the temple in Jerusalem and brought to Babylon. -, )e returned.,, so take 

them to their place in the temple in Jerusalem, and you are to deposit 

them in the house of God. 

Ezra 6: 6-12 

Now, 'ýattenaz, governor of West -Euphrates, Abe thar-bozena and 

their colleagues the investigators who are in West-Euphrates. r -a, y away 

from there! Leave the work on that house of God alone and let the gover- 

nor and elders of the Jews build that house of God upon its place, In 

addition, I issue an order as to what you are to do for those Jewish 

elders for the building of that house of God. From the resources of the 

king, of the taxes of West-Euphrates, the full cost it to be give n to 

those men---and it is not to stop! Whatever is needed--calves, rams, 

lambs for burnt-offerings for the God of heaven, wheat, salt, wine, 

anointing oil---as the priests in Jerusalem request, tkx. y are to be pro- 

vided for them daily without fail. Thereby they may offer incense to 

the God of heaven and pray for the lives of the king and his sons. I 

also order that any man who changes this edict, a timber is to be pulled 

from his house, and he is to be impaled upon it, and his house is to be 

made a rains. May the God who has caused his name to dwell there over- 

throw any king or people who violates this order, to destroy that. house 

of God in Jerusalem,, IJ Darius, have issued the ordfý °> do it diii- 

gently. 
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Ezra 7: 12-26 

Artaxerxes, king of kings, to Ezra the priest:, scribe of the law 

of the God of heaven, greetings. 

Now, I issue an order that all of the peop?. e of Israel and their 

priests and Levites in my kingdom. who want to go to Jerusalem with you 

may go. You are being sent from before the king and his seven advisers 

to enquire concerning Judah and Jerusalem with the law of your God which 

is in your possession. Take the silver and gold the king and his advi- 

secs have freely given to the God of Israel whose dwelling is in Jerusa-- 

lem, also all of the silver and gold which you find throughout the prov- 

i. nce c ii with the free-will offering of the people and the priests 

given freely for the house of their God which is in Jerusalem. Because 

of_ this you shall buy specifically with this silver bulls, rams, Iambs, 

offerings, libations, and you shall offer theme upon the altar of the 

house of your God which is it Jerusalem. Whatever seems proper to you 

acid your brethren to do with the rest of the Esilver and the gold do 

according to the will of your God. `wie arti-les which are given to you 

for the service of your God's temple place before the God of Jerusalem, 

The remaining needs of your God's temple which befalls you to provide 

will be furnished from the royal. treasu_cy. I, Artaxerxes the king, 

issue an order to all the treasurers in Wust-Euphrates that anything 

which Ezra, the priest, the scribe of the law of the God of heaven asks 

you shall do it exactly; up to one hundred talents of silver, one hundred 

kors of wheat, one hundred baths of wine, one hundred baths of anointing 

oil. and salt without limit-. All that from the command of the God of 

heaven do diligently for the house of the God of heaven, lest there be 

anger against the kingdom of the king aid his sores. You are also to 
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know that it is illegal to impose tribute, tax or duty upon any of the 

priests, Levites, singers, door-keepers, Nethinim, or servants of this 

temple. And as for you, Ezra, according to the wisdom of your God which 

is in your hand appoint justices and magistrates to be judges for every- 

one in West-Euphrates ., 
for all who know the law of your God and those 

who do not know it, you are to teach them. And anyone who does not 

fully keep the law of your God and the law of the king, judgment is to be 

executed against hi- ., i, either death, corporal punishment, fine or imprison- 

Iflerit . 



. APPENDIX II 

THE VOCABULARY OF THE EZRA DOCUMENTS 

Ai aine 
LiebrE 1 
Wo rds 

. ß. C4 English 
Equivalents 

ýp 
I 

CN 

U) 
i 

Sý 
("I 

t 
rl 

t 
C` ý 

'N (. 
-ý 
i 

\D 

r 
1 

ýý-{ 

-i 

N 
J 

h 1r'' 

(N 
J 

C' 
-t 

`Cý 
H 

0 
0 

c*ý 
- rf 
V) 
p 

i-i cn 
0 Lý 

i r 

-J 

" -i i 
JJ 
C': ý-- 

I' a 

(/1 

, 
ý-a 
C) 

O 

sý S 

Z 
rI 

U 

G0 
CJ 

v, 
-- 

U 

>, 

O 
4` 
(11 

" rd 

"i 

G`0 
Qi 

J 

r1 
d-) 
"r4 
--1 

v) 

O 

1-4 
L: 0 

" ri 
r-4 

U) 

CJ 
E-4 

ri z 

C) 
4- 

U 

V) ý 'H 

H 

- ri 
3 
ý., 
0 

ý 

V) Cn 
0 

U) 
4J 
X 
CQ 
r-9 

a'j 
stone x x 

'y' i then x x 

; 'r`t`e diligently x x x 
5ra go x 

nv ( brother 
I 

X1 

'-wm there is x x 

75N God x x x x x. 

n5K these x 

07n, 5 R God x x 

155 those x x x 

nn ; cubit x x 

iR say x 
I 
x 

`try ti t amb x x x 

1 x x 

x 

ai. nx we x x 

tý man x x 
J 

1 

PrI This occurs only in the compound 55A 1ýtz, see above, p. 133,11. a. 
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Arara- c 
Hebrew 
atiT ords 

English 
Equivalents t N 

U, 
a N 

c- 
t tý 

r, 
I ýý 

-- 

. -1 
r. 

N 

c'i . -. I 
z z -I 

" F 

7n1 K you x 
71 bit imprisonment x x 

X -IE)bx exactly x x x x x 
yu wood iC x x 

qX also x x 
f 

'D1 DN. investigator x x ` X' 

rn N treasury x x 

1,? -Ix proper x 

yu earth x 

Vm earth x 

Artaxerxes x x x 

V-1 ; lower foundation x x x x x 
-lum who, which x x 

liwx building materials x x x 

`i r ̀ ý Pwx revolt x x ? 

fits sign of accusative x 
E f 

'111R come, go x x 

inx place x x x t 

,I in x x x x x x 4 

u'X i bad x 

5: ßi Babylon x x x t x 

nnn-ý[ cattle x 

zUn cease x x 

n1 -1 house x x x X x x 

c C. 
_] tax x x a ? ? x 

bu3_Id X X x X X X X 

d*1N, 
m 71rii chancellor x ? ? x I i 

1 
Artax erxes has two spellings: Rr iwfln1x, 4: ) 1, also at. 4: 7,8, 

and Ni; b fliniux, 7: 12, 21, also at 7: 11. 

CSee above, p. S4. 
dSee 

above, pp. Soff. 
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Aramaic & 
Hebrew 
Wo rd s 

English 
Equivalents 

U, 

cv cý 
r-i .ö Un 

.o 
\0 

° 

r 
ýr 

N 

-4 
ýt . --4 

r. < 

z 

a:, 

1 
2 

U 

H 

w 
.a 
a.., 

H 

c ¢ 
E-; 

c: a 

7ý 

seek x 
'I-n son 

t1 yet x 
b-n bath f 

l 
9 x 

lu man x 
p 1 

1ä interior 

°IiTA treasurer x x 

r5A take into exile x x 
e 5A rolling x. x 
f 

`inA finish x 
Tja treasure x.. x x! 
IA alien x x 

n-n`r sacrifice x x 

of sacrifice x x 

in`i gold x x x 

11 relative pronoun, conj . x x x x x x 
p-i judge x 

judgement x 

))-a judge x 

that x x x x 

ram x x x 

memorandum x x 

i-n memorandum x x 

this x x x x x 
gV? 'f'ý`t Darius x x x 

n`r law 
x 

x x 

eSee above, p- , n. a. 
f 

See above, pp. 43,77. 

gSpelled as in the early inscriptions designating Darius I, as 
opposed to the later spelling of Darius II and with n. See 
Cowley, AP, p. 1; Kitchen, P/PAD, p. 59; and Frye, HP, p. 97. 
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Aramaic 
Hebrew 
Words 

English 
Equivalents 1 CV 

.. 

IUý 

° ýV 

.. 

P 
1 I`ý 

.. 

`; 
" ý'J 

.. 

'-4 
`' -'" 

.. 
r` 
e-1 

.. 
c`q r-i 

.. 
Fa 

. 
ý°I z z -1 P-4 r: 

;I definite article x 

tý1 ,I he l x x 

,I be x x x x x 

h7 be x 
ýD77 temple, palace x x x x x 

15, -1 go x 
15" tax x x x x x 

1,31 they, x Y 

In if x x 
1 conjunction x x x x x x x 

X77 gold ; x 
`'I a1T cautious X 

'IY T musician x x 

Cpx raise up x x 

5 nn destroy 

--k l damage 

Ern on. e 
J 

irfl new x 
h 

I) Ih (uncertain) x 

,I ih see } x 

'Y n 1i fe x 

W3 wisdom x x 

75n J 
port ion x 

'wit 
T 
wine x x x 
' 

n t h x x x uin ; cor ea. w 

:, 111 be laid i,, -aste 

n nun need x x 

1 nun deed x. x 

o wood I x 
I 

ý f 
II 

I 

hSee 
above, p. 52. 
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. Aral-'lai E li h '. D 1\3 
c ýb I 1 

c& ng s ýr, °ýý . -t v cýI ýL 
Hebrew Equivalent 
Wo : rd 

cv cý r; . cý r, ri 
. . . . . . . . 

'E 

ti, V 0 order x x x 
i 

x x ! x } 

ä-:: I ' bring x x 

`; ti hand x X x 
Y'T') know x x x 
ßi give x x x x 

s 

Judah ,x x x 
Judah x x 
Jew x x 

X31 el l Yahweh x Xf 
9 

day x x x º 

good x 
Li)1t counsel-! or xI x 

I 

n5'v 1 ̀t 7 Jerusalem x x x : >r x x x x i 

tý' > Israel x x x 

. r' 
dwe11 x 

like ä x x x 

ttD thus, now, here x , sp 
ln'D priest 

I 
x x x 

iu`i lD Cyrus x x x x 

1D talent x x1 

15. i al. I x x xI x x x 

fl2 D thus x 

n. iD colleague x x x x 

r0D silver x x x x 

now I x x x x x 

Ply. - P, IY'1 now X X x x 

7 or x 

? ̀ iw Chaldean I x 

ýýi- tý91_te x xl 
1 t 

'`ee above, p. 53. 
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Aramaic 

Hebrew 
Words 

English 

Equivalents 
ýj 

I N 

., 

LI) 
I 

,a ('< 

`.. 

rl 

r" 
.. 

N 
r-4 

ý 
.. 

r-i 
( 

ý 
., 

(N 
r 

1 

ý 
.. 

Cý c' 
1 

ýý 
.. 

S 

.ý 

= 

. "ý f 
y 

.4 F. 
., ý 

F- H 

G 

writing x x 
3' (core of) wall x x 

to x x x x x x x 

negative x x x x x 

1º15 but x 
11i Levite x x1 x 

m5 near x 

Kra hundred 
. x { 

'In Rn word x x 

J vessel , articles x x x x' 

overthrow x 

rn al t ar x x 

i. mm province x x x x 

an What x x x t I 

pin death x x 

Hnn strike x 

9tß who x 

On eat salt I x 

n5n salt x x x x x 

15 n king Ix x x x x x x 

ID5n kingdom, reign I x x 

nn5nn kingdom x x 

In who x 1 4 i 
In from x x x x x x x 

fill6 ýr tribute x x x x x 

111Ü73 appoint ' x 

nor offering x xf I x. 

nipp place x 

-, - , -ýi, AiiinTn 
I 

w 1 x I I 
I I 

d 1.1-j IAV V-+ 

i See above, p. 67. 
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Aramaic 
Hebrew 
Words 

English 
Equivalents 

1 

N 

ýI3 

.n 

N 
. r-) 

Pý 

1 

P, 
tir 

N 

1 

. r} 
w 

\ýO 
r--1 

r-1 

'r 

CV 

1ý- 

N 

N 

ra 
r- 

. 
-a 

. ; -. 

Q 

. -1 . Z . Z . 'L--° 

E°= 

. . -: 
I . E-+ . Fq . F-O U-I 

`E`rn rebellious x 

him anointing oil x x x 

1D Th dwelling x 

Nebuchadnezzar x x x 

a-TI willing, spend x 

7ý`r-1 voluntary offering 
C 

x x 

1: 1'r. 1 course x x x 
k 

)51l ru ins 
.s x } ' ? , 

j fl damage x X1 

irr come down x x 

nl yl incense xp 
+ 

x x 

wealth. x i x x 

bbl pull out 

103 libation 
I 

a x 

5n fall x 

J go out x x 

npD, expense x x 

Kul lift x X X 

Invi I (official) document x X Xj 

I 'l na temple servant x ' x 

1, bI give x x x 

5: 10 carry x 
j 

x I J 

75b go/come up 

`Db book x x 

IDO secretary x x x 

`mo demolish x , 

-ray do, make x Ix x x x 

°t : iy servant x x 

! s'-tt ''117 Gt! 'eY'K 
x X 

If 

II. - -y i ..... _ 

kSee. 
above, pp. 56-7. 
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Aramaic 
Hebrew 
Words 

f English 
Equivalents º N 

-4 

1 
º 

N 

ýLa 

º [-- 

LO 

N 

r, º 'J 
`ý 

r-i 
º 

ýt 

N 
º 

c# 

N 
º 

-4 d 

C,. 
< 

°" 

3 

`: 

Win) i. iy West-Euphrates x x x x ? x 
'Ty unto, until x , x x } 

w4iy Ezra x x 

`ay upon, to x x Ix x x xI 
'I 5y goup x 

N15y burnt-offering x 
Oy remote timeteternity x 

Ix 

try people x x x x 
ny With. X x 

vJl fine ¢ x 1' 

, )I -1Y nakedness 

nnq governor I x x x 

f5D serve 
j 

x x 

n5o Z service x I X 
I7n appoint x 

DID Persia x x 

VJID divide, explain x 

is ao word x x x x x 

nD breadth x 

n 5s pray 
I 

i 
x I x 

fl make progress x 
j 

5: 3,7 before x x 

t] I7 before x x 
i 1 

'17.3117 iorirerly x 

7ý1-7 buy 
a 

x J 

hvýý anger x 

h`t 7I re ad. x 

IThis 
translation is at the suggestion of the writer's super- 

visor, Mr. A. R. Millard. 

im See above, p, 3.99, 
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Aramaic & 
Hebrew 
Words 

English 
Equivalents 

N 
.. 

1n 
N1 
.. 

r-. 
Cý 
.. 

rI 
ýD 
.. 

ri 

r-! 
C-4 N 

r-1 
\'D iV 

rI 
.. 

I 
ä i z c 

`' 

f 
1 

H H H . 1: 4ý 

ý`I7 approach 

nr lp city 

WR head 

n great 

7 Al provoke x 

teil height x 

uinn Rehuni x 

pn 6 far 
I 

possessions x 
Arg` place 
lyi will 

nel elder x 

N; k u grow great 

X>. A W great x 

t, ̀ 7u place, make x x 

5Nvi 
task 

`1KW remain x 

uw remainder 
° x 

nu seven 

71W leave 

i1D wall x 

h--)Pj find { x 

55DW complete x x 

1 .! )Vi dwell x 

Jýw negligence x 

n5v send x `x x x 

ow mighty 1 x 

05U finish x 

t]5v welfare; hail x x 

ou there 4 f I ý " I UV II[O'-111v 
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ýrainaic E 
iebrew 

c Ors 

English 
Equivalents N 

`nj 
(V 

tl< 
h 

N 
ýO 

ý+ 
r-q 

N 

c_J 

. -1 

ICJ 

-I 
` 

1 

b , mV heaven x 

17m; heaven x x X 

inU Samaria x x 

n Shimshai x x 

3u' change I x 

7-It' year x x1 

Uw judge x 

F tirm corporal punishment X X x 

1ýijww Sheshbazzar x x 

rrtw sixty x 

im) Shethar-bozena_ 
Ix 

x 

ý1 fl return x Y 

`1)1) bull X x x 

3'2l three X 

mit there X 

L]' 1 strong x 

pin door-keeper I 1 x x 

7. )lin Tat LOnai x x l 
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